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Introduction 

Slavery's Capitalism 

SVEN BECKERT AND SETH ROCKMAN 

During the eighty years between the American Revolution and the Civil 

War, slavery was indispensable to the economic development of the United 

States. Such a claim is at once self-evidently true and empirically obscure. 

A scholarly revolution over the past two decades, which brought mainstream 

historical accounts into line with long-standing positions in Africana and 

Black Studies, has recognized slavery as the foundational American institu

tion, organizing the nation's politics, legal structures, and cultural practices 

with remarkable power to determine the life chances of those moving through 

society as black or white. An outpouring of scholarship on nineteenth-century 

public health, criminal justice, foreign policy, popular culture, and patterns 

of everyday life leaves little doubt that the new United States was a "slavehold

ing republic."1 In comparison, only a small segment of recent scholarship has 

grappled with the economic impact of slavery. Only in the past several years 

has scholarship on finance, accounting, management, and technology allowed 

us to understand American economic development as "slavery's capitalism." 

And only now is there enough momentum to leverage some basic facts-that 

slave-grown cotton was the most valuable export made in America, that the 

capital stored in slaves exceeded the combined value of all the nation's rail

roads and factories, that foreign investment underwrote the expansion of plan

tation lands in Louisiana and Mississippi, that the highest concentration of 

steam power in the United States was to be found along the Mississippi rather 
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than on the Merrimack-into a fundamental rethinking of American history 

itself.2 

Nineteenth-century Americans had little difficulty grasping slavery's cap

italism. Advocates of national economic development presumed the recipro

cal relationship of the slaveholding and nonslaveholding states, as well as the 

mutual interests of the slaveholder, manufacturer, and merchant. "On the 

White mountains of New Hampshire we find the sugar of Louisiana, and in 

the plains beyond the Mississippi the cotton cloths of Rhode Island are do

mesticated," explained the famed editor Hezekiah Niles in 1827. Abolitionists 

such as William Lloyd Garrison recognized the North as a "partner in iniq

uity" and credited the Panic of 1837 with delivering a deserved ruin to those 

New York City mercantile firms engaged in commerce with the South. In turn, 

southern nationalists lambasted northern sanctimoniousness. "Many of the 

abolitionists of the present day affect to have such tender consciences, and to 

feel such abhorrence of slavery, that they declare they will not wear the cot

ton of the South, because it has been cultivated by slaves," observed the Bal

timore minister Alexander McCaine, "yet, these extremely sensitive, and 

pre-eminently holy characters, feel no qualms of conscience, to sell Southern 

planters their boots and shoes, their negro cloth, and all the et cetera that make 

up a cargo of Yankee notions, and put the money, arising from the labour of 

slaves, in their pockets." Indeed, an 1845 manufacturing census found that 

nearly half the woolens manufacturers in Rhode Island produced textiles for 

plantation markets. A South Carolina industrialist such as William Gregg 

might rightfully lament that such thriving northern cities as Bridgeport, Con

necticut, had "been built by the capital of Charleston," while a compatriot 

writing in De Bow's Review could declare slavery the "nursing mother of the 

prosperity of the North.''3 

The escalation of political tensions in the 1850s generated ever more vivid 

renderings of the economic relationship between the sections. The New 

England minister Orpheus Lanphear described slavery as "a huge serpent" 

menacing "Northern Capital, Trade, and Manufactures": its "hiss was heard 

in the Stock-market, and in the Counting-house, making the very Ledgers 

tremble in their cases. It was audible in the whirl of every spindle, and the 

vibration of every loom, in the muttering of every waterwheel, and in the whistle 

of every engine; and rang its menace along the edge of the ship-carpenter's 

adze." Those attempting to stave off disunion tabulated "Southern Wealth and 

Northern Profits" and championed a national economy that emanated from 

the cotton fields of Mississippi and Louisiana and flowed into every corner of 
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prosperity in New England. "Every man at the North, who makes a plough, 

a hoe, a shovel, or a cotton-gin, to aid the production of cotton, should be 

counted as a hand engaged in that crop," argued one advocate of reconcilia

tion. It was a familiar refrain that the North was poised to "kill the goose that 

has laid their golden egg."4 

That the plantation and the factory composed a coherent national econ

omy was less controversial 175 years ago than it is today. Although such a claim 

may now appear straightforward to academic historians, we nonetheless re

main in the early stages of scholarly discovery; the argument is more easily 

asserted than substantiated. Like Abraham Lincoln in his second inaugural 

address, we know that slavery was "somehow" tied to the particular instan

tiation of capitalism in the United States, but the actual "how" remains elu

sive. The long-held presumption of slavery's prima fade irrelevance to capitalism 

has left us without many of the crucial details necessary to grasp slavery's in

fluence on American economic development. The perception of slavery as an 

inefficient way of organizing labor and a hindrance to economic development 

stretches back to the eighteenth century and still appears commonsensical in 

the wake of the industrializing North's victory over the slaveholding South in 

the Civil War. Historians have until recently excluded the slaveholding regions 

of the United States from the so-called "transition to capitalism" and have 

looked elsewhere for the "market revolution" that channeled larger and larger 

segments of American life toward the cash nexus. Slaveholders declared them

selves the antagonists of capitalism, making South Carolina's John C. Cal

houn, in Richard Hofstadter's memorable phrase, the "Marx of the Master 

Class." In turn, the North's familiar forms of entrepreneurship, innovation, and 

market competition beg the counterfactual claim that the American economic 

takeoff could have happened without slavery. Perhaps it might have, but the 

fact remains that it didn't. Nor does it matter that we can locate other cap

italist societies that developed without slavery, or other slave societies that 

possessed few traits of capitalism.5 As capitalism expanded from within the 

world market it had created, slavery came to play a central, even decisive, role

first in the Caribbean and Latin America, and then in North America

tighdy connected to the world-altering Industrial Revolution and the so-called 

Great Divergence. By virtue of our nation's history, American slavery is nec

essarily imprinted on the DNA of American capitalism. However, we are only 

now cataloguing the dominant and recessive traits passed down since the first 

enslaved Africans arrived in the British colonies that would become the United 

States. It is plainly obvious that the history of American capitalism is a 
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history with slavery, yet it remains to be shown how exactly slavery is embed

ded within that larger story of capitalism. 

Other capitalist nations have a substantial head start searching for the 

place of slavery in their specific developmental paths. More than seventy years 

ago, the Afro-Caribbean intellectual Eric Williams advanced one of the most 

powerful-though often ignored-arguments in modern historiography, 

namely, that the story of British economic development was inextricably linked 

to West Indian slavery. First, profits derived from slave-grown sugar and the 

transatlantic slave trade underwrote the Industrial Revolution that gave 

England the world's first modern economy. Only once this new manufactur

ing regime had taken hold and profits from slavery appeared less certain in 

comparison did British abolition of the slave trade become economically viable 

and ideologically useful. Williams's Capitalism and Slavery has structured an 

ongoing and contentious debate over the relationship of slavery's profits to the 

rise of industrial capitalism and the timing of abolition.6 Williams's British 

story is often universalized to assert that nothing new remains to be discovered 

about slavery's centrality to American capitalism, a perception perhaps 

enhanced by the enduring richness of scholarship on slavery and the British 

Empire, as exemplified by Sidney Mintz's Sweetness and Power, Joseph E. 

Inikori's Africans and the Industrial Revolution in England, Nicholas Draper's 

The Price of Emancipation, and most recently Catherine Hall's Legacies of 

British Slave-ownership: Colonial Slavery and the Formation of Victorian Britain? 

While the relationship of slavery to British economic development has 

generated a robust scholarship, research on slavery's importance to American 

capitalism has been episodic: Philip Foner's 1941 account of New York 

merchants' deep ties to the cotton trade, a brief mention of the value ofNorth

South trade in Douglass C. North's 1961 volume of economic history, Bar

rington Moore's reference of the importance of slave-grown cotton to 

American capitalism, James Oakes's 1982 argument for slaveholders as robust 

devotees of liberal conceptions of private property, John Ashworth 's 1995 ef

fort to link slave resistance in the South to middle-class sensibility in the North, 

Adrienne Davis's powerful naming of slavery's "sexual political economy" of 

coerced reproduction, and Robin Einhorn's 2006 study of slavery as founda

tional to the American love oflow taxes offer select examples of empirical work 

that embeds slavery in U.S. economic development. Only over the last twenty 

years could one assemble a convincing bibliography, running from Ronald Bai

ley's survey of the "slave(ry) trade" to David Waldstreicher's account of Ben

jamin Franklin's extensive entanglements with bound labor.8 
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Yet many of the most basic facts about the role of slavery in American 

economic development remain unknown. To explain the relative inattentive

ness of American history as told over much of the last century would take a 

volume unto itself, grappling with the legacies of a Jim Crow regime of white 

supremacy that excluded black Americans from the national story and access 

to the institutional means of changing it and of a Cold War that required tout

ing the superiority of America's "free enterprise" system and its indivisible 

link to democracy, and with a neoliberal economic ideology in the present that 

presumes markets will inevitably maximize human freedom rather than con

strain (and commodify) it. The persistent erasure of slavery from American 

history and memory is precisely why new research on slavery's importance for 

American capitalism is worthy of media coverage, as evidenced by the public

ity given to recent books, such as Greg Grandin's Empire of Necessity, Sven 

Beckert's Empire of Cotton, and Edward Baptist's The Half Has Never Been 

Told.9 

This flourish of attention seemed purely aspirational when scholars gath

ered in 2011 for the "Slavery's Capitalism" conference, sponsored jointly by 

Brown University and Harvard University. The conveners recognized that 

many historians-graduate students and senior scholars alike-were conduct

ing the archival research necessary to sustain a slavery-centered account of 

American economic development. A critical mass of dissertations and mono

graphs would provide an empirical basis for challenging slavery's presumptive 

remoteness to the main story of innovation, entrepreneurship, and finance at 

the heart of American capitalism. Although terms like "complicity" had al

ready become shorthand for slavery's lengthy economic reach, capitalism's spe

cific connection to slavery was coming into focus only thanks to the collective 

efforts of scholars working on different pieces of the puzzle. An outgrowth of 

that original conference, this volume is intended to provide the most multi

dimensional account to date of slavery as a constitutive element of American 

capitalism. The story begins with the exploitative labor regime of the planta

tion itself but quickly expands outward along the nation's financial and mer

cantile networks to infuse the broader cultures and practices of American 

business: for that labor regime sustained a political economy that predicated 

liberal capitalism's unrivaled opportunities on the unforgiving oppression of 

chattel slavery. And the story does not end at the nation's borders. As the pri

mary supplier of cotton, the commodity at the heart of the first Industrial 

Revolution, the United States occupied a distinctive position in the global 

economy. American reliance on world markets to vend cotton and supply 
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capital shaped the nation's political economy in ways that would ultimately 

limit the life expectancy of slavery's capitalism and make way for the more 

recognizable iterations of industrial and financial capitalism of the late nine

teenth and twentieth centuries. 

The Rediscovery of Slavery 

To recognize slavery's national reach and to argue for its national economic 

importance is to challenge one of the most persistent myths in American his

tory, namely, that slavery was merely a regional institution, surely indispens

able for understanding the South, but a geographically confined system of 

negligible importance to the nation as a whole. As one scholar has recently 

put it, "U.S. historians traditionally have treated slavery rather like an extended 

cul-de-sac, an interesting road full of twists, turns, and unexpected conse

quences, but ultimately a dead end in the path towards the nation's 'modern' 

political and economic institutions."10 If a new consensus is emerging, one that 

instead treats slavery as the interstate highway system of the American past, 

its origins can be traced to several distinctive conversations in the scholarship, 

as well as to a swell of public interest and social activism. 

The growing awareness of slavery's national reach, for example, owes less 

to the accomplishments of academic historians than to the dogged work of 

legal activists, investigative journalists, and museum curators. A political 

movement for reparations gained traction in the 1990s, marked by Randall 

Robinson's compelling The Debt: What America Owes to Blacks, Representa

tive John Conyers's proposed legislation to study slavery's legacies, and Dead

ria Farmer-Paellmann's federal lawsuit against Aetna for its issuance of slave 

life insurance policies. Although reparations claims yielded no success in the 

courtroom, the threat of lawsuits initiated by Harvard Law School professor 

Charles J. Ogletree, Jr., and the Reparations Coordinating Committee pres

sured banks, insurance firms, and universities to delve into their records and 

publicize historical ties to slavery. One outcome was Brown University's multi

year study of the Atlantic slavery origins of the wealth of their first benefactors 

and namesake (and, in turn, subsequent self-studies at Emory University, the 

College of William and Mary, the University of Virginia, and Harvard Uni

versity, among others). Additional pressure came from state and municipal 

disclosure ordinances that required firms like J.P. Morgan and Wachovia to 

reveal slave mortgages held by predecessor banks; such revelations made 
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front-page news in the Wall Street Journal and the Washington Post.11 Calls for 

reparations dissipated after 2008 and the election of President Barack Obama 

but are now gaining a new hearing as the administration of America's first 

black president comes to a close. A more global discussion of reparations has 

also accompanied the recent efforts of Caribbean nations to press claims 

against European nations such as Britain and France in the diplomatic realm. A 

lightning-rod political issue, "reparations talk" has created a heated but ulti

mately productive exploration of slavery as the material basis of present-day 

economic inequalities, enabling both American wealth and American poverty. 

Other contemporary social movements, such as the global fight against human 

trafficking, have also served to show that modern capitalist economies harbor 

no inherent antipathy to coerced labor.12 

The American public has also confronted slavery with greater frequency 

in popular media, museum exhibitions, and political controversies. In the 

midst of the Civil War sesquicentennial, commentator Charles Blow observed, 

"America has slavery on the brain these days." The first three months of 2014 

witnessed the comedian Larry Wilmore denouncing slavery as economic theft 

on the Daily Show, a slave rebellion serving as the setting for a highly popular 

video game, and Twelve Years a Slave garnering an Academy Award; a wider 

(and younger) segment of the American population than ever before has been 

asked to surrender misleading perceptions of slavery as tangential to the na

tional past. Slavery often bubbles to the surface of the national political and 

cultural discourse in response to tragedy, such as the 2015 massacre at Charles

ton's Emanuel A.M.E. Church; the subsequent removal of the Confederate 

battle flag from the grounds of several southern statehouses provided oppor

tunity for a public discussion of the Confederacy's investment in slavery. Sus

tained attention to police violence against black bodies, political mobilization 

against mass incarceration, and student protest against racial exclusion on col

lege campuses have created new space to consider slavery and its legacies in 

American society.13 

Over the past fifteen years, journalists and museum interpreters in New 

England and the Mid-Atlantic states have taken an unsparing look at their 

regions' relationship to slavery. The mythology of a "free" North has with

ered under the impressive investigative reporting of the Hartford Courant and 

Providence Journal and the efforts of numerous public history sites to high

light the region's material investment in slavery. The New-York Historical So

ciety's blockbuster 2005 exhibit, Slavery in New York, poignantly featured an 

installation of a television monitor mimicking the screen design of a present-day 
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financial news network, but with the prices of slaves, cotton, sugar, and rum 

flying along the so-called crawl, as runaway slave advertisements scrolled 

down the side of the screen. The slave-labor origins of cotton now figure more 

prominently in National Park Service exhibitions in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, 

and Lowell, Massachusetts, while local historical societies, libraries, and house 

museums have rethought exhibitions and devoted substantial programming 

to the North's ties to slavery. Traces of the Trade: A Story from the Deep North, 

a 2008 documentary about the descendants of the leading slave-trading family 

of Bristol, Rhode Island, has been screened hundreds of times on college cam

puses, at film festivals, and for community groups. The new understanding 

of slavery's importance to the national story is scarcely universal among the 

American public-just wait a week for another politician or celebrity to make 

an ill-informed statement about the causes of the Civil War or the romance of 

the plantation-but the present moment seems particularly auspicious for 

rethinking American economic history through the lens of slavery.14 

Likewise, several new directions in historical scholarship support a recon

sideration of the economic past of the United States. Global and imperial 

frameworks, for example, situate the United States in longer developmental 

trajectories, including those that foreground Atlantic slavery in early modern 

global integration, interrogate the so-called rise of the West, or posit the in

separability of racism and capitalism as social formations. Such perspectives, 

while currently much in vogue, have a distinguished lineage. More than a 

century ago, W. E. B. Dubois recognized American slavery as an outgrowth 

of European colonialism, and scholars such as Stuart Hall, Eric Wolf, Ced

ric J. Robinson, and Robin Blackburn have long situated the plantation-driven 

economies of British North America and the subsequent United States within 

an international history of capitalism and empire.15 Economic history has more 

recently explored comparative questions, puzzling over the late emergence of 

England as a rival to China for global economic dominance. Slave-mined sil

ver in the Americas first provided European empires the opportunity to gain 

access to Chinese markets and consumer goods, and slave-grown agricultural 

commodities gave England specifically the possibility of supplanting China 

by escaping the environmental constraints on its population growth. As Ken

neth Pomeranz has argued, one factor in England's ability to break the "Mal

thusian trap" was that nation's access to calories and fibers in the form of 

sugar and cotton harvested on American plantations. Such research has rec

ognized slavery's material contributions to the process of global integration 

and the "takeoff" that gave modern capitalism its fundamental structures of 
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production and consumption and enabled the emergence of the great inequal

ities that have characterized our world during the past 300 years.16 In its at

tentiveness to extractive environmental regimes, transoceanic flows of coerced 

labor, and the racial ideology undergirding "settler colonialism," this early 

modern history has an analogue in recent work on empire in the late nine

teenth and twentieth centuries. Bringing together insights from critical geog

raphy, subaltern studies, and other fields, scholars of modern empire have 

stressed the enduring importance of plantation agriculture on the periphery 

to culture and capital in the metropole.17 Collectively, the new scholarship 

on early modern economic history and the history of modern empires beckon 

historians of the early republic and antebellum United States to recognize 

American history as resolutely swept up in-and certainly not an exception 

to-the broader currents of world history. 

Equally encouraging has been a "new" history of capitalism, one that 

brings business history, labor history, and political economy together under 

a single umbrella to challenge the perception of capitalism as an inevitable 

or natural system of organizing markets. One finds a growing number of 

undergraduate courses and doctoral seminars devoted to the history of capi

talism, and an outpouring of recent scholarship has eclectically deployed 

the methods of cultural, legal, social, and political history to explore regulatory 

regimes, business practices, commodity flows, and concepts such as risk, profit, 

and failure. One distinguishing characteristic of the field has been its depar

ture from Marxist theorizations that separate slavery and capitalism into an

tithetical modes of production; but neither does the field embrace neoclassical 

and neoliberal certainties regarding the tendencies of markets to maximize 

freedom. 18 In formulating a more contingent narrative of capitalist develop

ment, scholars have looked outside England and beyond factory wage labor to 

create an origins story that assimilates the Atlantic plantation complex. The 

historian John Tutino, for example, has claimed a foundational role for the 

Bajio region of Spanish North America where ambitious entrepreneurs and 

workers of diverse legal statuses and racial identities created a vibrant capitalist 

economy in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Such flexible labor re

gimes positioned enslaved Africans alongside other unfree or marginal workers 

to make capitalism's defining characteristic the general commodification of 

labor, begetting the "motley" Atlantic proletariat of Peter Linebaugh and 

Marcus Rediker. From the perspective of global labor history, Marcel van der 

Linden has argued that the most fully capitalist society of the Atlantic world 

might have been the island of Barbados, circa 1650.19 Historians of capitalism 
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have also made slavery foundational to the history of finance. Capitalist under

standings of risk and financial liability gained their clearest articulation 

in the maritime insurance cases resulting from disastrous slaving voyages, 

while slave life insurance policies transformed death into a site of speculation. 

Global financial crises such as the South Sea Bubble and the Panic of 1837 

emerged from ruptures in the credit networks that financed slave sales, plan

tation purchases, and speculation in cotton and sugar.20 Whereas an older 

scholarship saw capitalism and abolitionism as concurrent and mutually rein

forcing, newer work highlights the material and ideological convergence of 

capitalism and slavery in the dynamic emergence of long-distance markets 

for financial securities, agricultural commodities, and labor power.21 While 

the essays in this volume do not provide an explicit theorization of the rela

tionship between capitalism and slavery, they show how slavery became cen

tral to and perhaps even constitutive of a particular moment in the history 

of capitalism, and how slavery helped constitute capitalist modernity in the 

workplace, the counting house, the countryside, and the factory. 

In a reciprocal set of scholarly developments, historians of slavery are in

creasingly attentive to the institution's economic dimensions, recognizing the 

entrepreneurial innovation, "rational" calculation, and sophisticated coordi

nation mechanisms that made human bondage a big business. The economic 

history of slavery has labored in the shadows of the interpretive controversies 

surrounding the 1974 publication of Robert Fogel and Stanley Engerman's 

Time on the Cross, criticized for its cold quantification of human suffering and, 

in the context of contemporary debates, its important conclusion that the 

South's violent regime of plantation labor was economically efficient. Fogel's 

subsequent Without Consent or Contract (1989) strove to distinguish between 

the system's productivity and its inherent status as a moral abomination.22 

More recently, economic and business historians have focused on the transat

lantic slave trade, drawing on the remarkable database of 35,000 voyages 

(spanning 1514-1866) compiled by David Eltis and numerous international 

collaborators. Since first published in CD-ROM format in 1999 and enlarged 

a decade later as an open-access website, Voyages: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 

Database has allowed researchers to grasp the systematic dimensions of the 

Middle Passage. Stephen Berhrendt, for example, discovered the trade's sea

sonal rhythms, as Liverpool merchants carefully coordinated markets for 

sailing vessels, maritime labor, trade goods, food provisions, and capital in 

Europe with comparable markets for provisions and slaves in West Africa and 

the seasonality of demand for slaves in the Americas. Having mastered these 
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"transaction cycles," British traders transformed the Atlantic slave trade from 

a set of high-risk speculative enterprises into a routinized and predictable 

source of profit. The perspective of business history has informed recent stud

ies of investor tolerance for risk in slaving voyages, mechanisms of mercantile 

trust in West African ports, ship captains' decision making at sea, and the 

remittance procedures for slave purchases in the Americas.23 To come at slav

ery as only a set of economic practices remains fraught, and scholars generally 

strive not to confuse human captives struggling for survival with the passive 

widgets of an introductory microeconomics textbook; a crime against human

ity is never reducible to a "negative externality." Nonetheless, approaching 

slavery in transactional terms reveals the institution's fundamental consistency 

with the emerging business practices and market logic of capitalism, and even 

its constitutive role. 

Scholars of slavery have gone further to recognize the technologies of cap

italism as indispensable to transforming human beings into commodities. 

For a Yoruba man or an Ibo woman to become a slave required more than the 

violent extraction of individuals from their natal communities. It involved 

practices of quantification and abstraction to render people into units of ex

change, an epistemological shift made manifest, as Stephanie Smallwood has 

argued, in the account books of Atlantic slaving vessels and other mundane 

commercial paperwork. Marcus Rediker has urged attention to the slave ship 

as something more than a means of conveyance: as a technology of race

making that transformed Wolof Muslims, Biafran farmers, and Akan sol

diers into "Negroes" for sale in the Americas. Before the word "factory" invoked 

sites of industrial production in Europe, it referred to, among other places, 

the slave-trading depots on the West African coast, whence oceangoing ships 

and merchants' account books created racialized subjects and transformed 

them into commodities. Scholars of Atlantic slavery, such as Jennifer Morgan, 

have recognized women's reproductive labor as the fundamental mechanism 

of wealth creation for American slaveholders, who appropriated generations 

of black children for the perpetuation of generations of white wealth. The 

focus on women's reproductive labor remains strong in new scholarship on the 

nineteenth-century United States as well.24 

One of the most promising new paradigms in the scholarship is that of 

"Second Slavery," first suggested by Dale Tomich and weaving together trans

national and imperial frameworks, the history of capitalism, and the study of 

slavery as a profit-seeking enterprise. In the wake of the Haitian Revolution 

and the Anglo-American withdrawal from the transatlantic slave trade in 1808, 
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it might have seemed reasonable to doubt slavery's longevity in the Americas. 

But instead of getting weaker in the ensuing decades, slavery found a second 

life in Cuba, in Brazil, and on the southwestern lands acquired by the United 

States through the Louisiana Purchase and the dispossession of the Creeks 

and other Indian nations. Instead of being ruled by a distant colonial power, 

slaveholders in these places now ruled themselves and steered the state appa

ratus toward the specific protection of their interests and the consolidation of 

their authority. They pursued ever more regimented systems of plantation labor 

in the production of sugar, cotton, and coffee, and they applied steam engine 

technology to the processing and transportation of agricultural commodities 

for market. They aggressively imported slaves, whether through a domestic 

trade that carried more than a million African Americans from the eastern 

seaboard of the United States to the cotton frontier of the Gulf Coast or 

through an African slave trade that brought workers to Cuba and Brazil in 

numbers that mocked English efforts to police Atlantic sea-lanes. With par

ticular attention to the slave plantation as a site of modernity, the Second 

Slavery paradigm urges scholars to rethink the fundamental processes of 

nineteenth-century history-industrialization, bureaucratization, mass migra

tion, nationalism, and imperialism, for example-"through the prism of 

slavery."25 

From the vantage of the current political and cultural moment in the 

United States, the time appears right to construct a new narrative of Ameri

can economic development. Writing the history of the United States, and writ

ing the history of slavery into the center of the national narrative and not, as 

previously, relegating it to its margins, does not signify that global perspec

tives do not matter. Quite the contrary: both capitalism and slavery can be 

properly understood only from a global perspective. Yet their histories also un

folded within particular national spaces and were shaped by specific distribu

tions of social power and politics therein. As the advent and expansion of 

capitalism went hand in hand with the formation of states, the one enabling 

the other, slavery, just as much, was facilitated, regulated, and policed by states, 

which in turn grew some of their strength from the wages of slavery.26 States 

forged national political economies and provided the stage on which political 

conflicts unfolded. Slavery's history, and thus slavery's capitalism, rested on 

institutional arrangements, the outcome of political struggles and bureaucratic, 

administrative, legal, and infrastructural capacities that were defined, negoti

ated, and constructed within national political spaces. 
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The American nation-state matters, furthermore, as a set of institutions, 

shared cultures, and political possibilities. Policymakers, planners, and poli

ticians are invested in national economies, but so are radicals and reformers 

who seek to direct state power toward the more equitable distribution of re

sources. National histories inform civic culture and either enable or impede 

claims to social justice. This function is especially clear for the United States, 

a self-proclaimed "land of opportunity" in which the legal enslavement of a 

substantial segment of its population has rarely figured in accounts of its rise 

to economic dominance. To that end, this book concerns itself with the na

tional economy of the United States during its first decades not as a self

contained space but as an important political arena in which strands of the 

story of slavery's capitalism unfolded and in which answers to its legacy need 

to be found. Moreover, so long as the United States grapples with the legacies 

of its slaveholding past, it remains useful to understand those legacies in the 

precise terms of American national history. 

Plantation Technologies 

The relationship of slavery to American capitalism rightfully begins on the 

plantation, where enslaved workers grew the cotton that made the United 

States into the nineteenth-century version of what Saudi Arabia would become 

with respect to oil in the twentieth: a place that became vastly wealthy as the 

largest producer of the commodity most desired by the world's industrial re

gimes. Eli Whitney's 1793 "invention" of the cotton gin is where this story 

typically begins, and, although hackneyed, the truth remains that American 

cotton production took off almost immediately. Annual production rose from 

8 million pounds in 1795 to 48 million pounds in 1801 and 80 million pounds 

in 1806, at which point U.S. production exceeded that of the British West In

dies and accounted for the bulk of the cotton imported by English manufac

turers. Already cotton was the most valuable thing made in America, and 

propelled the conquest and development of the Lower South in the aftermath 

of the Louisiana Purchase and the Creek Wars of the 1810s. The Virginian Ben

jamin Parker put it most bluntly when he arrived in Alabama in 18J5: "This is 

one of the finest Countries for making money I ever saw."27 

Enslaved African Americans were the pioneers who felled trees, leveled 

fields, and transformed conquered Indian lands into the fertile plantations of 
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Alabama and Mississippi. The ever-expanding demand for forced labor on this 

cotton frontier launched an internal slave trade that would ultimately relo

cate a million black men, women, and children from their birthplaces on the 

eastern seaboard to the new states of what was then considered the American 

southwest. Slave-trading firms in cities like Baltimore and Richmond used new 

technologies like steamboats to move captives to New Orleans, where slaves 

were repackaged as consumer goods and sold on terms of credit that linked 

aspiring planters to banks and bondholders thousands of miles away. The do

mestic slave trade witnessed some of the crassest entrepreneurship anywhere 

in the nineteenth century and helped transform slavery into something more 

than a labor system: a property regime in which wealth could be stored, trans

ferred, leveraged, collateralized, and bequeathed through black men, women, 

and children held under legal title. 28 

To start in the South might seem counterintuitive in the face of the long

standing scholarly tendency to cast the region as premodern and its richest 

men as something other than capitalists. The work of Eugene Genovese and 

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese fashioned a distinctive southern civilization that re

pudiated any notion that market forces should govern human relations; slav

ery in this regard was not human commodification taken to its extreme but 

rather a system of "organic" social relations that nurtured a preternaturally 

"Old" South. Only in recent years has the history of the antebellum South 

been rewritten as a quest for modernity and an embrace of progress.29 Prom

inent slaveholders rallied behind "scientific" agriculture and transformed 

plantations into sites of business innovation. Literally the nation's first "big" 

businesses, plantations managed large labor forces-how many northern 

enterprises had more than twenty workers?-through factory-like modes of 

regimentation, careful accounting practices, and the active pursuit of industrial 

machinery. By 1860, for example, nearly 80 percent of Louisiana's sugar mills 

relied on steam engines, creating what Richard Follett has called "the most 

heavily capitalized and investment-rich agricultural region in the country." 

Pretenses of paternalism went hand in hand with practices of profit maxi

mization and an unrivaled investment in the sanctity of private property 

rights, making it increasingly fruitless now to saddle slaveholders with labels 

like pre-, pro to-, or quasi-capitalist. 30 

One of the most astounding productivity improvements during the nine

teenth century had nothing to do with machinery but rather with the human 

capacity to perform agricultural labor with one's hands. According to Edward 

Baptist, the daily amount of cotton that enslaved men or women picked in-
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creased 400 percent between the 1810s and the 1850s, owing to advances in the 

disciplinary technologies brought to bear on plantation management. Baptist 

proposes "torture" as the most apt explanation for the new efficiencies of field 

labor. The violence of the lash, in the field and at the weighing house, pushed 

workers to ever-greater feats of picking. Most notably, daily quotas were not 

determined by customary measurements ("the task") but were set individu

ally, written on slate boards where they could be adjusted upward based on the 

previous day's intake. Baptist considers the bodily alienation besetting a nov

ice picker attempting to make his two hands work independently of one an

other as he moved down a row, and then turns to the largest macroeconomic 

questions of the West's economic takeoff. Access to slave-grown cotton, not 

simply coal reserves, provided the basis for the so-called Great Divergence, 

thereby making the violence of the plantation central to economic modernity 

itself. And in this story, no technology was more important than the whip. 

Caitlin Rosenthal traces the innovations of modern management to the 

slave plantation, where regimentation and violence allowed for experiments 

in accounting that predated the factory and the railroad. Rosenthal is among 

several scholars who have urged the centrality of slavery in the histories of man

agement and accounting. 31 Slavery encouraged the development of ever more 

sophisticated accounting techniques, especially as Thomas Affieck's standard

ized and preprinted plantation record books made it possible to calculate de

preciation on (slave) assets and to combine multiple tabulations into a simple 

bottom-line total. These findings challenge the primacy that Alfred Chandler 

awarded the railroad as the testing ground for modern management. Like the 

railroads, the plantations also relied on hierarchical reporting structures (from 

overseers to owners and trustees) and long-lived assets (human beings). Of par

ticular importance was the creation of a metric of equivalence-the hand

that allowed for better comparisons, planning, and measures of efficiency and 

productivity (akin to the ton per mile equivalence for railroads). Such equiva

lences figured in the South's robust agricultural improvement literature, where 

annual production targets were pegged to the number of quarter, half, and 

full "hands" put into labor. Innovations in plantation accounting did not 

necessarily cause the intensification of management by measurement in the 

North, but they do suggest that historians of business and accounting need to 

tell a new origins story, one dating to the first half of the nineteenth century 

and located far from the factory floor. 

Other crucial capitalist technologies also emerged from plantation con

texts, which are becoming increasingly important sites of study for historians 
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of science and technology.32 As Daniel Rood argues in his chapter, the amber 

waves of grain emblematic of American agricultural abundance have their 

origins not in the Midwest but on the slave plantations of the Upper South, 

where innovators like Cyrus McCormick struggled to break the grain

harvesting bottleneck that limited the exportation of Virginia flour to Brazilian 

consumers. Richmond flour found its number one market among Brazilians 

desiring whiter white bread, and Rio de Janeiro imported more flour from 

Virginia than from anywhere else. This commerce differed from the Chesa

peake export economy of an earlier era insofar as Richmond capitalists sought 

vertical integration of processing, packing, shipping, and sales. Watching the 

Brazilian market closely, Richmond firms sought new means of quality con

trol, brand recognition, and automated production. The weakest link in the 

supply chain was the plantation harvesting of the wheat, and this provided 

the context for the 1830s and 1840s experiments with a new reaper. The goal 

of both McCormick and his rival inventor, Obed Hussey, was not a labor-saving 

technology but rather a time-saving one, to expedite the speed of the harvest 

in order to get wheat milled and exported more quickly; this speed was cru

cial to the brand quality of Richmond wheat. Far from saving labor, planta

tion trials demonstrated that the reaper required even more enslaved toil to 

reap, tie, and move grain once it had been cut by the machine. Only after 

McCormick took the reaper to Chicago in the late 1840s did further im

provements transform it into the labor-saving device that launched the 

midwestern-and free-family farm. But it remained the crucial time-saving 

technology of the thriving Upper South plantation economy of the same pe

riod. The reaper emerged as a "creole technology" produced with inputs from 

enslaved workers as well as educated inventors. 

Slavery and Finance 

An enormous river of credit flowed from plantation headwaters. Slaves were 

purchased on credit and then further collateralized in pursuit of additional 

financing. At the same time, the agricultural commodities that slaves pro

duced-or were anticipated to produce in a coming season-underwrote 

local, regional, and international networks of credit, fostered unprecedented 

speculative schemes, and undergirded Anglo-American investment banking 

in the nineteenth century. Since William Cronon's Nature's Metropolis, histo

rians of capitalism have been attentive to the commodification of nature and 
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to the technologies that transform crops into abstract financial instruments. 

The story of plantation finance adds to that story, not only by restoring cotton 

to the forefront of tradable nineteenth-century agricultural commodities but 

also by adding a second layer of commodities-enslaved human beings-to 

the nation's financial history.33 

Vast amounts of capital were stored in the bodies of slaves, but was it pos

sible to access that capital without selling one's slaves outright? Bonnie Mar

tin reconstructs a vibrant mortgage market that allowed small farmers and 

planters to do just that. By taking a loan with a slave as collateral, small farm

ers and planters could purchase additional land and slaves. Many slaves were 

initially purchased using mortgages, in the same way that homes are financed 

today with a modest down payment and an extended period for repayment. 

And akin to drawing on a home equity line of credit today, slaveholders could 

take money out of a slave through a second mortgage. Mortgages proved es

pecially useful for gaining the anticipated value of an enslaved child before 

his or her value appreciated with the onset of physical maturity. "Slave owners 

worked their slaves financially, as well as physically," argues Martin. The con

sequences for local economies were substantial. In some counties in Louisi

ana, South Carolina, and Virginia, slave mortgages generated more circulating 

capital in a given year than did the revenues from crops produced by slave 

labor. The key issuers of loans on collateralized slaves were neighbors rather 

than distant merchants and banks; these credit relationships served as engines 

of local development, especially in frontier areas such as St. Landry Parish, 

Louisiana. This chapter raises comparative questions about lending practices 

in localities undergoing rapid market expansion. Whereas only land could se

cure credit in upstate New York or Ohio, southern credit networks made use 

of land, cotton, and slaves in ways that animated the anonymous operations 

of the marketplace and local networks of neighborly exchange. 

Joshua Rothman explores the interplay of the free market and the slave 

market, especially as lengthening chains of credit served to fasten the chains 

of bondage on Mississippi's slave population. A "culture of speculation unique 

in its abandon" propelled the state's rapid rise in the 1820s: banks multiplied 

on "a series of bookkeeping fictions," and vast amounts of credit facilitated 

the purchase of public lands as well as of the slaves who would hack frontier 

plantations from tracts only recently belonging to the Choctaw and Chicka

saw Nations. Of the 130,000 slaves brought into Mississippi during the 1830s, 

perhaps half arrived in the hands of professional slave traders, who sold them on 

credit to aspiring cotton planters. Land and labor alike were wholly leveraged 
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on anticipated cotton production, and, should cotton prices drop, the entire 

house of cards would collapse. Indeed, Mississippi leaders worried about the 

perception of the state as an unstable climate for outside investment and actu

ally barred the importation of additional slaves in the 1832 state constitution. 

This prohibition was observed in the breach, but it raises the question of the 

reliance of states such as Mississippi on northern and European investors to 

purchase shares in the banks underwriting the market in land and slaves, 

or to purchase the bonds to fund internal improvements facilitating cotton 

exports. Governor Charles Lynch supported the slave trade ban as necessary 

to the state's economic security, but worried (unironically) about the conflict 

with "our free institutions." The Panic of 1837 brought that tension into sharp 

relief, for the collapse of the cotton market encouraged speculative planters to 

default on the debts they owed to slave traders; indeed, some claimed that 

those contracts were invalid because the 1832 constitution had banned slave 

importation. The U.S. Supreme Court ultimately ruled against these schem

ing debtors and the Mississippi lawmakers in Groves v. Slaughter (1841), a de

cision protecting unfettered interstate commerce in the abstract, and sustaining 

the speculative slave trade in particular. The state's slave population would 

nearly double during the 1840s, exposing the deep connection between 

supposedly "free" financial markets and the violence of slavery. 

"It is fearful to think that the capital of a nation, and its almost sole means 

of support, and worth, as it is rated, $4,00o,ooo,ooo, is on leg.r, and may some 

morning turn up missing," observed one northerner on the eve of the Civil 

War. 34 But running away was not the only way that enslaved people contested 

their commodification. As Daina Ramey Berry reveals, when enslaved men 

and women took their own lives, the slaveholding regime worked diligently 

to reconstitute the value of the dead. Slaveholders sought to insure themselves 

against slaves' untimely deaths (whether by suicide, murder, or accident) and 

could rely on the state's legal apparatus to establish valuations and adjudicate 

suits. Most troubling were slave suicides at the moment of sale, as buyer and 

seller alike hoped to deflect liability and recoup the value of the now deceased 

man or woman. Courts could take years to resolve these questions, meaning 

that a slave's commodification lingered long after he or she had been buried 

and mourned. Thus, enslaved people were understood as human capital long 

before they were born and well after they were dead. As slaves continued to 

be commodities even after their death, they created ghost values that con

founded the standard temporality of slavery and forced a rethinking of a 

given slave's "life cycle." But as Berry makes clear, enslaved people maintained 
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competing understandings of time that resisted slaveholders' belief in eternal 

commodification. 

Barings. Browns. Rothschilds. The most famous banking houses of the 

nineteenth century used cotton consignments as a crucial stepping-stone to 

more specialized operations later in the century, explains Kathryn Boodry. The 

key moment occurred in the wake of the Panic of 1837, when these large firms 

were among the only remaining entities capable of offering advances on cot

ton. Relative to the speculative mania surrounding cotton earlier in the de

cade, the large Anglo-American firms had acted cautiously; they missed huge 

profits in 1836, but were only minimally exposed when the bubble collapsed 

the following year. Yet they still at times ended up in legal possession of plan

tations and slaves when their southern customers failed. However, the barren 

post-panic credit landscape offered bankers such as August Belmont, the 

Rothschilds' agent in New York, a tremendous opportunity to move cotton 

eastward across the Atlantic and to arbitrage the foreign currencies thereby 

generated in Liverpool, Le Havre, and Bremen. As rising cotton prices encour

aged speculation in the 1840s, the large firms began to withdraw from cotton 

(even as some of their American agents, like Belmont, went in deeper) and 

turned their expertise toward new-and recognizably modern-facets of com

mercial banking. Alexander Brown & Sons, once among the largest cotton 

consigners for the Liverpool market, reoriented itself to currency exchange 

in U.S. cities. Barings turned its attention to marketing American loans in 

Europe. The Rothschilds seized on the California gold rush to specialize in 

bullion and specie. But even in these capacities, financial firms that discounted 

paper, invested in regional banks, and brokered state bonds were never far re

moved from the slave-grown cotton that animated Atlantic commerce up to 

the Civil War. And in this light, any history of the origins of modern finance 

needs to foreground cotton as the preeminent global commodity of the nine

teenth century. 

Networks of Interest and the North 

The legal boundaries of slavery did not contain the institution of slavery or 

limit its importance to the social, cultural, and economic lives of Americans 

living far removed from plantation regions. As Steven Hahn has recently ar

gued, a preoccupation with the "sections" that would come to animate the 

politics of the 1840s and 1850s has blinded scholars to the reality of slavery as 
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an engine of the nation's history. Perhaps more accurate was the assessment 

of the 1850s polemicist David Christy, who observed, "slavery is not an iso

lated system, but is so mingled with the business of the world that it derives 

facilities from the most innocent transactions." Geographic distance from 

human bondage by no means diminished the benefits accruing to northern 

colonies and states from American slavery, and indeed, the modernizing econ

omy of the nineteenth century offered new ways of profiting from the labor 

of slaves in remote locations. For example, several principals of the New York 

Life Insurance and Trust Company helped fund similar enterprises in Florida 

and Alabama, continuing a longer tradition of northern investment in planta

tion regions that stretched back to Georgia's notorious Yazoo land sales of the 

1790s and flourished in the 1830s with such enterprises as the New York and 

Mississippi Land Company and the Boston and Mississippi Cotton Land 

Company. A remapping of the nineteenth-century United States is necessary, 

one that conceptualizes places such as Haddam, Connecticut, or North Brook

field, Massachusetts, as important nodes in an expansive slave economy, along 

with the merchants and bankers of New York and Boston. Interregional com

merce not only offered New England localities the opportunity to profit from 

slavery, but also provided plantation regimes with access to low-cost provisions 

and new technologies to boost the returns from coerced labor. Such analysis 

makes it difficult to determine where the slave economy ended and the so

called free economy began. 35 

In Eric Kimball's account, New England's maritime commerce with the 

West Indies reveals the economic indispensability of slavery to a region that 

seemingly lay on a remote periphery of the Atlantic plantation complex. That 

eighteenth-century New England was merely a "society with slaves" rather 

than a "slave society" in no way diminishes the region's role in reproducing 

the institution of slavery elsewhere by vending and transporting the commod

ities produced by slaves and by provisioning plantations with food and other 

supplies. Long before the advent of a New England textile industry that con

verted slave-grown cotton into wealth, the carrying trade between the ports 

of Providence, Boston, or Portsmouth and the West Indian sugar islands cre

ated economic ties essential to both regions. From the seventeenth century 

on, New Englanders recognized a global division of labor that allowed them 

to obtain European manufactures with West Indian commodities that they 

had purchased with provisions of their own making, such as fish, horses, lum

ber, and candles. Barbadian and Jamaican planters grasped this commercial 

circuit with equal acuity and were able to devote ever-growing resources to 
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sugar production precisely because New Englanders made the ships and bar

rels to transport their commodities and caught the fish and raised the cattle 

to provision their plantations. Such linkages become clear in the striking ex

ample of Caribbean slaves processing sugar on an overnight shift made possi

ble by lamps burning New England whale oil. These intracolonial circuits of 

exchange did not diminish with American independence. John Adams had 

noted the mutual dependence of the U.S. and Caribbean economies in 1783, 

and trading patterns over the next forty years would bear this out (despite

or perhaps because of-the interruptions attending European warfare). The 

famed "reexport" trade that turned American neutrality (or irrelevance) into 

a commercial asset was almost entirely devoted to transporting slave-grown 

commodities or conveying provisions to plantation regions. During the first 

decade of the 1800s, the participation of New Englanders in the European 

slave economies of the Caribbean increased. If economic historians have long 

debated the importance of the carrying trade to New England's fortunes in 

the early national period (and the generating of capital that could be directed 

into manufacturing soon thereafter), virtually no scholarship mentions Ca

ribbean slaves as the key agents in this commerce. New England's economic 

fortunes depended on slaves, though ones who lived and labored for owners 

in other locations. Data from the crucial period between American indepen

dence and the War of 1812 show that New England's entanglements with slav

ery were neither limited to the colonial period nor dependent on the rise of 

the textile industry. 

Continuing the theme of the "offshoring" of New England's slave econ

omy, Stephen Chambers focuses on American investment in the Spanish col

ony of Cuba. Evidence for Cuba's value to New England merchants can be 

found in a surprising locale: St. Petersburg, Russia, which received IO percent 

of U.S. exports (by value) in 1810, primarily in the form of Cuban sugar and 

coffee rather than American-grown cotton. Only a year earlier, John Quincy 

Adams had arrived as U.S. minister in St. Petersburg, and his primary con

cern was to protect New England ships carrying Caribbean goods to the Bal

tic. At a moment when men like Adams could serve as both diplomats and 

commercial agents, it was striking how many of those stationed in Russia had 

familial connections to or investments in Cuban plantations. A similar co

hort of merchant-diplomats occupied Spanish Cuba and played a key role in 

developing Matanzas as a key port. Their goal was not to acquire Cuba as a 

state but rather to maintain the status quo of lax regulation regarding slave 

importations and to prevent British intervention in their commerce. Largely 
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successful in both Russia and Cuba, these American diplomat-merchants 

translated their experiences abroad into elective office at the end of the 1810s. 

As congressmen, they pursued legislation to protect U.S. trade routes to Cuba, 

in particular by enlarging the U.S. Navy to interdict pirates (especially those 

who might surpass British patrols in jeopardizing New England ships involved 

in the illegal Atlantic slave trade). Perhaps most notorious was the Rhode Is

land senator James D'Wolf, who owned Cuban plantations and sought naval 

appropriations to protect the viability of that property. By the 1820s, with 

the U.S. Navy functioning as "an instrument for the protection of private 

commerce," Cuba had become the nation's second largest trading partner. 

Through this overlapping cohort of merchants, diplomats, and elected officials, 

the apparatus of the American state was deployed in the service of New England's 

slave economy. 

The so-called Second Middle Passage involved the relocation of more than 

one million slaves from the Upper South to the plantation frontiers of Missis

sippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas. Many of those slaves traveled by boat 

from Baltimore or Richmond to New Orleans, and perhaps again from New 

Orleans to Galveston. By reconstructing the network of merchants, shipbuild

ers, captains, and investors, Calvin Schermerhorn expands the cast of charac

ters associated with the domestic slave trade and shows the wide distribution 

of the profits derived from the buying and selling of human beings. Initially, 

the story highlights opportunistic cooperation between slave traders and ship

pers with space to fill in their vessels. A transatlantic merchant ship whose 

holds were filled with linens, quills, and iron on routes between Baltimore and 

Bremen could readily become a "sometime slave ship" as it traveled with a 

dozen slaves from Baltimore to New Orleans. This transformation required 

no legal reclassification, no loss in the ability to transport paying passengers 

in comfortable accommodations, and no major retooling of the hold. Aggres

sive slave traders, such as Baltimore's Austin Woolfolk, gained significant ad

vantages over their competitors in the 1820s by packing slaves aboard ships 

destined for New Orleans and loaded with other manufactured goods or 

intending to pick up cotton bound for Europe; merchants, shipowners, captains, 

and crew made little complaint, as each stood to profit from Woolfolk's trans

actions in human property. Franklin & Armfield, the firm that supplanted 

Woolfolk in the 1830s, rationalized coastal slave trading through vertical 

integration. The firm purchased its own dedicated ships-primarily manu

factured in places like Haddam, Connecticut-and sailed on a regularized 

schedule. In addition to moving people, these ships moved currency, trans-
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porting bank notes back to their point of origin on the eastern seaboard and 

cycling funds generated in the New Orleans slave market back to Maryland 

and Virginia to purchase yet more slaves. By the 1850s the largest coastal slav

ing vessels were the steamships plying the Gulf of Mexico owned by Charles 

Morgan, Henry R. Morgan, and Israel C. Harris of New York. These massive 

ships carried first-class passengers, the U.S. mail, and slaves between New 

Orleans and Texas, generating revenue for an international transportation 

conglomerate. 

National Institutions and Natural Boundaries 

The institutional supports of economic development were planted in the 

nation's universities, legal culture, and political parties. A "new institutional 

history" now highlights the importance of the state in nineteenth-century 

American history. Questions of national policy and regulation were inevita

bly assessed for their bearing on the legitimacy of slave property, a fact not 

lost on the Whig politicians, whose American System was predicated on 

national economic integration. As the sons of the South pursued their edu

cation in New Haven, and as institutions like Brown University furnished 

southern universities with their first faculties and presidents, the development 

of human capital through higher education marks a further component to 

national integration. Likewise, core educational, religious, and charity organ

izations in the American North rested on the generosity of wealthy donors, 

many of whom had accumulated much of their wealth through their involve

ment in the slave economies of the South and the Caribbean. If American 

capitalism depended on specific policies and the emergence of cultural norms 

to legitimate market engagement, then the relationship of slavery to national 

institutions is essential to the larger history of capitalism. The final essays in 

this volume explore these connections. 36 

Craig Steven Wilder reveals that the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

version of human capital-property rights in enslaved human beings-helped 

facilitate the more salutary sense of human capital as a society's commitment 

to the education of its population in the name of economic growth. Embed

ding American higher education in the wealth and white supremacy that 

Atlantic slavery produced, Wilder narrates the founding of Georgetown 

College, an institution intended to educate prosperous Catholics whose wealth 

could not initially overcome sectarian hostility to provide full integration into 
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American society. As other denominations developed campuses in British 

North America, colonial Catholics relied on wealth drawn from slave own

ership to travel abroad for education. The War of Independence raised the sta

tus of American Catholics and allowed for the 1789 creation of the first 

American diocese in Baltimore and the establishment of a new college at 

Georgetown and a seminary at St. Mary's. Attaining legal incorporation in 

Maryland in 1792, the Corporation of the Roman Catholic Clergy supported 

the campuses with the enslaved workers and plantation lands it owned; slave 

labor helped keep Georgetown tuition-free for its first forty years. The stu

dents who passed through its gates were, unlike many of their fathers and 

grandfathers, in possession of civic equality and deeply integrated into the so

cial and economic elite of the nation. It is in this respect that one form of 

human capital begat another. 

Andrew Shankman offers a political biography to convey the importance 

of slavery to the high politics of the early republic. If a transition from repub

licanism to liberalism characterized early national political economy, it 

was Mathew Carey who best articulated the possibilities and perils of this 

reorientation. Carey's Jeffersonian predilections could scarcely survive the 

1810s, challenged as it was by the disunionism of New England Federalists, 

the political tensions of Missouri statehood, and the economic dislocations of 

the nation's first financial panic in 1819. Eager to preserve national unity while 

protecting the rough equality of white men and avoiding the kinds of politi

cal and economic inequalities of European society, Carey stressed the impor

tance of a domestic market. Rather than a neomercantilist orientation toward 

Atlantic commerce, Carey envisioned the economic integration of North, 

South, and West into something that would eventually come to be known as 

the American System. Slavery was taken as a given in this national economy: 

for Carey, the "empire ofliberty" called for integrating plantation and manu

facturing economies, drawing on slave-grown agricultural commodities and 

a market created by slave masters. There was an unintended consequence: 

Carey's political economy required the stewardship of the national government, 

a deployment of implied powers that caused alarm among slaveholders fearing 

that a federal government capable of imposing tariffs or chartering corpora

tions could ultimately claim the power to emancipate slaves. Carey devoted 

increasing energy to convincing northern allies that slavery was essential to 

their financial futures, while assuring planters that they were better off within 

a strong developmental regime. Ultimately these arguments required defenses 

of slavery and black inferiority-both being for Carey the necessary, if regret-
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table, costs of promoting American nationalism and white equality. Most 

explicitly, Carey sought to quell unrest over Missouri statehood by contend

ing that "the peace and prosperity of eight millions of freemen and Christians, 

may [not] rightfully be sacrificed to promote the welfare of a million and a 

half slaves." For the United States to avoid the fate of a proletarianizing Eu

rope, it would have to deny freedom to its black inhabitants. 

One result of the decades of historiography focused on the relationship 

of capitalism to antislavery and on the anticapitalist arguments of proslavery 

ideologues is that we have missed the reinforcing tendencies of slavery and 

capitalism in the national legal culture. In that culture, argues Alfred L. Bro

phy, there was far more consensus than conflict. Antebellum America privi

leged the "rule of law," an ideological support for the status quo, property 

rights, and the legitimacy of federal and state legislation upholding slavery. 

Literary addresses delivered at northern colleges, for example, frequently 

espoused hostility to "reform" as a worthwhile pursuit. Meanwhile, the "domi

nant ideas in the United States were of classical liberalism," with a particular 

emphasis on economic progress. Southern jurisprudence was anything but hos

tile to market competition, as appellate courts favored the protection of the 

market and its utility instead of the fate of slaves. Jurists like Thomas Ruffin 

and Joseph Henry Lumpkin privileged utility over abstract morality and 

sentiment, sometimes acknowledging such a conflict in their decisions but 

ultimately choosing a "proslavery instrumentalism." Most important, this 

jurisprudence embraced the rights of corporations. For all the scorn that pro

slavery ideologues heaped on northern capitalism for treating workers as dis

posable, southern jurists just as quickly upheld a "fellow-servant rule" to protect 

corporations from liability in the event of workplace accidents. Ultimately, the 

law supported slavery, as it went hand in hand with judges' desire to stabilize 

property. The consideration of law as a technology-as a vehicle for achiev

ing mastery over nature and other human beings-reinforces the themes of 

earlier chapters on accounting practices, plantation management, and agri

cultural machinery. 

Antebellum politicians and political economists argued vigorously over 

the "natural" boundaries of slavery. Presumably human bondage required en

vironmental, social, and political preconditions in order to flourish, and the 

absence or presence of these demarcated the "free" North from the "slave" 

South. How, then, asks John Majewski, are we to make sense of a thriving 

slaveholding region whose environmental, social, and political endowments 

were virtually indistinguishable from those of neighboring "free" regions? The 
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Limestone South (defined by its soil type) extended from northern Virginia 

to Kentucky's Bluegrass Region and Tennessee's Nashville Basin. By any num

ber of measures, this zone had rates of urbanization and population density 

that rivaled those of Ohio and Illinois, as well as a comparable development 

of civic culture (as measured by public libraries) and nationalism (as measured 

by such leaders as Henry Clay and Andrew Jackson). As slavery flourished in 

the diversified economy of the Limestone South, its further expansion north 

was not unimaginable. With no inherent differences between the Limestone 

South and the American Midwest, it proves difficult to declare slavery inher

ently incompatible with economic progress. Put differently, "If slaveholders 

in the Bluegrass Region could expropriate the labor of tens of thousands of 

slaves, there was no climatic, geographic, or environmental reason why Ohioans 

could not." Only political choices could police the boundary between slavery 

and freedom, and were it not for the Northwest Ordinance, there is no rea

son to expect that an Ohio, an Indiana, or an Illinois would not have devel

oped into a thriving slave state. Ultimately, it was a particular iteration of 

capitalism, as conceptualized by the emergent Republican Party of the 1850s, 

that saw slavery as a problem. Gesturing to the Civil War, Majewski proposes 

an "answer to the paradox of why a political party representing the interests of 

capitalism so ardently opposed slavery, even though slavery was in many 

ways foundational to the nineteenth-century economy." 

Recognizing Slavery's Capitalism 

In the decades between the American Revolution and the Civil War, slavery

as a source of the cotton that fed Rhode Island's mills, as a source of the wealth 

that filled New York's banks, as a source of the markets that inspired Massa

chusetts manufacturers-proved indispensable to national economic devel

opment. Slave-grown cotton was the most valuable export of the United States 

and one of the few American-made goods that attracted specie into the 

nation's financial system. Cotton also offered a reason for entrepreneurs and 

inventors to build manufactories in such places as Lowell, Pawtucket, and 

Paterson, thereby connecting New England's Industrial Revolution to the ad

vancing plantation frontier of the Deep South. And financing cotton grow

ing, as well as marketing and transporting the crop, was a source of great 

wealth for the nation's merchants and bankers. When Charles Sumner decried 

the alliance of the "lords of the lash and the lords of the loom," he highlighted 
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only one of the interregional dependencies that powered the nation's economic 

takeoff in the decades between the American Revolution and the Civil War. 

New York shippers, insurers, bankers, and dry goods wholesalers had as great 

an investment in the price of cotton as did any Mississippi planter, while Mas

sachusetts entrepreneurs found prosperity in making brogans, shirts, and 

shovels for southern slaves to wear and use. Institutions such as universities, 

churches, and hospitals benefited from donations that originated in profits 

from slavery. The importance of slavery to the national economy was not only 

an abolitionist talking point or exclusively a retort offered by aggrieved proto

Confederates; it was also a reflection of the nation's political economy as it 

had unfolded in the seven decades before the Civil War. 

By juxtaposing the stories of New York financiers, Virginia slaves, Con

necticut shipbuilders, and Mississippi land speculators, the chapters that fol

low make a claim for slavery's national economic importance. In an "age of 

industry" predicated on the transformation of slave-grown cotton into textiles, 

the plantation and the factory must necessarily be discussed together rather 

than separately. In the blur of commodities and capital that flowed between 

regions, the sectional categories that organize so much nineteenth-century 

American scholarship begin to crumble, rendering an unclear line of de

marcation between a capitalist North and a slave South, with consequences 

for how we understand North and South as discrete economies-and whether 

we should do so in the first place. The issue is not whether slavery itself was or 

was not capitalist (an older debate) but rather the impossibility of understand

ing the nation's spectacular pattern of economic development without situat

ing slavery front and center. To foreground slavery in the story of the American 

economic takeoff offers a radical reconsideration of not merely the national 

past but also the history of capitalism more generally, intertwining the North's 

industrialization and the concurrent expansion of plantation slavery across the 

landscape of the South. Yet because the economic integration of North and 

South flowed in so many different directions, the research of multiple schol

ars is necessary to tell this story in its entirety. This book marks a beginning. 
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CHAPTER I 

Toward a Political Economy 

of Slave Labor 

Hands, Whipping-Machines, and Modern Power 

EDWARD E. BAPTIST 

Charles Ball had been a family man, a skilled worker. From his cabin on Mary

land's Eastern Shore, he had seen a brighter future. True, he was enslaved, 

like his wife and children. Yet in 1805, men with his intelligence and drive 

were finding ways to buy their freedom from enslavers in Maryland's tobacco 

districts. But on this morning, when a blaring horn jerked him out of sleep 

before dawn, he sat up in a loft bed at the top of a cabin 500 miles to the south

west, and he was no longer who he had been. In fact, he was not even-by 

some reckonings-a whole body any more. 

A few weeks earlier, Ball had been bought by a slave trader who purchased 

men, women, and children in the Upper South, so that he could march them 

south and west and sell them to the cotton planters who were pushing the 

frontier of that commodity south and west into the Carolina and Georgia 

backcountry. Ball had carried iron chains on his wrists and neck for 500 miles 

to a new owner's slave labor camp on the Congaree River in South Carolina.1 

Now more than ever the appendage to another man's dreams, Ball looked 

down from his loft bed, remade at modernity's dawn not into an insect like 

Gregor Samsa but into something just as strange as a fly on a Prague ceiling. 

He was a hand. 

Though historians have written tens of thousands of pages on the enslave

ment of people like Charles Ball, relatively few of those pages have considered 
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the specific labor he was about to do in Wade Hampton's cotton fields. That 

is odd, for within a few short years from 1805, cotton made by enslaved Afri

can Americans not only accounted for the majority of U.S. exports, but also 

helped to generate a transformation unprecedented in human history. In the 

years between the late eighteenth century and the early twentieth century, 

Western societies achieved rates of sustained economic growth and transfor

mation that had never been seen before. These gave the West extraordinary 

power over other societies and their peoples. Industrial transformation, virtu

ally all accounts agree, emerged in northwestern Europe. More specifically, 

almost all agree that it proceeded from England, and most concede that it 

proceeded specifically from northwest England's cotton textile industry, from 

the late eighteenth century on. All human societies today ride on a trajectory 

of growth and innovation, of creation and destruction, launched from Man

chester.2 

Since this initial acceleration out of the Malthusian world's gravity well 

shapes us all, a little more every day, I will use the first person plural in the 

next paragraph or two. We historians have been trying to explain the causes 

of this transformation ever since. In many ways, explaining it has been (along 

with hymning the nation) our main alibi for existence. And we've collectively 

offered a great many explanations for this set of changes. We've said that in

dustrialization was written in the book of fate long before, because of a spe

cific market orientation encoded in the genes of Western culture. We've argued 

that an existing technological lead was transformed by a burst of innovation 

in machine and other technologies in eighteenth-century Britain. We've ar

gued that legal and other fundamental rules were changed to open up the Brit

ish market for land and labor, making wage-labor manufacturing employment 

and a true credit market possible. We've read that the Puritan sensibility pushed 

Western capitalists to accumulate well beyond their needs, rather than wast

ing their profits in display. We've even heard, though this idea has often been 

flatly dismissed by those who see capitalism as a purely Western creation, that 

"primitive accumulation" in the course of early imperial conquest, the Atlan

tic slave trade, and the sugar plantations of the British and French West In

dies provided the basis for the Industrial Revolution. 

For all that arguing, we historians have spent relatively few pages on the 

connection between the South's cotton fields and the cotton textile industry, 

an oversight especially noteworthy in light of how direct that connection was. 

And we certainly haven't argued that all that came from modernization and 

modernity was impossible without the cotton-field work of "hands," to use 
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the body part by which enslavers described whole people like Charles Ball. 

Above all, we haven't argued that the character of that labor was quintessentially 

modern, and particularly important for creating the modern world economy.3 

Indeed, we have done the opposite. True, the history of cotton slavery is usu

ally told as that of a pivot on a machine, the cotton gin, for which Eli Whit

ney claimed credit. Every high school history student hears that the gin broke 

the processing bottleneck. But there the story is dropped. After all, the re

mainder of the labor that began with clearing a densely forested South Caro

lina or Alabama acre and ended at the steamboat landing with the delivery 

of a cotton bale-400-odd pounds of clean fiber ready for the spinning 

machines on the far side of the Atlantic-was hand labor. Enslaved African 

Americans did it, and they did it unaided by machine. 

Yet the invention of the cotton gin still left two significant choke points 

in the production of raw cotton. This meant, therefore, two bottlenecks for 

the nascent textile industry as well, and here they were: growing the plants 

and harvesting their fiber. Over a relatively short period of time, enslavers in 

the United States managed to break them. Within two decades of Charles 

Ball's first morning in the cotton fields, American planter-entrepreneurs would 

deliver for sale enough cotton to dominate the world market in this, the 

Industrial Revolution's most essential commodity. To do so they began by 

using political, military, and financial power to get more cotton land and labor: 

taking land from the Indians, developing a set of new slave trades to transport 

captives to the frontiers. After that, they forced transported captives to work, 

and to work in new ways. So when the overseer's horn blew a second time, pro

pelling Charles Ball out into the predawn humidity of a July morning, he was 

about to learn what we historians have not known: how enslavers were going to 

break that remaining bottleneck.4 

Ball's bare feet hit the dirt floor. He stumbled out of his hut and soon 

was marching behind the overseer, along with 170 other workers, into the 

fields.5 When they came to the vast field in which they were to labor that 

day, cultivating the soil around the waist-high cotton plants to drive back the 

competing growth of weeds that migrated southwest with the monocrop 

system, the overseer portioned the laborers in dozens, each under a "captain." 

And so Charles began to learn about a dynamic system of labor extraction 

designed by white people whom the enslaved identified as "pushing men." 6 

Pushing men like Ball's owner, whose right hand wrote out the instruc

tions for the equally pushing overseer, deployed several innovative techniques 

of labor control to fill new fields with ever-greater quantities of cotton. One 
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such technique was that of forcing fast workers like Ball's captain, a man 

named Simon, to "carry the fore row"-to work at top speed, and thus set a 

pace that the others had to match. "By this means," Ball decided, "the over

seer had nothing to do but to keep Simon hard at work, and he was certain 

that all the others must work equally hard."7 If not, their slowness would be 

visible as a break in the line of workers. In the vast fields in which cotton was 

being grown, such a technique allowed an overseer to surveil scores of work

ers simultaneously, alerting him to anyone who lagged behind the leaders, 

whom he was consciously pushing at higher and higher speed. Enslavers also 

eliminated customary breaks and meals, forcing slaves to eat huge breakfasts, 

passing out cold meals in the fields, and detailing one older slave to make sup

pers so that field workers could toil until full dark.8 

This "system," implemented by pushing men, was new for those who had 

learned to labor in the "task" system of the rice swamps or cotton fields of the 

Carolina Lowcountry where enslaved people had to furnish a fixed quantity 

of labor, set by custom, after which they might have some free time. (In the 

Lowcountry, enslaved workers cultivated and harvested a specialized variant 

of cotton on the task system, Sea Island cotton, which generally grew only in 

coastal regions.) These developments were also new for those who, like Ball, 

had grown up in the gang labor system of Chesapeake tobacco and wheat 

fields. In Virginia, Maryland, and much of North Carolina-as well as Ken

tucky, settled by enslavers and enslaved from the Chesapeake-enslaved people 

usually toiled in small groups that worked at somewhat individualized paces, 

often supervised by enslaved "drivers" out of whites' vision.9 

"A good part of our rows are five hundred and fifty yards long," wrote 

one Tennessee cotton planter in the 1820s. Not only had he created a kind of 

space where he could easily identify stragglers, he could also use it as a stage on 

which to inflict immediate and exemplary punishment in front of a large audi

ence. In Mississippi, Allen Sidney saw a man who had fallen behind the fore 

row fight back against a black driver who tried to "whip him up" to pace. The 

white overseer spurred up, pulled out his pistol, and shot the prone man 

dead. "None of the other slaves," Sidney claimed, "said a word or turned their 

heads. They kept on hoeing as if nothing had happened." 10 Enslaved migrants 

in new cotton fields quickly discovered that they had to adapt to what push

ing men demanded, or face ruthless violence. And like many other forced 

migrants, Charles Ball insisted that the violence used on slavery's commodity 

frontier was of a greater order of magnitude. Even the whip was different. Here 

it was a lead-loaded handle from which snaked a ten-foot lash of heavy plaited 
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cowskin, whose tip ripped open the air with a sonic boom. Many other mi

grants, including some white ones, reported Ball's feeling of shocked discov

ery at their first witness of the new lash in use. The shock of the whip made 

bales of cotton, to borrow words from a Mississippi overseer.11 

Enslavers used whatever violence was necessary to make forced migrants 

accept the elimination of both the Lowcountry task system and other customs 

of slavery developed in the early modern southeast. Part of this violence was the 

forcible disruption of people's lives by forced migration and separation 

from community and family. Like Ball, other survivors in their accounts 

repeatedly tell us that in their minds and memories they constructed the 

passage into the southwest of the expanding United States as a moment of 

transformation of the self, though not self-transformation. The experience of 

that forced migration was a huge one, in time or space or on any other scale. 

Over seventy years, from the signing of the Constitution, in 1787, to the start 

of the Civil War, enslavers turned a vast area of 800,000 square miles, as big 

as Saudi Arabia and inhabited almost exclusively by about 50,000 Native 

Americans, into a subcontinent of slavery. Enslavers and their allies dispos

sessed two European empires, two postcolonial states, and six Native American 

nations. They moved one million forced migrants to the new territory. Within 

a single lifetime the entrepreneurs who masterminded this process had created 

a complex that produced 80 percent of the cotton sold in Britain, the world's 

central market. Cotton made by people enslaved on the United States' south

western frontier was both the world's most widely traded commodity and its 

most crucial industrial raw material.12 

Indeed, each year the cotton country cycled through its channels and 

pipes a good part of the English-speaking world's most high-velocity money, 

the commercial credit backed by quasi-national banks in Britain and the 

United States and deployed by the world's most innovative merchant firms. 

And why not? The cotton region was a massive sink of collateral in the form 

of commodified human beings who generated massive revenues. Creditors 

around the Western world liked to lend money with slaves as collateral. An 

active domestic slave trade meant that in normal times, one could always re

coup one's losses on a mortgage that went bad by foreclosing and selling the 

man, woman, or child treated as property. 

Enslaved people could be sold so readily that in almost any year they con

stituted in their bodies almost one-fifth of all national accounting wealth, 

and a far higher proportion of its liquid wealth. In enslaved people, the world's 

money worked, usually generating high returns at low risks. Of course, the 
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essential interweaving of enslaved people and their labor product into the fi

nancial patterns of the United States and of the Atlantic nations in general 

meant that any credit crisis for southern cotton planters would automatically 

lead to a worldwide credit crunch. Dynamic, creative-destructive cycles of 

boom and bust followed the succession of international financial relationships 

linking the cotton frontier to world markets for cotton, credit, textiles, and 

textile labor. Still, by 1860, five of the six states in the Union with the highest 

average white income were in the belt that cotton entrepreneurs wrapped across 

the South. The region would have been among the world's ten largest econ

omies, and by one accounting its fourth most prosperous one. The three 

million white people in the cotton states were per capita the richest people in 

the United States, and probably the richest group of people of that size in 

the world.13 

That was the macroscale. But Charles Ball lived his life at the micro

level. In this experience-which would be repeated a million times over

the unwilling migrant would inevitably be forced down a thermocline of brutal 

learning. In their narratives, formerly enslaved people repeatedly allegorized 

this process in this fashion: it happened on the first day in the new fields. Or 

they realized the nature of the new labor the first moment they stepped across 

the first cotton row. Such a pattern, imposed on experience, can surely play a 

major role in any construction-of-self analysis if cultural historians and others 

who analyze the texts of ex-slaves focus closely on the gigantic forced migra

tion that made the South. The scale and significance of this process are force 

multipliers for the weight of any analysis that can explain it. 

Understanding how enslaved people constructed and reconstructed their 

own analyses of their internal worlds, under conditions of extreme stress, is 

an important task. But the same trope in the sources also tells us that on slav

ery's cotton frontier, enslaved migrants recognized in the world around them 

a new system of power emerging, being imposed on them through new modes 

of labor extraction. Charles Ball was now going to have to contend with that 

power. 

There are several ways to talk about the history and nature of power, but 

over the last four decades of historical study, one of the most influential has 

been the set of ideas about power associated with poststructuralism. This ge

nealogy of modern power was inspired, directly or indirectly, by Marx, Freud, 

and Nietzsche-those whom Paul Ricoeur famously identified as masters of 

suspicion for their efforts to demystify emergent modernity's pieties. Yet their 

late twentieth-century successors associated the acolytes of the first two think-
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ers in particular with other kinds of systematization and coercion that were 

reproduced in the master narratives of those who attacked the triumphant 

bourgeois. Poststructuralists writing between the sixties and the nineties car

ried the flag of the assault on the logos, the Western idea (gifted from neopla

tonism and other deep sources) that a unified system of universal knowledge 

was possible. In Foucault, its most cogent and systematizing exemplar, this 

poststructuralist approach leads to a map of history in which the way to ob

tain and hold power is to construct epistemes or grids of power-justifying 

knowledge. Power-knowledge is a will that aims to convince every object-of

rule that it is exactly what the grids map it as being. These epistemes emerged 

in the ways that the state categorized and counted people, in the way that sex 

became a problem to be regulated and that psychological and other discourses 

named the abnormal. The real work of modernity and modernization was the 

project of convincing modern citizens to see disciplining the self as a crucial 

project-one in which they should participate.14 

At the same time, in Foucault's scholarship, in his own personal activ

ism, and in the performativity of his life, he insisted that every power creates 

a resistant counterpower. Every decree creates an opportunity; every attempt 

at normalization creates an opportunity for resistant transgression. Modernity 

made and was made by discourses of power, but everywhere that the state and 

society tried to enact those discourses, people pushed back against the disci

plining grid.15 Those who have written histories of culture and the self in the 

years since Foucault have sometimes seen their project as championing people 

who fashion alternative identities. Such histories are in turn obviously linked 

to the liberatory projects for which millions of people have struggled, indi

vidually and collectively, in the decades since the watershed of 1968. 

But this history of power cannot fully address the kinds of power that 

wrecked Charles Ball's life. Nor, as should now be all too painfully clear, does 

the project of universal demystification and deconstruction by itself do much 

to reshape the devastations that are the obverse face of globalizing modern

ization and commodified modernity. We shall see those devastations all too 

clearly as we follow Ball's story and that of a million others, and shall see how 

they were not accidental but constitutive. Instead, before Charles Ball entered 

the cotton fields of Congaree, we could map the relationships between the 

rulers and the ruled in the world along two axes of power. James Scott calls 

these axes "domination" and "resistance," the power of the powerful versus 

the weapons of the weak. Here's an illumination: the theologian Robert Farrar 

Capon, revising Martin Luther, calls the first of these "right-handed power," 
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the strength to intervene directly to force an outcome. Capon writes about 

right-handed power when he critiques the idea of God held by many believers 

of many religions: a deity working in straight-line ways, exerting crushing 

force, throwing the wicked into the flames, drowning the sinful Earth. Right

handed power is the power of domination, kings, weapons, the letter of the 

law; it is the power of God (and gods) the Father, of Just Because and In the 

Beginning.16 

On the other hand, according to Capon, are the parabolic arts of resis

tance that have been deployed ever since the first peasant slowed down her 

work when out of sight of the first mud-pyramid god-king. Her knowledge, 

her craft is "left-handed" power: the strength of the poor and the weak, of 

secret ways of seemingly passive resistance to evil. For Capon, this is the power 

of life-through-death, the seed in the dark earth and the stone the builder re

jected. Long before Paul or Isaiah, even before Moses fled Pharaoh's house as 

a fugitive from a cop-murder charge, those compelled to knuckle under to 

right-handed power in traditional societies-serfs, peasants, women, and 

slaves-had been using the arts of secret resistance to undermine the sway of 

the dominant. They slowed down the pace of work when out of sight of over

seers. They broke employers' tools, lied, played dumb to lords, escaped from 

masters. They learned the path of the trickster. They left signals at its every 

crossing to guide those who came after them, secret signs in stories for children 

and older people, too-folktales that around the world follow the same 10,000 

plot types.'7 

Over the 10,000 years since agricultural civilization emerged and quickly 

developed significant internal distinctions of wealth and power, the left hand 

had developed vast resources with which to resist, with which to claim ter

rains of independent thought, critique, creativity. One concrete example of 

what left-handed power could force right-handed power to yield was the task 

system that had developed in the South Carolina Lowcountry. The bargains 

that limited the amount of labor in rice or Sea Island cotton that could be 

extracted in a day were the product of a history of negotiations between the 

power of the masters and the cunning of the enslaved. They allowed many 

enslaved people to finish their task before dark, which in turn meant that they 

could tend their own gardens and take care of their family and fellows. At the 

same time, enslavers also benefited: the bargains lessened the cost of supervi

sion, damped down resistance, cut the cost of rations to the bone, and allowed 

the wealthiest whites to spend much of their time away from the malarial 

swamplands where enslaved people toiled.18 
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One could identify similar bargains in the narrow opportunities for ad

vancement built into the job structures of the Caribbean sugar complex's boil

ing houses, or the layers of skill and administration that allowed a strong 

Maryland worker like Charles Ball to think that he could become an enslaved 

overseer or even a free man. But by 1805, the nature of right-handed power 

was already changing in the West. In the early nineteenth century, those socie

ties and individuals who were winning in the sorting out of power and status 

progressed to higher stages of right-handed power. As economic systems ex

panded in complexity and reach in the era of merchant capital leading up to 

1800, this meant some men and women could move goods and profits and 

peoples at rates and distances of time and space that had once been reserved 

for pharaohs and the like. These beneficiaries got more guns and bullets, more 

soldiers, the ability to knock down other peoples' defenses and force them to 

trade on the terms most favorable to the West. They got more political rights 

as citizens-bourgeois ones, anyway-and claimed the right to rule them

selves, as sovereigns equal to each other. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the societies that most dramati

cally increased their quotient of right-handed power came to dominate other 

peoples to a degree unprecedented in human history. And within those victo

rious new modernized nations, right-handed power was increasingly distrib

uted in a lopsided fashion. Apparatuses and systems of power that could be 

extended and multiplied much higher than in previous eras meant that more 

people could get what they wanted by direct, or direct-seeming, action. Even 

though the effects of entrepreneurs' decisions sometimes played out a long way 

from the places where the decisions were made, they were still straight-line, 

right-handed effects. The letter is written in New Orleans and sent by ship 

bound out through the mouth of the Mississippi; the Maryland trading part

ner receives it, reads it, deposits the enclosed bill of exchange in a Baltimore 

bank. He rides across the worn-out soil of Eastern Shore tobacco country to 

the probate auction at a county seat. He buys a woman advertised as a house 

servant and takes her to the next Louisiana-bound vessel. The turning circles 

of the cotton economy, wrote one white man (to whom Louisiana success, he 

said, had given a new "sense of independence"), "put it in your power"-into 

your hands, he told his Virginia relative-"to enrich yourself."19 And when 

eager participants talked about using the new possibilities of the global econ

omy that had begun to emerge by the time Charles Ball was dragged to Con

garee, it was hard to tell whether they understood that the networks and tools 

that gave them unprecedented economic leverage were not part of their own 
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bodies-and a specific part, in fact. They wrote notes and letters that informed 

their correspondents that they held slaves "on hand" and money "in hand." 

Important letters "came to hand." They got cotton "off [their] hands" and into 

the market. Waiting for prices to rise, John Richards offered the Bank of the 

State of Mississippi a note to ensure he would not yet have to sell "the cotton 

that I now have in hand." Individual bills of exchange that drew on credit 

with other merchants were "notes of hand."20 

So press a button (with the index finger of your right hand) on the ma

chine of the trading world, and things happen to benefit the man with ster

ling bills, a huge pile of cotton, a long roster of slaves, abundant credit that 

allows him to extend his reach across time and space. The emerging modern 

world offered those people whose right hand it strengthened the opportunity 

to make everything new and different, to shape it along the lines of their 

desires. Like the domestic slave trade, which sold hands as commodified exten

sions of purchasers' power into the market for which hands would produce, the 

system that "pushing men" used to increase the number of cotton plants that 

enslaved people planted and cultivated was a direct application of right

handed power as a technique for organizing and controlling human behav

iors. In fact, it was probably a spin-off of one of the techniques Western states 

developed to help them exert power over other societies, by first exerting it 

over the bodies of its own soldiers. Over the preceding century, Western 

European armies had implemented a new kind of battlefield organization. In 

this military drill, soldiers advanced across the battlefield in even line, match

ing their steady pace and keeping in file with sergeants and junior officers. The 

lockstep march exposed soldiers to a lengthy time of vulnerability as they 

marched against their enemies, but the payoff came in their disciplined ability 

to cow and ultimately crush the other side. 21 

Between 1790 and 1860, more land, a vast and highly capitalized slave 

trade, punishment, increased surveillance, decreased breaks, and lockstep 

labor-all the innovative violence and right-handed power of the pushing 

men's system-let's call it the pushing .rystem-made possible a vast increase 

in the number of cotton plants being tended in the United States. The amount 

of cotton produced in the United States grew from 20 million pounds around 

1805, when Charles Ball reached South Carolina, to over two billion pounds 

of cotton in 1860, an increase of 10,000 percent (in the same time, the num

ber of slaves in cotton-specializing areas grew from about 50,000 to two mil

lion, or by 4,000 percent.) By the 1820s, the United States had achieved 

dominance over a rapidly expanding international market, controlling about 
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80 percent of the world's most widely traded commodity in its most impor

tant markets. It rose from irrelevance in the world cotton market to a domi

nant position. 22 

The flood of cleaned cotton fiber reshaped the economy of the Atlantic 

and then of the globe. Indeed, slave-made cotton may have been the sine qua 

non of the greatest revolution in human material circumstances since the do

mestication of food crops ten millennia before. 23 Kenneth Pomeranz argues 

that in the late eighteenth century, the developing Western European economy 

faced a Malthusian resource cul-de-sac that limited the scope of development 

and raised the price of key inputs. But Europe escaped. The millions of acres 

taken from Native Americans and planted by enslaved migrants like Ball 

were that many acres that Britain would not have to devote to the production 

of raw fiber. Indeed, it could not have afforded to do so.24 To replace the fiber 

it imported from American slave labor camps with the same amount of wool, 

Britain would in 1830 have had to devote 23 million acres to sheep pasture

more than all the island's agricultural land.25 The rise of the Lancashire tex

tile industry, which in turn drove a chain of other changes in the Western 

world, could not have occurred without an escape from these Malthusian con

straints. What Pomeranz calls the "ghost acres" of the expanding cotton South 

were the way out of the cul-de-sac.26 

Yet it was not foreordained that the United States would be able to pro

duce the ever-increasing quantities of cotton that the world's growing textile 

industry-and textile consumers-demanded. Or that the United States 

would harvest those quantities more cheaply than competitors like India, 

Brazil, or China. The cotton gin and the pushing system opened two choke 

points in the production flow. But the most difficult clog remained in place. 

On an early morning at the beginning of September, the overseer ordered 

the enslaved people at Congaree back into fields, where the cotton was now 

open in a blaze of white fiber. He gave each man, woman, and child a long 

bag and ordered them to take a row and start picking. Bending to his new 

task, Ball quickly found that picking required sharp eyes and good coordina

tion. Slip up, and the hand clutched a leaf, or fingers were pricked by the hard 

points of the drying "square" at the base of the boll. Grab too much, and a 

mess of fiber and stem sprang loose in one's hand. Grab too little and the fin

gers twisted only a few strands. Finally at the end of his first row, Ball saw 

women and even children speeding past him in the neighboring rows, their 

hands blurs, and not just their right hands but, in the fastest cases, their left 

as well. Some demon seemed to pursue them, but Ball didn't yet know where 
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the secret of their fear was hidden. All day, as the sun crawled in a slow pa

rabola, the sound of click, click, click rose from the almost silent fields as nails 

tapped on hard pods. The only other sound was the occasional hoarse cry of 

"Water, water!" as children ran back and forth. Buckets rested on their heads, 

where within a few weeks a circle of hair would wear off and stay bald until 

February. There was no singing. 27 

"A man who has arrived at the age of twenty-five, before he sees a cotton 

field," Ball decided, "will never, in the language of the overseers, become a 

crack picker."28 Yet many millions of enslaved people did become crack pick

ers. The amount of cotton enslaved people harvested increased dramatically 

over time. In 1801, 28 pounds per day per picker was the average in the South 

Carolina labor camps for which we have records. In 1846, the hands on a Mis

sissippi labor camp averaged 341 pounds each on a good day, and in the next 

decade averages climbed higher still. 29 A study of planter account books that 

recorded daily picking totals for individual enslaved people on labor camps 

across the South finds a growth in daily picking averages of some 400 percent 

between 1800 and 1860, or a 2.1 percent growth in productivity each year.30 

The increase in the efficiency of cotton picking was extremely high, 

comparable in magnitude to key measures of growing efficiency in the Brit

ish textile factory, the breeding ground of the factory system's technological 

innovations. From 1819 to 1860, the productivity of workers in Manchester 

spinning mills increased by a little less than 400 percent, while those in weav

ing mills improved by over 600 percent. 31 

Yet until very recently, most historians missed the increase in cotton

picking efficiency. And this means they missed a secret at the heart of the 

modern world's emergence.32 Recently, however, two economists who noticed 

the increase and confirmed it by creating a massive database from the thou

sands of daily cotton weigh-ins recorded in enslavers' cotton-picking ledgers 

tried to offer an explanation. They rejected the idea that enslavers implemented 

a new labor system to extract continual gains in cotton picking, or that en

slaved people worked faster and with greater efficiency. Instead, they postu

lated that a crucial shift in planter-directed "biotechnology"-new varieties 

of short-staple cotton seeds, especially, from the 1820s on, a breed called Petit 

Gulf, adapted for heavy growth and "pickability"-was responsible for trans

forming the efficiency of cotton harvesting. 33 But their argument cannot ex

plain all the available facts. 

The inadequacies of the economists' explanation emerge as soon as one 

begins to look at the very cotton record books on which the claim for pick-
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ability is based. These records measure nothing about seeds and everything 

about the performance of individual laborers. Yet to explain the performance 

thus recorded, the economists uncritically reproduce the seeds-did-it assertion 

from the claims of planters who dabbled in seed dealing.34 Self- advertisement 

usually does not make the most objective of sources about products, as other 

cotton planters who were skeptical about such claims often pointed out.35 The 

economists also make a series of logical errors in their attempt to draw the 

conclusion that seeds, and not an increased intensity of labor or new systems 

oflabor, led to the rise in cotton picking rates.36 

In the absence of the kind of slavery into which Ball had been sold, seeds 

seem to have been incapable of driving picking-efficiency increases. From the 

1830s on, British officials and entrepreneurs repeatedly tried to resuscitate the 

Indian export cotton sector, which had been crushed by its peasant produc

ers' inability to compete with the continually falling real price of cotton 

produced by enslaved African Americans. They imported North American 

planters' seeds, North American cotton planters' gins, and even North Amer

ican planters themselves, all to help them to learn how to produce cotton of 

the high quality and low price that, shipped from New Orleans to Liverpool, 

dominated the world market. But the British didn't import North American 

slavery, and without it, these attempts to compete with the U.S. South's 

enslaved cotton pickers always failed.37 Meanwhile, back in the United States, 

after slavery ended in 1865, picking rates appear to have stopped increasing, 

and may have even declined.38 Perhaps some change in the nature of cotton 

DNA meant that seeds, by a remarkable coincidence, stopped driving increases 

in picking rates right at the time when slavery ended. But this would be strange, 

because the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were exactly when 

the United States saw the emergence of a new scientific research complex in 

higher education, industry, and government, much of it devoted to agricul

tural innovation. Yet with the end of slavery's systems oflabor extraction, the 

cotton South experienced a systemic decline in productivity from which it 

never fully recovered. 39 

Any persuasive explanation for the rise in picking efficiency must take 

seriously something that the economists in question admit they never consid

ered. Those who survived this incredible increase in labor efficiency knew that 

something well, however, and focus on it in the testimony they left for history. 

Using their testimony, I will explain why picking totals actually rose, and what 

that meant. First, however, I want to consider why the astonishing dynamic 

increase in the efficiency of slave labor has remained largely unknown to history. 
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Historians' model for economic modernization, the constant process of 

seeking greater efficiencies, is the industrial transition from hand labor to ma

chine technology, from human or animal power to water and then steam 

power. This archetype comes, in other words, from the textile mills of Man

chester in Britain, and Lowell in Massachusetts, which wove the cotton picked 

by Ball and his successors into cloth in ever more mechanized and efficient 

ways.40 In contrast, the attempts of Adam Smith and virtually all his succes

sor political economists to classify slave labor have usually proceeded from two 

points of dogma. The first point of departure is the belief that slave labor was 

a premodern excrescence, a baroquely grown cul-de-sac off the road to mo

dernity. Such accounts are typically written in the mode of telos. Generation 

after generation have found new reasons why slavery in the United States, for 

instance, could not have persisted for long after 1865, even if there had been 

no Civil War. This belief in predestination is the Calvinism, the Puritan ethic 

underlying the historiography of capitalism. In such accounts, slave labor is 

antithetical to modernity, industrialization, and capitalism in every sense, and 

so would have inevitably faded. It denies the rights of free contract that are 

the alibi for a society whose wage-labor relations produce unequal outcomes 

while also founding political stability on representative politics structured by 

republican or natural rights claims. Slave labor is antithetical to the sense of 

progress that is meant to justify the destruction of tradition and the disrup

tion of human relationships that comes with rapid economic transformation. 

And slave labor is thus depicted as something that will be or would have been 

inevitably destroyed by some action of advancing modernity. Sometimes the 

nature and mechanism of that action are spelled out and sometimes they are 

not. But usually, we assume that we truly modern people would have chosen 

the more efficient and productive path. 

For the second axiom is this: ever since Adam Smith, it has been assumed 

that slave labor is inherently inefficient because the laborer has no incentive. 

"The work done by free men comes cheaper in the end than the work performed 

by slaves. Whatever work he does, beyond what is sufficient to purchase his 

own maintenance, can be squeezed out of him by violence only, and not by 

any interest of his own."41 Not only does the slave laborer's lack of incentives 

imply shoddy work in this view, it also implies unchanging productivity

doing things the same way, over and over again, for centuries. The laborer has 

no incentive to increase his or her industriousness. She or he has no incentive 

to create innovations of time-and-motion use or of tool invention. The en

slaver has no incentive to introduce mechanical inventions that will create 
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more output for a given set of inputs of time, labor, or raw materials. Why? 

Well, for one thing, the enslaver already has one massive capital investment, 

and supposedly has no incentive to render it less significant on the scale of 

social power. Let us also bracket, but hang on to, another assumption: that 

increases in the efficiency of hand labor are always limited by hard physical 

barriers or limitations, compared to the supposedly unending possibilities of 

productivity increase available with machine technology and inorganic 

sources of power.42 

There is also an assumption that enslavers are or become different-that 

they are not like moderns, that they do not seek efficiencies because they do 

not have to do. But above all, slave labor does not become more efficient, we 

are also told, because one cannot introduce machines. Slaves break machines

they have no incentive not to do otherwise, and besides, they unsurprisingly 

resent those who steal from them. Without machine technology, we are told, 

natural limits to already disincentivized hand labor render slave labor un

competitive in an industrializing, free-labor-focused modern world. And 

certainly the Whitehall reformers who helped end slavery in the British Em

pire in the 1830s promised sugar cultivated by free labor would be cheaper 

than that cultivated by the enslaved. Likewise, the Liberty Party critics-who 

in the early 1840s launched the political economic critique of U.S. slavery that 

would eventually find a home in the Republican platform-believed that the 

post-1837 financial crisis in the United States revealed that slave labor in cot

ton was inefficient. Most white abolitionists already shared this point of view. 

Their critique was taken up in the 1850s by Frederick Law Olmsted. It was re

tailed as gospel by many of the contractors who leased conquered plantations 

from the federal government in 1861 and after. Free laborers would work harder 

and more efficiently than the enslaved.43 

Hidden within the second axiom is a further assumption that is used to 

explain why slavery sometimes appeared to be more successful than free labor 

as a system of production. The costs of direct supervision in slavery societies 

would eventually be too high to justify slavery as a labor system in a world 

where markets were steadily becoming more competitive and interlinked. 

However, at certain places and in certain times, slavery-or its cousin, 

serfdom-could, in early capitalist economies, be profitable. The Manchurian 

economist Evsey Domar, translating older Russian scholarship, argued that 

where and when land was abundant there would be no opportunity to per

suade free laborers to work at unpleasant resource extraction processes for 

someone else. Thus forced labor would become relatively profitable despite the 
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cost of supervision, and thus we see the expansion of slavery in the New World 

after 1492, and of serfdom at the same time in Europe's eastern regions.44 

Yet the Domar thesis is a variation on the teleology-or so it has been 

read. Typically appended to it are variations on one of these two further theses. 

The first is the "Prussian Road" argument, identified with Barrington Moore 

and mid-career Eugene Genovese. This holds that the political-economic for

mations that build development on forced labor sacrifice social and cultural 

freedom. Prohibitions against internal criticism make them unpleasant places 

for many creative personalities, and the resistance to external criticism leads 

them into fights they cannot win. Hence the Civil War and World War I, both 

of which the thesis attributes to "Prussian" decision making. Such political

economic formations also suffer from constraints imposed by path dependence 

on the economic sectors controlled by slave masters or serflords. And because 

they depend on slave labor, these economic sectors are not susceptible to tech

nological innovations or sustained productivity increases.45 

If you do not swallow the Prussian Road argument-if, for instance, you 

doubt its assumptions of cultural uniformity and centralized decision 

making-you could also turn to the second thesis, the "energy poverty" 

argument. This thesis accounts for the persistent inability of some oil-rich 

nations-Venezuela and Nigeria are favored examples-to deliver sustained 

economic growth to a majority of their citizens by arguing that the early prof

itability of extracting a single natural resource produces lasting patterns of 

bad governance and nonexistent transparency. Because of the profitability of 

political control of the key resource, the stakes of political power are very high. 

Unscrupulous strongmen and their cliques set aside rules to gain and retain 

power. Competitive economics, contract enforcement, transparency in allocat

ing business-all of these things become irrelevant. The society becomes both 

structurally and culturally incapable of carrying out the modern business 

practices needed to develop a complex, diversified economy. The prescription 

is simple: eliminate corrupt government, impose consistent legal processes and 

enforcement of contracts, allocate capital based on efficiency, and so on. While 

contemporary oil-rich nations are one group of proof-texts, accounts such as 

that of Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson cite slavery as a classic case of 

the long-term negative effects of resource-extraction economies. Slavery, of 

course, institutionalized violence and the unequal enforcement of contracts, 

and created hypertrophied single sectors that dominated entire political

economic formations.46 
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Yet all of these accounts return to their foundational assumption that pro

duction by the enslaved was essentially inefficient and less productive than 

what could be achieved over the long run by the more iconic techniques of 

modernity: machine technology, free wage labor, incentives internalized by 

choice or by Foucauldian structures of power that impose on us a way of know

ing that permits only participation in the ebb and flow of market society. 

Certainly, Charles Ball would have agreed with Adam Smith and 

others that slavery was wasteful. Slavery's captives knew that slavery wasted 

the days and years extorted from them. The first day Ball spent in the cotton 

fields was of no use to him as a human being whose life mattered. He made 

nothing of it for himself except, as we will see, to begin to develop a new power 

in his hands that he would be forced to turn against himsel£ But the manual 

cotton labor of hands in the field was anything but resistant to increases in 

productivity, as the numbers reveal, and when his first day of picking closed, 

Ball was about to learn where the secret resided. When the sun finally settled 

on the white glow of the cotton field, the exhausted people in it hefted their 

cotton baskets and carried them to the shed where the owner kept his cotton 

gin. In a semicircle, they put down their load and waited while the drivers 

hung each basket, one by one, by its handles on a "steelyard," a balance-beam 

scale. The overseer took down each number in chalk by the picker's name on 

the slate held in his hand. When Ball's turn came, he had "only thirty-eight 

pounds." Most of the other men in his field had picked fifty to sixty pounds. 

Ball would soon learn that even some of the faster pickers would be beaten 

for not picking enough.47 

Twenty years after Ball's first day of picking, Israel Campbell went through 

his own first season of this kind of work at a Mississippi slave labor camp. 

The planter and his Irish overseer had told the young man that his daily mini

mum would be 100 pounds. Both owner and overseer had told him that he 

would "have as many lashes as there were pounds short." The overseer had his 

slate and list of names ready, on which he recorded each "draft of cotton." (A 

draft was a check that paid off a debt, in the commercial lingo of the time.) 

At the end of the day, Campbell knew that he had been able to pick no more 

than ninety pounds between first light and full dark. When he brought his 

basket up to the cotton yard, Campbell-desperate to avoid the reconcilia

tion of his negative balance-silently set his basket down and slipped away. 

He hid in a hut, but then the door opened. Looming on the threshold was 

the planter Belfer, a lantern in one hand, and a bullwhip and four stakes in 
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the other: "'Well, Israel, is that you?'" The Irishman had weighed the basket. 

The account was short." 'I will settle with you now,'" Belfer said, "adding an 

oath for emphasis."48 

A system of measurement, accounting, and torture was used to coerce en

slaved people to pick large amounts of cotton. People who were enslaved re

ported it again and again.49 Of course, some readers may wonder whether or 

not people who had once been enslaved told the truth about this. And a few 

critics will inevitably suggest that survivors of slavery were charlatans, or too 

illiterate to speak for themselves, or that they catered to the whims of white 

abolitionist editors who were dogmatically intent on depicting slavery as a 

parade of cruelties. Such critiques have been made since at least the late 1830s, 

when the first African American autobiographies began to appear in signifi

cant number as part of the emergent North American abolitionist antislavery 

movement. Enslavers launched every one of those critiques against Charles 

Ball, Frederick Douglass, and many others. Today, criticisms-sometimes 

identical ones-still appear. When they do, they usually take no account of 

the tremendous amount of work done by scholars of slavery's history and sur

vivors' culture to authenticate, assess, and understand the testimony that has 

survived.so 

Whether we are talking about autobiographies and memoirs created by 

nineteenth-century escapees from enslavement or interviews done in the 1930s 

with elderly formerly enslaved people, these ex-slave narratives are, in the end, 

sources like other sources.SI They have their flaws, as do all sources. They need 

to be interpreted, as must other sources. They need to be weighed and tested. 

One must understand when the interests of the people involved in creating 

these sources were served and when they were not. All that is exactly what we 

must do with all sources. (Of course, all too often scholars have been willing 

to let enslavers' accounts of slavery-including their claims about cotton 

seeds-escape such scrutiny.) 

When we do serious interpretive work with the narratives and interviews 

left behind by slavery's survivors, we find that what people who picked cotton 

said about picking cotton was probably derived from their own experience. 

The white abolitionists who were involved in the editing and publication of 

many of the nineteenth-century narratives did not ask for it. They were not 

interested in hearing about slave labor as an efficient system of production. 

Most were ideologically committed to the position that slave labor was inef

ficient. We can document the fact that white abolitionist audiences took slave 

labor's inefficiency as a given and often didn't even ask about it.s2 The fact that 
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survivors of cotton-frontier slavery depicted that system as one that compelled 

intensively measured labor that (we now know) grew more efficient over 

time thus appears likely to have been included in texts by the choice of the 

survivors. 

Nor were such depictions of cotton labor exceptional or isolated. In fact, 

virtually every nineteenth-century narrator who had spent time in a cotton 

field-about twenty individuals in all-depicted a similar system of pushing, 

quotas, and whipping for those whose end-of-day accounting came up short. 

Did these survivors lie? If so, they must have all agreed to tell the same lies, and 

to tell them for a century, and to do so without thereby gaining any apparent 

benefits for themselves. The fact that their testimony so often agrees with the 

testimony of 1930s interviewees, whose interlocutors were often southern whites 

deeply embedded in the system of segregation, further verifies this evidence.53 

Indeed, when those interviewed in the 1930s spoke about the process of cotton 

picking or about cotton weighing, they too appear to have done so by their 

own choice. Lists of questions generated by the national and state bureaucrats 

who directed the 1930s interviews usually do not mention these aspects of 

slavery. Certainly those survivors interviewed by southern whites deeply em

bedded in Jim Crow power structures-which is to say, most of the 1930s 

interviewees-do not appear to have been prodded by their interlocutors to 

speak of whippings and theft of labor, or to have been encouraged to speak of 

enslavers as exploiters.54 And yet approximately thirty of them chose to talk 

about quotas and whipping.55 

Together, then, fifty-odd survivors testified directly to the existence and 

characteristics of the dynamic system of labor extraction with whose 1805 ver

sion Charles Ball was trying to grapple on that late-summer evening in South 

Carolina.56 These sources cannot be dismissed or disregarded, despite the many 

inconvenient truths they tell about how the modern world emerged. Last-ditch 

attempts to dismiss these sources still occur, of course. And the language and 

character of attempts to dismiss these sources often reveal an issue that is deeply 

embedded in U.S. and Western public and private culture, but which also has 

not been rooted out from the world and words of scholars. That is the persis

tent unwillingness of many white readers and listeners to accept black testi

mony about black life-or death-as legitimate.57 

It would be hard to think of more legitimate sources for helping one un

derstand how cotton picking worked than those who picked cotton. Then 

again, those who prefer sources from southern whites will be interested to learn 

that they too testify to the existence of this incentive system structured by 
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whip, scale, and ledger-and not only by the existence of thousands of pages 

of daily cotton-picking records. "You are mistaken when you say your negroes 

are ignorant of the proper way of working," wrote Robert Beverley, handling 

a new crew transported from Virginia to Alabama. "They only require to be 

made to do it ... by flogging and that quite often." Meanwhile, here's a Nat

chez doctor, in 1835: "The overseer meets all hands at the scales, with lamp, 

scales, and whip. Each basket is carefully weighed, and the nett weight of 

cotton set down upon the slate, opposite the name of the picker." "The coun

tenance of an idler may be seen to fall," for the penalty for failure to meet his 

or her quota was coming out of their back. Or, as travelers less friendly to the 

enslavers report hearing: "So many pounds short, cries the overseer, and takes 

up his whip, exclaiming, 'Step this way, you damn lazy scoundrel' ... 'Short 

pounds, you bitch.' "58 

Charles Ball understood that his first-day total on the slate would be his 

new individual minimum. He also understood that if he failed the next day 

to pick at least thirty-eight pounds, "it would go hard with me .... I knew 

that the lash of the overseer would become familiar with my back." This was 

not a task system like that of the South Carolina rice swamps and Sea Island 

cotton plantations.59 Here, on the cotton frontier, enslaved people picked from 

first light till dark. They did not get to stop, even if they had made their quota. 

Here, each person was given an individual quota rather than a limit of work 

fixed by custom. Those who picked more found themselves saddled with a 

higher quota. They were also subject to whippings, just like the slower ones

perhaps, in some cases, they were in even greater danger. Finally, once enslaved 

people learned how to meet the quota consistently, the enslaver erased his chalk 

and wrote a higher quota on the slate for the next day.60 

Over time, quotas climbed, and so, in general, did the quantity picked 

by each enslaved person on each day. We know from enslavers' cotton-picking 

books that the average amount picked per day by enslaved picker rose by 

400 percent from 1800 to 1860, in a steady curve. When we map the quotas 

reported by survivors of the enslaved, we find they report that daily require

ments rose in the same pattern.61 Survivors report that enslavers raised enslaved 

people's personal quotas (or "stints," as they were sometimes called). Some

times this was done by simply measuring the amount that enslaved people, 

desperate to avoid the whip, had picked over their stint, and adding that to 

the old quota to make a new, higher one.62 

In other cases, enslavers used positive incentives to get people to pick 

faster, setting up races between individuals with prizes like a cup of sugar, a 
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hat, or a small amount of money.63 But such speed-ups shouldn't be seen 

simply as attempts to import positive incentives into a system dominated by 

negative ones. They were also tricks, designed to get enslaved people to re

veal capacities they were hiding. In Georgia, John Brown's enslaver Thomas 

Stevens would "pick out two or more of the strongest and sturdiest, and ex

cite them to a race at hoeing or picking, for an old hat, or something of the 

sort. He would stand with his watch in his hand, observing their move

ments, whilst they hoed or picked across a certain space he had marked out. 

The man who won the prize set the standard for the rest. Whatever he did, 

within a given time, would be multiplied by a certain rule, for the day's 

work." 64 

But enslavers also whipped greater picking speed out of enslaved people 

in the field itself, forcing their targets to devote sustained attention and 

unrelenting effort to their speed and accuracy (less leaves, dirt, "trash," etc. in 

the picked fibers). This kind of invigilation reveals yet again the major differ

ences between the labor system used on the cotton frontier and that used in 

the Lowcountry. It also reveals the essence of the enslavers' plan: to force en

slaved people to show their left hands. Here, on the cotton frontier, enslavers 

"whipped up" enslaved people to force them to reveal capacities they were hid

ing, or that had not yet been created. "As I picked so well at first," remem

bered John Brown, "more was exacted of me, and if I flagged a minute the 

whip was applied liberally to keep me up to my mark. By being driven in this 

way, I at last got to pick a hundred and sixty pounds a day," after starting at 

a minimum requirement of 100.65 "Old man Jonas watched us children and 

kept us divin' for that cotton all day long," remembered lrella Battle Walker, 

and "us wish him dead many a time."66 

At the end of the day came the weighing, and then, for those "not up to 

the task," the whipping. Sometimes they locked people in metal boxes over

night instead, or beat them with handsaws, or locked them in stocks. But the 

whip was the most typical. The master had a '"black snake,'-some called it 

a 'bull whip','' remembered Austin Grant. "He cut the blood outta the grown 

ones ... right on your naked back. They said your clothes wouldn't grow but 

your hide would."67 Some tried to run as the dusk fell, but, as Williamson Pease 

remembered: "They caught him ... beat him in the head with the handle of 

the strap. They stripped him naked .... I saw it done-I was looking through 

the palings. Then they whipped him with a piece of white oak made limber. 

I saw his back and it was all raw. The man was sent to work next day, but he 

gave out, and was laid up ... until the cotton had been picked over. Three 
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times." That wasn't what mattered, what mattered was "they caught him, and 

showed no mercy," and above all, that "I saw it done."68 

Whether the next day or a month later, when the victims of these brutal 

assaults went back into the field with their shirts stuck to bloody cuts, they'd 

be an example as well. Quotas rose. Planters and overseers consulted the 

cotton-picking books to see who was falling off from previous days' and pre

vious years' quotas. (What else are the hundreds of cotton-picking books kept 

by enslavers but guides to whipping?) Whips rose and fell. And cotton-picking 

rates rose inexorably, sometimes picker after picker; but always the average 

across the expanding South's expanding slave labor camps rose: year after year 

after year. 

The whip made cotton. And whip-made increases in the efficiency of pick

ing had global significance. They pushed down the real price of cotton, which 

by 1860 had fallen to one quarter of its 1800 price, even as demand had in

creased many times over. U.S. cotton producers effectively set the world 

price for this all-important commodity. So efficiency gains in picking created 

a pie from which many could take a slice. Lower raw material costs meant 

more capital could be invested in creating better machines, higher wages for 

mill workers, revenue for enslavers, and of course benefits passed on to the 

consumers of cloth, as most of the world eventually acquired clothes made in 

the industrial sectors of the West from cotton grown and picked in the U.S. 

South. Consumers were among those who benefited most from the ever more 

efficient production of the enslaved. In Western countries, and soon around 

the world, people had access to a much greater variety of light, adaptable, 

printable textiles. An astonishing variety of clothes became accessible to a 

much higher percentage over the world population. Bourgeois and, eventu

ally, proletarian houses would acquire a new kind of room, the closet, to store 

the sudden variety. One of the greatest problems for the entire chain of those 

actors who profited financially from the labor of slaves in U.S. cotton fields 

became that of convincing consumers that they needed even more clothes, 

to soak up the endless flood of fiber spilling out of the sacks and baskets 

of enslaved people. Fashion magazines with illustrations, research on what 

cloth was desired in markets as distant as East Africa: so was born modern 

marketing as a process of simultaneously responding to consumers' wants and 

endlessly stimulating new ones with new forms of media. And so, in lurches 

and starts, consumption broadened and deepened across class and geography, 

staving off the beast of overproduction more often than not.69 
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The fluctuations in cotton supply and demand drove many of the ups and 

downs of the wider global economy. In part this was because cotton was an 

essential input of the global supply chain for the first and most important 

factory-made good, cotton textiles, and in part because so much of the world's 

financial capital was invested in making this crop. Of course, the interlink

ing of daily picking totals with the dynamic ongoing transformation and mod

ernization of world commodity and capital markets ran both ways: world 

demand for cotton shaped the demands of enslavers and the responses of the 

enslaved.7° 

This particular new constellation of power was not confined to the United 

States. Even as slavery-made cotton from the southern United States became 

the most widely traded commodity in the world, the radical, dynamic, and 

continuous transformations that began with slave labor were shaping two other 

major societies in the New World, Cuba and southeastern Brazil. Each region 

produced a commodity that also became a key component of industrial trans

formation. And just as with cotton, the processes in these two societies not 

only drove economic modernization but also partook of the creative destruc

tion of economic modernity. Finally, just as in the U.S. cotton states, the nine

teenth century saw a massive increase in the number of enslaved people who 

lived and toiled and died in the Cuban and Brazilian zones where new com

modities were being made. 

After 1807, the United States and Britain banned their citizens from par

ticipating in the Atlantic slave trade. Over the next fifty years, most Western 

nation-states also signed treaties banning the international slave trade. But de

spite the optimistic hopes of some reformers, the reality that followed these 

slave trade "abolitions" was quite different. Between 1808 and the start of 

the U.S. Civil War, more than 2.7 million people were moved by force from 

Africa to the New World, most of them to Cuba and Brazil. This was more 

than during any other half century of the Atlantic slave trade, save the 3.4 

million toll of the 1750-1800 period. This was also more than the total num

ber of free immigrants who moved to the United States between the time of 

the Revolution and 1850.71 

Thus, slave trades continued after 1807, especially to rapidly growing 

commodity-producing zones. U.S. citizens were deeply involved in both the 

Brazilian and Cuban slave trades, as well as in the sugar plantation zone of 

Cuba, as owners, technicians, and investors. And while the post-1807 illegal 

slave trade to the United States itself was miniscule, the internal slave trade 
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was not. In this same time period, more than one million enslaved African 

Americans were moved from the older states of the South to the newer ones 

in the Mississippi Valley. Their experience was also one of absolute displace

ment and an introduction to new levels of violence, and so was not so differ

ent from those who went through the Middle Passage. When we add those 

one million people to the 2.7 million of the post-1807 Atlantic slave trade, we 

find that the fifty years that preceded Lincoln's election were actually the high

est point so far of the long-distance slave trade to the commodity-producing 

regions of the Americas. More than four million enslaved people had been 

moved by brutal processes of forced migration into New World slavery's most 

profitable zones. And despite the emancipations of all slaves in the British em

pire, and of most of the enslaved people in the newly independent states of 

Spanish-speaking Latin America, the total number of enslaved people in the 

New World had increased dramatically, from about five million to about seven 

million. 

The millions of acres taken from Native Americans and cleared, planted, 

and harvested by enslaved migrants from the Chesapeake and the Carolinas 

were an ecological windfall for the industrializing West, absolutely crucial for 

escaping older economies' Malthusian constraints. So too were the new, mod

ernized sugar plantations of Cuba and the coffee estates of the Brazilian fron

tier. By 1850, as British working-class factory towns swelled with millions of 

factory workers, that island's changing agricultural sector struggled to keep 

up with all the new mouths to feed. Much as with cotton, by the 1830s 

and 1840s, innovations in Cuban sugar production processes permitted indi

vidual Cuban slave labor camps to produce four times as much sugar as 

eighteenth-century predecessors. From 16,000 metric tons in 1800, just 

5 percent of world production, Cuba rapidly scaled up its production to 

half a million metric tons by the 185os-50 percent of all the sugar made in 

the world. As the price of sugar fell, British and North American cuisines 

came up with more and more ways to deliver its cheap calories to the urban 

masses. By 1860, British workers consumed IO to 20 percent of their daily 

calories in the form of sugar inserted in jam, as sweetener for tea and other 

drinks, and in baked goods. Eventually sugar became a key component of 

far more processed foods than we even now realize. This was crucial to in

dustrialization. Western societies experienced a measurable average adult height 

decline in the nineteenth century. This was probably attributable to the new 

dietary restrictions imposed by the new increase in geographic and social 

distance from sources of food supply. Without the cheap calories provided by 
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sugar, the general health deficit this decline signals could have been signifi

cantly worse.72 

Meanwhile, in Brazil, where the sugar industry had grown decrepit, en

slavers opened a vast new hinterland in the interior of Rio de Janeiro state and 

Sao Paulo state. In the 1700s this region had been a backwater; by the early 

twenty-first century, it was the core of one of the most rapidly growing econ

omies in the world. And it started with coffee. In 1800 Brazil exported only 

580 tons of coffee; by 1860 that number was 800,000 tons. By the late nine

teenth century, 80 percent of world coffee exports came from Brazil. While 

to say coffee was a major factor of industrialized, capitalist production might 

sound like a joke, it really isn't. The shift from old ways to a world of constant 

innovation, from an agricultural and religious calendar to one of the clock 

and nonstop work and business, was as much a cultural shift as it was a shift 

from wood to iron. Coffee replaced alcohol as the beverage of the work break, 

especially in the United States. Around 1800, U.S. workers drank immense 

quantities of alcohol, especially during the workday. One can imagine the ef

fects this had on labor discipline and efficiency. In contrast, coffee stimulated, 

delivered sugar, gave energy for work, and did all this without intoxication 

and alcohol's other effects. Along with a massive campaign of religious revival 

and reform, the availability of coffee is the major reason why the average con

sumption of alcohol dropped dramatically from a peak of 7.1 annual gallons of 

absolute alcohol per capita early in the nineteenth century to well under three 

gallons by the Civil War decades.73 

In both these other two new regimes, sugar and coffee, labor productiv

ity grew continuously throughout the nineteenth century. In Cuba, a series 

of innovations in the chemistry, machine technology, and production process 

organization was what made the Cuban sugar planters so efficient. They broke 

the bottleneck in sugar production, which was (as of 1800) not in planting or 

cutting but in grinding and refining sugar cane into juice and juice into sugar 

and molasses. Of course, these improvements-steam-driven mills, vacuum 

pans, centrifuges, continuous-flow processing, careful organization of the 

space and sequence of harvesting-stole the last remaining secrets and skills 

from the left hands and right brains of enslaved African and Creole Cubans. 

The sons of enslaved sugar refiners went out into the fields as cane cutters. The 

secrets now rested inside the machines, in the control of the white technicians, 

who increasingly were the ones who ran them. The technology, and the more 

rapid pace of production overall, led to a machine-geared speedup for the slaves 

who cut cane by hand.74 
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Machine technology was a big part of the dominance of Cuban sugar. 

The success of Brazilian coffee, on the other hand, was built to a large extent 

on pure hand labor, sped up by a process much like that occurring in the cot

ton fields. The bottleneck in production here was picking. Coffee planters in 

the Paraiba Valley created new processes of driving enslaved pickers across hill

sides of bushes, and then of measuring their output. Just like cotton planters, 

coffee barons and their minions weighed daily picking totals and balanced 

accounts, whipping those who defaulted on the debts imposed by their quo

tas. And just like coffee planters, the coffee entrepreneurs increased their prices 

over time, extracting by the late nineteen century daily picking totals that were 

200 to 300 percent of those gathered early in the century.75 

The disruption of enslaved people's lives and the measurement, surveil

lance, and violent coercion of enslaved people's labor were key components in 

the massive efficiency increases that made the Industrial Revolution possible. 

This history, once we know it, demands that we give up truisms of choice and 

incentive, premodern versus modern, or hand versus machine. But how, then, 

are we to understand and explain the kinds oflabor that transformed the world 

during the nineteenth century, and the kinds of power that emerged? Maybe 

we could start by looking at how the gains of nineteenth-century slave labor 

were extracted. Cotton productivity grew because pickers themselves were 

forced to pick faster, better, more efficiently. Clever entrepreneurs extorted the 

benefit of new gains they themselves could not imagine. To do so, they did 

not have to be scientists of motion or choreographers of efficiency. But they 

did have to press the most skillful hands ever harder. Seeds were surely part 

of this story. But every time seeds got better, enslaved people did not find their 

work got easier. Instead, they were pressed to their new maximum, and be

yond: forced to become better, faster pickers.76 Ultimately, it was calibrated 

torture, not the seed selecting of science-minded planters, that became the 

technology that kept the Industrial Revolution fed with cheap, high-quality 

cotton, that broke through the resource constraints that had imprisoned pre

vious civilizations in a Malthusian cul-de-sac. 

Torture is not a word we use often in the study of slavery's history, much 

less that of capitalism. We see torture as inherently inefficient, not something 

that a professor could put on the chalkboard as a variable in an equation or a 

graph (T stands for torture, one component of S, or supply.) But understand

ing torture as a technology, a means of accomplishing what the philosopher 

Martin Heidegger called the "challenging-forth" of nature, putting nature (the 

nature of human beings and the second nature they have developed in their 
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embodied culture) to the test and making it yield all that it can-this helps 

incorporate the astonishing increases in productivity in both field and factory 

into the story of the rise of the modern world. Here's an illuminating meta

phor for the process, one offered by a man named Henry Clay. Born into slav

ery in the Carolinas, he was moved west as a boy, and seventy years after 

slavery ended he recalled that his Louisiana owner had once possessed a ma

chine that by his account made cotton cultivation and harvesting mechani

cal, rapid, and efficient. This contraption was "a big wooden wheel with a 

treadle to it, and when you tromp the treadle the big wheel go round. On that 

wheel was four or five leather straps with holes cut in them to make blisters, 

and you lay the negro down on his face on a bench and tie him to it." When 

the operator pumped the treadle to turn the wheel, the straps thrashed the 

back of the man or woman tied to the bench into blistered, bloody jelly. Ac

cording to Clay, the mere threat of the whipping-machine was enough to speed 

his own hands and hoe.77 

The contraption may have actually existed. I think, however, that it was 

not a material thing of wood and leather but instead, Clay's telling tale. It tells 

us that we could see the scientific principle of every cotton labor camp ever 

carved out of the southwestern woods as a metaphorical whipping-machine: 

a technology for controlling and exploiting human beings, calibrating incre

ments of torture to extract both efficient production of pounds of cotton and 

endless, dynamic improvements to that efficiency. They measured the incre

ments with steelyard scales, and by then checking totals against the cotton

picking accounts they kept on slates and then copied into ledgers. These books 

had no purpose besides that of measuring cotton pickers and holding them 

responsible for exceeding their previous gains. Hundreds of these cotton

picking ledgers survive. They are the most numerous artifacts and-once we 

understand why they existed-they are also the most overwhelming evidence 

of both the function and the functionality of enslavers' whipping-machines. 

In fact, the whole vast archipelago of slave labor camps that eventually 

stretched from western South Carolina into Texas, extracting from the hands 

of the enslaved an unprecedented level and quality of field labor, was a dy

namically evolving technology of measurement, torture, and forced innova

tion, a whipping-machine writ large and built full scale. This whipping-machine 

challenged enslaved people every day to exceed yesterday's gains in produc

tion and profit. The whipping-machine also challenges historians' willingness 

to adopt, from the powers that be and have been, definitions that implicitly 

distinguish "torture" from "discipline." Historians of torture have defined the 
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term as extreme torment that is part of a judicial or inquisitorial procedure. 

Torture, in this view, might give psychological rewards to sadistic torturers, 

but the key feature that distinguishes it from mere brutal torment is that it 

aims to extract "truth." Instead, we see the whipping of slaves as either psy

chopathy or as part of an archaic structure of power and labor "discipline" that 

is in nature no more efficient at creating true work efficiency than the beating 

of children and domestic servants is at creating true love.78 

The whipping-machine did, in fact, continually extract a truth: the max

imum poundage that a man, woman, or child could pick. Once the victim 

surrendered to that fact, the torturer then challenged the enslaved person's rea

son again, to force the creation of and then extract from his hands a new 

truth, an even greater capacity to pick. (As we know, torture can create new 

truths.) How did enslaved people create a truth that answered the ever-higher 

demands? Some tried to fool the weight and cheat the whip, hiding rocks, dirt, 

or melons in their baskets to make them heavier. George Womble remembered 

that cotton pickers tried to sprinkle white sand on the dew-wet cotton as they 

put it in their bags in the first hours of the long day.79 

But overseers were selected for "hardness." They inflicted severe punish

ment on enslaved people caught trying to cheat the scales on daily cotton debts. 

The steady upward curve of efficiency proves that overseers and enslavers 

usually won that struggle. And every forced adaptation made to survive defeat 

added more revenue for enslavers. Thomas Cole recalled that small children 

who picked were allowed to add the cotton to their parents' baskets-another 

way to use family ties and parental authority to support planter profits. In 

general, enslavers opposed cooperation, preferring the leverage that individual 

measurement gave them. (In the opposite of cooperation, remembered Aus

tin Grant, some enslaved people stole cotton from each other's baskets to add 

it to their own.) Instead, most enslaved people had to train their forces of in

dividual innovation. Fearing punishment or even death, minds scrambled to 

come up with ways to speed their own hands as minimums increased. Par

ents and elders taught children to pick faster: Grant's grandfather "would tell 

us things, to keep the whip off our backs. He would say, 'Chillen, work, work 

and work hard. You know how you hate to be whipped, so work hard!'" They 

taught individual adaptation in a world of perpetual vulnerability to violence, 

and sometimes themselves used violence to prepare their own children for the 

picking season. Berry Smith's mother beat him, "took a pole to me ifl didn't 

do it [pick cotton] right."80 
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Looking at the dramatic increase over time in the quantity picked, one 

must concede that above all, enslaved people succeeded in picking more cot

ton. But it is interesting that enslavers' language, with its assumption that some 

human beings could be reduced to the hands, the appendages of others, was 

in its way the mirror of the words enslaved people used to describe the experi

ence of picking cotton. To pick it well, the way that cotton entrepreneurs 

needed it to be done so that they could make calculations about a harvest's 

profit into reality, one had to disembody oneself, to separate the mind from 

the hand-to become for a time, in fact, little more than a hand. Or two 

hands. While novice Solomon Northup, for instance, lurched down his row, 

his neighbor Patsey worked both sides of her row in perpetual motion, pick

ing with both hands, moving like a dancer in an unconscious rhythm-though 

one of dissociation rather than of pleasure. Like a pianist her hands-both 

her hands, right and left-did their own separate thinking.81 

Symmetry can be beautiful to witness. In laboratory tests, people are con

sistently attracted to more symmetrical faces and bodies. But human beings 

are in crucial ways asymmetrical. For most people, however, the left hand did 

not want to do its own thinking. And they did not want to make it (or make 

the right hand, if they were left-handed.) Most of us prefer to use the right 

hand for most tasks. Virtually all of us are "handed," preferring one hand over 

another. Consciousness and handedness are intertwined. So are handedness 

and selfhood. Many of us are aware that the left side of the brain generally 

controls the right hand, and vice versa. In fact, in both language and work 

with one's hands, each side of the brain plays a different role, and thus so does 

each hand. We write, we touch, we gesture, we take more with one hand than 

another. We work with one hand more than another. Our strong hand, whether 

we are right- or left-handed, is the dextrous partner of our conscious, plan

ning mind. In the skilled tasks that Charles Ball could perform, or those of 

any enslaved person coming from older regions of the South and older sys

tems of labor, one hand was always the leader. And such tasks in which one 

hand was the leader, the mind at work, could be an expression of the self

even if it was forced, even if the product was stolen. 82 

People could move faster and faster. They could get up early and sneak 

out to the fields and pick by moonlight to meet their unusually high quotas, 

like a Georgia woman named Nancy.83 But as time went on, more and more 

enslaved people had to figure out how to use each hand equally. As "stints" 

increased, many were only able to meet their picking quotas by learning how 
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to unhook their nondominant hand from the tethers of bodily asymmetry and 

brain architecture founded in human anatomy and genetics and built on over 

the course of a lifetime. The whipping-machine continually demanded that 

they come up with ways to pick more cotton: by watching or talking to others 

and learning from their speed, by creating new efficiencies that would shorten 

the path of hand from plant to sack and back again in both space and time. 

And above all, by shutting down some pathways in the brain so that the body 

could pick with the left hand as well as the right, and thus dance like a Patsey

becoming, for a time, the disembodied "hands" of enslavers' fantastic language. 

"Some hands can't get the sleight of it," said a white man who had tried 

to whip a young woman to "make her a hand at cotton-picking." "Sleight" 

means "left," but also craft, cunning, a special knack or trick. There is 

something left-handed about the word, something distinct from right-handed 

force. We think of sleight of hand as something employed by pickpockets, 

magicians, three-card monte dealers. Sleight is an art of resistance, play 

against right-handed power. This sleight of hands was different: it was re

quired, extracted by power that compelled, exposed, and commodified hid

den, individual capacities. Torture-the whipping-machine as a whole, in 

fact-was cunning. In its design was embedded a secret as consequential as 

the secrets of capital that Marx believed he exposed when he peered beneath 

the veil of the working day. The technology of torture required the use of a 

creativity that would generate new tricks and knacks, but not for the service of 

the trickster him- or herself. It then measured left-handed power, the safe

guard for millennia of the poor and the less powerful against the domina

tion of the great. And then it turned the sleight and creativity of left-handed 

power against the self, forcing from enslaved hands skillful but endless and 

depersonalizing labor.84 

For those who succeeded in developing the sleight of hands did so by 

achieving a kind of detachment from their own consciousness. Patsey was im

pressive as she moved, even beautiful-that sense drips out of Northup's de

scription of her performance between the rows-but her achievement was also 

a thing of horror. She had become not just a person forced to toil in a hot 

field but one of the "hands" sketched in words written down on paper by men 

sitting in cool dark offices. Sometimes, especially once they achieved freedom, 

the formerly enslaved talked about how this process felt. The repetitiveness, 

and above all the demand that one become a different person-or not even a 

whole person, but a hand-or be tortured-these things made cotton pick

ing horrible. It was "irksome," "fatiguing"; "I was never thoroughly reconciled 
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to it." It never felt like one's own work or one's own body, because it wasn't: 

not in the same way that felling trees or threshing wheat or topping tobacco 

was one's work, however stolen. The psychological torment of alienating one's 

own hands from the old integuments that tied them to one part of the mind 

or another and rewiring them in different ways for someone else took a tre

mendous and painful effort. This effort, and the torture that drove it, left their 

mark on the body, but perhaps even more indelibly on the mind. As late as 

the 1930s an elderly woman named Adeline Hodges, who had learned to pick 

cotton in Alabama in the 1850s, couldn't stand to watch clerks weighing 

her food at the grocery store "cause I remembers so well that each day that the 

slaves was given a certain number of pounds to pick. When weighing up 

time come and you didn't have the number of pounds set aside, you may be 

sure that you was going to be whipped."85 Only something more violent than 

the forced self-rewiring of the body could have carried hands through the 

deepest, thickest layers of the cotton bottleneck, and she was still traumatized 

from that torture a lifetime later. 

Thus, another way to tell the story of how the modern world came to pass 

is to tell it as one in which left-handed power was exposed, commandeered, 

turned against its possessors and built into something much different. At the 

heart of that process are the experiences, day after day, of one million people 

like Charles Ball. The work of hands and enslaved people's creative, exploited 

minds, a work driven by the measured creaking of the whipping-machine, 

seems the opposite of what is modern, industrial, technological. Yet the data 

reveal that those in the cotton fields were not only absolutely necessary to the 

developments on the factory floor but in dynamic efficiency were their equals. 

And it will not take us long to draw links between the whipping-machine

and the entrepreneurial history of slavery's expansion in the nineteenth-century 

United States in general-and our own world.86 These are links of resonance, 

and even of direct causation. This isn't just Charles Ball's story. We are part 

of it as well. 



CHAPTER 2 

Slavery's Scientific Management 

Masters and Managers 

CAITLIN ROSENTHAL 

On Monday, October 10, 1842-"A beautiful day" on Pleasant Hill Planta

tion in Amite County, Mississippi-Eli J. Capell noted the precise amount 

of cotton picked by each of his fifteen slaves. Every hand, including the en

slaved overseer, Tone, picked at least 100 pounds, and Capell's top pickers, 

Terry, Isaac, and Peter, exceeded 200 pounds apiece. All told, they had brought 

in 2,545 pounds, "the best ever done here in one day."1 Capell knew that the 

day was remarkable because he was in the habit of keeping diligent records. 

He kept a yearly plantation journal that tracked his output, and his records 

show that over the coming decades, he would repeat the achievement of that 

October day many times. As he increased the size of his workforce and im

proved his management methods, he pushed the daily picking totals ever 

higher. 

Capell and other "book farmers" of the American South paid close at

tention to how efficiently enslaved men and women picked cotton, frequently 

experimenting with new methods for maximizing output. They recorded and 

analyzed data diligently and precisely, keeping accounts and comparing them 

year after year. Their efforts-as well as those of planters growing sugar, 

rice, wheat, and other staples-were remarkably sophisticated for their time. 

Planters paid more attention to labor productivity than many northern man

ufacturers, foreshadowing the rise of scientific management in the 1880s and 

beyond. They excelled in determining the most labor their slaves could do, 

and in pushing them to attain that maximum. 
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Most historians of management have overlooked these skilled calcula

tions, beginning their research instead in the factories of England and New 

England. In his classic study of American business, Alfred Chandler de

scribed plantations as a fundamentally ancient form of production. Acknowl

edging that the plantation overseer was the "first salaried manager in the 

country," he nonetheless concluded that slave plantations were more like feu

dal estates than modern factories. 2 The meticulously kept ledgers and careful 

calculations of the most sophisticated planters complicate this view, which Bill 

Cooke has called the "denial" of slavery in management studies. 3 Historians are 

currently working to integrate the South more fully into the story of American 

capitalism. New research describes a vigorous, violent system where innovation 

and brutality went hand in hand.4 

Understanding the connection between slavery and business innovation 

is the subject of this chapter. Sophisticated accounting techniques were not 

incidental to plantation slavery: the power of masters gave them power as man

agers. Instead of attracting and retaining labor, planters acquired it and ac

celerated it, aided by the threat of violence. They subjected enslaved men and 

women to experiments, allocating and reallocating labor from task to task, 

planning meals and lodging, and measuring and monitoring productivity and 

reproductivity. To be sure, slaves resisted planters' efforts, but a combination 

of calculation and control constrained their attempts. Slavery became a labo

ratory for the use of accounting because neat columns of numbers more closely 

matched the reality of life on plantations than in many other early American 

enterprises. 

Put differently, the commoditization and capitalization of lives made it 

easier to put numbers to work. Innovation was, in a sense, a by-product of 

bondage. I begin by describing accounting practices, particularly Thomas 

Affieck's popular plantation record books. From here I explore the ways 

planters used accounting to increase their profits, first by pushing up the pace 

of work, next by standardizing labor using units such as the "prime hand," 

and finally by optimizing their investments in human capital. 

Plantation Accounts 

Eli Capell took over the management of Pleasant Hill Plantation after the 

death of his father, Littleton Capell, in the 1830s. Under his direction the plan

tation thrived, expanding from a small farm of six quarter-sections into a 
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plantation of 2,500 acres worked by a force of eighty slaves.5 Capell recorded 

his progress in a series of detailed journals stretching from 1842 to 1867. In 

the earliest of these records, he experimented with a variety of differently for

matted diaries and blank books, but none suited his needs. On days when he 

attempted to record every slave's individual picking, his calculations spilled 

into the margins.6 In 1850, he remedied the problem by adopting Affleck's pre

printed Plantation Record and Account Book. Affleck's journal was an all-in

one account book designed to facilitate plantation management, and among 

an array of different forms it included specially lined forms for recording cot

ton picking.7 

Thomas Affleck worked as a planter and gardener in the small town of 

Washington, Mississippi, about fifty miles west of Capell's plantation in Amite 

County. Born and educated in Scotland, he had migrated to the United States 

in 1832, moving from the East Coast to Ohio before relocating to Mississippi, 

where he began to plant cotton. His background combined experience in fi

nance, scientific agriculture, and publishing. In Edinburgh, he had worked 

as a bookkeeper for the Bank of Scotland, and he boasted in his correspondence 

that the experience had accustomed him "to the strictest business habits."8 

When he arrived in Mississippi, Affleck found that although some of his 

neighbors "had kept regular plantation books for many years," their records 

varied dramatically, lacking the uniformity and regularity that would enable 

comparisons across plantations. In response, Affleck "prepared 2 books with 

the pen," giving one to each of his overseers.9 After testing the journal and 

revising it, he published his first plantation account book.10 Affleck's Planta

tion Record and Account Book provided a preprinted, all-in-one system for 

planters wishing to improve their accounting practices. As his advertisements 

boasted, his journal combined "Day Book, Journal, Stock Book, Ledger and 

Daily Record" all in "one large folio volume."11 In all, the cotton journals in

cluded fifteen different forms, labeled A through 0 (Table 2.1), and the sugar 

journals included twenty-one forms, labeled A through U. Each form ad

dressed a different aspect of plantation production. Affleck instructed plant

ers to fill in some of the forms every day, including the record of activities 

and the record of cotton picked. Other pages in the journal, including the 

inventories of tools, supplies, and the slaves themselves, were completed only 

quarterly or annually.12 

The many forms in Affleck's journal composed an interlocking system 

that enabled planters to make sophisticated comparisons and calculations. 
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Table 2.1. Forms in Thomas Affieck's Plantation Record and Account Book 

Form Title Frequency completed 

A Daily Record of Passing Events Daily 
B Inventory of Stock and Implements Quarterly (monthly in 1st ed.) 
c Record of Cotton Picked Daily from late July, weekly totals 
D List of Articles Given Out to the As distributed 

Negroes 
E Overseer's Record of Supplies As received 

Delivered to Him 
F List of Births and Deaths As needed 
G Check on the Physician's Account As needed 
H Weights of Cotton by Bale At weighing and sale 
I Inventory of Negroes Beginning and end of the year 

J Planter's Annual Record of Stock Beginning and end of the year 
K Planter's Annual Record of Tools Beginning and end of the year 
L Statement of the Several Products Yearly 

of the Plantation 
M Statement of the Sale of Cotton As sold 
N Condensed Account of the Yearly 

Expenses of the Plantation 
0 Planter's Annual Balance Sheet Yearly 

Several forms offered different ways to calculate the same total, providing op

portunities to cross-check information. For example, on form H, the overseer 

recorded the weight of every bale of cotton, the total of which should match 

the total on form M, where the owner weighed the bales as they were sold. 

These checks helped planters monitor the honesty of the overseer and of the 

slaves. The journal culminated in form 0, an end-of-year balance sheet on 

which planters could calculate their yearly profits. This balance sheet ensured 

that every cost and revenue was tallied up, drawing inputs from five different 

forms elsewhere in the book. Capital costs, including those for land, slaves, 

tools, and stock, were charged at a recommended interest rate of 6 percent, and 

any change in the value of capital was methodically recorded. By consulting 

the balance sheet and comparing it with prior years, planters could assess their 

overall profitability and identify the cause of their success or failure: improve

ments made to their property, sales of cotton, or changes in the value of slaves. 

Planters and overseers very rarely completed all of these forms; more often they 

selected what they found most useful and ignored the rest.13 
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Despite their complexity, the journals required very little specialized 

knowledge of bookkeeping. As Affleck explained in an 1860 advertisement, 

"The plan of the book is so simple, and yet complete, that any man who can 

write at all legibly, whether or not he has any knowledge of the principles and 

practice of book-keeping, is capable of making his entries correctly." The de

tailed instructions and fill-in-the-blanks balance sheet meant that only basic 

addition and subtraction were required to strike a "true balance" and to de

termine "whether the year's labors have resulted in profit or loss."14 This rela

tive simplicity made Affleck's journals ideal for monitoring overseers, who 

rarely had any skill in bookkeeping. When James Henry Hammond com

plained to Affleck that he had "no hope of ever getting an overseer who will 

or can keep such a book" in South Carolina, Affleck wrote that in Mississippi 

there were many such men. He recommended making the completion of the 

books a stipulation of their contracts, giving newly hired overseers little choice 

in the matter.15 Affleck hoped that his forms would spare the "non-resident 

Planter" "much vexation and loss" and the overseer "undeserved blame."16 

Affleck published his journal in six different versions, specialized by crop 

and plantation size (Figure 2.1).17 Eli Capell originally used Affleck's smallest 

book, designed for cotton plantations with forty or fewer slaves, but by the 

late 1850s his operations had outgrown this volume, and he purchased the 

Cotton Plantation Record and Account Book No. 2, for plantations with up to 

eighty hands.18 Affleck offered an even larger edition, with space to record the 

work of as many as 120 working hands, and by 1860 he had published a fourth 

edition, for up to 160 working hands. He also offered two volumes for sugar 

plantations with 80 and 120 working hands. Because many enslaved men and 

women were too young or infirm to labor in the fields, these largest books 

targeted elite planters whose holdings could reach as high as 200 or even 300 

total slaves. The smallest journal sold for $2.00, and the prices of the larger 

editions increased in increments of $0.50. These prices were higher than those 

for other blank books but were nonetheless affordable, relative to the total in

vestment involved in operating a large plantation.19 

Affleck's journals appear to have sold well, remaining in print until the 

Civil War and running to eight editions.20 Although it is difficult to verify 

their circulation, Affleck claimed annual sales of 2,000 and believed that he 

could reach 5,000 if production were managed effi.ciently.21 He applied the 

same entrepreneurial calculations to his publishing business that he instructed 

planters to use with their crops. In a letter to a potential partner, he described 

his business plan in great detail: 
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The Cotton Plantation Record and Account Bookr 
No. 1, for a Plantation working 40 handl! or lose, S2 00. 
No. 2, " " 80 " " ~8 00. 
No. 3, " " 120 " " $3 50. 

--ALSO,--

The Sugar Plantation Record and Account Bookr 
No. 1, for o. Plantation worklup: 80 hands or losa, $3 00. 
No. 2, " u 120 '~ u $3 50 .. 

BY THOM.AS Al)'FLECK. 
Sent by mall,_carefully ennloped, and preJIQld, &t the abo..., pdcca. A llboml diacount, 

with tho u1ual t.1mo, allowed to doalero. 
Th- worlu are coming more and wore Into use eoob year. 
Orders may be oent to 'XIIOMAS AFFLECK, 

wa.i.ingto11, llfilS. 

From lh• Nt10 Orka111 Priu Current of l!'Jd 11Lucli, 1851. 
We ba.,., a copy of tbl1 moot uoefnl ""rk before us, and a glance at Ito ey•lematlc and 

bWll-.•·llke arrongement convinces us th&t no l'Janter, 1cho 1oouldi<notowh4' h• i•doing, 
and to/uJJ hi• oc<Tut:t• mtd his hond.1 are doing, •hould be without It. The book open• 
wtlh o.n Jn.,entory of Stoel< and Implements; then follows a Dall7 Record of Puslng 
Eftnla, .to be kept by tlHI overoeer; Dnlly lleoord or Cotton Picked ; QoarterlJ' Innn&ory 
of Stock; Planter'• Value of Crops ; Annual Jlalance Sbo1<1t, &c., &c.; all of wbleb being 
regululy kept, wtll enable a ttantor to read his progreM and act understandingly In all 
bl8 operation•. Tbe'arraugement la olmple, and may be und.......,_ by penom bavtng 
menly a triWng knowledge of accounla. . 

The well-known agrlcnllnral writer," Droomeedge,'1 romaTka of the Ootton Plantatlon 
Book, In the 8. O. l"anntr Md Planltr, lbr April, 1868: 

.~d~.~!1!T::,~11~~:~!h11!~~~= ":::t ;:u~: :1~~~1ii!dc:niwe=.t• ~h•r,s :i?r~~~ 
ha.If the price 10 buy a common blank book. It l• h)¥h tlme that fhe Sc>uthem P1111tcr 1hou}(l 
latrodt.1co more 111tematlc man•aciueut in lieu oft.be okl •llJ>-thod way of' doing." 
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Figure 2.1. Advertisement for Thomas Affieck's account books. Thomas Affieck 

Papers, MSS 3, 1263, Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley Collections, Louisiana 

State University Libraries , Baton Rouge. Courtesy of Special Collections , LSU 

Libraries, Louisiana State University. 
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The Acct. books can be got out at 6oc to 7oc p copy-say an 

average of 75c. Weld writes me he has got over $650 of advertise

ments for this coming edition. I feel confident that 5,000 copies of 

all the editions, Sugar & Cotton can be sold per annum, at an aver

age retail price of $J.OO, Netting $2.00, counting freight &c. &c. 

& losses. $500 can be had for adverts., reducing the cost of the 

books IOc. p copy. I am keeping a long way within bounds. Say 

5,000 copies net $1.35 each= $6,750. 22 

In practice, Affleck appears to have had difficulty realizing his projections, not 

because of lack of demand but because of difficulty finding and maintaining 

a dependable printer. Over the run of the journal, Affleck employed several 

printers, at least one of whom "absquatulated," leaving Affleck with neither 

the funds nor the volumes for several months. 23 

Competitors peddled systems similar to Affleck's, taking advantage of the 

popularity of his accounting system. Affleck railed against these texts, con

sidering them inferior substitutes for his own. In 1854 he requested a copy of 

one "bastard acct. book" from bookseller B. M. Norman.24 A year later, when 

a friend alerted him to a copycat book being sold by a "Mr. Bland," he ex

claimed in reply that "such plagiarism" was "quite common," complaining of 

"an almost literal reprint of my books-but with the part of Hamlet omitted! 

Most shabbily gotten up & some of the most important records left out."25 

Still, improving planters were a minority among slaveholders. In 1860, 

more than 20,000 cotton planters owned more than thirty slaves. Even if Af

fleck's most hyperbolic sales figures were correct, he would not have reached 

more than a quarter of all larger planters. Still, they were a vocal, highly articu

late minority that evangelized their practices through fairs, newspapers, and 

the southern agricultural press.26 Large planters had disproportionate influence 

and produced disproportionate amounts of cotton. Only a small proportion of 

planters had holdings sufficient to warrant using one of Affleck's books. How

ever, these large plantations produced the vast majority of all cotton.27 

Though Thomas Affleck's were the most popular plantation blanks, they 

were not the first. A number of preprinted books preceded Affleck's, and the 

variety of these texts suggests that the formatted ledger was a well-developed 

genre of job printing in the South. By the time he corresponded with Affleck, 

James Henry Hammond had already experimented with several different 

books on his Sugar Bluff Plantation. 28 One of the books used by Hammond 

appears to have circulated widely. By 1840, Andrew Flynn of Mississippi was 
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using an identical or nearly identical book. These ledgers contained two vari

eties of printed pages: first, an up-front inventory of animals and equipment, 

and second, a series of pages listing activity by day of the month.29 In 1835 a 

Florida planter named Farquhar Macrae wrote to Edmund Ruffin's Farmer's 

Register to recommend that planters adopt a new system of bookkeeping. Mac

rae sent Ruffin an essay on accounting, along with a diagram of his proposed 

system. The forms began with a section for documenting the daily activities 

of the workforce and also provided space for recording any increase or decrease 

in the number of slaves and cattle, the planting of fields, the harvest of vari

ous crops, and a number of other metrics. Macrae proposed to sell bound vol

umes of these forms, but he may or may not have attempted the venture.30 

Most surviving formatted ledgers for North American plantations date 

from after 1830, but scattered documents survive from significantly earlier. 

Earlier plantation texts circulated in the British West Indies, particularly in 

Jamaica, Barbados, and British Guiana, where preformatted ledgers were 

distributed and completed as early as the 178os.31 In contrast to the North, 

where most accounts were kept in custom-lined ledgers with little format

ting, prelined plantation books enabled a remarkable level of complexity and 

standardization. Some prelined books were available for northern factories; 

however, they differed in both complexity and focus from manuals like 

Affieck's. For example, a pocket-sized Workman's Account Book, copyrighted 

in the late 1820s, was designed to help employers keep track of wages. It con

sisted of a single table reprinted on each of the book's twenty-four pages, and 

appears to have been used primarily for recording incidental labor in quarter

or half-day increments.32 Unlike picking records, books like this did not ven

ture into the terrain of productivity. A few preprinted ledgers, like Scotsman 

David Young's Farmer's Account-Book of 1788, provided space for tracking 

farm produce, sales, and the weather, but ignored labor.33 Northern entrepre

neurs wanting to keep more detailed payroll and wage records would have 

needed to have them custom-lined by a stationer. Among books available at 

the time, only plantation journals contained complete systems designed to 

help capitalists manage labor and monitor their profits. 34 

Putting Numbers to Work 

Tracking information was only the first step for planters. They also put their 

data to work, analyzing it to increase the productivity of their operations. 
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Relentlessly efficient overseers distinguished themselves by determining the 

maximum sustainable pace of labor and driving slaves to achieve that maxi

mum. Virginia wheat planter Pleasant Suit urged his overseers to use "every 

means" in their power to understand "what is a day's work for a hand in every 

variety of plantation business." Suit recommended an array of strategies, in

cluding "calculation, trials, and inquiries of experienced persons."35 

Among the details meticulously recorded and analyzed by planters, the 

most important tracked slaves' daily cotton picking. In Affieck's books, form 

C, the record of cotton picked, tracked the pounds of cotton each slave picked 

every day (Figure 2.2).36 The first column on form C noted the names of each 

slave, and to the right of this list were columns for each day of the week, Mon

day through Saturday. These columns could be tallied to determine the daily 

picking, which could be summed for a weekly total. In 1854, Affleck added a 

space for a running total, so that the sum from the prior page could be brought 

forward to find the total picking thus far in the year. 37 Completing form C 

required the overseer or planter to weigh and record hundreds of data points 

over the course of a week, and many thousands over the course of a season. 

After emancipation, the minister and former slave Charles Thompson rec

ollected the basic process of picking, weighing, and accounting for cotton. As 

he wrote, "each picker had a 'stint' or daily task to perform; that is, each of them 

was required to pick so many pounds of cotton." Thompson, high up in the 

internal hierarchy of the plantation's enslaved workforce, was "placed over 

the hands as 'boss' and cotton-weigher." To monitor the picking of the slaves 

under him, Thompson weighed their picking "three times each day." In this 

way, throughout the day, the slaves, armed with knowledge of their progress, 

could be induced to strive toward their assigned task. Ironically, Thompson, 

who could add and write, was forced to conceal his numerical abilities because 

of laws against educating slaves. But this did not stop his owner from bene

fiting from his numeracy: he kept "the weights of each hand separate and 

correctly in my mind" and reported them to the overseer each night.38 

Some planters used incentives to accelerate picking, relying on the use 

of precise calculation. After his escape from slavery, Henry Bibb described 

the use of contests to speed up the pace oflabor. As he explained, instead of 

extorting picking from their slaves "by the lash," some planters would "de

ceive them by giving small prizes." An overseer began by "dividing the hands 

off in three classes" by skill, and "offering a prize to the one who will pick out 

the most cotton in each of the classes." By this means, the slaves of every level 

increased their pace in pursuit of the prizes. After repeating such challenges 
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several times and "weighing what cotton they pick every night," the overseer 

could tell "just how much every hand can pick." After giving the small reward 

to the winners, he then required them to "pick just as much afterward" or be 

"flogged."39 

The most complex incentive systems stretched over the course of the year. 

In 1851, a Mississippi planter who owned forty-nine slaves explained his scheme. 

As he wrote, "I pay them money at the end of the year .... The amount given 

to all depends on the crop and the price; the amount to each one upon his 

good behavior, his activity, obedience and efficiency during the year." He al

located the payment by class: "The negro who has discharged all his duties 

through the year most faithfully is put in the first class. As many as deserve it 

are put there and all get the largest and same amount of Money. The amount 

paid them is lessened as they fall into lower classes." Slaves could draw on their 

accounts throughout the year, and the planter furnished "any extra clothing 

that any of them may want," charging their accounts, and "at pay day, as they 

call it, it is brought up against them."40 

Recordkeeping could make punishment just as calculating as payment. 

Although some book farmers advocated more humane treatment, others 

translated data into violence. They meted out lashes in precise relation to 

picking, whipping slaves as many strokes as the number of pounds they fell 

short of their daily or weekly tasks. In the 1840s, Henry Watson described a 

state of almost constant terror on the plantation where he labored. As Watson 

wrote, "each individual having a stated number of pounds of cotton to pick, 

the deficit of which was made up by as many lashes being applied to the poor 

slave's back."41 John Brown described the same cruel system: "For every pound 

that is found short of the task, the punishment is one stroke of the bull

whip." Though Brown himself "never got flogged for short weight," many 

others did, "and dreadful was the punishment they received."42 

Even when slaves avoided punishment, the weighing of cotton could be 

harrowing. Solomon Northup's 1855 slave narrative described the fear that mo

tivated him to accelerate his work. As Northup wrote, "a slave never ap

proaches the gin-house with his basket of cotton but with fear. If it falls short 

in weight-if he has not performed the full task appointed him, he knows 

that he must suffer." But the cost of success was high. As Northup reflected, 

if "he has exceeded it by ten or twenty pounds, in all probability his master 

will measure the next day's task accordingly. So, whether he has too little or 

too much, his approach to the gin-house is always with fear and trembling."43 

John Brown also described how his task was pushed progressively upward from 
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100 pounds per week to 160 pounds. On the plantation where he labored, the 

rule for a new picker was "a hundred pounds for each hand," but on the first 

day, he "picked five pounds over this quantity." Much to his "sorrow," Brown 

found that because he had "picked so well at first, more was exacted of me, 

and if I flagged a minute, the whip was liberally applied to keep me up to the 

mark." By constant driving, the overseer gradually pushed Brown's task higher 

until he "at last got to pick a hundred and sixty pounds a day."44 

Enslaved men and women recognized the high stakes of tactics designed 

to reveal their maximum picking rates. Many saw prizes and payments for 

what they often were-a temporary ruse that masters could discontinue once 

they knew what work could be performed. And they responded with subtle 

modes of resistance. Frederick Law Olmsted described enslaved men's and 

women's attempts to slow down plantation speedups in The Cotton Kingdom. 

As he explained, slaves "very frequently cannot be made to do their master's 

will." They did not "directly refuse" to obey orders but rebelled more subtly, 

undertaking their tasks "in such a way that the desired result is sure not to be 

accomplished." Olmsted labeled this behavior "sogering," a term he had de

fined approximately a decade earlier when describing the slow pace of work 

on a packet ship in England. Sogering, he wrote, is "pretending to work, and 

accomplishing as little as possible." The management scholar Bill Cooke has 

traced sogering to the same root as Frederick Winslow Taylor's "soldiering," 

also meaning to shirk, or to pretend to work in order to obscure one's true 

ability.45 

Planters used accounting and measurement to uncover slaves' resistance. 

Israel Campbell, a slave who struggled repeatedly to meet his task, described 

hiding "a good sized melon" in his basket before it was weighed. The possibil

ity of discovery terrified him, but he knew that otherwise "a whipping was 

sure." At first, Campbell thought himself"pretty smart to play such a trick ... 

but a day of reckoning was to come." Before the cotton was sold, "it had to be 

ginned .... As they always put down the amount picked, allowing so much 

for waste, they could calculate very nearly the amount it ought to make." Com

paring these weights revealed a shortfall, and though the overseer never im

plicated Campbell, he could not repeat the trick.46 

Planters used incentive schemes to hold all accountable for such decep

tions. In 1842, a planter and minister from Virginia described a particularly 

complex scheme that he used to enforce slaves' honesty. Every year, he gave 

"each laboring hand a barrel of corn, or its equivalent in money," to be settled 

at Christmas. If any theft or "depredation is committed, no matter by whom, 
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my negroes are responsible for it, and double its value is deducted from the 

Christmas present." However, if "the thief is given up ... the whole responsi

bility rests on him." Thus, he explained, "a few barrels of corn are made the 

means of saving my property to perhaps ten times the amount the whole 

year."47 This scheme resembled the fidelity funds that companies like the Singer 

sewing machine corporation would adopt to prevent embezzlement in the 

coming decades.48 

The many surviving account books from southern plantations suggest that 

by the early to mid-nineteenth century, sophisticated accounting practices were 

relatively widespread. Amid the destruction of the Civil War, it is remarkable 

how many volumes were preserved. And these records-typically the most 

formal elements of plantation accounting-only scratch the surface of the 

ways in which numbers were used on plantations. Beyond bound books, there 

would have been loose paper notations, and still more impermanent slates that 

were filled and erased daily. Only traces of these more informal technologies 

are visible in account books. In September 1852, the column for Monday, Sep

tember 13, has no data, reading instead "To days picking was Rubbed off the 

Slate."49 In several narratives, enslaved authors recall overseers setting down 

the weights of cotton on slates. Like progress reports tacked to the walls of 

modern corporations, these constant notations made the data of plantation 

operations daily visible.5° 

Sophisticated management practices paid large dividends for planters. In 

recent work, the economists Alan Olmstead and Paul Rhode have analyzed 

cotton-picking records-many of them Affieck's-to show the tremendous 

increase in productivity during the sixty years preceding the Civil War. Be

tween 1801 and 1860, the average amount of cotton picked per slave per day 

increased about fourfold, or 2.3 percent per year. Olmstead and Rhode show 

that much of this gain results from the adoption of new strains of cotton. The 

historian Edward Baptist rejects this explanation, placing violence at the cen

ter of the picture. And Walter Johnson's recent River of Dark Dreams empha

sizes both new varieties of cotton and violence.51 Plantation account books 

show how these multiple causes operated in connection with each other. In 

a sense, accounting practices knit innovation and violence together. New 

strains of cotton resulted in higher yields in part because planters could calcu

late and enforce new picking targets.52 

Accounting became a broader language that helped planters reap produc

tivity gains from all kinds of other sources. Thomas Affleck himself was not 

just an accountant, he was also a nurseryman, and he would have recognized 
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that keeping detailed accounts helped him learn from his agricultural experi

ments. Profit calculations helped planters quantify and compare the benefits 

of new types of soil, manure, and seed. Balance sheets enabled them to sift 

through the boosterism of seed peddlers and decide when to purchase new 

products and adopt new practices. Similarly, accounting helped planters re

calibrate their benchmarks after adopting new innovations. When planters 

adopted easier-to-pick strains of Mexican cotton, daily picking records would 

have enabled them to set new targets, thereby extracting higher output from 

their slaves. The language of accounts facilitated the implementation and dis

semination of other innovations.53 

When he first published his account book, Affleck touted both its bene

fits for individual planters and the salutary influences he expected them to 

have on agriculture across the South. As he exclaimed to Hammond in a let

ter recommending the books, "Think of the advantage to both planters & 

overseers, of even 1,000 books written from day-to-day experience, scattered 

over the country!"54 Such books, kept in a standardized format, would enable 

precise comparisons, turning the full community of southern book farmers 

into a vast laboratory for agricultural improvement. 

Prime Hands 

Sharing and comparing data required the adoption of standardized metrics. 

In the 1850s, railroads across the nation would begin to develop comparable 

measures of productivity, such as the cost per ton-mile. Their innovations have 

been heralded as important milestones in the coming of modern manage

ment.55 Like railroad superintendents, early nineteenth-century planters de

vised a unit of analysis that enabled comparisons across the infinite diversity 

of the men and women they enslaved. 

A "prime field hand" was an enslaved man or woman whose productivity 

was among the maximum that could be expected from a single individual. 

All other slaves were measured against this ideal, their value denominated in 

fractions of a hand. When he prepared an 1841 slave list for planters Edward 

Frost and Thomas Horry, overseer N. Thomas first listed the plantation's forty 

full hands. Then he went on to name fifty-eight "hands that were not full," 

labeling their value in quarter hand increments. He rated Affa at three quarters 

of a hand, Sam the carpenter at half of a hand, and "Cripple Susey" at zero.56 In 
his various accounts of southern life, Frederick Law Olmsted described similar 
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practices on several plantations. On one, "there were 135 slaves, big and little, 

of which 67 went to field regularly-equal, the overseer thought, to fully 60 

prime hands." There were also a number of highly skilled hands, including 

a blacksmith, a carpenter, a wheelwright, and a nurse, who "would be worth 

more, if they were for sale, the overseer said, than the best field-hands."57 A 

contributor to the Southern Cultivator wrote in with a comparison of profits 

from 1844 and 1845. The author, Alexander McDonald of Alabama, owned 

"13 hands, mostly boys and women," but for the purpose of analysis, these 

could be "counted at" only "10 good hands." He calculated that the value of 

these hands was $5,800 and added it to his other capital costs, charging the 

total sum at 8 percent interest.58 

Planters' calculations rendered slaves not as individuals but as abstract, 

commoditized units of labor, many of which could be combined to make a 

whole. The number of hand-equivalents on a large plantation rarely exceeded 

half the number of enslaved men and women. On a rice plantation in North 

Carolina "the whole number of negroes" was "two hundred," reckoned "to be 

equal to about one hundred prime hands." By the overseer's assessment, this 

was "an unusual strength for that number of all classes."59 However, a lower 

ratio of prime hands to total hands might not necessarily be a sign of weakness. 

Another planter, who described his "whole force" as having a "proportion ... 

somewhat smaller than usual," explained that it was not the result of infir

mity or weakness among his workers. Rather, "his women were uncommonly 

good breeders." He had "never heard of babies coming so fast as they did on 

his plantation."60 

The "hand" was the basis for an array of calculations. In Issaquena 

County-north of Affleck and Capell, along the Mississippi River-overseer 

George R. Clark of Eustatia Plantation diligently completed one of Affieck's 

account books. Each week he wrote the names of each hand who went into 

the fields, and every day he recorded the cotton they brought back. He tallied 

up the daily picking, adding the days to find the weekly picking, and com

bining that total with the prior weeks' amounts to derive the running total 

for the season. After calculating this total, either Clark or the planter who em

ployed him set aside his pen and picked up a pencil to analyze his data. Each 

week he divided the running total by the total number of pounds he believed 

a prime field hand could pick during a week. Over time, he tried 1,400 pounds, 

1,300 pounds, and 1,350 pounds. The resulting quantity was the number of 

prime hand-weeks expended thus far in the picking of cotton.61 
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Planters shared their calculations in the southern agricultural press, us

ing hand-equivalents to facilitate comparisons. Alexander McDonald, an Al

abama planter, sent the Southern Cultivator an account of his profits from 

1844 and 1845. He owned "13 hands, mostly boys and women," and for the 

purposes of his analysis, these were "counted at" only "10 good hands." Mc

Donald valued these hands at $5,800 and added it to his capital costs, charg

ing the total sum at 8 percent interest.62 A few years later, another contributor 

tabulated the results of his efforts at growing cotton between 1830 and 1847. 

He reported his results in three columns: yield of cotton per acre, average 

price per pound, and net proceeds per hand.63 From the "hand," planters also 

developed other comparative metrics. For example, the "task-acre" was a unit of 

land measure that varied according to what a prime hand could accomplish.64 

Agricultural journals printed and reprinted data and essays from south

ern planters, circulating information throughout the South. At various times, 

Eli Capell subscribed to the American Agriculturist, the American Cotton 

Planter, the Cultivator, the Soil of the South, the Southern Agriculturist, the 

Southern Cultivator, the Horticulturist, and the Horticultural Review and Bo

tanical Magazine. He also took the New Orleans Picayune.65 Affieck's alma

nacs and account books sometimes advertised for these journals. One of the 

cotton books listed an array of magazines, including eighteen agricultural jour

nals, seven of which were published in the South.66 In August 1857, De Bow's 

Review, whose motto was "Commerce is King," published a description of 

Texas based on Frederick Law Olmsted's travel writing. Though the essay ar

gued at length against elements of Olmsted's abolition-inflected depiction, it 

nonetheless found much worth repeating. Among the details reproduced from 

Olmsted's account was a comparison of profits between "Cotton on a Large 

Scale" and "Sheep on a Large Scale." In the proforma calculations for the 

cotton plantation, Olmsted listed all the investments necessary to run a plan

tation. Among these were fifty prime field hands, fifty half hands, and fifty 

quarter hands.67 

The language planters used to describe their efforts to improve labor pro

ductivity bears a striking resemblance to the late nineteenth-century language 

of scientific management. In his 1911 classic, The Principles of Scientific Man

agement, Frederick Winslow Taylor described the goals of his experiments in 

labor productivity. As he wrote, "our endeavor was to learn what really con

stituted a full day's work for a first class man; the best day's work that a man 

could properly do year in and year out and still thrive under."68 More than 
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half a century earlier, the South Carolina planter Plowden C. J. Weston had 

described the fundamental maxim of good management in almost identical 

terms. As he instructed his overseers, "Jn nothing does a good manager so much 

excel a bad, as in being able to discern what a hand is capable of doing and in 

never attempting to make him do more."69 

The fundamental aim of scientific management was to discern and ex

tract the maximum amount of labor from workers. This required managers 

and owners to think about men and women as inputs of production that could 

be adjusted and improved in the same manner as machines and trained and 

rewarded like animals learning new tricks. When Taylor described the ideal 

profile of a pig iron handler, he revealed this mind-set. Those who were "fit to 

handle pig iron as a regular occupation" should be "so stupid and so phleg

matic" that their mental capacity "more nearly resembles ... the ox than any 

other type."70 The circumstances of slavery lent themselves to a similar mode 

of thinking. Taylor's "first class men" were very much like the "prime hands" 

who labored in the cotton fields. Taylor and the "college men" whom he hired 

to follow them and study their motions thought of them as "first class" only 

in their ability to perform physical work.71 

In exceptional cases, the level of observation planters applied to their slaves 

approached the time-and-motion studies of scientific management. One par

ticularly striking contribution to the southern agricultural press came from a 

planter writing under the proto-Taylorist pseudonym "One Who Follows His 

Hands." In 1848, this unnamed planter wrote two essays tided "A Day's Work." 

The articles enumerated exactly how much work a prime field hand could com

plete across an array of tasks. He could plow twenty to twenty-four miles 

(with allowances for turning the plow and team), open furrows for sowing 

twelve acres of cotton, drop cotton seed across seven to ten acres, and haul 

out 600 to 800 yards, and three "good fellows" could "make a ditch 3 feet 

wide at top, 2 feet deep, and 2 wide at bottom, 220 yards long." The author 

continued in this vein, specifying what constituted "a day's work" across doz

ens of tasks. Throughout his experiments he claimed literally to follow his 

hands, requiring that every hand be closely observed, for "unless he is watched 

he will not do it."72 

The essayist appears at first to be prone to exaggeration, and perhaps he 

was. Still, readers took him seriously enough to respond in detail and on his 

terms. One skeptical reply contributed by "A Voice from the Seaboard" re

sponded by precisely analyzing his calculations. "Really, Mr. Editor," he wrote, 

"Let us take his example in ditching, under the most favorable circumstances. 
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He says-'Three good fellows, somewhat versed in spade &c. can make a ditch 

three feet wide at top, two feet deep, and two feet wide at bottom, 220 yards 

long in a day in old land.' Or 3,300 cubic feet, (being 1,100 cubic feet apiece.) .... 

What sort of hands has he?"73 

Planters' most sophisticated experiments extended beyond setting daily 

tasks to smoothing labor over the long term. Because planters controlled the 

activities of their slaves year-round, they developed methods for staggering 

labor requirements seasonally. The best-known example of seasonal manage

ment involved the planting of cotton and corn, the labor requirements of which 

were anticyclical, allowing planters to allocate time in the off-season to grow 

corn to feed their slaves (and their hogs, which in turn provided meat for the 

plantation).74 George Washington proposed growing wheat of different vari

eties in order to stagger the harvest. This would have obviated hiring addi

tional labor to assist his slaves. As he wrote in his diary, "if Wheat of different 

kinds are sowed so as to prevent the Harvest coming on at once, it is my opin

ion that hirelings of any kinds may be dispensed with.'' 75 

Planters also considered the impact of nutrition and medicine on produc

tivity. On sugar plantations, centralized kitchens spared prime hands the 

need to cook during periods of peak labor. Cooking facilities also enabled over

seers and planters to monitor slaves' diets during times when maximum ef

fort was required.76 They debated slaves' consumption in much the same way 

they considered the addition of marl or guano to southern soils, hypothesiz

ing about what foods and beverages might expedite their slaves' labor. One 

writer to an agricultural periodical proposed serving coffee with lots of sugar 

during the winter months,77 while another recommended refreshing slaves 

with a blend of water, ginger, and molasses as they toiled in the fields.78 Thomas 

Affleck, posing as the expert in nutrition and reproduction as well as planta

tion accounting, even offered recommendations on how long mothers should 

be allowed to suckle their children.79 Scientific agriculture shaped even the 

most intimate aspects of slaves' lives. 

Human Capital 

Perhaps the most remarkable element of plantation accounting can be found 

in planters' analysis of depreciation. Widely regarded by accounting histori

ans as a landmark in the advancement of management practices, depreciation 

involves allocating capital costs over the useful lifetime of an asset. Thomas 
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Affleck included instructions for calculating depreciation from the first edi

tion of his plantation journal. In his directions to overseers, Affleck specified 

that a balance sheet "is charge-able ... with any depreciation in the value 

of the negroes, occasioned by overwork and improper management." He also 

explained that the balance sheet could be improved by appreciation of the 

slaves. For example, "should the number of children have greatly increased ... 

the strength and usefulness of the old been sustained by kind treatment and 

care; the youngsters taught to be useful, and perhaps some of the men in

structed in trades, and the women in house manufactures, the increased value 

of the entire force will form a handsome addition to the side of profits."80 

To help planters assess the appreciation and depreciation of the men and 

women they owned, Thomas Affleck provided form I, which fed into the 

final balance sheet for the year. On form I, planters listed each slave by name, 

occupation, age, and current price (Figure 2.3). They could then tally up the 

price of every slave to determine the total value of their human capital. For 

example, in 1861 John H. Gibson used this form to value the slaves on Mal

vern Hill plantation. He priced the foreman, Hercules, age forty-eight, at $500; 

he valued Middleton, a prime field hand of twenty-six, at $1,500; and he rated 

young George Washington, a nine-month-old infant, at $150. Planters could 

repeat this process at the end of the year, adjusting the values of slaves to re

flect any changes in their health, skills, or temperament, as well as variations 

in market prices. The increase or decrease in price over the course of the year 

became appreciation or depreciation on the final balance sheet. 81 

Despite Affleck's simple process for calculating depreciation, the manage

ment implications of appreciation and depreciation were far from simple. In 

1850 Eli Capell completed every form in Affleck's journal, including the bal

ance sheet. At the end of the year, his calculations showed a profit of approxi

mately $10,000. But much of this profit reflected appreciation in the value of 

slaves and stock, not the sale of cotton. And with no intention to sell his slaves 

or tools, this surplus was deceptive. Perhaps Capell could have used it to se

cure a loan, but otherwise the profits he realized on paper did not match his 

cash in hand. As a result, the next year he used the book more selectively. 

Capell still recorded the value of the men and women he enslaved on form I, 

and he always completed form C, the record of cotton picked. But at the end 

of the year he did not return to form I to calculate the change in price of his 

human chattel (Figure 2.4). He cared about value of his human capital, but 

he focused more attention on what he could profit from in the shorter term: 

day-to-day productivity. 82 



Figure 2.J. Form I, "Inventory of Negroes," 1850. Capell Family Papers, MSS 56, 

257, 1751, et al., Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley Collections, Louisiana State 

University Libraries, Baton Rouge. Courtesy of Special Collections, LSU Libraries, 

Louisiana State University. 
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Plantation accounting practices shaped slaveholders' practices on multi

ple time scales. Picking records influenced day-to-day activities, and outside 

of basic daybooks and ledgers these were the most common type of account 

kept by planters. By contrast, calculations of appreciation or depreciation 

of the enslaved (and the balance sheets these numbers fed into) influenced 

longer-term choices about capital investment. Thomas Jefferson described the 

appreciation of slaves as a "silent profit" of between 5 and IO percent annually, 

and he advised friends to invest accordingly. He estimated that the enslaved 

population would increase at approximately 4 percent per year and that this 

increase, combined with rising prices, would result in a large profit beyond 

what was earned in the sale of commodities.83 Likewise, Capell appears to have 

found it valuable to record the evolving value of his property intermittently, 

but not to use it in calculations of profit on an annual basis.84 

Historians of accounting have given a number of explanations for the 

emergence of depreciation as an accounting technique. Though an earlier gen

eration of scholars dated the practice to the late nineteenth century, most 

now hold that the concept was understood in America by the early 1830s, when 

the State of Massachusetts required corporations to provide estimates of the 

value of real and personal corporate property. On issuing stock, corporations 

had to revalue this property. Thus, those with large investments in machinery 

(primarily textile mills) occasionally estimated depreciation. However, these 

calculations were not performed annually, nor did they regularly appear on 

balance sheets when proprietors bothered to compile them. Similarly, account

ing textbooks did not usually mention depreciation until the late nineteenth 

century.85 Affieck's instructions and the ways in which they were used by a 

wide array of planters reflect a remarkably high level of standardization and 

sophistication for the period.86 

The search for precedents aside, what is most striking is the parallel logic 

that animated the adoption of depreciation on slave plantations and in north

ern industries. Historians most often connect the emergence of depreciation 

to investment in complex, long-lived assets, such as railroad cars and tracks. 

The high capital costs of these investments required managers to allocate costs 

over time in order to accurately calculate profits and set prices. Planters 

assessing the profitability of their operations saw slaves in similar terms. 

As human capital, slaves' value evolved over the course of their lifetimes, 

making them as important a source of profit or loss as the commodities they 

grew. Children's value increased as they approached adulthood, and the value 

of the elderly diminished with sickness and frailty. Most striking, women of 
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childbearing age had not only productive potential but reproductive as well. 

Ownership over the entirety of slaves' productive potential-from day to day, 

season to season, year to year, and mother to child-made depreciation use

ful. That is, encountering slaves as expensive, complex, long-lived assets made 

owners aware of the complexity of measuring their value. Like railroad 

managers, planters began to speak in the language of depreciation.87 

The valuation of slaves vividly displays their dual status as humans and 

as salable commodities that could be reduced to a price. On annual invento

ries like the one recommended by Affleck, planters and overseers only rarely 

valued their slaves at less than $so or $100. Even infants and the very elderly 

were assigned some value. Occasionally, however, in preparation for sale, slaves 

were valued at $0 or below. A slave list prepared by Duncan Clinch in 1859 
gives the prices of slaves sorted into "lots" of between two slaves and ten 

slaves-presumably from family groups. In lot no. 27, Katy is valued at -$100, 
her cost deducted from the value of Cato, Hagaar, Frank, Saturn, James, 

Margaret, and Will. In lot no. 44, Old Betty and Phillip are valued at -$50 
each, their cost offset by the value of Betsy, Bella, and an unnamed infant. 88 

In the language of the market, these slaves became less than worthless, the 

cost of their upkeep exceeding their value. 

Losing Control 

After emancipation, Eli Capell contracted with his former slaves to continue 

their work. At first, most remained on the plantation, laboring in freedom 

much as they had under slavery. But the regularity of Capell's precise opera

tions soon gave way to disorder. In July 1865, Capell signed contracts with his 

slaves, and work proceeded as usual until almost the end of the year. After 

Christmas, however, the freedmen refused to resume work. Only at the end 

of January did he manage to sign contracts for 1866, and at the end of 1866, 

confusion erupted anew. On Christmas Day, the plantation remained "very 

quiet," but less than a week later there was "a great confusion in the country 

among the whites and blacks as regarding for next year." Capell, accustomed 

to almost complete control over the details of labor, felt "perfectly disgusted 

with free negroes." He described them as "roving all over the country ... 

showing very little sense." After another week, there was still "nothing doing 

on my place, negroes very unsettled and won't say what they are going to do. 

I never saw such a state of things."89 
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Emancipation broke down the systematic processes that had enabled dis

ciplined agricultural experimentation. Freedpeople might offer their labor for 

wages, but they did it on their own terms. Planters like Capell could no lon

ger allocate and reallocate freedpeople's time from task to task, experimenting 

freely with their diet and lodging to maximize output and minimize expense. 

Even running experiments with new fertilizers and crop varieties could be 

stymied in an environment of labor uncertainty. Why devote resources to ex

perimentation when hands might not be available to harvest the results? The 

relative simplicity of organizing labor under slavery had enabled planters to 

think complexly about an array of problems, sharing and comparing their re

sults with others in near-identical circumstances. Experimentation became far 

more difficult when the design of experiments and the collection of data were 

complicated by the uncertainty of hiring and retaining suitable labor. 

Account books provided planters with an opportunity to imagine, com

modify, and organize the world around them. Thomas Affleck's accounts, for 

all their complexity, were also extraordinarily simple in many ways. Aside from 

the purchase of slaves and the final sale of cotton, almost none of the important 

decisions in running a plantation involved markets or contracts. Under the 

threat of violence, slaves allowed masters to direct and redirect their activities at 

will. To be sure, enslaved men and women had resisted discipline in myriad 

ways, but their inability to quit constrained the scope of their resistance. After 

emancipation, they could exercise their freedom, and planters like Affleck had 

to find new ways to organize labor. On the eve of the war, Affleck had relocated 

to Brenham, Texas, where he opened a nursery and established Glenblythe 

Plantation. In 1865 and 1866, frustrated by his loss of control, he joined in a 

scheme for "securing industrious laborers for Texas" from Scotland. In order to 

entice migration, Affleck and a group of other planters established an agency 

that offered loans for purchasing land and aid in finding work.90 

Accounting for Control 

By the standards of modern management accounting, typical plantation ac

count books exceeded many northern ledgers in both precision and sophisti

cation. Although the North advanced ahead of the South in general business 

education, its textbooks merely popularized techniques that had existed for 

hundreds of years. In contrast, southern blanks spread innovative, compre

hensive accounting systems. Thomas Affleck's texts and others like them were 
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remarkably precise and specialized, and they appear to have been effective in 

both ensuring the honesty of overseers and extracting maximum effort from 

slaves. 

There are a number of plausible explanations for the sophistication of 

southern techniques. Most basically, a large number of cotton plantations 

conducted similar business and thus could benefit from similar kinds of 

records-what worked for one planter might also meet the needs of an

other. However, something more specific to slavery also spurred the develop

ment of plantation accounting. Slavery became a laboratory for the development 

of new types of accounting in part because the control drawn on paper more 

closely matched the reality of the plantation than that of other early American 

business enterprises. The power of planters over their slaves also gave them 

power as managers. The "control" of slavery contributed to the development of 

the metrics that would later be called "management controls." 

The soft power of quantification complemented the driving force of the 

whip. Systematic accounting practices thrived on slave plantations not despite 

the chattel principle but because of it. Planters used their control to drive up 

the pace of labor, conduct experiments, distribute incentives, and mete out 

punishment. The incredible power of masters over their slaves transformed 

slaves into interchangeable inputs of production. This transformation was 

never complete: the complexity and humanity of individual lives constantly 

subverted full commodification. But slaves' tenacious resistance and subtle 

soldiering could only partially constrain their masters' control. Through ac

counting, human figures became figures on paper, and human beings ap

peared as no more than hands. 



CHAPTER 3 

An International Harvest 

The Second Slavery, the Virginia-Brazil Connection, 

and the Development of the McCormick Reaper 

DANIEL B. ROOD 

A memorable image from one of America's most frequently rendered patriotic 

songs, "amber waves of grain" holds a special place in the nation's understand

ing of itself. The planting of the prairies after 1850, the story goes, benefited 

American citizens as well as the people of the world, ushering in modernity and 

providing a livelihood for countless impoverished European immigrants. 

As the labor-saving device that enabled the settlement and cultivation of 

millions of acres, the McCormick reaper plays a starring role in the story of 

freedom's dominion spreading west. Yet this most successful of automatic 

harvesters was invented on a slave plantation in Virginia. In the following 

pages, I suggest that we reimagine the McCormick reaper, this quintessen

tially American machine, as a Creole artifact, a tropical technology, and, more 

than anything, a product of Atlantic slavery. For the reaper is the product of 

counterintuitive connections between faraway places that shared a dedication 

to bondage: Richmond, Virginia, and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

In the thirty years before the Civil War, Brazil became the number one 

export market for the wheat flour of the United States. And no city in the 

nation sold as many barrels of flour to Brazil as Richmond. Of a total of about 

2.6 million barrels of wheat flour exported by the United States annually in 

the mid-185os, approximately 400,000 barrels went to South America from 

Richmond and Baltimore combined. This means that more than 15 percent 
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of total U.S. flour exports went from the slave-exploiting zones of the Upper 

South to the slave society of southeastern Brazil. This single destination in turn 

dominated the balance sheets of Richmond milling firms. For the three-year 

period of 1858, 1859, and 1860, Richmond sent 87 percent of its total flour ex

ports to South America.1 

The sudden rise of the midwestern wheat-growing states in the antebel

lum decades encouraged this binodal trade pattern. While other traditional 

wheat producers, such as New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, saw their yields 

fall when canals and railroads began bringing millions of bushels of cheap 

western grain to eastern cities, Virginia was able to continue expanding its own 

wheat flour industry by intensifying already existing ties to its counterpart 

slave society in Brazil. Virginia traders were largely successful in this venture 

as a result of new patterns of Brazilian bread consumption and the type of 

product Virginians were able to supply. 2 

Rio's bakers preferred Virginia flour for a variety of reasons. The soft red 

winter wheat grown in Virginia, containing more gluten and less water than 

northern wheat varieties, was widely thought to be less vulnerable to rotting 

on the lengthy and humid trip over the equator. Moreover, being easier to 

grind than hard wheats, the bran of each grain did not fracture and speck the 

flour; southern flour came out of the mill looking especially white. 3 However, 

the bakers of southeastern Brazil went a step further than demanding flour 

made from southern wheat. Finding the flour of particular industrial mills 

such as Haxall-Crenshaw or Gallego to be finer, whiter, and more resistant to 

rot than the products of other southern U.S. cities or even ofless well-known 

milling firms within Virginia itself, the urban bread-baking industry in south

eastern Brazil showed clear brand preferences, consistently paying top dollar 

for the most expensive barrels of imported flour held in Rio's warehouses. 

As vertically integrated firms, Richmond's well-known companies had 

the capital to maintain their own clipper ships for the Brazil voyages, to hire 

the most skilled millers, and to invest in the best automated drying machines, 

barrel-packing apparatus, and smut machines, which scraped the grains clean 

of mold or fungus before grinding. The city's millers were recognized through

out the Atlantic world as standard setters, their product the high-water mark of 

fine, consistent, and durable flour, especially fit for tropical climes.4 The 

brand recognition these firms enjoyed in Brazil is one major reason for the 

atypical concentration of Richmond's milling industry. The selectivity of 

southeastern Brazilian bread makers, then, was one of the foundations for 

large-scale, centralized flour milling in Richmond, an industry whose firms 
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were national leaders in the vertical integration and automation of grain 

processing. While their milling technologies and shipping facilities were 

surely important, sourcing well-cleaned, promptly delivered wheat from 

nearby farms was probably the pivotal factor ensuring their capture of the 

high end of Brazil's flour market. For this supply, millers turned to inland 

Virginia planters who had formerly ground their grains locally and shipped 

them coastward as flour. 

The new Atlantic political economy linking slavery, mechanization, and 

middle-class consumption habits involved the transformation of daily produc

tion on the plantations of Virginia. The rise of a geographically centralized 

flour-milling industry in Richmond spelled doom for the thousands of small

time country gristmills scattered across the state while encouraging the in

tensification of wheat production in those same neighborhoods. An uneven 

geographic development in the state as a whole ensued. Wheat-growing zones 

tended toward a concentration of landholdings and slaveholding and away 

from diversified agricultural production for local consumption-in other 

words, large portions of Piedmont and Shenandoah Valley of Virginia shifted 

toward plantation societies as the industrial phases of production shifted to 

urban areas such as Richmond.5 

Planters responding to the demand of Richmond's export mills led efforts 

to revitalize Atlantic seaboard agriculture through frequent experimentation 

with new techniques, new crop varieties, and new machines, as well as new 

ways of organizing and coercing laborers.6 With five new railroad lines acting 

as commodity highways to the state capital, growing export markets for 

Virginia flour would encourage the widespread employment of home-grown 

agricultural technologies such as steam-driven threshing machines in parts of 

the state tributary to Richmond. More general improvements included the 

limitation of acreage, five-field rotation systems, marling, and the use of 

imported guano from South America. Such efforts paid off in increased yields 

of wheat per acre, from an average of four bushels in 1840 to twenty-five 

bushels per acre by 1860.7 Giving further impetus to the reform of market

oriented plantation production was Edmund Ruffin, one of the nation's best

known advocates of agricultural improvement. Dubbed by later observers the 

father of soil chemistry, Ruffin was a planter who lived in Petersburg, 

Virginia, and marketed upward of 5,000 bushels of wheat annually.8 

The Shenandoah Valley, and in particular McCormick's home counties of 

Augusta and Rockbridge, also boasted dynamic iron industries.9 The geographic 

intersection of agricultural improvement, wheat boom, and ironworking 
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skills cross-fertilized in the Piedmont and Shenandoah Valley regions of 

Virginia, creating an experimental milieu whose residents at once understood 

the major challenges of extensive wheat planting and had the requisite ma

chinist know-how to develop a workable solution to the problem of harvest

ing large fields of wheat faster and more thoroughly. Many of the residents 

who possessed this sort of knowledge, of course, were enslaved. Captive black

smiths, cradlers, and field workers appear to have played important if hard to 

detect roles in the experimental development of the automatic harvester.10 

The conjunction of wheat boom, ironmaking skill, and a deindustrializ

ing hinterland reshaped in accord with Brazilian demand drove the simulta

neous investment in farm mechanization and slaves we see in McCormick's 

Virginia. This conjunction made Richmond's hinterland a nexus for "real

time" experiments taking place within the intensified labor and management 

experience of the brief wheat harvest. Scores of experiments, it turned out, 

were necessary: a decade of improvements, alterations, and an embarrassing 

failure or two stood between McCormick's original model and the wide sales 

it would achieve by the mid-184os.'1 

From today's perspective, it is clear that the "invention" of the reaper was 

an extended stop-and-start, trial-and-error, piecemeal, collaborative process 

that took place over several years. Even though the time required for this piece

meal evolution was extended, the space of invention was compressed. While 

Obed Hussey, McCormick's main competitor, traveled from Ohio to New 

York and beyond to develop a reputation for his machine, McCormick stayed 

right at home in the Valley.12 Between the first trial run in 1831 and the 

beginning oflarge-scale marketing in 1843, all of the experiments, all of the sales, 

and most of the publicity occurred within a seventy-mile radius of the Mc

Cormicks' Walnut Grove plantation.13 It is not without reason that when his 

machine achieved national and international fame and was being mass

produced with interchangeable parts in a factory in Chicago during the Civil 

War, McCormick made sure it was known as the Virginia Reaper. The brand 

name of the product suggests that its point of origin was not incidental but 

integral to its success.14 

This chapter does not make any claims regarding the comparative 

"inventiveness" or "modernity" of the Old South as a whole. Instead it zooms 

in, to underscore that particular places and particular times in the history of 

capitalism have given rise to a sort of routinized innovation. The wheat

growing, flour-milling region of Virginia, surprisingly, appears to have been 

such a place.15 Plantation neighborhoods in this locale became crucial sites in 
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the development of a key technology of capitalism. As such, the wheat flour 

industry between Virginia and Brazil in the antebellum period should be 

treated as an important piece of the nineteenth-century world economy, par

ticularly in its technological facets. 

Most important for our purposes, Second Slavery scholars have shown 

that dynamically expanding zones of slave-based production incorporated 

novel economies of scale and technologies of speed, such as steam-powered 

sugar mills, railroads, and telegraphs, which were adopted to keep apace in a 

highly competitive global regime of free trade.16 Since innovation and experi

ment arguably became a routine aspect of business during the Second Slav

ery, knowledge embedded in technologies, as well as the emergence of certain 

new forms of plantation expertise, must be seen as central to the story of 

slavery's capitalism in the nineteenth century. Yet the knowledge history of 

the Second Slavery remains to be written. This chapter represents an initial 

effort.17 

Commodity Intersections: Wheat, Iron, and Slaves 

Perhaps no one quite embodied the synergy of wheat cultivation and ironwork

ing in Virginia as fully as Cyrus McCormick. The son of a wheat farmer and 

avid tinkerer, McCormick was raised in an area known both for its wealthy 

ironmasters and for its large wheat planters. On the McCormicks' estate, the 

flour mill and the blacksmith shop, both powered by water diverted from a 

nearby stream, stood side by side, an architectural reflection of the intertwined 

character of ironworking, wheat planting, and flour milling.18 In the autumns 

of his youth, moreover, when Valley of Virginia resident Cyrus McCormick 

loaded a wagon with farm produce and took the seven-day trip to Richmond, 

he would certainly have seen the multistory flour mills rising along the banks 

of the lower James River in the early 1830s, which augured connections be

tween improved wheat culture in the Valley and the global milling industry 

of antebellum Richmond (Figure 3-1).19 

The McCormicks counted as friends nearby wheat planters, among them 

William Massie. Practicing what Lynn Nelson calls "capitalist intensification," 

Massie imported new crop varieties and improved livestock breeds from 

abroad, while augmenting his soil fertility with high-powered fertilizers and 

using mechanized farm equipment to prepare and clear his fields. In general, 

Massie and other wealthy planters like him willingly sacrificed a locally grown, 
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Figure 3.1. The wheat heartlands of antebellum Virginia. Zone I is the Central 

Piedmont, zone 2 is the Northern Piedmont, and zone 3 is the part of the Shenan

doah Valley embracing Augusta, Rockbridge, Rockingham, Botetourt, Shenandoah, 

and Roanoke Counties. McCormick hailed from zone 3, the only one of the three 

wheat heartlands to have significant overlap with iron mines and blast furnaces . For 

the data on which the map is based, see Daniel Rood, "Bogs of Death: Slavery, the 

Brazilian Flour Trade, and the Mystery of the Vanishing Millpond in Antebellum 

Virginia," journal of American History IOI (2014) : 19-43. Map created by Nie 

Champagne. 

Jeffersonian ideal of independence to pursue larger fortunes on the global mar

ket. Massie also abandoned his flour and gristmills, exemplifying a new level 

of plantation specialization. 2° Countervailing forces therefore marked the 

Virginia countryside: on the one hand, there occurred a dediversification of 

rural production as country folk depended increasingly on urban products 

brought in by out-of-town merchants, while planters focused insistently on 

wheat and tobacco farming. On the other hand, there also existed a large mi

nority of improving, book-reading, scientific agriculturists in the Valley who 

continued to engage in iron production and flour milling. 21 

Because of the money to be made in supplying Richmond's voracious 

mills with clean, dry grains, the logistical complexities of the wheat harvest 
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captured the attention of this group of cultivators. The wheat crop had to be 

felled at just the right moment if it were not to become overripe; once it was 

downed, either by scythe or by cradle, laborers had to work quickly. First 

they gathered and bound the crop into bundles of stalks known as sheaves; 

the sheaves were then propped against one another in groups of three or four, 

with one sheaf laid over the top. This operation, called shocking, helped keep 

grains dry. Next, slaves took the sheaves to a horse- or steam-powered thresh

ing machine, which separated the grain from the rest of the plant; then a 

wheat fan separated the wheat from the chaff. While the norm in the South 

was to use livestock to thresh grain by walking over it on a threshing floor, 

this tended to soil the grain. Cleanliness was very important to the high

end Richmond millers, whose business depended largely on the pleasure 

of quality-conscious Brazilian bakers. Therefore, planters trying to win the 

patronage of these mills increasingly invested in the mechanization of 

threshing. 22 With the grain threshed, fanned, and packed in barrels, it was 

finally ready to be carted to the nearest railroad depot and sent on to Rich

mond. Because the entire process had to be completed within a week or 

so, mostly to avoid the blight, rust, or other pests that often ruined grain 

harvests, the pulse of daily life on the plantation picked up considerably at 

reaping time. 23 

The accelerated pace of work during the wheat harvest was given further 

impetus in the antebellum period by new agricultural and marketing factors 

associated with this export-oriented enterprise. First of all, planters began har

vesting the crop earlier in the summer. The pushing forward of reaping to a 

moment when the crop was not yet ripe, apparently widespread among Virginia 

planters, represented a subtle but significant change, linked to the market ad

vantage for those who could get wheat to Richmond soonest. 24 The Piedmont 

planter and nationally known agricultural improver Edmund Ruffin had long 

advocated early reaping. He was thus pleased to note that, since 1821, "a very 

general change has taken place, by somewhat advancing the time of reaping." 

He nevertheless urged farmers to gather their crops even earlier, observing that 

"there are but few farmers who will venture to reap as soon as the time we 

advocated." Furthermore, new varieties of wheat, adopted in the Mid-Atlantic 

region during the nineteenth century, added urgency. Some Upper South 

farmers chose a particular variety because it ripened early, even though the 

price it brought might be lower, showing how important timely delivery had 

become for the success of market-oriented wheat farmers in the relatively dis

tant markets of Baltimore and Richmond. 25 
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An 1837 letter to the editor of the Richmond Enquirer helps explain the 

harrying pace of harvesttime, and why planters were adopting various means 

to speed up the delivery of their goods. The writer, identified only as "Agric

ola," was a self-professed advocate of the small farmer. He accused the Rich

mond millers of forming a "combination" that conspired to push prices down 

as the harvest season progressed, favoring those suppliers who could deliver 

early in the summer, when markets were bereft of fresh flour (in the days be

fore preservatives, wheat flour had a shelflife of around three months). Mean

while, the wheat "which is sent in by that class of farmers who are obliged to 

carry their crops to market at a particular period, to wit, in August and Sep

tember, is bought at a reduced price."26 The earlier one got one's crop to mar

ket and the bigger the crop, Agricola claimed, the better the price one could 

expect. Big wheat suppliers to the Richmond mills held an advantage over 

smaller farmers, who had formerly had to compete only with other farms in 

the neighborhood of a local country mill. Railroads in particular fomented 

this broader integration of producers into a unified field, giving rise to a new 

dynamic within which large, concentrated, single- or double-crop farms from 

throughout Richmond's expanding wheatshed struggled over the patronage 

of a shrinking number of milling firms. The consolidation of wheat farming 

into larger, specialized units mirrored the concentration of Richmond's giant 

mills preparing flour for Brazil's baking industry. 

Wheat is a particularly land-costly crop. Since only a tiny portion of each 

stalk of wheat actually went into white flour, it had to be planted in large fields 

to be worthwhile. While tobacco, with its delicate handling and high dollar 

value per plant, encouraged close supervision and limited acreage, wheat acre

age, uneconomic in small batches, was restrained only by how much could be 

reaped in a week or two. Those who could afford extra laborers or time-saving 

machinery to expand acreage thus had a double advantage over their smaller 

competitors, and many local planters sought to press this advantage by invest

ing in the development of new farm machines. 27 

Pools of Expertise and the Plantation Laboratory in Virginia 

In the summer of 1831, on a wheat farm in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, 

Cyrus H. McCormick carried out the first experimental run of his mechanized 

reaper. The moment was famously memorialized in an 1891 painting, after 

McCormick was renowned the world over for his mass-produced, labor-saving 
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machine. In the image, a slave from a nearby farm operates the reaper as a 

mixed-race crowd looks on. There were many scenes like this one in the 

wheat-growing areas of Virginia in the 1830s and 1840s, the same areas that 

supplied Richmond's millers with so much of their wheat. These experiments 

show that the Second Slavery's plantation was an abode of knowledge pro

duction (not simply the application of existing knowledge of an agronomic or 

managerial sort): what I have elsewhere called the plantation laboratory.28 

As McCormick and his two or three competitors ran dozens of field tests 

on plantations through the 1830s and 1840s, they took their place in an exist

ing Upper South tradition of plantation experiments. George Washington, 

Thomas Jefferson, the Randolph family, and other members of the Virginia 

gentry were all agricultural improvers and experimenters of note in the early 

republic. John Taylor, author of an important 1813 farming manual and the 

dean of scientific planters until Edmund Ruffin successfully challenged some 

of his theories, continued their tradition. However, the antebellum period wit

nessed a shift in the class makeup of implement vendors and users. A colonial

era elite with what Peter McClelland calls "idle time and abundant funds to 

investigate elaborate contrivances with questionable economic payoffs" was 

joined in the antebellum period by pragmatic, improving agriculturalists de

sirous of spending a little money to increase profits with easy-to-use, depend

able machines. 29 

Planters looking for an advantage in the race to deliver clean wheat to 

Richmond at the earliest possible date took an interest in new machinery that 

might help them. Skeptical about the reaper at first, and unconvinced by the 

boosterism of farming journals and implement salesmen, Upper South wheat 

growers turned out in large numbers to watch "practical field tests."30 At "a 

Public Exhibition" ofHussey's reaper in Maryland, for example, "several hun

dred persons principally farmers, assembled to witness it, and express[ed] 

themselves highly satisfied with the result."31 Such well-attended performances 

demonstrated new technologies to a broad spectrum of the population, en

slaved as well as free, rich as well as poor.32 Once planters became convinced 

of the potential of the invention, they often collaborated in its refinement by 

running field experiments and suggesting particular improvements. But they 

were not the only collaborators in the picture. 

In the Jim Crow-era depiction of the reaper's first run, the slaves appear 

overjoyed, slack-jawed. The painting tells a story of brute Uncle Toms liber

ated by the strange genius of white invention. The truth, however, was quite 

different. Enslaved workers played various parts in the development of the new 
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harvesting machinery. Local historians in Augusta County even claim that 

"much of the credit [for the invention of the reaper] may belong to a farm slave" 

named Joe. A blacksmith on the plantation, Joe fashioned the first reciprocal 

cutting bars, which would in the end distinguish McCormick's reaper from 

those of his competitors by allowing damp and thick stands of wheat to be 

felled cleanly.33 Joe's contribution should come as no surprise, since skilled 

slaves in the Valley possessed a potent combination of ironworking expertise 

and a familiarity with the challenges of wheat farming. Slaves in Virginia built 

and operated gristmills, worked as plantation blacksmiths, fashioned shoes, and 

otherwise took charge of rural manufacturing and handicraft responsibili

ties. 34 When harvesttime came around, moreover, many of these men laid 

down their blacksmith aprons and picked up wheat cradles, eager to make 

some cash during the hectic weeks of the harvest. In their roles as blacksmiths, 

mechanics, cradlers, teamsters, plowmen, and drivers, slaves were the indis

pensable technological brokers of the plantation system. For a new technology 

like the reaper to be incorporated into the flow of production on the planta

tion, and for the machine to be kept in working order, planters and overseers 

would submit to the skills and the hard-won practical knowledge of enslaved 

men.35 As rival reaper entrepreneur Obed Hussey noted on his plantation 

visits, "the farmer, as is often the case, depends entirely on his laborers to man

age the machine.''36 

Joe Anderson, for example, a slave of McCormick's who was interviewed 

in the 1880s, often worked as a raker in the early experiments, even assisting 

during the original 1831 trial at Steele's Tavern.37 When it came to explaining 

the operation of the machine he had just delivered to William C. Peyton's Roa

noke Plantation in 1843, McCormick chose not to discuss technical matters 

with the machine's new owner. Instead, he sat down with "the negro mechanic, 

Edmund," to explain how the reaper worked, as well as, presumably, how best 

to repair it. Edmund must have been a quick study, for Peyton was soon boast

ing of the harvester's efficient clearing of his wheat fields. 38 In the same year, 

still unknown among the Tidewater elite, McCormick asked the wealthy 

planter Corbin Braxton to help him break into the eastern Virginia sales mar

ket. Braxton "assured him that his plantation carpenter would add the raker's 

seat improvement [the machine's newest feature] to those reapers if their owners 

requested it."39 

While slaves like Joe, Edmund, or Braxton's unnamed "plantation car

penter" often helped promote, disseminate, and refine new farm technologies, 

sometimes field workers saw their interests threatened by mechanization. 
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Hazard Knowles, chief machinist of the U.S. Patent Office, made a reaper in 

1837 that attracted the eye of a Shenandoah Valley farmer, who purchased the 

patent rights but abandoned the project in 1841, "when laborers in his neigh

borhood threatened its destruction."40 Another reaper inventor frustrated 

with a failed experiment complained darkly of "the designed awkwardness of 

a class of cradlers, whose interest it is that the machine should fail." 41 These 

episodes of skilled workers (who could well have been enslaved or free, white 

or black) warily defending the limited prerogatives they gained during harvest 

season present a starkly different picture from the 1891 painting. Whether 

active participants in the reaper's improvement or its determined foes, both 

enslaved and free agricultural laborers shaped the trajectories of farm mecha

nization.42 

Even when sales of his new reaper topped 100 per year in Virginia after 

1842, McCormick's family and his enslaved workers continued to pound out 

the machines one by one at small smithies on the family farm. They found 

themselves overwhelmed, and agreed to farm out some of the manufacturing to 

nearby machinists. These individuals continued to tweak the design. J. M. 

Hite, a contractor in Clarke County, for example, added a wheeled platform 

on which the raker could stand while he gently swept the felled stalks from 

the platform, instead of walking alongside it all day.43 

McCormick's corner of the South was a reservoir of experienced manu

facturers and adroit ironmongers.44 Local metals industry competition in the 

Valley was magnified by the rise oflarger urban firms such as Richmond Plow 

Manufacturing, which built and marketed seed drills, harrows, and other farm 

machinery, in addition to the latest plow designs.45 Increased demand for metal 

implements from improving wheat planters spurred growth in the agricultural 

tool manufacturing industry and the further multiplication of machine-shop 

skill. Thus, when developing his reaper, McCormick could enlist the help of 

local artisans such as the well-known blacksmith John McCown, who used a 

water-powered tilt hammer to make important improvements to the cutting 

blade on McCormick's reaper during the 183os.46 

The McCormick reaper, then, was not the product of an isolated genius 

whose only shortcoming was corrected when he relocated to Chicago in 1846. 

Rather, it was the product of a particular southern milieu characterized by 

the intersection of wheat cultivation, iron manufacture, and export-oriented, 

large-scale flour milling-all of which was molded along the finicky contours 

of mass consumer demand in southeastern Brazil. Plantation experiments

the ongoing, real-time field tests that gradually transformed the machine from 
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the clunky beginnings of a hopeful idea to a useful harvesting aid-helped 

bring wheat harvesting up to speed with the accelerated pace of wheat and 

wheat flour marketing necessitated by the seasonal calendar of Atlantic trade. 

Lords of Lash, Loom, and Landscape 

The new reaper technology matured in step with the seasonal rhythms gov

erning life on the farm: hurried experiments in the fields during harvesttime 

were followed by a long winter of improvements based on observations gleaned 

from those tests. Much as in the case of plantation experiments taking place 

at the same time on Cuban sugar estates, the short harvesttime of winter wheat 

imparted a sense of urgency to data-gathering activities: "on-the-job" experi

ments had to be conducted on actual wheat crops, from which farmers des

perately needed to make money.47 

McCormick's rival inventor, Obed Hussey, noted the difficulty that the 

short harvests presented for the cycle of experimentation and improvement. 

That the question of his machine's usefulness "is not so settled in many sec

tions of the country," Hussey remarked, "may be accounted for by the very 

short time it can be used in each year, and from the fact that, like all other 

machines, it must be tried, improved, and tried again. Hence the reaping 

machine requires more time to perfect it than those improvements which 

can be experimented with every day in the year."48 To have more opportuni

ties to test the reapers, experimenters sometimes ran them through rusted 

wheat or less valuable grains such as oats, but the knowledge gained was of 

limited use, since the physical properties of a harvest-ready wheat crop were 

unique.49 As the planter William B. Harrison explained in 1841, "so much 

depends on the locality, the length of the rows and the heaviness of the 

crop ... that the time saved is constantly varying; and to approximate the 

truth, therefore, is as much as can be expected."50 With the reaper experi

ments, therefore, there was no such thing as a rehearsal: untested machines 

were tossed into the fray of an ongoing harvest and expected to stem the tide 

of inexorably ripening grain. 

Because of the irreducible singularity of a field of wheat, McCormick and 

his contemporaries were forced to fish data out of the uninterrupted flow of 

commodity production (itself happening within the compressed time frame 

of the harvest).51 Men such as the wheat estate manager A. Nicol, an early 

adapter of the Hussey reaper who published an account of the 1841 harvest, 
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could ill afford to assess the machine in the abstract, isolated from its sur

roundings, as one might ponder a blueprint. Instead, Nicol sought to mesh a 

hybrid labor force of slaves, hirelings, machinery, and environment, as well as 

the production of reliable data about how they all fit together. As a plantation 

administrator in the early phase of American farm mechanization, Nicol was 

neither simply a lord of the lash nor of the loom: he was a technocrat charged 

with managing the relationship between and among lash, loom, and land

scape. In the midst of an unpredictable and ever-shifting set of conditions, he 

constantly tweaked the ratios in search of a golden mean that would yield an 

uninterrupted flow of grain.52 

On the first day of the 1841 harvest, concerns of overripening were exac

erbated by rainfall, moving Nicol to transfer his "ploughing force of 15 hands" 

(who had been tilling other parts of the farm) to cradling. Just as quickly, he 

instructed them to drop their cradles and help arrange the binds of wheat into 

shocks to avoid "passing showers." After three more days of frustrating rain 

delays, the weather finally turned favorable for reaping, but then it became so 

hot that "Laborers suffered considerable inconvenience in consequence; four 

reapers became unwell and unable to work."53 Under these harrying circum

stances (conditions were unfavorable whether skies were overcast or clear!), one 

can understand the pressure to adopt the automatic reaper. Nicol's employer, 

Robert Bolling, decided to give it a shot. 

On the morning of the fifth day of the harvest, an odd-looking contrap

tion appeared at the end of the field, together with a stranger in a suit fiddling 

nervously with its undercarriage. Obed Hussey and his reaper had arrived, 

"and after some little delay [it] was got into operation." "After a short trial and 

some experience on the part of the laborers and teams employed," Nicol ex

claimed, the reaper "performed its work beautifully." For the estate manager, 

incorporating the machine into a preexisting work routine was the paramount 

challenge. He emphasized how the time savings achievable with the machine 

were a matter of training. "The awkwardness of the hands employed," Nicol 

noted, caused "several delays." Once the proper dexterity was achieved and 

the machine operation was brought up to speed, however, "all the operations 

connected with reaping it performed infinitely better than that done by the 

cradles."54 

Yet July's urgency was barely mitigated by the arrival of the reaper. "Our 

harvest operations are now hastily drawing to a close," Nicol reported on the 

first of the month. "Hussey's reaping machine was again started this morning 

so soon as the dew had dried off, and after some little delay, caused by a bolt 
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becoming loose and dropping out, performed admireably." In a business in 

which delays were not acceptable, this day's challenges suggest, Hussey's clunky 

reaper could add to the difficulties. On July 2, Nicol increased the number of 

cradlers to thirty-eight. And luckily so, as the reaper's "large propelling wheel 

became loose and shifted its position, and before it could be again put to rights, 

caused the loss of a half day's work." Nicol, his enthusiasm now somewhat 

tempered, opined that Hussey's machine performed well when not in need of 

repair.55 Then, on July 3, came the harvesttime's crescendo at Sandy Point. An 

expanded workforce of forty-two cradlers swept the remainder of the stand

ing wheat into sheaves, while one acre seems to have been politely "left for 

reaping with Hussey's reaper."56 

Finally exhaling that evening, Nicol sat down to write in his journal. "Our 

harvest operations may now be considered as nearly completed. The laborers, 

including hirelings, have wrought well and cheerfully." In Nicol's experiment

derived estimation, the reaper required three horses, one driver, one raker, and 

eight binders to harvest one acre per hour. Focusing again on the importance 

of labor discipline to the success of the machine, he thought that the reaper 

would be "capable of performing from one-third to one-half more, as the 

laborers become more efficient"-that is, if they were willing to do so. Nicol 

added an unsettling afterthought about the laborers who had made up for 

the reaper's shortcomings: "As was to be expected, amongst so many negroes, 

frequent reproofs and admonitions were necessary; it is, however, a gratifying 

retrospect that in no instance was corporeal punishment deemed necessary, 

or inflicted." Nicol's language makes clear that the withholding of the lash 

was exceptional enough to merit a mention, which means the threat of physi

cal violence operated silently, hovering over the fields of wheat like a menac

ing fog. The invisible hand of the implied lash pushed the workers onward, as 

important an element of the harvest operations as the tallow greasing the 

wheels of Hussey's machine.57 

On the large-scale plantations of the Upper South wheat belt, the auto

matic reaper had to be incorporated into a complex, shifting, and highly 

organized mode of production during the short harvest. The hardware of 

gears, wheels, belts, cradles, and twine was to be meshed with the software 

of incentive and threat more traditionally utilized on antebellum plantations. 

So, while enslaved blacksmiths like Joe or Edmund may have maintained and 

even improved the machines, experts in the technologies of coercion like 

Nicol would be in charge of incorporating it efficiently into the hierarchical 

organization of harvest labor. The whip, the watch, and the automatic reaper 
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were all parts of his calculus, and the harvesttime plantation experiments 

were the context in which the equations were worked out. Fractures in the tyr

anny of routine, the experiments heralded the rise of a flexible regime of coer

cion reigning on the large-scale antebellum wheat plantation, a context in 

which the production of knowledge could be blended into the ongoing produc

tion of commodities. The many field tests of the automatic reaper reveal a criti

cal attribute of the capitalist plantation during the Second Slavery. Plantation 

technocrats like Nicol folded into and concealed within the uninterrupted 

flow of farmwork a complicated process of knowledge production, tempo

rarily transforming the plantation into a laboratory for technical innovation as 

well as a source of empirical data. 

Contexts of Mechanization 

The extensive, specialized character of wheat farming in antebellum Virginia 

gave rise to an especially significant and almost entirely overlooked chapter in 

the technological history of the reaper. Not designed for frequent turnarounds 

or changes in direction, McCormick's contraption was an economy-of-scale 

technology ineffective in small batches. The reaper was first designed for use 

in uninterrupted fields of grain amid a surplus of workers. 

The traditional view is that the abundance of captive labor under a slave 

regime obviated the pursuit oflabor-saving innovations.58 But this machine was 

developed not to save labor but to save time. When later operated on the 

western prairies, it is true, the reaper became a labor-saving device-a differ

ent technology, in a way. The raker attachment and McCormick's reaper-binder 

were invented after McCormick departed for Chicago in 1846 and marketed 

his products to labor-poor midwestern farmers. These inventions were clearly 

driven by the need to save on labor, allowing the farmer, and perhaps one as

sistant, to handle the harvest operations singlehandedly. On the Virginia slave 

plantation, however, the reaper was aimed at accelerating the pace of produc

tion, both so that more acreage could be harvested before overripening and 

because of the marketing advantages associated with early delivery. In fact, 

early experimenters noted that the incorporation of the automatic reaper into 

the flow of the harvest, far from saving labor, brought increased drudgery 

upon the heads of enslaved field workers. The laborers working as binders and 

pickers-up found it nearly impossible to keep up with the accelerated pace, 

and often had to be increased in number. 
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As opposed to simply reducing the need for manual labor, the planter Wil

liam B. Harrison discovered, early models of the automatic reaper trans

formed the ratios of different harvesttime tasks. Like A. Nicol of neighboring 

Sandy Point Estate, Harrison found that using the automatic reaper did in 

fact save laborers engaged directly in reaping, but at the same time created 

the need for more binders to keep up with the reaper. These workers had to be 

drawn from the cradling force, giving the observer the false impression that the 

number of total workers had been reduced. Harrison worried not only about 

the number of cradlers he might lose but also about having to give up his best 

cradlers to tend the reaper. While "good policy ... would always suggest the 

propriety of stopping the worst" of the workers, he also wanted his most trusted 

slaves to handle the expensive machine. The simple addition and subtraction 

of commensurable units of labor power would not do in Harrison's case. On 

the contrary, the skill of individual workers had to be included in any accu

rate cost-benefit analysis. Still other variables had to be factored into the equa

tion "in order to determine precisely the time saved." Wringing dependable 

measurements out of an actual harvest, he was forced to acknowledge, repre

sented a daunting transformation of plantation norms of management and 

recordkeeping.59 

He also learned by hard experience that when the weather did not coop

erate and the wheat got damp, Hussey's reaper became ineffective. In such an 

unfortunate situation, Harrison informed readers, "the hands that tend the 

machine have to be employed in some other way; and moving from one kind 

of work to another is always attended with more or less loss of time."60 One 

can almost see the labor-supply curves dancing in Harrison's head. His tech

nocratic prose evoked both the imperious caprices of nature and procedural 

concerns with the judicious expenditure oflabor power across time and space, 

seemingly distinct preoccupations that nevertheless combined for many an

tebellum planters. 

Much like his technocratic descendant Frederick Winslow Taylor, Harrison 

was particularly vexed by the loss of time occasioned by workers' transition 

between tasks.61 Since Harrison always used "the same horses and hands" to 

run the machine in order to avoid investing time in training different shifts of 

workers, the unavoidable refueling of his one and only machine-tending 

workforce was a source of frustrating delay. Eventually, however, "When [the 

horses and hands] can be conveniently changed, so as to lose no time in feed

ing, the amount of work will no doubt be much greater," because a relief team 

could take over the reaper while the first team ate.62 
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Meals of the enslaved members of Harrison's "plantation family" were 

thus folded unthinkingly into a survey of management logistics. Indeed, he 

wrote of the enslaved as loads on a circuit, sources of friction that had to be 

smoothed over to achieve continuous operation of the automatic reaper. Such 

bloodless administrative challenges dragged to the surface of Harrison's prose 

the realities of slavery lurking just below the sun-dappled surfaces of antebel

lum paternalism. Neither the fulminations of the proslavery fire-eater nor the 

smug diagnoses of the northern abolitionist laid bare the functional equiva

lence of slave, animal, and machine under capitalist slavery as clearly as the 

measured estimations of the plantation technocrat confronted with a harvest 

timetable. 

These remarkable plantation experiments, an early form ofTaylorist time

motion studies (Harrison had been "timing these machines repeatedly" dur

ing the harvest), were aimed at figuring out how to insert the machine into 

the flow of production on the plantation.63 The finer points of this insertion 

required concentric circles of management vis-a-vis the machine-management 

at different scales of removal from actual work. Harrison the planter was out 

in the fields, watching over the whole man-animal-machine-landscape system, 

while his overseer dealt with the machine up close ("My overseer, Mr. Adams, 

who superintended the machines").64 So slaves tended the machine, the overseer 

super-intended, and the planter managed the system. 

If we zoom out from the plantation level, the concentric circles of man

agement continue to replicate. During the wheat harvest, for example, large 

planters in a given neighborhood would gather local slaves, tenants, and 

hirelings and allocate the group estate by estate, depending on whose crop 

ripened first. 65 Wheat planters thus integrated management across proper

ties, cobbling together a sequential geography of labor exchange. This com

plex of labor-machine-landscape management was then linked by a growing 

system of railroads and canals to the big Richmond flour mills, which shipped 

the product to Rio, where it was baked into crusty white loaves by large 

baking firms. 

Conclusion 

Of course, some of this is the stuff of fantasy. The writings these planters and 

managers left behind provide reliable pictures only of their ambitions, and we 

can merely speculate on the degree to which the architectures of power and 
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efficiency they sketched out in their prose fairly reflected reality on the plan

tation. Taking into account the actions of slaves like Joe and Edmund, as well 

as those workers who uttered admonitions of their own to the erstwhile 

Shenandoah Valley planter-entrepreneur, we can treat with skepticism Nicol's 

picture of an enslaved workforce eminently relocatable, reticent, and ready. 

Nevertheless, it was this fantasy of a scientific, collectivist, and techno

cratic approach to labor management that McCormick took with him to 

Chicago, where he became a pioneer of assembly-line techniques in the 1860s, 

renaming his company International Harvester. Once the technology had been 

considerably refined, it is true, McCormick saw greater potential in the rising 

"Nature's Metropolis" of Chicago. For the early phases of the reaper's techni

cal development, however, no other region of the country combined the req

uisite characteristics of accelerated grain harvesting, ironworking skill, and 

mass labor control as well as the Piedmont and Valley regions of Virginia. The 

automatic reaper gradually and painstakingly emerged from an agricultural 

milieu in which the close accounting oflabor expenditure on a mass scale was 

customary, in which experimentation had become a routine part of planta

tion business, in which expertise in iron and wheat industries coexisted, and 

finally, in which the harried exigencies of Virginia's export economy spurred 

innovation. The lone prairie farmer in the western territories, bereft of labor, 

could not share McCormick's proto-Taylorist approach to farm management. 

Without this nurturing environment, it is hard to imagine McCormick's 

Virginia Reaper having developed in the way that it did, at the time that it 

did, and playing as important a role for the post-1850 midwestern grain econ

omy as Whitney's cotton gin had half a century earlier for the Cotton King

dom of the southwest. It was both the automated, industrial-scale Richmond 

mills and the demand issuing from the slave society of Brazil that pushed this 

technology regime forward. Thus, some of the technologies crucial to the rise 

of the U.S. Midwest as the world's leading exporter of grain were already in 

place by the 1850s, developed in Virginia slave country. The southern, slavery

centered history of wheat flour that I have exhumed in this chapter has been 

long been hidden in the shadow of King Cotton, as well as the monumental 

growth of the "world's breadbasket" on the North American plains, but de

serves recognition as the indispensable preamble to Middle America and its 

amber waves of grain. That Atlantic slavery was at one time a centerpiece of 

this vision of American exceptionalism might be quite unsettling to such a 

narrative. All the more reason to tell the story. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Neighbor-to-Neighbor Capitalism 

Local Credit Networks and 

the Mortgaging of Slaves 

BONNIE MARTIN 

On July 11, I803, Armand Duplantier sold three enslaved women to Juan Bau

tista Massi, a free mulatto, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. They were Helena and 

her daughter, Marieta, and Clara, an unrelated thirteen-year-old girl. The 

price quoted was 1,800 hard pesos-the silver coins minted in Mexico and a 

premier form of currency-but no cash changed hands. It was a credit sale, 

100 percent leveraged. Massi did provide collateral. He gave Duplantier two 

mortgages, one on the three slaves being purchased and a second on five slaves 

he already owned, two men, Pedro and Francisco, one woman, Mary, and 

Mary's unnamed daughter and son. Another clause in the contract further 

assured Duplantier that he would receive full payment. Massi expressed his 

intention to free two of the females, Helena and Marieta. He did not identify 

them as his wife and child, but most likely there was some family relationship. 

From Duplantier's point of view, Massi's personal interest in Helena and Mar

ieta was an additional guarantee that the 1,800 pesos would be paid on time 

because if they were not, Helena and Marieta could be repossessed and sold.1 

Research into agreements like that between Massi and Duplantier pro

vides many fresh insights into slavery's capitalism. We are quite familiar with 

the capitalistic exploitation of slave laborers producing staple crops but only 

recently have turned our attention to slavery as a system of finance. 2 European 

colonists had used slaves to secure loans in their earliest settlements-those 
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in the Caribbean, South America, and South Africa-and later in North 

America. Whether to establish the sixteenth-century sugar centers in the 

Caribbean and Brazil or to finance the nineteenth-century cotton boom in 

Louisiana, slaves were used to support the loans necessary to raise development 

capital for colonial expansion. Slaves were excellent collateral on agricultural 

frontiers because they were in great demand and reasonably fungible. If a 

borrower failed to repay, the slaves could be seized and sold. In financial terms, 

slave property was valuable and highly liquid, that is, easily turned into cash. 

The data compiled and described below indicate that there were thousands of 

transactions similar to the one between Armand Duplantier and Juan Bautista 

Massi and suggest the importance of slave mortgaging to the economic devel

opment of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century North American South.3 

This chapter draws on data collected from more than 10,000 Virginia, 

South Carolina, and Louisiana loans in which slaves served as collateral.4 

Slave owners worked their slaves financially as well as physically from colonial 

days until emancipation. While the recent research of Edward Baptist has 

highlighted human collateral in transatlantic financial networks, it was ordi

nary southerners, not international bankers, who made the most of this fiscal 

strategy.5 Local planters, small farmers, and ordinary craftsmen mortgaged 

their slaves and other property to each other, and they raised a large amount of 

capital locally. As neighbors borrowed from neighbors, they spun nets oflocal 

credit that helped to circulate resources and encourage economic development 

in their communities. The matrix of overlapping local credit networks they 

created across the South provided pools of community credit that proved resil

ient in times when national and international credit contracted severely. 

Although the use of slaves as collateral varied over time and region, the data 

presented below show that the amount of capital raised was impressive, rang

ing from 20 percent of the value of the staples produced by slave economies to 

over 175 percent in a given year. We therefore need to see the financial history 

of slavery as an integral part of the social history of ordinary people: the neigh

bors who lent to their neighbors, along with the enslaved men, women, and 

children who were trapped in the credit web of slavery's capitalism. 

Turning Slaves into Collateral 

How were slaves worked as collateral in regional networks? Like Duplantier 

and Massi, thousands of southerners sold and bought slaves on installment 
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plans secured by mortgages. 6 It was a tradition of credit financing that included 

slaveholders of every economic rank. The parties to these contracts publicly 

recorded them with notaries, clerks of court, and even military commanders. 

They did so thousands of times during the eighteenth and nineteenth centu

ries and across the southern regions sampled for this chapter. The earliest slave 

mortgages in Louisiana date from the French period, at least as early as 1738. 

On March 4 of that year in New Orleans, Antoine Patin bought Yama, a "high 

quality" male slave, from Jean Robinet and his wife, Perine Zeide Genovy 

LaCostet, for 1,500 livres. In a contract similar to the 1803 bargain between 

Duplantier and Massi, Patin gave the sellers a mortgage on Yama and on an

other slave that he already owned to guarantee payment.7 Virginia colonists 

also were mortgaging slaves in the 1730s. For example, William Chamber

layne's 1734 loan of £18 13s to his neighbor, William Maynard, was secured by 

mortgage on "a Negro man slave named Cesar" and a 200-acre plantation in 

Goochland County.8 Farther south, Carolina settlers continued the Barbadian 

tradition of mortgaging enslaved people to help finance their agricultural ex

pansion.9 

Enormous reservoirs of county-level data documenting such transactions 

remain unexamined in courthouses and public archives. Exploring these 

sources can help us better understand the ways credit was extended on slaves, 

land, and other property; how this credit accelerated the growth of slave 

societies; how it shaped the ways slaveholders and enslaved people saw one 

another; and how all these factors affected enslaved families. The Duplantier

Massi contract exemplifies each of these uses of human collateral. Massi was 

using the credit system of slavery's capitalism to free two women and possibly 

reunite his family, but he also used it to buy the labor, profit, and apprecia

tion potential of another young girl. What promised a brighter future for 

Helena and Marieta increased the risks of displacement for Clara and the 

other five slaves who served as human collateral in the transaction. Pedro, 

Francisco, Mary, and Mary's children joined Clara as property that Massi 

could use in whatever way he deemed to be in his economic or emotional inter

est. Children, whose value was likely to increase over time, found themselves 

particularly susceptible to multiple mortgages. In St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, 

the planter Etienne Fusilier purchased an eight-year-old boy named Jacques in 

1833 with 100 percent financing secured by a mortgage. Jacques was mortgaged 

three more times in the next four years: twice for quick cash, and finally when 

Fusilier sold Jacques to a neighbor.10 Similarly, in September 1838, despite the 

tight credit climate following the Panic of 1837, Julie Marianne, a free woman 
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of color living in New Orleans, mortgaged Sally, her sixteen-year-old slave, in 

order to borrow $200 from the widow Louise Marin.11 

When slave sellers like Duplantier accepted a purchase money mortgage 

on slaves like Helena, Marieta, and Clara from purchasers like Massi, they 

enlarged the field of potential slave buyers. The pool now stretched beyond 

those who could manage cash sales. Those who had slaves could sell them more 

quickly, and they could charge higher prices for their human property since 

the overall demand was not limited to those with ready money. On the other 

hand, slave buyers also benefited. Purchasers like Massi could offer slaves they 

already owned as collateral using an equity mortgage. These equity mortgages 

allowed them to stretch their cash and credit resources even further by reduc

ing the size of down payments when they purchased new land and the addi

tional slaves needed to work that land. Thus, slave seller Duplantier accessed 

the capital he had invested in his slaves by selling those he no longer needed 

or could afford to keep. Slave purchaser Massi also reached the capital stored in 

his slaves simply by mortgaging them. When slave owners mortgaged slaves 

instead of selling them, they retained the slaves' labor, appreciation, and re

productive potential. Massi and owners like him could continue to work slaves 

physically, while also working them financially to obtain credit and quick cash. 

Courthouse records show that free people of color like Massi participated 

in the local credit networks that spread across Louisiana and the South and 

helped provide the capital needed to buy the slaves necessary for investment 

and development. For example, Pablo Reuben, also a free Negro, signed as 

guarantor of Massi's slave purchase. Now, in addition to the slaves that Massi 

mortgaged, Duplantier could look to another member of the local economic 

community for repayment. Reuben and Massi were members of a subsidiary 

system within the general credit market, one in which free people of color sup

ported each other as they tried to work slavery's capitalistic opportunities. 

Sometimes this inner circle used mortgages on human property. At other 

times, as in the case of Pablo Reuben, a free person of color made a personal 

pledge to guarantee another's loan.12 

By using mortgages, all borrowers and lenders increased the circulation 

of cash, credit, and slaves in their communities. These resources were redis

tributed more rapidly, spurring the development of local agriculture and the 

slave trade itself in region upon region. To be sure, borrowers mortgaged land 

and other personal property such as equipment, livestock, and household fur

nishings, as well as slaves. Sometimes slaves were the only property offered as 

security; sometimes only land or personal property was used. At other times, 
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however, lenders constructed packages of slaves, land, and other personal prop

erty. Reliance on slave collateral varied from region to region and over time, 

and the credit patterns in frontier settlements could look quite different from 

those in well-established districts. 

How much capital was raised by these thousands of small loans in over

lapping, neighbor-to-neighbor credit networks? We can begin to estimate this 

by looking at the data on equity mortgages created in Virginia and Louisi

ana, that is, the mortgages that borrowers gave on property they already owned 

to encourage lenders to provide cash or credit-such as the mortgage Massi 

gave Du plan tier on five other slaves to support his purchase of Helena, Mar

ieta, and Clara. Of the total amount of capital raised by equity mortgages, 

the percentage of capital raised by those using human collateral was the same 

in both Virginia and Louisiana during their early frontier eras: in each colony 

more than two-thirds of the capital lent was backed by a borrower pledging 

slaves as all or part of the security for the loan. There are, however, significant 

differences in the absolute amounts of capital raised and in the number of 

equity mortgage transactions recorded in colonial Virginia and Louisiana. In 

contracts using human collateral, Virginians raised just over $so million (unless 

noted, all figures in this chapter are in 201s-U.S. dollar equivalents), as com

pared to $3·3 million in Louisiana. That is not a surprising result if we con

sider Virginia's larger and more densely settled population. The most striking 

contrast in the Virginia and Louisiana patterns of collateral use in equity mort

gages emerged in the early national period. On the Louisiana cotton frontier 

in the nineteenth century, the colonial pattern of the high use of slaves as col

lateral in equity mortgages continued and even intensified, from 68 percent 

to 80 percent-involving more than $1so million. In the state of Virginia, how

ever, there was a dramatic shift to other forms of collateral, mostly land. 

Loan contracts that included slaves as collateral dropped from 68 percent in 

the colonial era to only 33 percent during the fifteen years sampled in the na

tional era. While these contracts generated $60 million, compared to ap

proximately $so million in the colonial era, those using land and nonslave 

chattel raised just over $120 million. Why did slaves become less prevalent 

as collateral in equity loans compared to other kinds of property in early 

national Virginia? Slaves were clearly still viewed as attractive collateral since 

mortgages involving them raised even more absolute dollars than in the 

colonial era. However, the Virginia population of free nonslaveholders had 

continued to grow in the cities and the countryside. When in need of an 

equity-based loan, therefore, these Virginians had no choice but to mortgage 
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other kinds of property as collateral. In addition, the change may simply also 

reflect the fact that land had appreciated, and resales ofland had become more 

frequent (thus improving its liquidity).13 

We can analyze this latter point further by taking a closer look at the 

credit dynamics on frontiers versus those in established regions by comparing 

the equity mortgage activity in individual counties. For example, in the colo

nial period, Goochland County, located in the Piedmont region of Virginia, 

relied on slave collateral to generate the bulk oflocal capital, 73 percent, a rate 

only slightly higher than that for the colony as a whole. By the early national 

period, Goochland County had witnessed a strong rise in the percentage of 

capital raised by equity mortgages that did not use slaves as collateral; slave

secured capital fell to only 18 percent. Well settled by the national period, it 

is quite likely that Goochland's land values had appreciated with population 

growth and that, as competition for land increased, land became a more ro

bust form of collateral. To contrast this, we can look at what happened in a 

more remote Virginia district, Lunenburg County, an agricultural frontier on 

the Virginia-North Carolina border. Here the use of slave collateral in equity 

mortgages actually increased by nine percentage points, to 74 percent, in the 

early national period. The colonial pattern of reliance on slaves as collateral 

did not disappear. Indeed, collateral use in the backcountry regions of Virginia 

such as Lunenberg County mirrored patterns in other more remote locales 

such as St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, a frontier district west of Baton Rouge. 

As in Lunenburg, the percentage of capital raised in St. Landry by equity 

mortgages involving slaves increased in the national era (from 69 percent to 

76 percent). Farmers in these more remote places, where land was lightly set

tled and relatively undeveloped, had to depend on other collateral to raise the 

investment capital they needed. 

Data from St. Landry Parish also provide an opportunity to compare the 

use of a different type of mortgage. In an equity mortgage, a buyer or bor

rower gave a seller or lender a loan secured by property he or she already owned 

(slaves, land, livestock, etc.). Purchase money mortgages, on the other hand, 

were created when a buyer did not pay the full price for property in cash but 

rather in installments over time. The seller kept a mortgage on the property 

in case the buyer did not pay according to the contract. We recall here that 

Juan Bautista Massi gave Armand Duplantier both types of mortgage, a pur

chase money mortgage on Helena, Marieta, and Clara and an equity mort

gage on the five slaves he already owned (Pablo, Francisco, Mary, and Mary's 

two children). Comparing the use of equity and purchase money mortgages 
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in St. Landry Parish over time, we find that during the eighteenth century 

residents generated much more cash and credit using equity mortgages. More 

than two-thirds of the capital raised by these equity loans used slaves as all or 

part of the security. These contracts supplied $1.8 million (again, in 2015-U.S. 

dollar equivalents). In contrast, the purchase money mortgages raised only $165 

thousand, with 64 percent ($105,000) coming from slave purchases. Local 

residents who used slaves as collateral were raising more than seventeen 

times the capital with equity than with purchase money mortgages. Simi

larly, the equity mortgages secured by property other than slaves produced 

fourteen times as much capital as the non-slave-related purchase money 

mortgages ($832,000 versus $60,000). By the national era, however, mort

gage patterns had shifted somewhat. The total amount of capital delivered by 

equity mortgages rose to $27 million, increasing by seven percentage points, 

from 69 percent to 76 percent, of the combined equity plus purchase money 

mortgage totals. However, the percentage of purchase money mortgages in

volving slaves did the opposite, dropping ten percentage points to 54 percent. 

Nevertheless, these purchase contracts produced a value of over $so million

double that raised by equity mortgages. The explosion of purchase money 

mortgages on slaves among St. Landry neighbors both in the number of 

contracts and in the amount of credit raised was a natural result of the dra

matic increase in the number of enslaved people trafficked into the region. 

Residents were eager to participate in the cotton boom, and the demand for 

slave labor was high. Louisiana's climate of easy credit facilitated mortgages 

on purchase of slaves. 

One characteristic of the local mortgage pattern remained consistent, 

however. Data from St. Landry Parish reinforce the activity pattern of the re

gion's creditors, the evidence that lenders were much more likely to be fellow 

residents than institutions. Credit flowed from neighbor to neighbor in over

lapping local and regional webs of borrowing and lending. The data show that 

the parties to the contracts were individuals acting in a private capacity, not 

as agents for institutions. In a fifteen-year sample of St. Landry credit rela

tions, banks appeared as parties to purchase money and equity mortgages in 

only 2 percent of the total transactions, and these mortgages raised only slightly 

more than 5 percent of the total capital and accounted for only 10 percent of 

all the slaves used as collateral. There are similar results for merchants. Mer

chants were parties in another 6 percent of the mortgage transactions, which 

generated 4 percent of the total capital, exploiting only 7 percent of the slaves 

actually used as collateral in the parish. 
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The corresponding data for South Carolina and Virginia, based on the 

sample of equity mortgages only, reveal that there were more institutional loans 

in the longer-established East than on the cotton frontier. In South Carolina, 

equity mortgages with banks or merchants listed as contracting parties 

accounted for approximately 19 percent of the capital raised (with bank mort

gages raising 14 percent and merchant contracts raising 5 percent). In Virginia, 

equity mortgages with banks or merchants as contracting parties represented 

approximately 18 percent of the capital raised (only 3 percent from banks 

and 15 percent from merchants). Unlike Louisiana settlers, Virginians and 

South Carolinians had regional economies with long-standing ties to national 

and foreign institutional financiers. 14 It is natural that the commercial lend

ers would represent a higher percentage of total lenders. Even in these regions, 

however, the vast majority of the sampled contracts did not involve banks or 

merchants. The ratio of capital raised through merchants or lending insti

tutions in Louisiana, South Carolina, and Virginia shifted by region, but 

neighbor-to-neighbor transactions continued to make up more than 80 percent 

of the capital generated in each state. Moreover, the South Carolina and 

Virginia data show that the significance of human collateral was not limited 

to colonial and national frontiers. Mortgages on slaves were part of the finan

cial fabric across the South in the nineteenth century. 

Neighbors lending to neighbors kept the flow of credit from completely 

drying up during the panics of the nineteenth century. Table 4.1 shows the 

total capital raised in 2015-U.S. dollar equivalents by local equity mortgages 

in South Carolina and Virginia in years sampled before, during, and after the 

onset of the Panics of 1819, 1837, and 1857.15 Louisiana, owing to data limita

tions, is discussed separately below. Beginning with the Panic of 1819, the cap

ital amassed by lending networks in South Carolina continued to edge slowly 

upward despite the crisis. The Virginia total dipped in the year of the panic 

but had rebounded strongly by 1821. In contrast, the reactions of the South 

Carolina networks to the 1837 panic showed a steady decline, but loan activ

ity was still substantially strong, while Virginia capital rose out of a serious 

trough to almost recover to its 1821 peak by 1839. The years surrounding the 

1857 panic contained large differences. In South Carolina, amounts dropped 

precipitously in 1857 and had not recovered by 1859, while in Virginia, amounts 

actually rose in 1857 and then dropped off thereafter. Nevertheless, given that, 

as we have seen, 80-90 percent of the amounts raised were local private loans 

from neighbor to neighbor, credit conditions would have been even more re

stricted if neighbor had not continued to lend to neighbor. 
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Table 4.1. Capital Raised by All Mortgages 
Sampled in South Carolina and Virginia 

Year South Carolina Virginia 

1818 $8,003,000 $14,180,000 
1819 8,216,000 10,289,000 
1821 9,434,000 22,977,000 

1835 20,534,000 5,574,000 
1837 16,660,000 7,209,000 
1839 12,980,000 21,297,000 

1855 20,820,000 12,332,000 
1857 2,881,000 17,414,000 
1859 2,836,000 9,044,000 

Note: Values in 2015 U.S. dollar equivalents. 

While the Louisiana data are not yet complete for all three parishes in 

each of the sample years, it appears that the impacts of the panics were mixed. 

For example, the capital raised in Orleans Parish on both equity and purchase 

money mortgages from the notaries sampled dropped from the 1818 level of 

$17.3 million (in 2015-U.S. dollar equivalents) to $6.9 million in 1821. In 

St. Landry, however, the total rose from $2.8 to $3.6 million. Comparing 1835 

and 1838, we see that mortgage-secured cash and credit in Orleans Parish 

dropped from $38 million to $29.4 million, while again St. Landry swelled 

from $2.3 million to $8.5 million. Finally, comparing 1855 to 1859, we find that 

Orleans and St. Landry both had tremendous increases, with Orleans rising 

from $11.3 million to $44.8 million and St. Landry from $14.4 million to 

$31.2 million. 

Neighbor-to-neighbor lending was especially vital in the backcountry of 

Virginia, South Carolina, and Louisiana during the national panics. Table 4.2 

gives us a closer look at data from an agrarian district in each state. Louisi

ana's St. Landry Parish had the most robust rebound in the post-panic years, 

whereas in Virginia and South Carolina the reverse was true in all but one 

period, Virginia around the 1837 panic. Nevertheless, local networks con

tinued to operate at some level in Goochland and Fairfield as well. Thus, 

the documentary record shows that community networks remained active 

throughout the crises of the Panics of 1819, 1837, and 1857, helping to fill voids 

left by bank closings and tighter lending restrictions. For example, while 

the Bank of the State of South Carolina approved equity loans totaling just 
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Table 4.2. Capital Raised by All Mortgages Sampled in Selected Counties 

Year Fairfield County, S.C. Goochland County, Va. St. Landry Parish, La. 

1817 $1,049,000 $2,845,000 $912,000 
1819 1,742,000 2,687,000 4,029,000 
1821 829,000 993,000 3,615,000 

1835 2,937,000 1,890,000 2,299,000 
1837 3,388,000 1,130,000 9,209,000 
1839 250,000 3,059,000 4,887,000 

1855 2,269,000 2,620,000 14,381,000 
1857 1,341,000 3,870,000 12,089,000 
1859 945,000 1,935,000 31,188,000 

Note: Values in 2015 U.S. dollar equivalents. 

over $9 million during the fifteen years sampled in the nineteenth century, 

accepting 1,120 slaves as collateral, this represented only 9 percent of the 

slaves that appeared in the sampled South Carolina mortgages and only 

7 percent of the capital raised by loans secured by human property.16 

These numbers reflect the power of informal regional credit networks. 

What they do not easily convey, however, is the frenzied activity of the boom

and-bust times of the 1830s. Banks multiplied their risky loans, fed by eager 

speculators in the North as well as the South, all hoping to get their share of 

soaring profits on the cotton frontier. Also absent from the local mortgage data 

is the activity of the international financiers. In the 1830s, firms like Alexan

der Brown & Sons, the Barings, and the Rothschilds enabled cotton shipments 

to move from the piers of New Orleans, New York, Charleston, and Savan

nah to Liverpool and beyond. Yet the links between these local credit networks 

and the national and international systems are clear. For example, the credit 

market in Mississippi in the boom days before the Panic of 1837 was grossly 

inflated with bank loans as "funds streamed into the state from around the 

country and around the world."17 No doubt capital did pour in from the North 

and beyond, but the public mortgage records show that neighbor-to-neighbor 

lending operated concurrently with loans channeled through banks. Then, 

during the depression and the severe contraction of bank credit, neighbors 

continued to lend to neighbors. Local loans offered second chances to many 

individuals and their communities.18 

The role of international finance also looks different when seen in the light 

of neighbor-to-neighbor lending. The impact of global capital is undeniable, 
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but again, we should remember that foreign credit augmented powerful local 

lending pools already established-pools still available when the financial 

giants tried to shift from local purchasing relationships to the carrying trade 

and as providers of short-term credit for buyers and sellers of staples produced 

by slave labor. International powerbrokers like Brown & Sons and the Roth

schilds actively tried to minimize their reliance on land and slave collateral 

and had begun to back away from slave-backed mortgages even before the 1837 

collapse. Brown & Sons and the Rothschilds were made fiscally uncomfort

able, and in the latter case perhaps were ethically repulsed, by collateral pack

ages offering land and slaves in the South. After this shift in international fiscal 

policy, not many of the small planters or the holders of a few slaves would 

have been connected to this group for the operating credit they needed. The 

number of institutional lenders was decreasing before and after the panic, yet 

the data show that the neighbors in local credit networks continued to supply 

substantial amounts of capital.19 

The data on local lending networks reveal that perhaps the most consis

tent credit that allowed the slave economy of the United States to grow effi
ciently and rapidly was the amalgamation of the tens of thousands of quiet 

transactions between neighbors like Armand Duplantier and Juan Bautista 

Massi. The continuities in these practices over time are striking. The boom

and-bust decade of the 1830s was transformative both for regional and national 

banking and for international finance. In contrast, local credit networks in the 

South functioned in highly consistent ways to use slaves to finance their own 

purchase and that of additional enslaved workers, land, and personal property. 

We have seen that local networks used slave collateral to create streams 

of cash and credit, but what were the economic consequences of neighbor-to

neighbor lending? Although more research is needed, we still have reasonable 

options for evaluating whether mortgages using human collateral had a power

ful impact on local, regional, and national economies. Projections from the 

data support the conclusion that the capital raised using human collateral was 

likely a major driver of economic development. One approach is to compare 

the amounts of capital generated by loans on slaves with the values of com

modities produced by slaves in the same locales. Table 4.3 shows the average 

annual capital raised by equity mortgages on slaves as a percentage of the value 

of the three most valuable commodities harvested in various locations in 1860. 

But purchase money mortgages generally accounted for twice the capital 

generated by equity mortgages, and thus Table 4.3 also shows the projected 

amounts of capital raised on slaves by both types of mortgages.20 
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Table 4.3. Average Annual Capital Raised by Mortgages Using Human Collateral 
Compared to Values of Commodities (Selected Counties, 1860) 

Mortgage capital values/ Goochland Fairfield St. Landry 
Commodity values County, Va. County, S.C. Parish, La. 

Wheat (in 1860 $) 230,000 63,000 NIA 
AA value EMs/Wheat value 13% 45% 
AA est. all SMs/Wheat value 40% 134% 

Corn (in 1860 $) 199,000 418,000 393,000 
AA value EMs/Corn value 16% 7% 25% 
AA est. all SMs/Corn value 47% 20% 102% 

Actual values 

Sugar (in 1860 $) NIA NIA 227,000 
AA value EM/Sugar value 43% 
AA est. all SMs/Sugar value 176% 

Actual values 

Cotton (in 1860 $) NIA 949,000 820,000 
AA value EM/Cotton value 3% 12% 
AA est. all SMs/Cotton value 9% 49% 

Actual values 

Tobacco (in 1860 $) 174,000 NIA NIA 
AA value EM/Tobacco value 18% 
AA est. all SMs/Tobacco value 53% 

Note: AA, average annual value; EMs, equity mortgages; est., estimated value; NIA, not 
applicable; SMs, all slave mortgages. Dollar values rounded to nearest thousands. 

The three most profitable commodities harvested in Goochland County, 

Virginia, according to the 1860 census, were wheat, corn, and tobacco. Table 4.3 

shows that the average value of capital raised by equity mortgages alone in 

Goochland County for 1860 was approximately 13 percent of the value of the 

wheat harvested. If we add the purchase money mortgage estimates to the eq

uity mortgage amounts, we would project that the total value of mortgages 

(equity plus purchase money) using human collateral in 1860 equaled approx

imately 40 percent of the value of the wheat harvested, 47 percent of the corn 

crop, or 53 percent of the tobacco in this Piedmont county. 

The projected values for all mortgages using slaves as collateral in Fair

field County, South Carolina, and St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, reveal that 

human collateral also mattered significantly in cotton regions. In Fairfield 

County, due north of the state capital of Columbia, slave mortgages ex-
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ceeded the total value of the 1860 wheat crop by more than 33 percent and 

reached 20 percent of the corn crop or 9 percent of the cotton baled. In 

St. Landry Parish, where a higher percentage of the slave population (more than 

25 percent) was mortgaged, the amount of capital raised by both purchase 

money and equity mortgages in 1860 equaled 102 percent of the corn crop, 

176 percent of the sugar crop, or 49 percent of the cotton crop. While the 

mortgage capital is significant in Goochland and Fairfield Counties, the im

portance of slave collateral on the St. Landry cotton frontier is particularly 

impressive. Surprisingly, if we look at the data for a less agricultural parish, 

East Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the pattern holds and, in fact, intensifies. 21 In 

East Baton Rouge, where there was virtually no manufacturing, planters pro

duced about half the cotton baled in St. Landry. Nevertheless, in 1860 Baton 

Rouge residents raised more than four times the capital with mortgages using 

human collateral than was raised by St. Landry planters. What the East 

Baton Rouge and St. Landry data confirm is that slaves were crucial for attract

ing capital on economic frontiers in the nineteenth century, whether those 

frontier zones remained heavily reliant on cash crops or had become more 

diversified. All of the counties and parishes sampled show that local capital 

was raised in economically significant amounts relative to the most valuable 

commodities produced locally. Whether on the southwestern frontier or in 

the more established Atlantic states, both the capital generated by mortgag

ing enslaved people and the crops produced through their labor expanded 

local economies and contributed to the growing prosperity of the nation. 

Conclusion 

There is still much to discover about slavery's capitalism, yet all the chapters 

in this volume share an image of capitalistic sophistication that runs counter 

to the traditional assumptions about the economy of the South.22 This frees 

us to reconceptualize the former, more rigid, North/South historiographical 

dichotomy. Rather than putting the South and North on a sliding scale that 

is preset to rank the North as the model of complex nineteenth-century capi

talism and the South as an inferior replica, it may be more useful to think of 

northerners and southerners as performing various social and economic ex

periments in capitalism. Looking beyond the Americas for comparisons

contemporaneous developments in Russia, for example-may help, too. When 

facing the challenges of financing their economy during industrialization in 
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the nineteenth century, Russian financiers adapted the fiscal tool of mortgag

ing serfs as part of the modernization of banking in Russia-this at the same 

time that slaves were being mortgaged in the United States.23 Another fresh 

interpretation comes from David Hancock, who has posited an unexpected 

relationship between local and international trade. Hancock found that 

small merchants in colonial North America developed direct relationships 

with clients across the Atlantic. The resulting networks resembled "a spi

der's web" more than "the traditional 'hub and spoke' model, with Euro

pean merchant houses as the 'hubs.' "24 This is another indication that we 

should be looking at the power of the local to create strong spurs to economic 

development. 25 

With emancipation in the mid-nineteenth century, the southern economy 

collapsed. Among the many social and financial repercussions was that an en

slaved labor force was no longer available as collateral. Over time, the north

ern and southern systems of capitalism began to look more similar. Memories 

of the days when slaves were mortgaged faded. Within a decade or so after 

the Civil War, the lawsuits tied to local credit webs were resolved. The threads 

attached to human collateral were reeled in and tightly wound, stored out of 

sight in the files of county courthouses. Historians have begun to unwind 

those long-forgotten contract strands and to use them to trace fresh connec

tions between slavery and economic development. We have begun to plot the 

data points that we retrieve as on some vast pointillistic canvas. As we gather 

and examine more and more mortgages like that between Armand Duplan

tier and Juan Bautista Massi, the design will begin to emerge, and our view of 

slavery as a capitalist system will refocus to appreciate the large amount of 

capital raised through loans from neighbor to neighbor and supported by slave 

property. It will become as customary to envision slaves being worked in the 

financial arenas as collateral as it is now to picture them laboring in fields and 

foundries. We will learn more about how the use of slaves as collateral varied 

over time and region and how much capital was raised. We will have a clearer 

idea of the impacts of these loans on the growth of local, regional, and na

tional economies. The scale of local mortgaging of slaves will adjust our tra

ditional assumptions about the interplay between foreign financiers, northern 

institutional lenders, and the ordinary southerners who made the most of this 

fiscal strategy. We will learn more about where and when the matrix of local 

credit networks spanning the South preserved the pools of community credit, 

which became even more important when national and international credit 

nearly evaporated. We will learn more about where and when slave collateral 
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produced capital that rivaled the sales of rice, wheat, and cotton. Finally, we 

will learn more about how many of these mortgages were repaid. With that 

we will know more about how many families of enslaved people were shat

tered when borrowers defaulted and "the collateral" of fathers and mothers, 

daughters and sons-like Helena, Marieta, Clara, Pedro, Francisco, Mary, and 

Mary's two children-were seized by local sheriffs. We are recovering our na

tional memory of mortgaging slaves, and with that knowledge we are begin

ning to paint a more complete picture of slavery's capitalism. 



CHAPTER 5 

The Contours of Cotton Capitalism 

Speculation, Slavery, and Economic Panic 

in Mississippi, 1832-1841 

JOSHUA D. ROTHMAN 

As a young man, Jesse Mabry showed an enterprising spirit but little tendency 

toward extravagance. Born in South Carolina in 1791 or 1792, by 1810 Mabry 

had married a woman named Nancy and the couple had established an inde

pendent household in Union County, situated in the northwestern Piedmont 

section of the state. They did not own much and likely brought in some in

come by selling cloth that Nancy wove herself, but they amassed wealth slowly 

and steadily over time. Sometime around 1820, they left South Carolina to 

pursue new economic opportunities in Mississippi, and by 1830 Jesse Mabry 

had become a moderately prosperous man. Living in Wilkinson County 

below Natchez in the extreme southwestern corner of the state, Mabry was 

the father of three children, the owner of eleven slaves, and a partner in the 

newly founded mercantile firm of Ware and Mabry.1 

Being a merchant was a decent way to make a living in Mississippi, but 

serious money came from cotton planting, and in the spring of 1832 Jesse 

Mabry showed his aspirations when he made his first foray into that world. 

He used seven slaves as collateral for a $1,500 loan from the Bank of Missis

sippi, took around $5,000 already in his possession, and pooled it all with the 

funds of a partner named Mason Saunders. Together, Mabry and Saunders 

bought 225 acres ofland near the town of Pinckneyville, close to Mississippi's 

border with Louisiana along the Mississippi River, along with four slaves and 
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all the livestock and farming utensils belonging to the land's previous owner. 

Mabry and Saunders then went to Natchez, where they purchased sixteen more 

slaves from Isaac Franklin, partner in the largest slave-trading firm in the 

South. By the end of April 1832, Mabry and Saunders owned a fully stocked 

cotton plantation with more than twenty-five bound laborers at their disposal.2 

But Mabry aborted this initial attempt to launch himself into the planter 

class. Perhaps he and Saunders reaped less of a profit than they had antici

pated. Perhaps they fought or never intended their arrangement would be a 

lasting one. Whatever the case, in January 1833 the two sold their land and 

the slaves they had purchased from Franklin, and they went their separate 

ways. Mabry returned to the mercantile business in the Wilkinson County 

town of Woodville, partnering this time with a man named Austin, and the 

firm did quite well, selling $30,000 worth of merchandise in 1834. Mabry 

owned no land, but he still owned a number of slaves and was a trusted enough 

businessman that several individuals in nearby Louisiana parishes asked him 

to serve as their Mississippi agent on some economic dealings.3 

By the middle of the 1830s, then, Jesse Mabry was almost forty-five years 

old and over the course of nearly fifteen years in Mississippi had followed a 

relatively careful path to modest economic success. But in 1835 he finally saw 

the big chance to realize his ambitions beyond the retail world, and he was 

going all in. In January, the mercantile firm of Mabry and Austin dissolved. 

A few months later, Mabry went to Madison County, a booming center of 

cotton production around 150 miles northeast of his Woodville home. If the 

$30,000 he brought with him was not all the money he had in the world, it 

must have been nearly so. When he got to Madison, he put down that $30,000, 

took out a mortgage for another $180,000 from a planter named Mark Cock

rill, and bought Cockrill's entire plantation-more than 1,700 acres of land 

near the Big Black River-along with 127 slaves and every horse, mule, cow, 

farming utensil, and piece of furniture Cockrill owned.4 

This was an exorbitant price for a cotton plantation, and assuming so 

much debt to pay it was seemingly out of character for someone like Mabry, 

who owed what financial standing he had achieved largely to sensible prudence 

rather than excessive risk. But the economic environment of the 1830s had a 

way of tempting even cautious and patient men to adventurism. Historians 

have long observed the speculative bubble that characterized the U.S. econ

omy during this era. As accelerated market development, infrastructural im

provements, and the public sale of large swaths of expropriated Indian land 

converged with a dramatically increased money supply and federal policies that 
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enabled growing numbers of state and local banks to unleash a deluge of cheap 

paper notes and liberal loans, Americans understood themselves to be living 

in an expansive moment when anything was possible for those willing to 

hustle. Easy credit could be leveraged into a staggering fortune, and a clever 

man acting quickly could borrow his way right to the top, transforming him

self almost magically into a giant among his fellows. Indeed, Jesse Mabry had 

become the second largest slaveholder in Madison County with just one eco

nomic transaction.s 

Being in Mississippi in particular perfectly placed Mabry to find such an 

opportunity. During the 1830s cotton was America's most important export, 

market prices for it kept rising, and the federal government made millions of 

acres of land where it might be profitably grown available for sale in the state. 

Capital accordingly poured into Mississippi, and the same scholars who de

scribe the rage for speculation that swept the country during these "flush times" 

almost universally note that it was most furious in the nation's southwestern 

Cotton Belt. But only recently have scholars begun appreciating how exten

sively slaves and slavery inflated the bubble of the flush times, and how cot

ton capitalism rested on the capacity of the enslaved as both laborers and assets 

to underwrite what men like Jesse Mabry imagined for their futures. By 1835, 

Mabry had already used the enslaved to guarantee a loan with at least part of 

which he bought more slaves, who were then to produce the cotton that would 

let him repay that same loan. His purchase of Mark Cockrill's plantation, 

meanwhile, entailed assuming nearly $200,000 in debt, the largest portion of 

which paid for the coerced workforce that simultaneously became Mabry's 

most valuable property and the people through whose sweat he projected his 

dreams of being a planter.6 

Because there would be no cotton without slaves, the prospective success 

of the cotton economy in Mississippi was predicated ultimately on countless 

intertwined and multilayered loops of speculation in commoditized human 

beings like those into which Jesse Mabry inserted himself. Planters like Mabry 

knew that making this alchemy work required a property regime where their 

investments were secure and a labor regime effective enough to yield the cot

ton that paid their debts. But neither was assured, which exacerbated slavery's 

cruelty and created anxiety that could turn extraordinarily violent at the slight

est provocation. And in the end, no amount of violence could deter the logic 

of economic contraction. When the Panic of 1837 came to the United States, 

it began in Mississippi, and as the shaky foundations of the state's economy 

collapsed, with reverberations felt across the country and around the world, 
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the imbrication of slavery and capitalism was thrown into stark relief. Jesse 

Mabry would discover the consequences of that firsthand. So would the slaves 

who had made possible his illusory rise. 

Many observers noted that Americans in the 1830s enthusiastically en

gaged in moneymaking ventures of nearly any sort, no matter how question

able. With the number of banks in the United States and their cumulative 

capital more than doubling between 1830 and 1836, and with Andrew Jack

son's withdrawal of federal deposits from the Second Bank of the United States 

effectively destroying whatever regulatory influence that institution had exer

cised over the broader economy, Americans loaded with cash and credit leapt 

at chances for putting their money into motion wherever they could find 

them.7 Real estate schemes seemed particularly widespread. Newspapers across 

the country reported skyrocketing land prices that bore no plausible relation 

to their actual worth-Maine timberland purchased in the 1820s for $620 that 

sold for $180,000, town property in Louisville bought for $675 in 1815 that 

brought its owner an offer of $275,000, a remote river island in northwestern 

Ohio that cost $1,000 and sold less than two months later for $3,000, village 

lots along the Erie Canal whose buyers paid ten times what the land had sold 

for six months earlier. One editor, astonished that "men risk their thousands, 

and tens of thousands in the purchase of property, with less care and exami

nation, than they would bestow on the purchase of a vest pattern of a dollar's 

value," concluded that "the speculating fever" in land amounted to a national 

"mania."8 

In the southwestern Cotton Belt, however, Americans built a culture 

of speculation unique in its abandon. Joseph Baldwin, a young Virginia 

lawyer who headed to the region in 1836, recalled literally sensing a shift in 

the economic environment as he rode into it. Contrasting the "picayune stan

dard" of the East with "the wild spendthriftism, the impetuous rush and the 

magnificent scale of operations" of the southwestern Cotton Belt, Baldwin 

noted that "the new country seemed to be a reservoir, and every road leading 

to it a vagrant stream of enterprise and adventure." None of the usual rules of 

business and finance appeared to apply. "Money, or what passed for money," 

Baldwin remembered, was the "only cheap thing to be had," and real estate 

costs "rose like smoke. Lots in obscure villages were held at city prices; lands, 

bought at the minimum cost of government, were sold from thirty to forty 

dollars per acre, and considered dirt cheap at that." It all mystified Baldwin, 

who worried that fantasy had supplanted reason. Men accumulated "paper for

tunes" and imagined instant riches at "every cross-road and every avocation," 
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but to Baldwin the southwest was a "hell-carnival" where "avarice and 

hope joined partnership" and everything stood "on its head with its heels 

in the air."9 

Baldwin's accounts of the flush times in the southwest were not published 

until years later, and in some measure he intended them as caricature. Con

temporary evidence, however, suggests he exaggerated little. Baldwin's fellow 

Virginia lawyer Thomas Gray, for example, got thoroughly taken in by the 

region's infectious economic environment in 1835. Gray had only planned on 

passing through the southwestern Cotton Belt en route to Texas, where he 

was to act as land agent for some men from Washington, D.C. But on hear

ing of "great speculations in lands," Gray stopped to do some business for 

himself. He spent days in the southwest poring over maps and examining 

settlements where every parcel had been bought and sold as many as four times 

in five years at prices that spiraled higher and higher. Speed was critical: Gray 

met men who dropped tens of thousands of dollars on plantations without 

ever seeing the property and others who came away disappointed because land 

they had been scouting got snatched out from under them before they could 

get back to a government land office to purchase it. But Gray was not dis

suaded. The energy of the "new world" he had stumbled into was intoxicat

ing. "I cannot help feeling the contagion," Gray wrote in his diary, "and want 

to be dealing in tens and hundreds of thousands."10 

Joseph Baldwin may have been dubious, but the frenzy he and Thomas 

Gray described was not hard to understand. The southwest possessed the con

tinent's most fertile soil for growing cotton, for which the demand from the 

domestic and British textile industries was insatiable. Though cotton was al

ready vital to the American economy by the start of the 1830s, average New 

Orleans market prices for the crop increased by 80 percent in the first half of 

the decade, and by its end southwestern growers had cemented cotton's place 

as the most significant commodity in the world. 11 

Any number of figures might be mustered to demonstrate cotton's eco

nomic might and the southwest's central role in its accretion. In 1831, the 

United States produced around 350 million pounds of cotton, just under half 

the planet's raw cotton crop. The bulk of that crop was shipped abroad, and 

cotton exports, worth a shade under $JO million, accounted for 35 percent of 

the value of all goods exported from the United States. By 1835 the cotton crop 

had increased to more than 500 million pounds, roughly 70 percent of it grown 

in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Georgia. Cotton exports, now worth 

nearly $65 million, amounted to more than half the value of all goods Amer-
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ica sent overseas, a majority cotton maintained every year until 1841 and for 

most years prior to the Civil War. In 1834, thanks almost entirely to south

western cotton production, New Orleans bypassed New York as the country's 

most important export city and would hold that position for almost a decade. 

In 1839 the United States produced more than 800 million pounds of cotton. 

Its share of global production had become nearly two-thirds, and 80 percent 

of American cotton now came from the southwest. Of the 86 percent of the 

crop shipped overseas, two-thirds of it went to England, which relied on the 

United States for 81 percent of the cotton its mills turned into yarn and cloth.12 

Amid the prospective bonanza to be extracted from cotton in the 1830s, 

the richest vein lay in Mississippi, which, in the words of one historian, was 

"the best example of a state totally absorbed in the boom psychology."13 The 

removal of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians early in the decade opened 

the northern half of the state to white settlement, and hopeful purchasers 

swarmed federal land offices for months on end when they commenced busi

ness. The national government sold more than one million acres of public land 

in Mississippi in 1833 alone, twice as much as in any other state. In 1835 the 

government sold nearly three million acres, which was more public land than 

had been sold in the entire country just a few years prior.14 

Facilitating Mississippi land sales was a proliferating banking sector. The 

number of banks incorporated in the state grew from one in 1829 to thirteen 

in 1837. Most had multiple branches, and their collective volume of loans 

bulged from just over $1 million to more than $15 million, seemingly with 

good reason. The nearly 75,000 white people who moved to Mississippi and 

doubled the state's white population between 1830 and 1836 provided an eager 

market for that money. Moreover, their ability to pay back what they bor

rowed appeared beyond question. In 1834 Mississippians produced 85 million 

pounds of cotton, a more than eightfold increase over the amount they had 

produced less than fifteen years earlier. In 1836 they brought more than 125 

million pounds to market, and by 1839 the Mississippi cotton crop amounted 

to nearly 200 million pounds, at which point Mississippians grew almost a 

quarter of America's cotton, more than the residents of any other state in the 

nation.15 

Because cotton had the potential to yield returns very quickly and the 

efflorescence of banks made Mississippi a place where, as one man observed 

in 1836, "credit is plenty, and he who has no money can do as much business 

as he who has," nearly anyone able to procure even a small piece ofland could 

believe he was on the road to success. Casual assessments of Mississippi's 
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circumstances made it hard to argue with the results. To Natchez lawyer 

William Henry Sparks, the 1830s were years when it appeared a "new El Do

rado had been discovered ... and unexampled prosperity seemed to cover the 

land as with a golden canopy ... where yesterday the wilderness darkened 

over the land with her wild forests, to-day the cotton plantation whitened the 

earth." Author Joseph Holt Ingraham, who toured Mississippi in 1834, simi

larly considered cotton growing a craze that would not pass "till every acre 

is purchased and cultivated" and the state became "one vast cotton field." 

Ingraham concluded that "if the satirical maxim, 'man was made to make 

money,' is true ... [then] the mint of his operations lies most temptingly" in 

Mississippi. Burrell Fox, a farmer who migrated to Mississippi in the early 

1830s, was not as lettered as Sparks or Ingraham, but refinement was unnec

essary for seeing what cotton made possible. "I like this cuntry,'' he wrote to 

relatives in North Carolina, "better then any cuntry I have evry yet seen for 

making money."16 

To be sure, there was a lot of money in Mississippi. The residents of the 

state's Natchez District in particular were among the wealthiest in the United 

States, and they funneled resources into land, banks, internal improvements, 

and other promising investment opportunities. The selection of the Planters' 

Bank of Mississippi as a depository for federal funds withdrawn from the 

Second Bank of the United States kept government monies flooding in, and 

funds streamed into the state from around the country and around the world 

as nonresident investors from New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and other fi

nancial centers pumped millions into land companies, state bonds, and bank 

stocks. By way of example, just one land company comprising investors mostly 

from New York mustered hundreds of thousands of dollars to speculate on 

public lands in Mississippi, and a company agent reported in 1835 from the 

site of an impending land sale that "capital has been constantly flowing into 

the country." He remarked that "every house within several miles" of the land 

office was packed with "wealthy planters from all parts of the southern states, 

with ready money, eager to purchase" land, and that Mississippi merchants 

told of being pestered in northern cities by people wondering "who might be 

recommended to invest" on their behalf. All told, the agent guessed there was 

"probably at present upwards of two millions of Dollars ready for investment" 

just at the sale he was awaiting.17 

But the extent of Mississippi's affluence rested on a series of bookkeeping 

fictions. Ostensibly, Mississippi's banking capital increased roughly by a factor 

of ten between 1830 and the beginning of 1837. But banks often had only a 
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small fraction of their capital actually in hand. They counted money stock

holders committed as if they had already paid it in, printed notes and issued 

credit on promised rather than actual holdings, and provided sweetheart loans 

to institution officers and political cronies, who used property purchased with 

that financing as collateral for additional credit at other banks. Public land 

sales further distorted bank operations, as purchasers used paper money bor

rowed from banks to buy cheap land from the federal government, which re

deposited the funds back into those same banks, which then loaned that 

same money out over and over again, creating ever-greater speculative momen
tum.18 

The combination of increasingly high cotton prices and increasingly large 

cotton crops necessary to sustain this pyramid of debt-fueled delirium was an 

unlikely one. Nonetheless, it continued to manifest itself through the first half 

of the 1830s, with the production side of the equation made possible only by 

the massive importation of slave labor to the state. The white population of 

Mississippi grew fast in the 1830s, but the black population grew even faster. 

Just over 65,000 in 1830, by 1836 the number of enslaved people had jumped 

to more than 164,000, an increase of roughly 250 percent and substantial 

enough that blacks had come to outnumber whites in the state. Whites brought 

still another 30,000 slaves into Mississippi before the end of the decade. By 

1840 the enslaved population sat at nearly 200,000, approximately 52 percent 

of the state's population and triple what it had been ten years earlier.19 

Every white man intending to become a cotton planter in Mississippi 

aimed to own slaves, and those who already owned some aimed to own more. 

As the French engineer Michel Chevalier noted while visiting the United States 

between 1833 and 1835, a cotton plantation was essentially "a sort of agricul

tural manufactory," and assembling a productive workforce was the key to 

maximizing output and profits. The more slaves a man owned, the more land 

he could cultivate and the more cotton he could bring to market. It was no 

secret that slave labor made everything about the flush times possible. Joseph 

Ingraham remarked that the heads of young white men coming to Mississippi 

were filled with cotton plantation dreams, but that there was only one proven 

path to making those dreams come true. "To sell cotton in order to buy 

negroes-to make more cotton to buy more negroes, 'ad infinitum,' is the aim 

and direct tendency of all the operations of the thorough-going cotton planter; 

his whole soul is wrapped up in the pursuit .... [W]ithout slaves there could 

be no planters .... Without planters there could be no cotton; without cot

ton no wealth. Without [slaves] Mississippi would be a wilderness, and revert 
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to the aboriginal possessors. Annihilate them to-morrow, and this state and 

every southern state might be bought for a song."20 

It might seem that white Mississippians actually insulated themselves 

against financial failure by so unreservedly expanding slavery. Enslaved people 

grew cotton that would make slaveholders wealthy, and as relatively liquid as

sets slaves could also be converted into cash should an indebted slaveholder 

find himself in a tight spot. So long as regional market prices for field hands 

rose alongside cotton prices, as they did in the early 1830s, owning slaves in 

Mississippi would appear to be both vital to making cotton and fairly sturdy 

protection against unpredicted and catastrophic changes in circumstances.21 

But in truth, the explosive growth of slavery in Mississippi aggravated the 

financial risk underpinning the state's development, because white Mississip

pians' engagement with the slave trade intensified the leveraging of their op

erations and introduced greater insecurity into their enterprise. Many white 

settlers who moved to Mississippi from other states were already slaveholders, 

and dragged their slaves with them on their southwestern migration. But 

professional slave traders did booming business throughout the region and 

provided a substantial minority if not an outright majority of the 130,000 

slaves forcibly imported into Mississippi during the 1830s. It was true that 

traders engaged in a deeply speculative business as they capitalized on the 

labor demands of southwestern cotton farmers, and white southerners ex

pressing disdain for traders' line of work commonly referred to them as "negro 

speculators." Yet when white Mississippians purchased bondmen from slave 

traders they were speculating too, and arguably they were more reckless.22 

In some degree that was true because whites financed slave purchases as 

they did anything of great value-by borrowing against anticipated cotton 

production. Southwestern banks existed fundamentally to provide capital to 

develop the plantation economy, and their loans underwrote slaves as they did 

land, draft animals, and farm equipment. Moreover, with credit flowing so 

freely, whites did not necessarily need a loan directly from a bank to finance 

buying enslaved laborers. Joseph Baldwin remembered that during the flush 

times, "negroes were brought into the country in large numbers and sold 

mostly upon credit, and bills of exchange taken for the price." Michel Cheva

lier similarly remarked that "the internal slave trade furnishes hands in abun

dance which are easily procured on credit when one has friends, but no 

patrimony."23 

In fact, as the 1830s progressed, slave traders became increasingly lavish 

with the credit they offered themselves. One man, summarizing the escala-
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tion for a Philadelphia newspaper, noted that through 1833, slave traders in 

Mississippi "required cash in hand" when they made sales, and the trade proved 

so lucrative that growing numbers of traders flocked to the state. Many began 

selling slaves on credit so they might better compete with their fellows, yet 

the demand for slave labor drove prices higher despite the increased supply 

and generous terms of sale. In 1834, the man reported, slave traders began of

fering slaves that could be paid for up to four months after sale. They "sold 

out, at fine profits." In 1835, even more traders appeared in Mississippi. Many 

extended credit up to fifteen months and started charging purchasers 10 percent 

interest, but average prices rose nonetheless, from $700 to $1,200. In 1836, 

"all the public highways to Mississippi became lined ... with slaves," which 

severely glutted the market and led to lagging sales. But by early 1837 traders 

were selling slaves on terms as long as two years, enticing many planters "to 

purchase a second, and even a third supply at from 12 to $1800 each. All the 

slaves were soon sold."24 

The extent of white Mississippians' obligations to pay for slaves cannot 

be reckoned precisely, but no one doubted it was staggeringly large. The man 

describing matters in the newspaper surely exaggerated when he figured that 

white Mississippians collectively borrowed $90 million to buy slaves in only 

three years, while another estimate from 1841 that Mississippians still owed 

more than $3 million to slave traders for their purchases between 1832 and 1837 

was probably too low. The Natchez Courier, publishing from the site of the 

state's largest slave mart, offered a snapshot that may provide a relatively ac

curate feel for the whole. It reported that white residents of Mississippi bought 

as many as 10,000 slaves on credit between the fall of 1835 and the fall of 1836. 

At an average cost of at least $1,000, the Courier concluded that cotton planters 

thus "created a debt for slaves alone, to be paid out of the crop of 1836, equal 

to ten millions of dollars."25 

It might have been sensible and even shrewd for white Mississippians to 

pile debt upon debt in this fashion had the enslaved been as sound an invest

ment in practice as they were in theory. Compounding the speculative nature 

of cotton capitalism was that they were not. Mississippians who bought bond

persons from slave traders had to assess the value of their most crucial assets 

on the basis of limited information. Purchasing unfamiliar people from un

known distances, prospective slaveholders relied mostly on traders' assurances 

that the enslaved people offered as merchandise were healthy and submissive, 

possessed of solid work habits, and legally acquired. Yet none of those things 

was necessarily true. An insalubrious climate and harsh work regime yielded 
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high death rates and considerable resistance among brutalized slaves. Title 

fraud was widespread, traders sometimes lied about the fitness of people they 

sold or concealed histories of rebelliousness, and filing suit against deceptive 

traders could prove protracted, expensive, or fruitless. Rather than stabilizing 

economic conditions by serving as a hedge against uncertainty, borrowing to 

buy slaves drew attention to the contingencies of building a property regime 

grounded in human chattel. 26 

Political leaders in Mississippi recognized that the slave trade was prob

lematic and repeatedly tried to control it. In 1808 the territorial legislature 

enacted a law mandating certificates of good character for all adult slaves 

imported into Mississippi for sale. That law was reenacted in 1822, five years 

after Mississippi attained statehood, and in 1825 the state began taxing slave 

auction proceeds and slave sales conducted by itinerant traders. Most dramati

cally, the revised Mississippi constitution of 1832 outlawed the interstate slave 

trade altogether, banning "the introduction of slaves into this state as mer

chandize, or for sale" as of May 1, 1833.27 

On its surface, the constitutional ban on the interstate trade reflected con

cerns about public safety and scorn for traders' supposedly shady and brutish 

business practices. Several years after the ban was enacted, James Trotter, who 

had been a delegate to the constitutional convention in 1832 and member of a 

committee created by the convention to consider the slave trade, recalled the 

logic behind it. Those who crafted the ban, he remembered, had been moti

vated by a desire "to prevent a too rapid increase of slave population in our 

state" and by the sense that it was particularly "dangerous to the moral and 

orderly condition of our own slaves" to allow "the introduction of slaves from 

abroad of depraved character, which were imposed upon our unsuspecting citi

zens by the artful and too often unscrupulous negro trader." Moreover, Trot

ter asserted that white Mississippians had had their fill of "the barbarities, the 

frauds, [and] the scenes so shocking in many instances to our feelings of hu

manity and the sensibilities of our nature" that accompanied the importation 

and exhibition of slaves for sale. All in all, Trotter concluded, it was widely 

believed that "the time had arrived, when the traffic in this species of prop

erty, as 'merchandize,' should cease."28 

Mississippi was not the only southwestern state that tried prohibiting the 

activities of interstate traders. Louisiana, Alabama, and Georgia implemented 

interdictions in the early 1830s too, and all were moved to act at least partially 

in response to the Southampton insurrection that broke out in Virginia during 

the summer of 1831. As whites in the southwest grappled with the implica-
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tions of the slave trade, however, considerations of safety were never far from 

economic considerations. Really, there was little substantive distinction be

tween the two. By banning the interstate trade on the pretense that devious 

and unsavory traders brought too many slaves from too many places infected 

with the contagion of rebellion, white Mississippians signaled to investors and 

potential immigrants alike that the state remained a secure place to put their 

money. Slave unrest was bad for business, but as of 1833 safeguards existed in 

Mississippi such that it would neither threaten white lives nor interfere with 

cotton production.29 

Had Mississippi authorities earnestly upheld the interstate slave trade 

ban, it might also have contained the level of debt Mississippians owed non

residents and kept capital from leaving the state in the pockets of slave traders. 

But white Mississippians never took paper prohibitions seriously. The same 

constitutional clause outlawing the interstate trade explicitly protected the 

right of Mississippi residents to purchase slaves anywhere in the country and 

bring them into the state for their personal use, a guarantee that spurred the 

practice of men buying slaves from traders just across the Mississippi River in 

Louisiana. Most did not even bother with the technical adherence to the law 

such a ruse allowed. The ban on the interstate trade was deeply unpopular, 

and rather than pass enabling legislation clarifying the penalty for violating 

it, during its 1833 session the state legislature revived the tax on slave sales, 

thereby sanctioning a form of commerce that violated the state constitution. 

Little wonder that traders sold more slaves in Mississippi in the years after 1833 
than they ever had before.3° 

Thus, while white Mississippians outwardly had clamped down on the 

potential influx of rebellious slaves and established a method for managed ex

pansion of the enslaved population, the facts of the situation were nearly the 

opposite. Consequently, the flush times proceeded apace, but an underlying 

sense of their precariousness lingered. Able to satisfy their financial obliga

tions and emerge as genuinely wealthy men only if the project of turning the 

forests into money went absolutely smoothly, Mississippi's cotton farmers were 

an edgy bunch who did not take perceived threats to their investments and 

their futures lightly. Already balancing their economic dependence on enslaved 

laborers with a readiness to inflict tremendous suffering on them, slavehold

ers in Mississippi were prepared to act ruthlessly should anything endanger 

such a delicate equilibrium. 

That reality was never clearer than during the summer of 1835, when 

slaveholders in the west-central portion of the state became convinced that a 
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conspiracy of white men, led by a purported master criminal named John 

Murrell, had imminent plans for inciting an insurrection among the slaves 

of Mississippi, designed ultimately to engulf all southern states in a storm of 

racial unrest and opportunistic pillage. Hysteria ensued. Over the course of 

several weeks between late June and the middle of July, patrols imprisoned 

scores of people, and hastily formed vigilance committees held makeshift trials 

at which witnesses were intimidated, beaten, and tortured to extract confes

sions of guilt and information about other supposed conspirators. By the time 

the frenzy subsided, five white men had been hanged, one committed suicide 

in jail, numerous others had been exiled from the state, and roughly two 

dozen slaves had been executed. 31 

In truth, there probably was no conspiracy, and there decidedly was not 

one on the scale imagined by Mississippi's slaveholders. It was rather their own 

racial and financial insecurities that left them vulnerable to the warnings of

fered in a lurid if almost self-evidently ludicrous pamphlet circulating in the 

state that told tales of Murrell as a preternaturally expert slave stealer who 

presided over a syndicate of bandits one thousand strong. With enslaved people 

increasingly outnumbering them and often not yet even paid for in full, Mis

sissippi slaveholders were terrified by the notion that white men lurked among 

them undermining their property rights and encouraging rebellion. Real or 

chimera, these were chances not worth taking, and a man like Jesse Mabry 

was not about to let any of it happen. He had gone deep into debt just months 

before the Murrell scare broke, and everything he had was riding on making 

the slaves who embodied much of that debt pay off. It might seem that he 

overreacted by personally torturing suspected slaves while interrogating them 

about their roles in the alleged plot, or that he lost his sense of perspective 

while assuming a leadership role on the primary vigilance committee in the 

state, whose members took it upon themselves to adjudicate and administer 

the fates of accused conspirators. But Mabry probably considered those things 

to be matters of risk management. 32 

George Fall, editor of the Jackson Mississippian, saw precisely how disas

trous a threat like that posed by Murrell could be for the southwest's economic 

future, whether or not it was as genuine as his state's planters seemed to think. 

In an editorial published as the insurrection scare subsided, Fall wrote that 

other newspapers had exaggerated the danger of an uprising. Tellingly, though, 

even as he downplayed the scare, Fall stressed that white control over the most 

important form of capital in the region was absolute. Professing to be worried 

less about Murrell's plot than that "a stranger would suppose that the whole 
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white population of the State had narrowly escaped massacre and death by 

the rising of the savage and infuriated blacks," Fall sought to put at ease 

anyone considering moving to or spending money in the state. "We can as

sure those who are disposed to emigrate hither," Fall concluded, "that they 

have nothing to fear in Mississippi from insurrectionary movements among 

the blacks. Property and life are as safe here as in any of the States where 

slavery exists, and recent occurrences should not prevent emigration to our 

State, or deter capitalists from investing their funds in our Stocks. They can 

do so with as much security and profit as ever; and our negroes, uninfluenced 

by base and designing white men, are as orderly and obedient as the negroes 

of any State in the Union."33 

Fall's assurances aside, not all was well in Mississippi's economy. Some 

people saw it coming. James Davidson, a lawyer traveling through the state 

in 1836, considered the speculative enthusiasms of Mississippians totally ab

surd. Confiding to his diary that there would "be a tremendous failure here 

some day, and that not far hence," Davidson was sure that the state would 

"be a fine field for Lawyers in two or three years." Others, like a correspon

dent of the Jackson Mississippian calling himself "Curtius," could make no sense 

of what was happening at all. Within a matter of weeks, as winter became 

spring in 1837, the excess of cash that had fueled the flush times dried up, prop

erty values plummeted, and farmers and planters throughout the state faced 

bankruptcy and destitution. Convinced that Mississippi remained "in the 

highest state of prosperity" and that "the intrinsic value of property" had "in 

nowise diminished," Curtius insisted that "the present pressure" was "purely 

artificial." A believer in most circumstances in "letting trade regulate itself," 

Curtius now called on the state government to take remedial action for those 

who, "when all the productive industry was in the full tide of success," failed 

to "anticipate that an unseen hand would hurl back the flood, and leave them 

stranded on the naked shore." Without relief, he argued, "Mississippi will stand 

a MONUMENT OF DEVASTATION."34 

Curtius was not entirely wrong to blame an "unseen hand" for the eco

nomic crisis he saw unfolding in Mississippi in 1837, at least to the extent that 

people and forces outside the state played important roles in precipitating it. 

He certainly could not have chosen a more apt metaphor than the shifting 

tides for what transpired, as the dynamics that had inundated Mississippi with 

the appearance of boundless wealth early in the 1830s reversed themselves al

most completely in the second half of the decade. Where land sales had filled 

the vaults of Mississippi banks with federal monies, congressional legislation 
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passed in June 1836 provided for redistribution of federal surpluses among the 

states based on their numerical representation in Congress, presaging a cur

rency drain from the southwest and leading bankers to begin calling in loans 

and restricting credit terms. President Jackson's executive order requiring that 

federal land purchases be made in gold or silver, issued just weeks later, might 

have helped stem the prospective outflow of money from Mississippi. But 

it also threatened an abrupt curtailment of speculation in the state and raised 

the specter of undercapitalized banks unable to pay hard money to note hold

ers demanding redemption. These conflicting congressional and presidential 

policies created uncertainty about the government's management of its pre

cious metal supply and enhanced doubts foreign investors and creditors had 

already begun to have about the overall strength of the American economy. 

Late in the summer of 1836, the Bank of England raised interest rates, and 

that fall it tightened credit available to British firms engaged in business and 

trade with the United States. Monetary pressure on the American side of the 

Atlantic intensified accordingly, and when cotton prices then fell by 25 percent 

between November 1836 and April 1837, collapse was inevitable. 35 

The suffering experienced in the United States during the depression that 

followed the Panic of 1837 was severe, widespread, and long-lasting, and signs 

of its impact could be seen and felt first in Mississippi. On May 4, both the 

Planters' Bank and the Agricultural Bank in Natchez suspended specie 

payments, touching off a cascade of suspensions by nearly every bank in the 

country before the month ended. Cotton's indispensability to the American 

economy made Mississippi a logical bellwether of a broader downturn when 

market prospects for the crop declined. Nonetheless, Curtius's position that 

Mississippians themselves bore no responsibility for their predicament was 

hard to square, as the enticements offered by the southwest were matched only 

by the carelessness the region's residents displayed as they gave in to them. 

Behaving as if the flush times would last forever and as though they could 

extend themselves indefinitely without repercussions, Mississippians were left 

hopelessly exposed to changing conditions.36 

The underlying weaknesses of Mississippi's economy were reflected in the 

extent of its desolation in the years after 1837. Speculators and other purchas

ers of public land who had yet to make payment defaulted and forfeited title 

to tens of thousands of acres when they could not muster the necessary spe

cie, and new federal land sales in the state plummeted from more than three 

million acres in 1836 to fewer than half a million in 1837. Farmers and plant

ers who had borrowed against future cotton crops scrambled to keep their en-
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terprises afloat as prices fell, but court dockets still became crammed with so 

many debt lawsuits "that some of the lawyers had their declarations in assump

sit printed by the quire, leaving blanks only for the names of the debtors, 

creditor and the amounts." Announcements of sheriff's sales would fill Mis

sissippi newspapers for years.37 

William Wills, a merchant, cotton planter, and minister from North Car

olina, was shocked by what he observed in Mississippi when he traveled there 

in 1840. "The actual condition of affairs," he wrote in his diary, "is much worse 

than the report." Mississippi had recently been so wealthy and its land some of 

the most coveted in the nation, but now Wills saw real estate that had been 

valued at $so an acre available for just $s and that which had been worth $10 
an acre purchasable for as little as fifty cents. All told, he estimated that in 

the counties he passed through "it may probably be said that not one man in 

fifty, are solvent and probably less a number than this." Wills tried to with

hold judgment, but he could not help thinking that Mississippians had failed 

to note when "limits have been passed, lost sight of & forgotten as things hav

ing no existence." As a result, Mississippi was "ruined, her rich men poor and 

her poor men beggars .... We have hard times in No. Ca.; hard times in the 

east, hard times everywhere, but Miss: exceeds them all." Wills would have 

gotten no argument from Mississippi plantation owner Martin Phillips, who 

recorded in his own 1840 diary that the state was "now paying penance for 

her past extravagance." To him it seemed that all of Mississippi was "bank

rupt; never was there a time when insolvency was more general."38 

Just as slaves and slavery had sat at the core of Mississippi's economy 

before the crash, many white Mississippians now turn to their enslaved prop

erty to stave off financial disaster. Bearing the brunt of their owners' failures, 

thousands of slaves who had already lost families and communities through 

forced migration to the southwest disappeared back into the cash nexus as 

planters tried stanching losses by selling off their most valuable remaining as

sets, along with their land and their livestock. In other cases, whites had put 

themselves so far in a hole that they forsook any expectation of getting out of 

it and abandoned their land altogether, sometimes in the middle of the night 

and one step ahead of their creditors. But even as they left fires burning, cows 

in their pens, and wagons in their places, they never left behind their slaves. 

If they could just make it out of the United States and into Texas, land and 

food could be replaced, but no property could help a farmer start over faster 

than enslaved laborers. Martin Phillips was not the only planter who noticed 

his formerly rich neighbors "running off with their negroes."39 
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Creditors sometimes chased down debtors attempting to abscond to Texas, 

but flight remained arguably the most effective salvaging strategy, as the dra

matic drop in slave prices during the depression limited the utility of other 

approaches that relied on the enslaved to bail white men out of debt. Driven 

unreasonably high during the flush times, prices bottomed out in the early 

1840s at less than half what they had been at their peak a few years earlier, but 

stories emerged from Mississippi in the earliest stages of the panic about farm

ers whose needs for cash were so pressing that they sold slaves for a quarter of 

what they might have been worth months before. Most problematic, of course, 

was that many white Mississippians had purchased the slaves in their possession 

with borrowed money that they had yet to pay back. Selling those slaves at 

depreciated prices might mean some small return for banks, slave traders, 

and other creditors, but it could not forestall overgrown plantations and 

humiliating auctions, every one of which reminded the white farmers and 

planters of Mississippi how foolish they had been to gamble their livelihoods 

on someone else's misery.40 

As Mississippi's governing officials confronted the state's dire situation, 

meanwhile, their first priority was shoring up the banking system. Although 

banks played a principal role in creating Mississippi's plight through misman

agement and irresponsible lending practices, legislators considered the pres

ence of more specie and a renewed expansion of loans as the best way for the 

state to regain fiscal soundness and for its citizens to avoid ruin. Thus, rather 

than undertake major banking reform, the legislature responded to the griev

ously distressed condition of the banking sector, already evident by late 1836, 

with the creation of even more banks, the largest and most important of which 

was the Union Bank of Mississippi. Chartered in January 1837, the Union 

Bank was authorized to raise the substantial sum of $15.5 million, mostly 

through the sale of bonds backed by the credit of the state and secured by 

mortgages on the property of bank stockholders, who were required by law 

to be residents of Mississippi. A state-supported institution in its origin, the 

Union Bank's reliance on the state escalated in 1838, when a supplemental law 

allowed the governor to use proceeds from the initial bond sales to purchase 

$5 million of bank stock directly.41 

Even as they directed some of their energies to reviving capital flows, how

ever, state officeholders well understood the significance of investments in 

slave property to their woes. The enslaved, for instance, buttressed the bonds 

issued in support of the Union Bank of Mississippi, as they made up a sub

stantial portion of the estates stockholders mortgaged to secure them. More-
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over, just months after the legislature chartered the Union Bank, Governor 

Charles Lynch called legislators back to the statehouse for a special session to 

consider additional steps to address "the existing embarrassment" and put 

Mississippi's "confidence and credit ... upon a better and more stable basis." 

Speaking to the immediate problem, Lynch argued for banking policies de

signed to give debtors additional time to pay what they owed. But Lynch also 

urged legislators to look "beyond the moment" and "investigate the propriety 

of adopting certain measures that may tend to arrest and guard against simi

lar occurrences." Among those measures, first and foremost of value in Lynch's 

mind was a law that actually penalized violations of the constitutional inter

diction on "the introduction of slaves into this State as merchandize."42 

Lynch admitted that he had voted against the ban at the 1832 constitu

tional convention, thinking that a law putting the ban into operation "would 

be at variance with the broad principles of our free institutions" and that en

forcing it would be challenging. Given the economic situation, though, Lynch 

thought the "principle" of white Mississippians' right to unconstrained deal

ings in slaves should yield to the "practical benefit" that would be achieved by 

"checking the immense drain of capital annually made upon us by the sale of 

this description of property." The legislature conceded the point, perhaps aided 

in doing so by the onset of bank suspensions in the state. Just a week after 

those suspensions began, legislators formally proscribed the importation of 

slaves for sale in Mississippi. Imposing a fine of up to $soo and as much as six 

months in jail for each slave a violator brought into the state, the law also 

voided all contracts signed and debts incurred for illegal slave purchases after 

its passage.43 

If the chartering of the Union Bank of Mississippi potentially saved some 

of the state's planters through loans exchanged for mortgages on their prop

erty, putting the force of law behind the constitutional ban on slave imports 

potentially saved those planters from themselves. Where indebted planters 

might have deluded themselves into thinking that the labor and possible future 

appreciation of even more slaves purchased on even more credit could push 

their accounts into the black, the new law finally removed that temptation 

altogether. Neither the creation of the Union Bank nor the prohibition on the 

slave trade fixed the problems white Mississippians had created for themselves, 

but at least the policies nudged them away from assuming additional bad debts 

and toward paying down those they had already incurred. 

But some slaveholders saw the new law banning the slave trade as a chance 

to evade paying some of those debts altogether. They simply denied they owed 
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them. If the state constitution had banned the importation of slaves for sale 

since 1832, and if the law annulled sales made in violation of that ban, then 

perhaps every sale made after the ban went into effect had been illegal all along 

and slaveholders had no liability to fulfill their terms. This was a radical read

ing of the legal situation. When calling the legislature into session, Governor 

Lynch had explicitly warned members not to pass relief legislation that might 

"be construed as impairing the obligation of contracts," and the law itself 

clearly voided only sales made "after the passage of this act," suggesting that 

legislators knew that the constitutional ban had never been in force before. 

Nonetheless, a legal interpretation retroactively nullifying slave sales could col

lectively save Mississippi property owners millions of dollars and significantly 

ease the debt burden of the state as a whole. Such considerations surely en

tered the minds of Mississippi judges, including those on the state supreme 

court, who began ruling that deals made for imported slaves any time after 

May 1, 1833, were not legally binding.44 

The weighty implications of those rulings became clear in 1841, when the 

Supreme Court of the United States took up the case of Groves v. Slaughter. 

The facts of the case were relatively straightforward. In 1835 and again in 1836, 

Robert Slaughter, a resident of Louisiana, brought slaves into Mississippi. 

There he sold them on credit for nearly $15,000 to one John Brown, only to 

have Brown and three men who cosigned promissory notes on his behalf 

refuse either to pay what they owed when the notes came due late in 1837 or 

to return the slaves they had purchased. Slaughter sued in federal court and 

won his case, whereupon the losing parties appealed to the U.S. Supreme 

Court, claiming that the 1832 Mississippi constitution banned the importa

tion of slaves for sale and invalidated the promissory notes.45 

Delivering the 5-2 decision on behalf of the majority, Justice Smith 

Thompson upheld the ruling of the lower court, asserting that Mississippi's 

constitutional prohibition on importing slaves as merchandise "required leg

islative action to bring it into complete operation" and that all contracts for 

slave sales entered into prior to the state legislature's taking that action in 1837 

were legitimate and enforceable. By his own admission, Thompson's ruling was 

a narrow one that avoided the question of "whether this article in the consti

tution of Mississippi is repugnant to the constitution of the United States" 

because it appeared to assume for a state the power to regulate interstate 

commerce. The considerable importance of that larger question, though, had 

been evident throughout. Oral arguments before the court had lasted for seven 

days, and elite women of Washington society had crowded available seats to 
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listen. So had a number of senators and congressmen, drawn not only by the 

constitutional matters at stake but also by the prospect of hearing plaintiffs' 

lawyer Robert Walker, then a sitting senator from Mississippi, square off 

against Henry Clay and Daniel Webster, both of whom served as attorneys 

for the defendant.46 

In a way, the broad issue engaged by Groves v. Slaughter projected the fears 

that had animated the insurrection scare of 1835 nationally and into the po

litical arena, as a decision explicitly concluding the interstate slave trade fell 

solely within the regulatory purview of Congress opened the possibility of fed

eral interference that could destabilize the value of enslaved property gener

ally. Justice Thompson was willing to skirt that question, but several of his 

fellows were not, even among those who concurred with the court's decision. 

Both Justice John McLean and Chief Justice Roger Taney, for example, felt 

obliged to comment on what McLean considered the "momentous and most 

delicate subject" of who had control over the interstate trade. Both concluded 

that such authority rested entirely with the individual states and that with the 

proper enabling legislation in place, Mississippi was within its commercial 

rights to limit the scope of slave imports if it chose to do so.47 

Justice Henry Baldwin, however, maintained that his colleagues failed to 

grasp how property rights had to function if they were to work efficiently in 

a modern economy. Baldwin argued that it might be constitutionally permis

sible for individual states to limit or prohibit slave imports as "a regulation 

of police, for purposes of internal safety to the state, or the health and morals 

of its citizens, or to effectuate its system of policy in the abolition of slavery." 

But allowing states to regulate imports as a matter of commerce suggested that 

states might legitimately determine that items recognized as property elsewhere 

in the country were not property once within their boundaries, which Bald

win thought unacceptable. Such circumstances would make it impossible, he 

pointed out, for slaveholders to transport their slaves through a free state with

out risking confiscation, even though such transit, "whether of slaves or bales 

of goods, is lawful commerce among the several states .... Any reasoning or 

principle which would authorize any state to interfere with such transit of a 

slave, would equally apply to a bale of cotton, or cotton goods; and thus leave 

the whole commercial intercourse between the states liable to interruption or 

extinction by state laws, or constitutions."48 

Unlike McLean and Taney, Baldwin reasoned that by discriminating 

against the commercial rights of nonresidents, Mississippi's effort to prohibit 

the importation of slaves for sale could never be sustained constitutionally. 
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By his reckoning, no state could make itself entirely off-limits to human traf

ficking so long as any state recognized property in slaves, and the authority 

over interstate commerce that lay exclusively with Congress trumped the at

tempt of any state to do so, just as it did for attempts to limit interstate trade 

in anything salable. Indeed, as Baldwin saw things, even Congress could not 

constitutionally impede interstate dealings in slaves, because the Fifth Amend

ment guaranteed citizens the right to dispose of property as they saw fit. Re

gardless of whether the particular contracts in Groves were "invalid by the 

constitution of Mississippi," in other words, they "would be valid by the con

stitution of the United States."49 

Although speaking directly to legal and constitutional issues that would 

remain controversial long after 1841, in pointing toward what he saw as both 

the impracticability and the danger of separating out enslaved property from 

other categories of property Baldwin also gestured implicitly to specific chal

lenges facing Mississippi and the country as a whole during the Panic of 1837 

and its aftermath. Rarely had it been clearer that the extent to which slavery 

was interwoven in the fabric of American commercial life necessitated con

tending with it as a national concern, and whereas Baldwin worked from the 

proslavery premise that commercial exchanges in enslaved people required 

congressional protection, abolitionists used the economic crisis of the 1830s 

instead as evidence that slavery fundamentally compromised the fiscal health 

of the entire United States. They argued, in fact, that blame for the collapsing 

American economy could be placed squarely on foolish and hasty speculation 

in human bondage and its products. 

In the spring of 1837, for example, the Executive Committee of the Amer

ican Anti-Slavery Society observed that "the commercial world is now pass

ing into one of those collapses which never fail to succeed an overblown system 

of credit" and that responsibility for this particular collapse lay with slavehold

ers and their financial enablers. No people in the United States had more 

avidly sought credit during the flush times than slaveholders, and their inabil

ity to cover their debts was now bringing "the whole system to its ruin." 

Northern merchants were no less reproachable. "Anxious to partake the rich 

plunder," they had "furnished the capital for the extension of slave labor" and 

"reap[ed] great profit from the carrying trade," even as "the enormous extrava

gance and mad speculation that have grown out of the slave system" made "a 

re-action upon the system itself" inevitable. That northern capitalists were pay

ing a steep price for their greed, the committee concluded, was their own 

doing. "Madly hastening to be richer, they have outbid each other in long cred-
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its, to secure Southern custom, till the South, like all well-trusted and prodi

gal customers, has squandered her own means and theirs, and they are left in 

the lurch."50 

As the depression deepened, abolitionists continued harping on the no

tion that the nation's economic misery owed itself to the intertwining of north

ern capital and southern slavery. The argument probably climaxed in 1840 
with the publication ofJoshua Leavitt's "The Financial Power of Slavery," one 

of the most widely circulated and influential antislavery tracts of the era. Con

tending that slavery was "the chief source of the commercial and financial 

evils under which the country is now groaning," Leavitt called on readers to 

recognize how slavery systematically sucked capital out of the economy and 

how every American suffered for the lost millions northern investors had sunk 

into the South. "Ask any man of business in our cities," Leavitt suggested, 

"where his capital is gone, and where his hopelessly irrecoverable debts are, and 

he will point to the South .... And behind every one of these stands another 

class, who have sold goods, or lent money, or given their endorsement to others 

that have trusted their all at the South, and now cannot pay. And behind these 

another class, and another, and another, until there is hardly a remote hamlet 

in the free States that has not been directly or indirectly drained of its avail

able capital by the Southern Debt."51 

Leavitt and his fellow abolitionists oversimplified the extent to which slav

ery and slavery alone could be blamed for the Panic of 1837. Like any eco

nomic crisis, it resulted from a concatenation of factors, and even leading 

antislavery activists conceded there was propaganda value in focusing on slav

ery's role in the downturn. That there was something to their critique was 

undeniable nonetheless. Whatever profligacy might be attributed to white 

southerners gorging themselves on cheap loans for land and slaves, financially 

facilitating the binge were men outside the region who were no less able to 

resist the lure of what looked like easy money. Complicity in the flush times 

was general, and what the Panic of 1837 revealed in especially painful fashion 

was the entanglement of supposedly free financial markets with the dark vio

lence of slavery that was normally invisible and that many outside the South 

preferred to pretend did not exist.52 

As the Executive Committee of the American Anti-Slavery Society ob

served, one could "count the men who have direct intercourse with the South, 

and then take into account the circles of their northern friends-each in

tersecting or touching other circles," and one would find "that there was 

not an individual in the whole country whose opinion is not in a greater or 
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less degree acted upon by an influence which was set in motion by a southern 

bribe." When economic times were good, the committee continued, the wealth 

produced by slavery was "the common plunder of the country .... Northern 

merchants, northern mechanics, and manufacturers, northern editors, pub

lishers, and printers, northern hotels, stages, steamboats, rail-roads, canal boats, 

northern banks, northern schoolmasters, northern artists, northern colleges, 

and northern ministers of the Gospel, all get their share of emolument from 

this general robbery" of the enslaved. When the South suffered the kind of 

financial failure seen in the late 1830s, however, there was no way to maintain 

that pecuniary ties to slavery might coexist with moral and political opposi

tion to the institution, because interregional credit networks meant "the 

natural result of this extraordinary bankruptcy" was "to throw the ownership 

oflarge numbers of slaves upon Northern capitalists."53 

No place better demonstrated such things than Mississippi, as both the 

Executive Committee and Joshua Leavitt were well aware. More than any 

other state, the Executive Committee pointed out, Mississippi had resorted 

to the "necromancy of banking" to keep itself solvent, only to see rampant 

inflation and extensive mortgaging of property "to Northern merchants." 

Nowhere served as a better example of how the slave trade enhanced de

mands for investments that had vanished in the panic, Leavitt argued, 

than Mississippi, where the "trade was carried on by the aid of Northern 

capital ... until the bubble burst, and all that capital is gone, sunk, irrecov

erable." And the Executive Committee's assertion that the credit extended 

by northerners in flush times would make them slaveholders in a depression 

was exactly so. By the middle of the 1840s, for example, just one trust cre

ated by the United States Bank of Pennsylvania to recover its substantial 

debts in Mississippi owned four plantations. In the estimate of economic 

historian Richard Kilbourne, the trust "probably ranked among the largest 

slaveholders in Mississippi."54 

In the end, no amount of debt negotiation or forfeiture could save the 

state of Mississippi, and it seems unlikely that a U.S. Supreme Court decision 

allowing its residents to shirk their contractual obligations would have either. 

Cotton prices, which rebounded for a few months in 1838, nosedived in 1839, 

and would not return to what they had been in the middle of the 1830s for 

decades. The Union Bank scheme, meanwhile, proved a failure. By the time 

the Supreme Court issued its decision in Groves v. Slaughter, in fact, Missis

sippi had already defaulted on interest payments for Union Bank bonds, and 

in 1842 the legislature repudiated the bonds altogether. By the end of the 1840s 
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only two banks operated in the state, and Mississippi would neither charter 

another one nor receive foreign credit again until after the Civil War.55 

For his part, Jesse Mabry's fortunes were resolved even before his state's 

economic prostration became quite so epic. In November 1839, he sold every

thing he owned-all the land he had bought from Mark Cockrill, 800 addi

tional acres he had acquired since that purchase, scores of animals, the 800 

bales of cotton and 10,000 bushels of corn raised on his plantation the previ

ous season, his household furniture, his farm equipment, and 150 slaves-for 

$58,500 to a buyer from a neighboring county. That was roughly a quarter of 

what Mabry had paid for Cockrill's plantation alone just four and a half years 

earlier, and he would never again attain the elevated standing he had held so 

fleetingly during the flush times.56 

Still, whatever humiliations Mabry experienced as a consequence of his 

fall paled in comparison to the distress and suffering experienced by the slaves 

who became pawns in his attempts to scratch his way back to respectability. 

Moreover, neither Mabry nor most other whites in Mississippi seemed to learn 

anything from their experience. Jesse Mabry's credit might have been ruined, 

but his wife Nancy's was not. In 1841 she borrowed more than $8,ooo to buy 

land, and by 1850 the Mabrys once again owned a Mississippi cotton farm, 

worked by sixteen slaves. Those sixteen, in turn, represented just a tiny frac

tion of the more than 300,000 in the state, roughly twice the number that 

had lived there when cotton capitalism came crashing down in 1837.57 



CHAPTER 6 

"Broad is de Road dat Leads ter Death'' 

Human Capital and Enslaved Mortality 

DAINA RAMEY BERRY 

In December 1800, Jacob, "a valuable Waterman" and "an honest inoffensive 

negro," committed suicide by "stab[bing] himself." Because he was considered 

valuable, his enslaver, William Wilson, submitted a petition to the Virginia 

governor's office seeking compensation for the loss ofJacob, whom he referred 

to as his "chief support."1 It might seem unusual to contemporary readers that 

a slaveholder would file for compensation on the death of his bondman, but 

this was common in the late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century United States. 

Today we think of compensation for the enslaved as reparations, but rarely 

do we think about payments being made to those who profited from owning 

slaves. Historical records in British and U.S. archives confirm that enslavers 

received compensation on the death of their human chattel under specific cir

cumstances. Enslaved bodies, valued for their labor while alive, also had 

value in death. Such practices indicate that the life cycle of the enslaved ex

tended beyond human years and into postmortem spaces that few scholars 

have explored. 2 

Enslaved people represented a movable form of property known as chat

tel. They had monetary values reflecting their net worth and were itemized 

the same way as other forms of property. From Jacob's story we learn that en

slaved bodies had value even after they died.3 In the same vein, some colonial 

legislation valued enslaved people before they were born. Seventeenth-century 

Virginia laws confirmed enslavement through the bodies of enslaved women 
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according to the legal doctrine of partus sequitur ventrem, which held that the 

offspring followed the condition of the mother.4 This evidence compels us to 

rethink notions of the life cycle of the enslaved. The biological, spiritual, and 

economic bodies of enslaved people preceded birth and extended after death. 

This chapter explores how enslaved persons died, what role they had in their 

death, and the economic value attributed to their death. It also addresses the 

link between the cause of death and the price tag put on it. 

How are we to make sense of the value of black life in a historical con

text? How are we to make sense of the value of black life in a contemporary 

moment? These are important questions in current conversations about slav

ery, social justice, and reparations. This interest in how black lives are valued 

appears in protest language and news coverage associated with the black lives 

matter movement. One way to understand the historical antecedent is to ex

amine the life cycle of the enslaved, looking beyond the embodied presence 

and the humanity to explore enslaved bodies as commodities in both the phys

ical and the nonphysical worlds. Doing so acknowledges that the thought of 

a person's life marked the beginning of valuation, and interment or legal pro

ceedings after death represented the end of his or her capital value. With this 

in mind, there are two concurrent and contrasting perspectives on human 

property: one, the commodity logic of slaveholding, which viewed the enslaved 

as an economic body that could be commodified from before conception to 

after death, thereby exceeding the normal temporal frame set by these two 

endpoints, and the other representing the humanity logic of the enslaved 

that worked against their commodification during and after their natural 

lives. 

Scholars have been involved in these conversations for some time. Con

temporary political discourse questions the temporal meaning of slavery, the 

value of life, and the legacy of the peculiar institution. Legal scholars have 

advanced this discussion by looking at specific cases relating to the arguments 

for and against reparations.5 Historians of slavery are also trying to make sense 

of the ways in which slavery and capitalism are interrelated. Activists such as 

Randall Robinson, Senator John Conyers, and Deadria Farmer-Paellmann, 

among others, started this conversation in the 1980s by arguing that the U.S. 

government had a debt to pay the descendants of African Americans who 

toiled in fields, factories, and homes as enslaved laborers for nearly 300 years. 

I enter this conversation with others who have recently addressed capitalism 

and slavery and are interested in seeking historical explanations for the com

modification of enslaved laborers who shaped the American economy. Wilson, 
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Jacob's enslaver, certainly made this connection, as the petition he filed after 

Jacob's death illustrates. 

By Virginia law, slaveholders like Wilson could receive $soo for the 

death of an enslaved worker under court-specified circumstances. Wilson had 

a large family, and he hoped that the state would provide him with enough 

compensation to replace Jacob, his once trusted servant. However, the court 

rejected his claim, and it is with this decision that the historical record of 

Jacob ends.6 We know that this was the end of his natural life, and it appears 

that it was the end of his life as a commodity. What happened to Jacob's 

body? Was he laid to rest, or was his body desecrated and discarded? Did he 

have a funeral during which family and friends paid their final respects? The 

answers to these questions remain a mystery because the institution of slavery 

in the United States defined Jacob as a marketable commodity, not a human 

being. However, his insurrectionary actions, and the fact that he literally chose 

death, represent the point at which the commodification and the humanity 

of the enslaved converge. This convergence marks a point in our understand

ing of human chattel that warrants further attention. Enslaved people had 

economic values that extended beyond their natural and spiritual lives. 

How does one identify the moment a human captive becomes a measur

able commodity? At what point or stage of development does "humanness" 

disappear, transforming the person into a tradable good, primed and ready 

for the market? Unlike ginning equipment, plows, whips, or other plantation 

tools, enslaved people embodied a unique form of commodity. Often described 

as "human hoeing machines," bondpeople represented the instrument used 

by planters to cultivate crops for the market.7 They also served as valuable 

goods that were traded at the market. Enslaved people could never escape com

modification, but they found clever ways to assert their humanity. They cried 

and moaned when being separated from loved ones at auction, often leaving 

a deep impression on bystanders and potential buyers. Their very public and 

terrible grief made it difficult for some to ignore their humanity. Scholars in

terested in the value of human chattel identify the complexities of appraisals and 

sales based on a variety of factors, including age, sex, skill, health, and region. 8 

However, a slave's value at death has scarcely been addressed.9 The enslaved 

could not even escape commodification at the moment of death and beyond. 

This chapter tells the story of the enslaved body in life and in death. It is 

a story of the history of exploitation, marketability, and adaptation. It is also 

a story about the financial decisions people make to end their lives, knowing 

that their lives have already been taken. In the case of enslaved mortality, one 
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cannot overlook slaves' dual status as property and person. They were "a per

son with a price," and this led to several responses to their passing, from so

phisticated capital transactions to respectful burials to callous disregard of 

black life in the moment of death.10 This chapter moves through the arenas of 

homicide and suicide, life insurance, and state violence to see where the tem

poral boundaries oflife diverged, before devoting some final thoughts to how 

enslaved people understood and responded to death. 

Jacob's death gives us insight into enslaved people's actions within the 

larger history of capitalism and slavery, one that included a reign of terror that 

sometimes resulted in rebellions, conspiracies, and widespread death. He took 

his own life in 1800 after being "implicated in the late conspiracy of the Slaves," 

along with well-known martyrs such as Gabriel Prosser, the leader of this group 

of "rebels." Several scholars interested in the aftermath of slave rebellions and 

conspiracies have discussed deceased rebels such as Charles Deslondes (1811), 

Denmark Vesey (1822), and Nat Turner (1831) in the context of trials, confes

sions, executions, or acquittals. However, few historians have explored the 

literal and figurative expressions of death anchored in capitalism. In short, 

what happened when the enslaved died? Were the "rebels" buried? How did the 

slave community respond? Did their slaveholding families receive compensa

tion? Even though we know very little about Jacob, his demise and afterlife cast 

into sharp relief the relationship between and among capitalism, slavery, and 

death. 

Suicide and Homicide 

Recent scholarship on death among the enslaved, including deaths by suicide 

and homicide, supports my thesis of the commodification of bodies beyond 

death.11 Suicide, or, as I prefer to call it, the "act of self-destruction," was a 

bold decision for an enslaved person. It served as the final act of their com

modification and should not carry the contemporary negative stigma often 

attached to such events. Court records show that enslavers took one another 

to court seeking compensation when their human property died through hom

icide. Yet exploring the cause of death in both cases allows conversations 

about the enslaved as active participants in controlling their own destiny to 

take place. Viewed as an assertion of their humanity, suicide and homicide 

meant that they could escape the commodification of their lives; they had no 

idea the commodification would continue post-mortem. 
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In November 1848, the lives of a South Carolina enslaved family were 

about to be turned upside down. Bob, Binah, and two children worked for 

Andrew Bunch, and it is likely that they were well adjusted to their routine 

on the Bunch plantation. However, William Smith purchased them from 

Bunch, agreeing to pay $1,100 for the lot. When he arrived with the notes in 

hand, he asked Bob if he would like him to be his new master. Bob said he 

"would not suit." Smith explained to Bob, "I have not come to consult you ... 

you are mine." The new owner instructed his human property to "reconcile 

to the change" and give him no trouble. Bob finished his task and got up and 

walked toward his cabin. Anticipating flight, Smith offered a word of caution: 

"it is no use for you to run, for I have my dogs, and can catch you." Bob said 

that he "would run from no man," and he proceeded to his cabin. After some 

time passed, Smith and the other people present went to the cabin. "Bob 

came out of the door with his throat cut, and bleeding; he made a few turns 

in the yard, fell on his knees, sank to the ground, and there bled to death."12 

Before his body had stiffened, the two gentlemen started arguing over the sale 

because Bob died on the scene and had not been delivered to Smith. 

Even though Bob was responsible for his own death, his "life" continued 

in court for three years more. Immediately after the harrowing scene, Smith 

amended the note to create "A new trade ... for $650" instead of $1,100, since 

Bob had killed himsel£ But agitated by "the shocking spectacle of Bob's death," 

Bunch spent the next three years pursuing the $450 value of his deceased bond

man. Bunch believed Smith should bear the financial burden of Bob's death, 

and sued to recover the original terms of sale. The court agreed, and "the jury 

found a verdict for the plaintiff for $456, with interest, from the 14th Novem

ber 1848," requiring Smith to cover Bob's value with interest for three years 

post-mortem even though he had never reaped the benefits of Bob's labor.13 

The jury's willingness to charge Smith interest clearly confirms the expanded 

life cycle of enslaved people's economic value beyond death. Even though Bob's 

physical body was gone, his financial value lived on in the courts for three 

years, while state funds were used to hear the case and appeals. Bob's deceased 

body continued to make money for Bunch at a rate of 0.5 percent per year: 

interest on dead slaves was another way their fiscal impact continued in post

mortem spaces. 

Slaveholding whites sought compensation for enslaved laborers' deaths, 

especially when others were responsible. Southern magistrates recognized that 

communities contained dishonest slaveholders as well as slaves, yet their charge 

was to render decisions based on the material presented. In the case of an Ala-
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bama bondman murdered for stealing "a piece of old carpet," a local inn

keeper and his son took the law into their own hands and beat him. First, the 

innkeeper "struck him with a stake ... [and] punched him in the face and 

mouth," knocking out some of his teeth. The remaining details come from 

Theodore Dwight Weld, an abolitionist who wrote about the horrors of slav

ery. The following quotation provides insight into abolitionist discourse on 

the value of enslaved bodies: 

They whipped him by turns, with heavy cowskins, and made the 

dogs shake him. A Mr. Phillips, who lodged at the house, heard 

the cruelty during the night. On getting up he found the negro in 

the bar-room, terribly mangled with the whip, and his flesh so 

torn by the dogs, that the cords were bare. He remarked to the 

landlord that he was dangerously hurt, and needed care. The 

landlord replied that he deserved none. Mr. Phillips went to a 

neighboring magistrate, who took the slave home with him, where 

he soon died. The father and son were both tried, and acquitted!! A 

suit was brought, however, for damages in behalf of the owner of 

the slave, a young lady by the name of Agnes Jones. I was on the 

jury when these facts were stated on oath. Two men testified, one 

that he would have given $1000 for him, the other $900 or $950. 

The jury found the latter sum.14 

In this case, a magistrate tried to care for the badly beaten bondman, but a 

jury trial acquitted the father-and-son duo of the crime. When the alleged 

owner, Agnes Jones, sued for damages, she received $950 for the death of her 

bondman. One cannot determine how long it took for Jones to receive com

pensation for her deceased slave. However, his postmortem financial value in

cluded at least two hearings, confirming that the court contested his worth 

beyond his death. 

In some cases neighbors took legal action against slaveholders for using 

excessive force on their own human chattel. Such was the case of Major Har

ney, who went to court for a coroner's inquest on the death of his bondwoman 

Hannah and the suicide of her unnamed husband. Witnesses claimed that 

Harney excessively beat her for "three successive days" because he believed she 

stole his keys. Apparently "Her flesh was so lacerated and torn, that it was im

possible for the jury to say whether it had been done with a whip or hot iron; 

some think both." In the end, Hannah "was tortured to death." Did members 
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of the jury see sketches of the deceased bondwoman's body, or was her lacer

ated frame brought to court and displayed? It is likely that the jury visited the 

coroner's office to gaze at the "evidence," or that they read an autopsy detail

ing Hannah's badly maimed body. In either case, this postmortem analysis 

extended Hannah's physical existence in court after an unusually violent 

death. But the story did not end there. When Major Harney failed to locate 

his keys, he turned to Hannah's "husband" and "commenced [to] torturing 

him." In response, Hannah's husband "ran into the Mississippi [River] and 

drowned himself." Although his motive is unclear, it seems probable that he 

desired to join his wife in death rather than suffer similar consequences. Dur

ing the coroner's inquest, community members testified about the "pious" 

and "industrious" nature of the deceased bondman.IS The value of Hannah 

and her husband lived beyond their deaths through state-administered funds 

used to investigate Hamey's behavior and his financial loss.I6 

The actions of Samuel Williams, a slaveholder from Bourbon County, 

Kentucky, represent another side to the story of human capital and enslaved 

mortality. This case illustrates the distance people traveled to collect human 

property and their responses when enslaved persons, as Bob did, destroyed 

themselves at the moment of sale or transfer. Just before the Panic of 1837 

plunged the nation into financial turmoil, Williams experienced a different 

sort of crash when a recently purchased slave took his own life. Williams had 

sent his agent, "Frank," to purchase and deliver this "Negro fellow" to his son, 

who lived nearly 500 miles away. Frank paid "nine hundred dollars and put 

[the bondman] in jail for safe keeping" in preparation for the long journey 

ahead. But when the jailer went to retrieve the bondman, "he found him dead 

hanging by the neck." Apparently Williams lost other human capital that 

year, for he noted, "This is about the 10th we have lost and like to lose." He 

wrestled with the ramifications of such loss, conceding that "the hand of 

providence is sorely against us." Even though the death of this bondman 

saved Williams transportation expenses, it left him with no one to "do jobs" for 

him. It also forced him to reevaluate his assets as he sought to recover the 

$900 paid for the now deceased bondman.I? We do not have records indi

cating whether or not Williams took legal action to record the loss of the 

bondman, but we do know he felt burned by the "Negro fellow's" action. 

Like most nineteenth-century investors, Williams faced financial losses 

in human and agricultural property. The loss in 1837 was profound. Investors 

rushed to collect on debts and tried to find ways to circumvent an inevitable 
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decline. Williams was not alone; like many others, he persevered through this 

difficult financial time by pursuing payment for outstanding loans. For ex

ample, Williams asked his son to collect monies owed to him by a man named 

George Redman, but the debtor failed to cooperate. Surveying the situation, 

Williams instructed his son to warn Redman that "he had better mortgage 

his land and negroes" to raise the money owed because he was no longer pay

ing "for dead negroes," perhaps reflecting on the $900 loss from the undeliv

ered bondman.18 When an enslaved person took his or her own life, some 

members of the planter class questioned the meaning of their investments in 

human chattel. Even if they did not abandon slaveholding altogether, slave 

suicide may have encouraged some enslavers to recognize the enslaved as 

human beings. 

For some captives, self-destruction marked an active rejection of their 

commodification and served as a final, tragic attempt to claim their person

hood. Sales and transfers from one slaveholder to another marked moments 

in which a human being was treated as a commensurable commodity. Aside 

from livestock and other animals, no other products have personalities, ex

press feelings, or display opinions. There is something unique about enslaved 

people because they represented and produced marketable goods. Those who 

terminated their lives just before a sale saved themselves from witnessing the 

capital side of their existence. They hastened their transition into the spiritual 

realm, allowing their humanity to have the last word. Like Jacob's decision to 

evade trial by stabbing himself in the aftermath of the Gabriel Prosser uprising, 

Bob's suicide protected him from the physical transfer to a new slaveholder. 

Yet the sale still took place, three years after his death. In both cases, the 

postmortem financial value of these bondmen appeared in legal records that 

documented the commodification of their bodies beyond their physical ex

istence. 

Bondpeople knew their labor held value; some defied slaveholders through 

self-destruction or death by suicide.19 Their objective was to prevent traders, 

agents, and slaveholding whites from capitalizing on their value, and they 

chose to do so through self-destruction. No other marketable product had the 

ability to destroy or botch a sale. For some it was a hasty response to separa

tion from a loved one; for others it was an overt rejection of their captivity 

and commodification. Annie Tate of North Carolina, for example, vividly re

membered her grandmother's death following the severe beating and sale of 

her grandfather. The moment her grandmother learned that her husband had 
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been sold, she was" 'bout crazy so she walks off en de plantation." The North 

Carolina plantation on which she lived bordered the Neuse River, and "gran 

maw gits dar, and jumps in."20 Similarly, Michael, a bondman from Missouri, 

could not tolerate being separated from his wife when shipped to the Deep 

South. During his transport, "at the mouth of the Ohio River," he filed off 

his irons and attempted to flee to her residence. Michael "refused to be sent 

to the South, unless his wife should also accompany him." He resisted sepa

ration at every stage, but when he failed to "surrender himself," he was placed 

in jail. The moment he learned he was "about to be sent away without his wife, 

and that he would in all probability, never again see her, he resolved to end 

both his life and his servitude." Michael hanged himself in the jail cell, alone 

on a Tuesday evening in the summer of 1835.21 Like Tate's grandmother, he 

chose death over separation through one final act, asserting his humanity 

through suicide. Francis Black, on the other hand, lost the desire to live after 

being kidnapped as a young girl, yet she did not choose self-destruction. Dur

ing her abduction from a Mississippi plantation, she yelled and screamed, but 

the kidnapper told her to "shet up ... or I'll kill you." Her response was simple, 

"kill me if you wants to-you stole me from my folks."22 In her eyes, the 

kidnapper literally took her life. Black, like many enslaved people, could not 

imagine life without her parents. Although she lived to experience freedom, 

marry, and give birth to six children, she never reunited with her birth 

family. Years later, when she shared her testimony with Works Progress Ad

ministration workers in the 1930s, she was blind and approximately eighty

seven years old. 

No matter how often their humanity was ignored, enslaved people yearned 

to be treated as respectable individuals. Former bondman Charles Ball noted 

that owners tried to cover up an enslaved person's suicide because of the neg

ative social stigma it brought to their homestead. "When a negro kills him

self," he explained, "the master is unwilling to let it be known, least the deed 

should be attributed to his own cruelty." Evidently, "A certain degree of dis

grace falls upon the master whose slave has committed suicide."23 

Life Insurance and Compensation 

Life insurance policies provided a measure of security for those uncertain 

about investing in human chattel. As a relatively new area of slavery scholar

ship, historians argue that insurance policies were designed to protect slave-
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holders' fiscal investment in the enslaved, but legal proceedings sometimes 

did not rule in favor of administering funds.24 Evidence of this appears in 

ship records of the transatlantic slave trade, particularly in the case of the 

Zong massacre. This famous case involved the murder of approximately 132 

African captives who were thrown overboard a slave ship in 1781. They were 

alive and sacrificed so that the crew could focus their efforts on saving the 

remaining cargo, given limited supplies. Upon the ship's arrival in Jamaica, 

the ship owners filed an insurance claim for their loss. The court ruled in 

favor of the owners, identifying the African captives as goods, not people. 

However, the insurers appealed and won their case with a ruling that over

turned the original decision. 25 The debates surrounding this case created a 

public discourse on the value of captives' lives. 

Similar conversations occurred in the United States in 1841 when captives 

rebelled on the Creole.26 However, in this case the enslaved people mutinied 

on board the slave ship and won the case because they had been illegally en

slaved. Both cases led to questions about whether or not shippers were indem

nified against loss. More important is the idea that enslaved captives were 

insured in anticipation of a loss, and that their lives held value at death. 

Slaveholders lost value in enslaved people without slaves having died; and in

deed, slaves had the ability to lower their market values significantly through 

various actions of self-destruction and self-liberation, such as damaging their 

bodies or running away.27 Yet slaveholders maximized the value of their en

slaved laborers in life and in death. They tried to recover the financial loss of 

deceased bondpeople in private and public settings through legislative peti

tions, coroner's inquests, and other legal actions. They also tried to make wise 

financial decisions about speculation in human capital, seeking healthy and 

obedient laborers who they believed would not give them trouble. 

Insurance protected their investments in a slave workforce, particularly 

when their laborers toiled in risky work environments, traveled to markets, or 

worked in urban settings. The insurance industry wavered over slave policies 

in the 1830s, then developed them in the 1840s, and by the mid- to late 1850s 

planters in the South had several options for slave policies.28 In February 1854, 

the Alabama Senate and House of Representatives submitted "an act to in

corporate the Planters' Insurance Company." Section 5 included security "upon 

the Lives and Health, both of white persons and slaves" in the event of "loss 

in any manner, by Fire, Dangers of the Seas, Rivers, or otherwise."29 Slave

holders who purchased a policy through this company could rest assured that 

death during transportation guaranteed compensation. Because of the vague 
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language, it is also likely that slaveholders could collect the financial value of 

deceased slaves who committed suicide as some-but not all-policies cov

ered "loss in any manner." 

The Petersburg Marine Insurance Company specialized in insuring slaves 

transported from Virginia to Louisiana. On April 18, 1853, William Haxall 

purchased a $1,850 policy to insure five slaves: Cairo and Jepe, valued at $JOO 

each; Beverly, valued at $J50; Charlotte, valued at $400; and Sydney, valued 

at $500. In addition to this protection, Haxall listed the brig and captain as 

responsible parties, holding the latter accountable for payment with "no de

duction to be made from the sum insured, except two per cent." The policy 

also contained protection against "fire, enemies, pirates, rovers, thieves, jetti

sons."30 It is difficult to determine whether Haxall ever had to cash in on this 

policy, yet we know that slaveholders throughout the United States protected 

the transportation costs of their newly purchased bondpeople as part of the 

domestic slave trade.31 

Mary Moncure, also a Virginia resident, insured two enslaved laborers 

under much different circumstances. Rather than insuring bondpeople prior 

to travel, Moncure secured four-year policies from the Virginia Life Insur

ance Company for her valuable house servants. 32 In June 1860, Moncure 

insured Austin for $1,000 and Mary Jane for $800. The policy, however, 

contained a unique clause that protected the insurance company, not the 

policyholder, in the event of self-destruction. Virginia Life stipulated that 

"in case the said slave shall commit suicide, or shall die by any means of any 

invasion, insurrection, riot, or civil commotion ... the policy shall be void, 

null, and of no effect."33 In other words, the company refused to indemnify 

enslavers for enslaved people who participated in insurrections, perhaps 

because Virginia Life's directors recalled compensation provided to slave

holders whose bondpeople fled to the British during the American Revolu

tion and the War of 1812. They also may have denied insurance for "rebels," 

given the recompense enslavers received in the aftermath of the Southamp

ton rebellion. 34 

Slaveholders such as H. C. Cox, J. R. Cates, and W. H. Wilson agreed to 

one-year policies for their bondmen, Alfred, Charles, and Stephen, despite 

Virginia Life's suicide exemption. They insured these bondmen because of the 

risky nature of their work. 35 Enslaved men faced death on a daily basis as they 

labored in Virginia coal mines. The records of the Chesterfield County mines 

are replete with accounts of individual bondmen losing their lives in explo-
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sions, fires, floods, and other mining accidents. Enslaved men such as Bob 

Burton, David Depp, John Goode, and Richard Handcock, among countless 

others, died as a result of "pit explosions."36 Their deaths were reported in 

local newspapers such as the Daily Dispatch, the South-Side Democrat, and 

the Richmond Enquirer, and some of their owners cashed in insurance pol

icies. Ninety-seven enslaved workers in the Virginia coal mines had life 

insurance policies from companies such as Baltimore Life, Nautilus Insur

ance Company of New York, and Virginia Life. The sort of one-year policies 

taken out on Alfred, Charles, and Stephen usually cost $10 or less annually, 

and several mandated medical examinations. 37 Such examinations represent 

another space-beyond the auction block-where enslaved people were 

subjected to degrading inspection to assess their monetary value. Slavehold

ers were willing to pay extra money to insure their slaves in order to avoid, 

in the words of the aggrieved Kentucky slaveholder Samuel Williams, "pay

ing for dead negroes."38 

State Violence and Redemption 

Enslaved people had values that their enslavers capitalized on, but, owing to 

their chattel status, the state also had rights over their bodies. In addition to 

being able to take enslaved people away, the state also provided monetary 

redemption for them. Despite their status as private property, it is clear that 

their dual identity as human beings led to tenuous rights and ownership is

sues among slaveholders, who went to the state for protection and compen

sation. 

Slaveholders who sent their bondpeople to work on public projects also 

turned to the state when their laborers died by accident or homicide. Some of 

these projects included building roads, canals, and bridges, as well as service 

on fire brigades and in repairing levees.39 In July 1848, William B. William

son, William Maxey, and John D. Turner of Polk County, Texas, lost three 

bondmen in the Trinity River. They believed that Thomas (age twenty-five), 

Charles (age twenty-one), and Goodwin (age twenty-one) had "accidently" 

died for lack of "proper care and attention" while conducting roadwork on 

the bank of the river. Three years after their deaths, these slaveholders sub

mitted a petition to the Senate and House of Representatives of Texas seek

ing compensation for the $800-$900 value of these enslaved men. It is not 
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clear why there was a delay in submitting the petition, but a local newspaper 

confirmed that the Texas legislature "indefinitely postponed" any discussion of 

this request.40 It is likely that Wilson, Moxey, and Turner filed for compensation 

prior to the1851 legislative session, but we do not have records to confirm such 

actions. We do know, however, that the men felt that "private property under 

the Constitution of our state cannot be taken for public use without just com

pensation."41 Since their slaves were "taken" unjustly and used to benefit the 

state rather than individual owners, Williamson, Maxey, and Turner sought 

"reasonable compensation" for their losses. In November 1851 the postmortem 

values of Thomas, Charles, and Goodwin were still being contested, and the 

case was referred to "the committee on state affairs."42 The historical record of 

these bondmen ends at this point, but it appears that the state continued its 

investigation. Once again, valuation of deceased slaves continued beyond the 

immediate time of death. We may never know whether Williamson, Maxey, 

or Turner received compensation for their enslaved workers, but it is clear that 

the enslaved men were still "alive" financially, three years post-mortem. 

Sometimes former slaveholders profited from the death of their slaves, of

ten their most rebellious ones. Evidence of compensation for murdered slaves 

can be found in scholarship on slave resistance and rebellion.43 The Virginia 

court of Oyer and Terminer set a precedent for compensation of executed 

enslaved "felons" as early as 1705. According to a legal historian, Philips J. 

Schwarz, "the intention of that compensation was to enable slave owners to 

regain the financial value of the executed person." This practice also sought 

to "encourage owners not to cover up felonies in order to retain-or to sell 

away privately-a particularly valuable laborer."44 In South Carolina, an en

slaved man named Prince participated in a similar hearing, though for a lesser 

crime. He received the death penalty after being accused and convicted of 

burglary. Prior to the day of execution, Prince was valued at $500 and his 

owner, John Davidson, received compensation.45 

Some enslavers, such as Samuel Davis, also from South Carolina, took 

advantage of the law. He "procured the conviction and execution of his own 

slave for stealing" a gingerbread cake from a local baker in order to capitalize 

on the man's monetary value.46 Even when the shopkeeper forgave the accused 

bondman, Davis insisted on the conviction because the slave's "assessed value, 

brought him more money than he could have obtained for the slave in 

market."47 The idea that a dead slave could be worth more than a living one 

presented a problem that the courts had to resolve, and had been trying to 

rectify since the 1781 Zong case. As a result, court investigations involved de-
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tailed depositions, thorough medical examinations, reviews of diverse evi

dence, and sometimes a trial by jury. 

Burial Rituals and Enslaved Humanity 

Enslaved people's funerary rituals and concepts of death have long been the 

subject of scholarly inquiry. From the 1970s scholarship of Albert Raboteau 

and Eugene D. Genovese to the recent work of Vincent Brown, Walter Rucker, 

and Stephanie Smallwood, we have a deeper understanding of how the en

slaved responded to death.48 Some of this work comes from the field of 

historical archeology, where sites of study reveal the rituals and experiences of 

enslaved people.49 This scholarship has allowed us to enter a sacred space where 

the human side of chattel slaves celebrated life and death. It is a rich and well

documented literature that is too long to recap here. Instead, I will close with 

a reading of the first few stanzas of ''I'se Born to Die," the 1763 hymn com

posed by Charles Wesley, an itinerant Methodist clergyman who visited colo

nial Georgia and South Carolina during the peak years of the first Great 

Awakening. Enslaved people sang this hymn and others at their loved ones' 

funerals. 

The use of this hymn reflects the temporal understanding oflife and death 

that this chapter highlights. Just as the economic body lived on in postmor

tem spaces, this song does so as well. Many who sang this hymn believed life 

continued on in some fashion beyond the expiration of the body. Scholars of 

African and African American religious philosophies describe the importance 

of the African afterlife, noting that ancestor spirits played a role in the every

day lives of Africans and their descendants. Family tradition and lore gave 

Africans and African Americans familiarity with departed extended family 

members whom they had never met. Likewise, African conceptions of time 

allowed people to think about the afterlife as a place that was active in the 

present.50 

In response to their commodification, the enslaved cleaved to their hu

manity in a variety of ways. Knowing that the slaveholding class viewed them 

as goods used to produce marketable items, some enslaved people embraced 

death as a tangible escape from commodification. Here I recall the story of 

Jacob, the bondman who took his life in Gabriel's rebellion rather than face 

execution. But the acceptance of death as an exit strategy did not satisfy all. 

Some shrugged their shoulders and kept on working when an enslaved 
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comrade passed away; others were sad and mourned for weeks.51 "If a slave 

died on our place," a bondman named Robert recalled, "nobody went to de 

fields 'til atter de buryin.' "52 His slaveholder required strict burying practices, 

for he "never let nobody be buried 'til dey had been dead 24 hours.''53 Accord

ing to Robert, his owner implemented this rule because "it warn't right to 

hurry 'em off into de ground too quick atter dey died.''54 Since there were no 

"undertakers dem days," bondpeople helped prepare the body. Robert's slave

holder provided "cooling boards" and coffins to his enslaved property. Rob

ert's Uncle Squire served as the coffin maker, and the community pitched in 

and "painted [them] to make 'em look nice.''55 It seems as though his slave

holder made an effort to balance the duality between humanity and property. 

During slave funeral services, a preacher shared words of encouragement 

and sang songs. Staking claim to their humanity in the face of commodifica

tion, enslaved mourners grappled with the meaning of death. The first three 

stanzas of Wesley's hymn are as follows: 

AND am I born to die? 

To lay this body down? 

And must my trembling spirit fly 

Into a world unknown -

A land of deepest shade, 

Unpierced by human thought, 

The dreary regions of the dead, 

Where all things are forgot? 

Soon as from earth I go, 

What will become of me? 

Eternal happiness or woe 

Must then my portion be; 

Waked by the trumpet's sound, 

I from my grave shall rise, 

And see the Judge with glory crowned, 

And see the flaming skies. 

How shall I leave my tomb? 

With triumph or regret? 

A fearful or a joyful doom, 

A curse or blessing meet? 

Will angel-bands convey 
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Their brother to the bar? 

Or devils drag my soul away, 

To meet its sentence there?56 

Identifying with the hymn, enslaved people tried to understand the meaning 

of the afterlife. These words reflected their hope for redemption, resurrection, 

and likeness with Jesus, but they also questioned and gave some comfort dur

ing difficult times. Slaves embraced a spiritual Judge whom they hoped to see 

"with glory crowned." But, with humility, they also saw tension between good 

and evil, "a curse or blessing," and perhaps recognized God's final judgment. 

After the song and a prayer at the grave, the body was laid to rest, and the 

mourners shoveled dirt to cover the coffin. 

The burial practices on Robert's estate may have been the exception, not 

the rule. Kate of Texas remembered that her owner made the coffin and in

structed them not to take too long with the burial. Maintaining a tight rein 

on burial rituals may have been a strategy Kate's slaveholder utilized to quash 

the humanity of those enslaved and emphasize their role as human machines. 

They were not allowed to sing or pray; instead, he reprimanded them to 

"jus' put them in the ground and cover 'em up and hurry back to that field."57 

John, also from Texas, recalled that "dey didn't have no funerals for de slaves, 

but jes' bury dem like a cow or a hoss, jes' dig a hole and roll 'em in it and 

cover 'em up."58 Regardless of funerary rituals, slaves remembered scriptures 

and songs, often resulting in formal or informal funerals. They used these mo

ments to grapple with the cycles oflife and found ways to make peace with the 

departed. 

"Broad is de Road dat Leads ter Death I An' there an' here we travel": 

this remark captures one bondwoman's reflection on her experience with 

slavery.59 It is taken, a bit out of context, from Matthew 7:13-14, which reads: 

"Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road 

that leads to destruction, and many enter through it. But small is the gate and 

narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it."60 This bondwoman 

understood that enslaved people faced more occasions to die than to live; she 

also recognized that they traveled on the road to death and destruction on a 

daily basis. Whether they found solace in life or in taking their own lives, 

slaves understood the circumstances of their enslavement, even if their opin

ions differed from those of their enslavers. 

Despite the denial of their humanity, enslaved people strived to be viewed 

as people, not products.61 In the eyes of slaveholders, the enslaved were human 
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capital, not only during their lifetime but also before birth and after death. 

Unpredictable loss from suicide and murder carried significant consequences 

in the southern marketplace. The outcomes of these events were capricious, 

but some planters found security through insurance policies. From the first 

appraisal of the enslaved to their valuation at death, southern slaveholders used 

extreme measures to protect their investment. They appraised, hired, insured, 

transferred, mortgaged, and used slaves as collateral for debt. By contrast, 

bondpeople embraced their humanity in public and private settings. They 

struggled with the balance between being both person and product on a daily 

basis because their existence did not start or end with commodification. Their 

lives as people began when they entered the physical world and ended when 

they departed, whereas their lives as products began prior to conception and 

lasted years into postmortem. Funerary rituals challenged their enslavers to 

recognize them as human beings. As a result, enslaved men, women and 

children entered their graves hoping for a seat in God's Kingdom, clinging to 

their humanity until their very last breath. 



CHAPTER 7 

August Belmont and 

the World the Slaves Made 

KATHRYN BOODRY 

Recent work on the financial history of slavery has focused on the creation of 

slave-backed securities and the entangled relationship of state-chartered banks, 

government-issued bonds, and remote investors in Europe and the northern 

United States. Such scholars as Edward Baptist and Richard Kilbourne have 

recovered the precarious schemes of the Consolidated Association of the Plant

ers of Louisiana (a bank that took slaves as collateral for loans issued to pur

chase additional slaves) and the United States Bank of Philadelphia (Nicholas 

Biddle's post-Bank War enterprise that invested heavily in upstart southern 

banks). It is crucial, however, to remember that the most important transac

tions in the financial history of slavery involved the transatlantic marketing 

of agricultural commodities produced by enslaved people under violent coer

cion. Indeed, the place where American slavery most significantly intersected 

with the global financial system was in the credit-driven method of market

ing the cotton of the American South to brokers in Liverpool and merchant 

bankers in London and Lancashire.1 

In the nineteenth century, cotton was the primary export item produced 

by the United States for a global market. As early as 1815 the United States 

was the largest producer and Great Britain the largest consumer of cotton. As 

Friedrich Engels noted, "England and the United States are bound together 

by a single thread of cotton, which, weak and fragile as it may appear, is, nev

ertheless, stronger than an iron cable." But this common thread was woven 

not only from a raw fiber but also from increasingly sophisticated ways of 
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providing credit. In everything from the purchasing of slaves and supplies to 

the sending of harvested crops to market, plantation agriculture depended on 

frequent infusions of money to keep things running. Though they consti

tuted the wealthiest cohort of antebellum Americans, slaveholders held little 

cash on hand. Instead, they borrowed against cotton that in some cases had 

not yet been planted, let alone picked, baled, or sold. An entire financial 

infrastructure sustained this system of advances and consignments, with 

mercantile "factors" usually responsible for transforming a planter's cotton 

(harvested or anticipated) into the cash necessary to meet the previous year's 

debts and the credit to secure the coming year's need for capital.2 

The credit that allowed slaveholders "to sell cotton in order to buy ne

gros-to make more cotton to buy more negros 'ad infinitum'" (as one in

sightful observer described the economic logic of the plantation South in 1835) 

ultimately is traceable back to London, the global financial capital of the nine

teenth century. Loans that ran through a New Orleans factor or a New York 

bank often originated in England, both because the bulk of American cotton 

was sold there and because the largest financial houses saw promising invest

ment opportunities in the United States. Alexander Brown & Sons, Baring 

Brothers, and the Rothschilds devoted a great deal of energy in the 1820s, 1830s, 

and 1840s to investing in the American economy and analyzing American mar

kets. They purchased government securities, underwrote upstart banks, and 

brokered cotton. These firms' involvement in the cotton trade was important 

to their long-term development, for it was here they gained expertise and tested 

business models that would eventually prove even more lucrative in other sec

tors of the economy.3 

The Rothschilds perhaps best illustrate the volatile and productive rela

tionship of international finance and American slavery. When the Rothschild 

houses initially entered American markets in the 1820s, they focused on the 

purchase of state and municipal bonds. From 1834 to 1843 they served as the 

bankers of the United States in Europe, a position they happily wrested away 

from Baring Brothers. They relished the political capital that accompanied the 

position but derived little profit from the processing of payments for diplo

matic figures across the continent. For a short period between 1837 and 1849, 

the Rothschilds invested in cotton, but in 1849 the firm began to aggressively 

purchase gold in San Francisco. The firm's primacy in that market resulted in 

no small measure from earlier lessons learned in the cotton trade. Wealth and 

knowledge generated from what was a brief and intensive engagement with 
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slave-grown cotton facilitated later specializations in American markets by 

firms that have come to define modern capitalism. 

The Rothschild presence in American plantation agriculture owed largely 

to a single man, August Belmont. As the New York agent for the Rothschild 

houses in Paris and London, Belmont arrived in the United States just as the 

cotton-driven system of Atlantic finance collapsed in the spring of 1837. See

ing opportunities among the wreckage, Belmont is an ideal guide through the 

logic of the large Anglo-American merchant bankers who had financed the 

rapid extension of the cotton frontier and the accompanying markets in land, 

slaves, and staple agricultural commodities. Since Belmont was initially learn

ing the ways of American markets himself and was eager to lead both the 

London and Paris Rothschild houses into diverse areas of investment, his let

ters provide a great deal of insight into the changing economic and political 

landscape of the antebellum United States. Belmont wrote to the Rothschilds 

daily from 1837 on, commenting on American and global affairs, investment 

markets, and finance. The irony is that his initial misapprehensions and 

mistakes are often more instructive than his successes. Belmont and the 

Rothschilds learned how to navigate American markets together, stumbling 

through early operations in cotton and tobacco, learning the rhythms and 

methods vital to success, and then applied that knowledge to good effect when 

moving decisively into gold in 1849. 

How Finance Wove Together an Atlantic Cotton Kingdom 

To understand the world Belmont found in May 1837, it is necessary to 

consider briefly how the world of finance and cotton worked before his ar

rival. Trade in cotton in the early nineteenth century was characterized by 

the direct purchase of cotton by mill owners in Lancashire from agents in the 

southern United States and sales from brokers in Liverpool. A few early cot

ton merchants based in Liverpool also supplied some cotton to mills further 

inland, in the Manchester region and Scodand.4 As trade in cotton grew, 

more agents were attracted to transactions in the article, and business was 

increasingly conducted through agents located in Liverpool, New York, and 

southern port cities such as New Orleans. As more cotton was planted and 

sold, speculation in the article increased as well, with frenzied buying from 

1824 to 1826 driving prices of the commodity to excessive heights and resulting 
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in a corresponding crash in price later in 1826. This crash, unlike the Panic of 

1837, had far greater effects in England than in the United States, and re

sulted in a bullion drain and 20 percent drop in specie. With this panic, 

many English merchant manufacturers who had previously been active in 

cotton operations pulled out of American markets, leaving the field open for 

larger merchant bankers eager to invest their capital in ventures that offered 

more potential for profit than was available in England or Europe. Given the 

conditions in Europe, many Anglo-American houses were eager to invest in 

the United States despite the risks, especially in cotton. 

British merchant bankers had abundant motivation to expand their op

erations in American markets in the 1820s: between 1820 and 1830 over a third 

of American exports went to Britain, and more than 40 percent of American 

imports were British. A remarkable 80 percent of the cotton in Lancashire 

came from the southern United States.5 Further, because of a marked expan

sion in trade across the Americas, a relative dearth of investment opportuni

ties in England, and the use of British sterling as a global currency, British 

capital became an export item in the 1820s. London had become "the money 

meter of the world," and savvy banking houses such as the Rothschilds and 

the Browns sought to turn profit abroad. The houses that failed to invest in 

the Americas stagnated. For the House of Baring, for example, this was a 

period of negligible growth. It was still regarded as a stable, prosperous and 

well-capitalized firm, but comparatively speaking it had lost ground. The firm 

returned to U.S. markets with renewed energy in the late 1820s, appointing 

Thomas Wren Ward its American agent in 1828. Yet in 1830, still seeking a 

firmer foothold, the firm was losing ground to its main competitors: the com

bined resources of the five Rothschild houses dwarfed the once preeminent 

British financial house. Barings held a relatively modest £492,803 ($2,500,000 in 

American dollars) to the Rothschilds' more than £4,330,433. The combined 

capital of the Brown houses in Baltimore, New York, Philadelphia, and 

Liverpool stood at $3,230,000.6 

All three of these firms looked to the United States as fertile ground for 

investment. More people speculating in cotton increased volatility, so timing 

was often crucial. Many merchant banking houses in this era became entan

gled in cotton's various threads. For the most part, these ensnarements proved 

profitable if occasionally disconcerting, insofar as involvement with cotton 

entailed involvement with slavery as well. Although the contradictions and 

conflicts that came of this blending of disparate systems would not be made 

explicit until much later, trade in cotton often meant not only financial expo-
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sure but also an uncomfortable association with an institution that many of 

these firms found troubling. N. M. Rothschild provided the funds necessary 

to carry forward the Abolition Act of 1833, and both the Paris and London 

houses refused reimbursement in land and slaves in later years.7 Likewise, Bar

ings also steadfastly refused compensation on bad debts with land and slaves.8 

The Browns voiced antislavery sentiments yet found themselves the reluctant 

owners of operating plantations in the American South, acquired when con

signments went sour.9 Nevertheless, all of these firms actively traded in com

modities produced with slave labor. The fact of the matter is that, in the 

nineteenth century, involvement in the American trade, whether in goods pro

duced for commercial sale or in financial instruments such as bonds, meant 

involvement in some fashion with slave labor. 

The price of cotton increased steadily over the early 1830s as the U.S. econ

omy expanded, bolstered in part by access to easier credit in the southern 

states. This growth in finance is demonstrated by the proliferation of banks: 

by 1835 there were close to 700 banks operating in the American South, and 

over the course of the decade another 200 would open their doors for busi

ness, with a total capital that exceeded $358 million.10 However they were 

ultimately financed, whether privately or capitalized by states, property 

banks sold bonds to planters, who paid with mortgages on their estates for up 

to two-thirds of their market value. The banks, or in some cases states, then 

issued bonds backed by this mortgage pool and typically sold them for work

ing capital in the money markets of the northeastern United States or in 

London. Subscribing planters could then borrow from the fund thus created, 

pledging their crops as security. So long as commodity prices held reasonably 

steady-and this was the key-the land bank system in the South provided 

capital and credit to a region chronically short of both. Cotton planters 

needed it, and the banks provided one way in which they could convert cotton 

into cash, often employing British and northern U.S. capital to do so.11 

Large advances on crops became common, a credit mechanism developed 

in accordance with the dictates of commercial production and marketing of 

the commodity. Cotton not only served as security for advances; when specie 

was scarce, it also served as a reserve for the issue of notes, and as collateral 

for the issuing of stock by property or plantation banks. Simply put, an ad

vance on cotton meant that the firm to which the article was consigned would 

provide the consignor with a portion of the anticipated sale price in advance. 

The consignor, whether he was a planter, factor, merchant, or broker, did not 

have to wait until sale of the commodity for money-partial payment was 
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made immediately. On the eventual sale of the article, fees and commissions 

would be deducted before the final remittance on sold goods was made to the 

consignor, or the planter's outstanding debt was carried forward to the fol

lowing year. Generally, advances on cotton ranged between two-thirds to three 

quarters of the value of the crop on the local market. Planters would gener

ally ship their cotton to a factor and the factor would then sell the cotton for 

a commission of 2.5 percent. The factor also typically performed other services 

for the planter, including the purchase of cloth, groceries, wine, and planta

tion supplies; the transport, warehousing, and shipping of cotton; and the 

weighing and sampling of bales of cotton and repair of broken bales. All of 

these purchases included a 2.5 percent commission on funds expended, and 

often a markup on prices above market rates. Thus the factor acted as banker, 

agent, broker, and reference for southern planters.12 

Factors, and merchant bankers in some cases, also provided advances on 

cotton in the fields. These advances were often in the form of drafts on New 

York banks or in the form of sixty-day sterling bills. Planters or factors could 

redeem these bills and drafts for immediate cash through a process known as 

discounting, which involved the planter selling the bill at a discount of the 

face value of the bill or draft instead of waiting for the bill to mature. The 

bank would hold the bill until maturity and either redeem it or use it to pay 

debts with other houses at full value. The entire operation of the plantation 

system in the South depended on the factorage system and these provisions 

of credit. Since planters focused on producing cotton, they were deeply de

pendent on goods produced away from the plantation. Likewise, the long in

terval from planting to harvesting, sale, and payment also contributed to the 

speculative nature of the system as a whole.13 As more acres came into cotton 

cultivation, requiring more slaves to work the land and more credit to pur

chase both land and slaves, instability followed, especially when transactions 

were collateralized with cotton still in the field and prices far from certain.14 

With such parameters in place, advances on cotton of 75 or 80 percent of 

anticipated market value would be risky-unless one believed that cotton 

prices could only move unidirectionally higher. To consider offering an ad

vance over that amount with prices already running inordinately high would 

be foolish, yet planters found creditors willing to indulge them again and 

again. "It seems as if the cotton trade was never to be governed by the same 

commonsense rules that prevail in other commercial transactions," observed 

William Bowen, the Brown's trusted agent in the South, adding, "there seems 

to be a charm in the great southern staple that leads people out of their sober 
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senses."15 Reckless speculation characterized the business throughout the an

tebellum period. Investment in cotton, and in American operations generally, 

was widely understood to be risky. As N. M. Rothschild & Sons noted in a 

letter to Alphonse de Rothschild, the son of James, head of the Paris house, 

during his American travels: "you will find while living among the Ameri

cans, that they are too fast in many more ways than with their horses. We 

have noticed ... that upon getting our orders+ credits in America they had a 

notion they were 'great guns'+ that they could not do things on too large a 

scale or draw too largely on our capital."16 

By 1835, some actors in American markets, notably Thomas Ward Wren 

and Joshua Bates, respectively the American agent for Barings and a partner 

in the London house, had noted irregularity in cotton markets and anticipated 

a decline in prices. Ward in particular spotted trouble, and in a letter to Joshua 

Bates voiced agreement with his dour assessment: "If your views of cotton are 

correct, business must be lessened considerably .... [W]e are now on top of a 

wave. It requires care in descending." Ward also noted that the competition 

was fierce and that this created chaos in the markets because "there is very 

little calculation to be made on what others are willing to do."17 The frantic 

activity and abundance of easy credit in southern markets contributed to ris

ing cotton prices, while generous advances pumped money into local econo

mies and increased speculative activity. An earlier example of this type of 

rampant speculative activity fueled by credit and easy access to funds would 

be the initially wild success ofJohn Law's Mississippi Company in the 1710s.18 

The point is, easy access to credit makes speculation easier because more people 

are able to put their hands on funds that allow them to enter the market and 

try their luck. This increases volatility. For wizened investors eager to earn a 

modest yet consistent return, this spells trouble. It is thus understandable why, 

following Barings, Alexander Brown & Sons stepped back quickly. Although 

both firms missed claiming a share of the profits in 1836, they also avoided 

the catastrophic losses of the following year. The Browns held their ground 

going into the 1836-1837 season, stating, "as regards cotton we have made up 

our minds to do nothing in it this season except to put a few hundred bales 

in our ships to give them a start in freight." 19 They further made clear they 

were not willing to advance over three quarters or four-fifths of the present 

value of cotton, despite the higher advances offered elsewhere. Yet money con

tinued to course through the American markets, and because of the amount 

of credit already extended and sundry bills moving through the system, the 

money supply effectively expanded. 
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In January 1837 the price of cotton began to decline, right at the height 

of the season. The timing of the fall in prices was particularly troubling inso

far as the tumble commenced as cotton was coming to market, with consign

ments and advances often already made. From January to May the price of 

cotton declined by 18.5 percent in New Orleans. By April, cotton prices were 

30 percent lower than they had been a year previously, a catastrophic decline 

following a boom period from 1832 to 1837 during which cotton prices had 

consistently risen between January and April. Shippers from New Orleans 

lost 18 percent on cargoes to New York and 15 percent on those destined for 

Liverpool. For many firms involved in the speculative frenzy and already 

overextended from bloated advances, the losses were unsustainable. Financial 

houses, agents, and factors began to fall like dominoes as all actors began 

calling in debts, creating a shortage of money. 20 

The Cotton Kingdom of Manhattan 

This was the setting for August Belmont's arrival in New York. Amschel von 

Rothschild, the head of the Rothschild Frankfurt house, had first sent him to 

Cuba to investigate the repercussions of the first Carlist War for Rothschild 

interests in the region. Belmont disembarked in Manhattan in the aftermath 

of the panic, one of the largest financial contractions ever to seize the United 

States and one that some historians have attributed in part to overspeculation 

in southern cotton.21 As he walked the strangely subdued streets in May 1837 

observing this malaise, he saw only untarnished opportunity. What was ob

vious to the young man eager for something more than what he had known 

in Europe was that he had skills that could be put to good use in a city bereft 

of commercial activity. There was in fact business to be done by those with 

cash to hand. He was instructed by the London house to remain in New York 

"for the present time" since he would "have more opportunity for protecting 

our interests in New York in receiving our property from Mssrs Josephs & 

Sons," who had suspended payments two months earlier.22 

Belmont was perceptive enough to recognize the chance of a lifetime, and, 

contrary to the wishes of his employers, he immediately set to work establish

ing his own agency. He rented a small office at 78 Wall Street and wrote to 

the London and Paris houses within days requesting their business for his new 

firm, August Belmont & Company. James de Rothschild could only conclude, 

"he is a stupid young man .... Such an ass needs to be kept on a short leash."23 
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Yet within three years of his arrival, Belmont was reputed to be one of the 

wealthiest men in New York, as well as one of the most important bankers in 

the country, known as "the king of the money changers" because of his mas

tery of arbitrage. 24 Belmont's initial impressions of the potential in American 

business after the panic were sound, and his view of cotton was shared by many 

other observers of the market. Belmont, and by extension his employers, en

gaged in what became increasingly common speculative activity in agricul

tural commodities produced with slave labor. 

In the aftermath of the panic, prices for cotton fell even further, and the 

few houses left standing began to operate in cotton markets again. The Roth

schild houses, along with the Browns and Barings, both of which reentered 

the market in spring of 1837, made money through the consignment, sale, and 

outright purchase of these goods. It was, after all, most advantageous to enter 

the market after panics, when money was scarce, prices were low, and compe

tition was minimal. It is at this juncture, with the Browns handling all the 

business they could and Barings taking a good deal of the rest, that Belmont 

began to press the issue of cotton consignments with renewed zeal in his let

ters to the Paris and London Rothschild houses. He wrote to London that 

the Paris house was considering accepting consignments of cotton during the 

coming season. "I think that no more precipitous time could be selected. The 

low prices of cotton and the want of competition will allow those who come 

early in the market to make their own conditions."25 Belmont saw the money 

to be made in the article, but his employers had a different view of cotton, one 

that considered the interplay between profit and risk. Baron James de Roths

child advised his nephews in London that "all the people are speculating 

on cotton which will now be sold at any price and we will have to consider very 

carefully whether we do in fact want to get so deeply involved in the American 

business."26 The Rothschild houses were also not inclined toward the consign

ment business. In October 1837 the firm had been approached by factors in 

New Orleans and Liverpool seeking advances on cotton, and it had replied 

that advances and consignments were presently outside the purview of its op

erations. 27 Despite Belmont's repeated efforts to explain the process and as

suage their fears of risk, the Rothschild houses most often preferred to purchase 

cotton outright. 

In retrospect, it is clear that the advice Belmont proffered on cotton 

investments was not always prescient. Nevertheless, his letters display a thor

ough consideration of the complex influences at play in determining supply, 

demand, and pricing, and an astute grasp of the interplay of larger regional 
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and global interests. Belmont often considered commodity sales, the abun

dance or scarcity of money, and political events when determining what in

vestments were most likely to yield "handsome profits," and was quick to scold 

when his advice was not followed and profit was forfeited as a result.28 He also 

anticipated the effects that sales, or lack thereof, would have in other markets. 

"The effect of the heavy transactions in cotton at the southern markets is be

ginning to be felt upon exchanges & I think that henceforth the export of 

specie to Europe will be on a small scale until next spring."29 He went on to 

note that exchange had already dropped in New Orleans and that in this in

stance, the London house had lost out on a handsome profit by not giving 

him permission to act. Eventually, Betty de Rothschild begrudgingly acknowl

edged Belmont's detailed understanding of the American markets, stating 

that "he knows inside-out all the country's resources; he holds the key to all the 

wheeling and dealing in the commercial world and he knows which sources 

to tap, which are the means of success, which are also the pitfalls that must 

be avoided." 30 Much of this knowledge was hard-earned, the result of years of 

work and time invested in the cultivation of business relationships in the North 

and South. 

Belmont was compelled to master quickly many of the difficulties atten

dant on trade in cotton and, by extension, in stocks, bonds, and discount 

paper. Planters were often cash-hungry and capable of all types of crafty tricks 

to increase their profits, resulting in the need to evaluate critically all reports 

from the South. Since southern planters were often deeply in debt, they sought 

opportunities to bolster prices when the fruits of their slaves' labor were sent 

to market. Their chronic indebtedness, like their machinations to increase the 

price per pound paid on cotton, was connected to the rhythms of the plant

ings and harvests. The cotton year began in March, with the sowing of the 

fields; the harvest started in July and ran through to the end of December, 

when cotton began to arrive in the markets. The rhythm of the year made 

advances helpful, but credit also played a vital role; thus the wisest of agents 

and cotton merchants learned when a healthy dose of skepticism was war

ranted, developing an intimate sense of weather, borrowing, and sale patterns 

throughout the Cotton Belt. Additionally, like Belmont, they cultivated in

formation networks across the region, often receiving daily reports from cor

respondents. In years when there was an expectation of a large crop, knowledge 

of which pushed prices downward, planters would sometimes spread rumors 

of frost striking the plants, or of worms or bolls reducing yields. Often they 

would hold back the cotton in hopes of diminishing expectations of the yield 
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and driving up the price, despite the advice of factors to send cotton to market 

as quickly as possible. Invariably Belmont would pass on the reports of these 

erratic and spontaneous outbreaks of frigid weather, infestations, and early frosts, 

noting when he had "not much belief" in the veracity of the accounts.31 

Although Belmont was an astute on-the-ground observer, he did not see 

what other brokers and larger houses had ascertained from abroad: buying cot

ton outright in the wake of the panic was more prudent than issuing ad

vances on future sales. Theoretically, extending credit to the planter and 

letting him carry the risk of fluctuation in market prices in different ports 

made the most sense, but with planters demanding exorbitant advances in a 

downward market, the outright purchase of cotton gave these firms more 

latitude for action in exchange for a negligible increase in risk. Yet, Belmont 

insisted, "it would be perfectly safe & you might do some very good & profit

able business. I recommend these suggestions ... as by the general distrust a 

good many houses in that line are altogether thrown out & your house would 

have a beautiful chance."32 Belmont stated that as long as the cotton was sold 

before the drafts were due, there was no risk, but that was not true. There was 

no risk unless the amount of the advance exceeded the value of the cotton, 

which was exactly what had happened in the winter of 1837. Belmont went 

further and suggested he could pull in many profitable consignments for his 

employers if only they would ease their objections and fall in with what he 

presented as standard practice. As late as 1848, Belmont continued to insist 

that "consignments of cotton are also very safe with the present cheap rates, 

but ... you must, as I had the honor to observe to you on former occasions, 

give me more latitude for the amount you authorize me to advance. With 

an advance of% of the invoice I cannot compete with Brown, Tilden & 

others ... who advance %."33 Belmont was obviously eager to enter into this 

trade, so eager that he misrepresented the policies of these long-established 

houses and presented risky activity as sound. Belmont saw that money 

could be made on consignments, and overplayed his hand. Like many of the 

Americans he criticized as being overly confident and reckless, he minimized 

the risk of large advances and the speculative nature of the cotton trade gen

erally, apparently sharing that same "speculative & impressionable charac

ter of the Americans ... they always push under the apprehension of a short 

cotton crop prices much beyond what the facts warrant & on the other hand 

depress them more than necessary in anticipation of a large yield."34 

In 1848 Belmont again raised the issue of consignments, claiming that 

the Browns had gained the upper hand because of the reluctance of both 
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houses to offer higher advances. Yet by this point the Browns had already 

moved decisively away from consignments, opting instead to focus on letters 

of credit, currency exchange, and the operation of the Collins packet lines. In 

1845 the Liverpool branch's commission revenues on cotton consignments to

taled $53,000. By 1852 these revenues had dropped to around $5,000, a reduc

tion of more than 90 percent.35 Other firms in the industry adopted the 

Browns' system of making consignments during the 1840s and took up a good 

deal of the consignment business they left behind. Through their operations 

in cotton, both purchasing and making consignments, they developed an ex

pertise in the handling of letters of credit and bills of exchange, a business 

they came to dominate after 1845, as they had the consignment business ear

lier. With the Browns, their involvement in a commodity produced for a com

mercial market with slave labor in the antebellum South enabled their 

transition into a business focused exclusively on banking and finance. 

Belmont was keen to follow their lead and work with bills of exchange as 

well, but when he attempted to do so in the 1840s, he found himself unable 

to effectively intervene in the market. He was never able to compete effectively 

for southern paper. As early as 1843 he complained that "the agents of Brown 

& some others buy all what they can lay hands on."36 In 1845 the London house 

authorized Belmont to operate in bills of exchange, but he found the market 

unattractive. "As regards direct arbitrages between London+ here I have al

ways a watchful eye upon them ... unfortunately the high rates of all conti

nental exchanges here & the sudden decline of£ precludes ... every chance 

of doing anything in that line to advantage."37 The fact that the Browns un

dercut and undersold him at every turn did not help matters. Even though 

one of Belmont's strengths was arbitrage, he was able to do little business in 

bills of exchange around cotton. By 1859 he was lamenting, "Brown bros who 

buy up all the cotton+ produce bills all over the south having their agents in 

every shipping port ... monopolize the market as they can sell Ya-% % be

low me."38 Insofar as Belmont and, by extension, the Rothschild houses were 

unable to effectively control operations in various areas tangential to the cot

ton trade, and more often than not felt frustrated by what trade they could 

get, it is not surprising that they moved away from these markets after 1849, 

especially in light of all the perils of activity in the commodity. 

From the beginning, the Rothschilds never shared Belmont's fascination 

with cotton and had other views on investment in such a volatile commodity, 

their thoughts colored by different assessments of risk. They found the erratic 

nature of the cotton market in some seasons simply not worth the bother, not-
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ing that the inherent capriciousness in pricing was exacerbated by the fact 

that entry into the world of cotton speculation was relatively simple. This made 

it very difficult for anyone to control or dominate trade in the article, and no 

firm ever managed to gain much more than 15 percent of the market in the 

antebellum period. 39 It has been suggested by some historians that the Roth

schilds failed to take advantage of opportunities in America. However, a more 

considered view of their involvement in financial ventures in the nineteenth

century United States reveals a thoughtful and cautious approach that, al

though it did not yield extravagant profit (at least in cotton), also avoided 

catastrophic losses.40 This careful approach to trade in cotton in particular was 

one also shared by other Anglo-American firms in this era. 

All that said, the Rothschild congeries of houses did profit from its 

involvement with cotton. From 1839 to 1848 the Rothschild houses purchased, 

on average, in excess of 3,000 bales per year. Although they preferred to pur

chase cotton outright, they also made consignments within well-prescribed 

limits. They never dominated the trade, but Belmont and both houses also 

engaged in lucrative arbitrage transactions. Most vitally, they made good use 

of the knowledge and skills they had gained in the American South to deci

sively enter into the trade in gold in California. From their experience in south

ern markets and years spent chasing the Browns, Belmont and the Rothschilds 

realized there was a distinct advantage to establishing a strong and decisive 

presence in regional markets early, running both shipping and much of their 

bill discounting through New York and then on to London and Paris. The 

firm found that having trusted and exclusive agents in both locations was 

advantageous. Because of the volatility of southern markets and the shift in 

political winds, avoiding involvement with plantation slavery looked increas

ingly attractive as well. The firm also aggressively employed a policy of vertical 

integration, controlling as many factors in the gold business as was feasible. 

From Bales of Cotton to Bars of Gold 

The Rothschilds established an agency in San Francisco in August 1849 under 

the direction of their cousin, Benjamin Davidson. In one of his initial letters, 

Davidson described the great profits to be made both in the purchase of gold 

and gold dust and in the discounting of bills.41 Although much of this was 

new to Davidson, the Rothschild houses recognized a familiar tune. Against 

their wishes, Davidson purchased a building and a lot of property in the city 
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shortly after his arrival (the discordant notes were familiar as well). Neverthe

less, he was given a line of credit by the London house and was also autho

rized to draw on Belmont when necessary. He worked with Belmont to 

coordinate the shipping of gold and the discounting of bills. Davidson's agency 

was one of the few well-capitalized firms, leaving him well positioned to op

erate decisively. Additionally, his coordination with Belmont gave him access 

to news and information from New York and Washington, D.C. This system 

worked well for both houses and allowed them to import more gold than 

any other European house in this period. As Belmont noted, "ever since the 

Calif gold has been discovered I have myself alone from year to year shipped 

more than one half the gold exported to Europe, that is to say my ship

ments amounted to little more every year than those of all the other houses 

combined .... [A]s a mere matter of arbitrage there is not a house in England 

connected with the American trade who here for the last eight years re

ceived one fifth of the gold which I shipped to you, not including my ship

ments to your Paris house."42 

In 1849 Alphonse de Rothschild, the son of James, visited the United 

States, traveling to New York and Louisiana. It is abundantly clear from Betty 

de Rothschild's letters to her son during his sojourn in America that the es

tablishment of an American house in New York was a topic of discussion 

among Alphonse, his parents, and the London house. She mentions various 

schemes, claiming, at one point, "I would not want to abandon the plan to 

see one of you established in America for anything in the world, and deliver 

this great future from the stupidity and greed of an agent."43 Betty proved her

self particularly aware of Belmont's status in American society and his value 

to the firm, even though she considered him untrustworthy and incorrigible.44 

During his sojourn in the South, the younger Rothschild sacked J. N. Hanau, 

their New Orleans broker, before heading to New York. There Belmont nar

rowly averted a similar fate, although he himself feared he would lose all 

that he had built for himself in the United States.45 Belmont was fortunate 

that his social status and political capital made him difficult to remove, a point 

begrudgingly noted by Betty de Rothschild at the time: "B. has created for 

himself a strong and independent position," she noted, concluding, "all that 

makes him an important man these days."46 The gold rush in California of

fered the potential of immediate profit for those positioned to act. After years 

of running behind the Browns, chasing bits of cotton and trying to wrest away 

part of the trade in discount bills, they opted instead to gain the upper hand 
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in an emerging market in California and to forgo the establishment of a Roth

schild house in New York for the time being. 

Davidson's operations in San Francisco expanded, and in 1850 Johannes 

May was dispatched from the Frankfurt house to assist Davidson in running 

the firm, and, perhaps, to keep him in line as well. May was made a partner 

in 1851, and the shipments of gold increased. This proved to be of particular 

benefit to the London house, which acquired the lease on the Royal Mint Re

finery in 1852, allowing it to refine gold independently and mint bars in London. 

This movement into refining and processing was one that the firm did not 

consider with either tobacco or cotton but that proved immensely profitable 

with gold. The lease on the refinery allowed the firm to ride the wave of height

ened levels of gold production through the nineteenth century, capitalizing 

on discoveries in both California and Australia, and, later, South Africa.47 

As the case of the Rothschilds demonstrates, for many Anglo-American 

firms, their operations in cotton gave them knowledge of markets, connec

tions, and capital that provided the base for their further development and 

expansion. The Browns transferred the knowledge and capital they gained 

through sales and consignments of cotton into Atlantic exchange and credit 

operations after 1845. Barings left the trade later than the others, moving out 

in the 1850s. Barings remained involved in large measure because of a pro

nounced desire to avoid the increasing specialization the firm saw occurring 

with other houses. Nevertheless, it seemed to focus on certain activities at the 

expense of others. From the 1840s forward, the firm became increasingly in

volved in the marketing of American loans on European markets. The firm's 

experience in cotton and property banks allowed it to determine the relative 

strength of banks throughout the country. Each firm chose a different area of 

specialization. This was determined by the presence of other firms in the mar

ket, the unique expertise they gained in their American operations, and the 

cities in which they had placed agents or opened offices. 

By the end of the Civil War in the United States, the Atlantic financial 

world had changed irrevocably, no longer governed by King Cotton. Mer

chants and bankers had decisively moved on to other, more profitable, as well 

as characteristically modern, avenues of activity. As we have seen, the Roths

childs, like the Barings and Browns, diversified and moved away from cotton. 

All three firms entered into the more lucrative markets, selling specie, making 

arbitrage trades, operating in gold, and behaving much more like modern 

investment bankers. This shift in activities was not a conscious choice, nor was 
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it immediately apparent. It was governed by the availability of opportunity 

and can be seen in retrospect in changing patterns of investment and special

ization. At its root lay changes in the American economy and the incorpora

tion of the American West into larger global markets and institutions.48 

In a letter to the London Rothschild house in 1863, August Belmont com

mented acerbically, "It will always remain a mystery to the future historian to 

explain the sympathy which a large portion of civilized Europe gave in the 

nineteenth century to a rebellion the principal aspect of which was the exten

sion & perpetuation of the odious system of slavery."49 Belmont's disingenu

ous claim belies the fact that he, like most agents of Anglo-American financial 

houses, was well aware that the American Civil War, at least in part, was about 

the revenue generated from agricultural goods produced in the American 

South. Tobacco, sugar, cotton, and rice, all commodities produced in the 

southern United States with slave labor, were vital exports for the emergent 

nation. The income from the sale of these goods became less important with 

the opening of the West and shifts in the American economic landscape, di

minishing southern political influence. This earlier trade in people and goods 

facilitated the development of financial instruments that in turn eased the 

completion of these transactions, transactions that, not coincidentally, were 

also reliant on forms of credit. The evolution of many of these Anglo-American 

firms from merchant banking into financial operations more characteristic 

of modern investment houses is attributable to involvement with this earlier 

trade in goods produced with slave labor and lessons learned from the trade in 

cotton. 
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CHAPTER 8 

"What have we to do with slavery?" 

New Englanders and the Slave Economies 

of the West Indies 

ERIC KIMBALL 

Frederick Douglass wrote that before the American Civil War, "The people 

of the North had been accustomed to ask, in a tone of cruel indifference, 'What 

have we to do with slavery?' "1 This remains an important question today. Re

cent scholarly attention has refocused on the direct, nineteenth-century link

ages between the American North and South-what Senator Charles Sumner 

of Massachusetts decried as the "unhallowed alliance between the lords of the 

lash and the lords of the loom."2 However, an earlier economic relationship 

had tied New England's commercial fortunes to the very epicenter of the At

lantic slave economy. The first "Deep South" for New Englanders was really 

in the West Indies. 

For more than a century, colonial New Englanders sustained the Carib

bean plantation infrastructure: New England ships, crewed by New England 

men, carried fish, livestock, timber, and slaves to the sugar colonies located in 

the West Indies. On return voyages they brought back slave-produced com

modities such as sugar, molasses, and rum, which were reexported through a 

coastal trade throughout British North America. Trade with the West Indies 

provided the means for New Englanders to make payments on their debts to 

English creditors for their growing and seemingly insatiable appetite for Eu

ropean and English imports. Following independence, the British West In

dian markets were "officially" closed to New Englanders, but the colonial 
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pattern of smuggling continued, as did trade with the Danish, Dutch, and 

French West Indies. The chaos of the French Revolutionary wars in the 1790s 

created new opportunities for New Englanders to forge a new link with the 

Atlantic slave economies: they became "neutral carriers" of goods between 

European imperial powers and the Caribbean. We must recognize that New 

Englanders were just as invested in slavery, and slave labor, prior to the Boston 

Associates building the famous Waltham Mills in Massachusetts in 1813, or 

even before 1793, when Samuel Slater established his cotton mill in Pawtucket, 

Rhode Island. 

Based on population data alone, slavery might appear unimportant to the 

economic development of colonial New England. The number of slaves living 

and working there was relatively small-about 2 percent of the total popula

tion. 3 There were fewer slaves in New England than in any of the colonies 

that declared independence from Great Britain in 1776. Such facts have led 

some to conclude that colonial New England was a "society with slaves" and 

that slavery was "marginal to commerce and agriculture."4 By comparison, the 

substantial slave populations living and working in the West Indies have al

lowed historians to characterize the Dutch, Spanish, French, Danish, and En

glish island colonies as "slave societies" in which "slavery stood at the center 

of economic production."5 David Brion Davis has argued that a "slave soci

ety" was one "totally dependent upon slave labor, as distinct from the many 

societies that simply possessed slaves."6 However, when the demography of the 

labor force is the primary measure of slavery's importance, we run the risk of 

risk of missing the ways in which slavery structured the politics, economy, and 

culture of places thousands of miles removed from plantations. Moreover, the 

"societies with slaves/slave societies" framework leaves some important ana

lytical questions unanswered. What about the linkages between these two ar

eas, those "societies with slaves" and "slave societies"?7 What about those who 

profit not from directly owning the slaves but either from the product of their 

labor or by supplying the infrastructure for their labor? How should we 

conceptualize those individuals or groups or classes that did not own slaves 

directly but helped to reproduce slavery as an institution? To put it another 

way, how should we frame our understanding of those who did not directly 

own slaves but profited from those who did? 

This chapter provides some answers to these questions by investigating 

New Englanders and their integration with the slave labor regimes of the West 

Indies.8 An alternative to the slave societies/societies with slaves paradigm mea

sures the importance of slavery based on the circulation of commodities pro-
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duced by and for the Atlantic slave economy.9 This moves us away from a 

"terracentric" focus on local demography and broadens our vision to what 

Ronald Bailey has categorized as "the slave(ry) trade" and Philip Curtin has 

called "the plantation complex."10 For Curtin, the plantation complex refers 

to the full range of people, tasks, and products involved in the production of 

commodities on plantations in the West Indies. This approach takes us away 

from the fixed, landed boundaries of the plantation and into the extended 

reaches of all that sustain and promote it.11 As Curtin observes, understand

ing the linkages that made the success of the plantation complex possible re

quires an Atlantic approach, one that eschews the nation-state paradigm: "the 

North American segment of the plantation complex is hard to understand if 

it is merely seen in the context of U.S. history."12 This comment is especially 

apt when contemplating the economic history of New England from the co

lonial era through the early years of the republic, and its deep connections to 

slavery. 

The story really begins with the first generations of English settlements 

in the early seventeenth century. When the struggling Massachusetts econ

omy plunged into a depression in the late 1630s, John Winthrop chronicled 

how "these straits set our people on work to provide fish, clapboards, plank, 

etc. and to sow hemp and flax (which prospered very well) and to look out to 

the West Indies for a trade."13 The economic situation had become quite seri

ous: "as our means for English commodities were grown very short, it pleased 

the Lord to open to us a trade with Barbados and other Islands in the West 

Indies."14 Winthrop described the pattern of exchange between the two 

regions: "the commodities we had in exchange for our cattle and provisions, 

sugar, cotton, tobacco, and indigo, were a good help to discharge our engage

ments [debts] in England."15 The trade expanded significantly and became 

equally important for the plantations, as evidenced by the 1667 governor of 

Barbados noting that "His Majesty's Colonies in these parts cannot in tyme 

of peace prosper, nor in tyme of war subsist, without a correspondence with 

the people of New England."16 Thus, in the seventeenth century the essential 

links between New England and the plantation complex in the West Indies 

were forged; they would continue and intensify through the eighteenth century. 

One vital aspect of this trade with the West Indies was that it generated 

a trade surplus that allowed New Englanders to make payments toward their 

trade imbalance with England. From 1697, the first year for which such data 

are available, through 1773, New Englanders never once achieved either par

ity or a surplus.'7 New Englanders imported a vast array of commodities, 
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visible in customs records, probate accounts, and newspaper ads.18 In general, 

clothing and other manufactured goods dominated arriving cargoes, along

side such East Indian commodities as tea.19 Moreover, the need to pay for 

imports was not an isolated development found only among the occupants of 

New England's major port cities, as several studies have demonstrated that 

"the flow of new consumer goods in the eighteenth century was reaching rela

tively isolated towns" in New England.20 The surplus they ran with buyers 

in the West Indies-by providing them with key elements to sustain the 

plantation complex-allowed them to make payments against their debts 

to England. 21 

West Indian planters needed New Englanders to supply them with the 

vital components for the plantation infrastructure. This originated because, 

as Barbadian planter George Walker explained, "To the sugar cane every thing 

is sacrificed."22 This process began in the mid-seventeenth century following 

the "sugar revolution" in Barbados, and established a pattern that was repli

cated across the islands throughout the colonial era.23 As "the planters of His 

Majesty's Sugar Colonies" declared in 1776, "the Sugar Plantations in the West 

Indies are subject to a greater variety of contingencies than many other spe

cies of property from their necessary dependence upon external support."24 

Those contingencies included "dry weather, or excess of wet weather, hurri

canes, blasts, vermin," to which must be added imperial wars, earthquakes, 

fires, and slave revolts.25 Alongside these challenges were others: "the certain 

charges of a sugar-work are so great, and the casualties so many; that it were 

no easy manner to bear up against them," principally because "the wear of 

our mills is also a continual charge."26 As the planters focused on plantation 

development, they utilized the New Englanders to supply them with every

thing essential to production, including, as Rhode Island governor Richard 

Ward concluded, "our African trade," which "often furnishes them with slaves 

for their plantations."27 

Participation by New Englanders in the "African trade" began in 1645 and, 

despite the disruption caused by the American Revolution, legally continued 

until 1808.28 Rhode Islanders dominated the Atlantic slave trade operating 

from New England during this time. Of the roughly 139,000 enslaved Afri

cans aboard New England ships, more than 110,000, or 79 percent, found 

themselves aboard a vessel launched from Rhode Island. These ships were lo

cally owned and crewed, and direct investment in successful voyages spread 

far beyond just a few merchants. 29 Enslaved Africans who survived the Middle 

Passage were most often sold to West Indian buyers in Barbados and Jamaica, 
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though after the American Revolution the primary destination in the region 

shifted to Cuba. Slaves were also sold in mainland markets, and between 1701 

and 1770 more than 3,100 enslaved Africans were brought north from the West 

Indies as "additional cargo" and sold to mainland buyers in North America. 

In addition, between the 1730s and 1760s, Rhode Islanders directly imported 

slaves from Africa into the colony, bringing nearly 5,000 for sale. 30 During 

the 1784-1808 era, South Carolina and Georgia became the largest mainland 

markets as buyers sought more enslaved Africans for the newly developing cot

ton plantations. 3! 

New Englanders in general-and Rhode Islanders in particular-used 

rum as the primary article of trade to acquire slaves from Africa. 32 Between 

1709 and 1807, Rhode Islanders exported nearly 11 million gallons to Africa, 

and "locally distilleries supplied most of that rum."33 By 1772 at least twenty 

distilleries were manufacturing rum, while additional molasses imports from 

the West Indies were reexported along the coastal trade, with some kept for 

domestic consumption within the colony.34 To the north, Massachusetts im

ported even more molasses, accounting for nearly half of all molasses imports 

into British North America from the West Indies between 1768 and 1772.35 If 
imports into New Hampshire and Connecticut are added, New Englanders 

accounted for almost three quarters of all molasses imports from the West 

Indies into British North America. They also led in rum production, with 

fifty-one distilleries in Massachusetts, twenty in Rhode Island, five in Con

necticut, and three in New Hampshire by 1770.36 Thus, New Englanders were 

converting slave-produced raw materials into valuable export commodities 

long before the construction of cotton textile mills during the antebellum era. 

Even larger than the slave trade was the direct export trade between New 

England and the West Indies for commodities to sustain the plantations. 

Among those items were oil and spermaceti candles, both of which came from 

whales, whose brains were used to bring the sugar plantations to light. As the 

Barbadian sugar planter George Walker stated, "whale oil was necessary ... 

for the many lamps in the sugar works."37 New Englanders supplied nearly 

all the oil burning in the sugar works, courtesy of the whaling fleets built and 

operated from Massachusetts. 38 Seth Jenkins, a Nantucket resident and an 

expert on the whaling industry, estimated that by 1775, "the whole number 

of the whale fishery ships" was more than 300, and more than 80 percent 

sailed from Massachusetts ports.39 In addition to oil, beginning in the 1750s 

chandlers began transforming the head matter of whales into spermaceti 

candles. Nantucket whalers shipped head matter to Rhode Island, which 
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quickly became the dominant center of spermaceti candle manufacture.40 

Between 1768 and 1772 almost two-thirds of all the spermaceti candles ex

ported to the West Indies from British North America arrived from Rhode 

Island. When exports from ports in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and 

Connecticut are added the collective market share of New Englanders rises 

to over 90 percent.41 In a very literal way, New Englanders helped to illumi

nate the labor processes of West Indian sugar plantations. While spermaceti 

candles helped to illuminate the plantation house, they were critical during 

one of the key moments in the sugar harvesting cycle. The months between 

January and May were the best time to harvest the sugar stalks and bring 

them to the grinding mills to extract the juice.42 Here, at the "engine," the 

mill rollers, powered by water, wind, or animals, crushed the stalks, and 

the juice ran down troughs and into cisterns which were then moved into the 

boiling house.43 Sugar was boiled to evaporate the water, skim off any impu

rities, and drain away the molasses. This three-step process of harvesting, 

milling, and boiling constituted the main sugar cycle. Since "a sugar works 

often operated around the clock at harvest time,"44 spermaceti candles pro

vided the best illumination possible for night work. 

However, the sea was harvested for more than sources of artificial light

ing: the dried, salted cod fished from it became "the meat of all the slaves 

in all the West Indies."45 Despite the plethora of fish surrounding the West 

India islands, planters emphasized sugar production for export over obtaining 

domestic plantation supplies, and so they imported vast amounts of fish.46 In 

the Atlantic fishing port towns north of Boston, entire communities special

ized in fishing and became directly interlinked with the center of the planta

tion complex. Customs records reveal that the vast majority of fish from British 

North America arrived in ships from Salem and Marblehead, two ports re

nowned for their fishing fleets. Higher-grade fish, known as "merchantable," 

fetched better prices and was exported across the Atlantic for consumers in 

southern Europe. Lower-grade fish, called "refuse" and deemed unacceptable 

by European standards, was sold throughout the West Indies. In addition to 

catching their own fish, New Englanders also traded "a considerable quantity 

of rum" for fish caught by Newfoundland fishermen.47 

Before 1776, fish imports into the British West Indies arrived from either 

North American colonies, which principally carried salted cod or pickled 

mackerel, or ships from English or Irish ports, which carried herring.48 Jamaica 

exemplifies this import pattern. In 1709, for example, 2,794 quintals (312,928 

pounds) of fish were imported into Jamaica; 53 percent came from New 
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England and 47 percent from English or Irish ports.49 Over the next sixty

five years, Jamaican demand for imported fish grew by nearly twenty times; 

New England provided 54 percent of the nearly 11 million pounds arriving in 

the island in 1774.50 Alongside the pickled mackerel sent to Jamaica, New 

England fisheries provided a staggering amount of cod to the Caribbean plan

tations. In just the five years between 1768 and 1772, Massachusetts ports, 

primarily Salem and Marblehead, exported more than 70 million pounds of 

dried salted cod to West Indian markets. As a whole, New England colonies 

were responsible for 90 percent of the fish exported from British North Amer

ica to the British Caribbean.51 

Along with lighting materials and food supplies like fish, New Englanders 

sustained the plantation infrastructure by providing livestock-a critical trans

portation resource-especially cattle and horses. In 1774, Connecticut's gov

ernor, Jonathan Trumbull, concluded: "The Principle Trade of this Colony is 

to the West India Islands," including "the French, and Dutch West Indies."52 

In addition, he explained, "Those vessels that go from hence to the French 

and Dutch Plantations ... carry horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, provisions, and 

lumber."53 These ships brought back in exchange "molasses, cocoa, cotton, and 

some sugar," with one exception-"from the Dutch plantations, Bills of Ex

change."54 Trumbull explained these were used to pay off merchants' debts in 

England, accrued through the importation of merchandise, "the sorts are al

most all that are useful or ornamental in common life," which were acquired 

directly through the coastal trade with Boston, New York, and Rhode Island 

rather than from bilateral trade with English ports.55 Yet even this coastal trade 

ultimately depended on the core export function of Connecticut: supplying 

livestock to the West Indies.56 

West Indian planters also had their slave workers harness cattle to crush 

cane, transport goods, and manure the soil. Cattle were especially in demand 

among the Leeward Islands of Kitts, Nevis, and Montserrat, where planters 

had slaves erect cattle mills in large numbers over wind or water mills. Col

lectively, New Englanders were the largest exporters of cattle and Connecti

cut farmers were the leading suppliers. Between 1768 and 1772, three out of 

every four head of cattle sent to the West Indies from North America came 

from Connecticut. When combined with cattle shipments from the other New 

England colonies, exports exceeded 90 percent. Similarly, Connecticut sup

pliers dominated horse exports to the West Indies, exporting three out of every 

four horses to the region.57 Rhode Islanders were the next largest exporters, 

though they focused on shipments to the Dutch West Indies, and Surinam in 
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particular.58 Collectively, New Englanders controlled more than 90 percent 

of horse exports to the greater Caribbean.59 Horses were used in a variety of 

tasks, but the most important was that they provided an essential nonhuman 

energy power. They pulled the carts carrying goods from the ships to the plan

tations, and vice versa. After all, the main goods produced on the plantation

sugar, molasses, and rum-were all heavy when loaded into hogshead 

containers for export. Every commodity, whether large or small, entering or 

leaving the West Indian ports had to be transported inland somehow, and that 

required animal power, lots of it. Other horses were used in mills to drive the 

rollers to crush the sugar stalks. Finally, the white planter elite rode on 

horseback or in horse-drawn carriages, symbolizing their wealth, power, and 

status. Some islands, Jamaica in particular, had enough space to raise horses 

locally, but even these sources were insufficient for all their needs. 60 The smaller 

islands, such as Barbados, and the Leeward Islands were so dedicated to sugar 

production that they overwhelmingly imported horses rather than raise them 

domestically.61 

In addition to horses, cattle, fish, and lighting products, the plantation 

economies across the wider West Indies required endless lumber products for 

carts, buildings, wharfs, and other structures. Between 1768 and 1772 more 

than 161 million feet of pine board were exported from British North Amer

ica to the West Indies, and New Englanders were the largest suppliers, export

ing more than 112 million feet, or 70 percent of all pine board exported; half 

this quantity came from New Hampshire alone.62 Trees were logged, hauled, 

milled, and transformed into finished products through a complex labor chain 

linking loggers, sawyers, riverboat operators, dockhands, sailors, shipbuild

ers, and merchants to the Caribbean slave economies.63 Almost the entire phys

ical infrastructure of the plantation system was dependent on wood. New 

Hampshire's forests provided vital commodities for the West Indian planta

tions, especially toward the maintenance of the physical infrastructure, which 

was under constant assault from a variety of environmental factors. Hurricanes 

constantly pounded the islands; seventy-five hit the area between 1700 

and 1775, often leveling houses, mills, wharves, and any other structures, in 

addition to the damage inflicted on crops and people.64 Even in those few years 

when hurricanes spared the islands, the strong gusts, heavy winds, and rain

storms might still cause extensive damage. If trouble borne on water was one 

concern, that from fire was yet another-whether the fire was caused by ac

cident, lightning strikes, or slave rebellions. Fires were also started during 

periods of warfare, especially as the English and French battled across the 
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region for half the time between 1694 and 1775.65 The climate itself also took 

its toll against wooden buildings and structures, as high humidity led to wood 

rot. Thus, from the planter's house overlooking the fields, to the wharves where 

ships lay anchor, to the slaves' huts, one of the primary building materials was 

under constant siege and required perennial replacement.66 

Equally important in sustaining the infrastructure were the wooden con

tainers that held all the sugar, molasses, and rum that left the West Indies. 

Barrels or casks were "the universal container" for shipping commodities.67 

The work of making suitable barrels required skilled woodworkers and a fair 

amount of time. One estimate is that "only a good workman could produce 

two barrels in a day's work," and the West Indian trade had an insatiable 

appetite for containers.68 In a single year, 1770, the British West Indies alone 

produced roughly 3.2 million pounds of sugar, 200,000 gallons of molasses, 

and almost 11 million gallons of rum.69 New Englanders supplied nearly 

one-third of the imports of staves and heading essential for barrel making 

into the West Indies between 1768 and 1772, but nearly all of this originated 

from reexporting slave-produced staves from the southern colonies of Virginia, 

North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.7° 

Other areas in New England were also wood exporters, particularly Fal

mouth, Maine, and Boston, Massachusetts.71 A prodigious amount of wood 

left on ships from Maine's only official customs port, Falmouth. Between 1768 

and 1772, ships carried 17,212,144 feet of pine board and plank.72 This amount 

represented nearly IO percent of the total amount exported from all of British 

North America to the West Indies and made the Falmouth region the fourth 

largest supplier overall to the plantations in the Caribbean. Farther south, 

almost 19 million board feet were loaded on vessels clearing Boston, and a 

nearly equal amount cleared from Salem and Marblehead. However, wood 

loaded on ships clearing from these other two ports originated elsewhere in 

the colony, where shipbuilders had established a strong milling infrastructure, 

such as Newbury, Salisbury, Amesbury, Wells, and York.73 

Carrying all the exports from New England to the West Indies required 

a significant maritime fleet. These ships represent yet another critical compo

nent to consider when assessing the linkages between the West Indies and New 

England. Shipbuilding was considered by many contemporaries to be "one of 

the greatest articles of trade and manufacture," employing more than "thirty 

different denominations of tradesmen and artificers."74 New Englanders 

were building boats from almost the moment of first colonization, and they 

continued to do so through the entire era.75 An analysis of customs records 
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reveals that from the early 1760s through 1775, the vast majority of the ships 

entering and clearing New England ports were built in New England-and 

were crewed by New Englanders as well. Thus, whether they were on fishing 

fleets, whaling ships, coastal boats, slavers, or vessels bound directly for the 

West Indies, sailors left from harbors across New England in locally built ships. 

* * * 

Though their journeying was disrupted during the American War of Inde

pendence, and they were barred from direct trade with the British West In

dies in 1783, New Englanders evaded the laws, just as they had during the 

colonial era, and continued to set sail for the islands anyway; they recognized 

the importance of the plantation complex for their own economic livelihoods.76 

As John Adams remarked in 1783, "the commerce of the West India islands is 

a part of the American system of commerce. They can neither do without us, 

nor we without them."77 He further noted that "The commerce of the West 

India islands falls necessarily into the natural system of the commerce of the 

United States. We are necessary to them, and they to us; and there will be a 

commerce between us. If the governments forbid it, it will be carried on clan

destinely."78 Still, the British officially closed the islands to other countries' 

shipping from 1783 until 1793, when war with France convinced the English 

leaders that they could not rely on their own shipping to sustain the planta

tions.79 In the interim, smuggling persisted, as John Adams had predicted it 

would, often through the use of false papers and entrances via French and 

Dutch West Indian ports.80 Of course, direct exports to the French West In

dies in particular continued to command New Englanders' attention, as they 

had in the colonial era. 81 

There was one significant change to the historical trading patterns be

tween New Englanders and their Caribbean partners that emerged during 

the Napoleonic Wars. In addition to continuing a direct trade between the 

two regions, New Englanders became prodigious carriers of material for the 

European powers to and from their Caribbean colonies.82 The "reexported" 

products were all, in effect, either products directly produced by slave labor 

or products produced in support of that labor. Joseph lnikori's recent work 

especially has amassed data in support of this view. 83 In the case of the Brit

ish West Indies, as Seymour Drescher has noted, plantation economies "were 

generally the most important sector to Britain for the entire century between 

1722 and 1822," and were even more valuable during part of the years under 
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discussion here, those prior to the embargo of 1807.84 Some indication of the 

importance of the Caribbean-based plantation complex emerges from Dre

scher's work, which also stresses the importance of the reexport trade from 

the United States.85 The larger, macrolevel importance of the Atlantic slave 

economy has become quite clear recently; the fact that "black slave labor 

provided the foundation for the wealthiest and most dynamic New World 

economies from 1580 to 1800" has, in David Brion Davis's estimation, be

come "the now conventional view." As Davis elaborates, "the economic impor

tance of slavery increased in the nineteenth century along with the soaring 

global demand for such consumer goods as sugar, coffee, tobacco, and cotton 

textiles."86 

New Englanders were direct beneficiaries of their historical integration 

with the Atlantic slave economies. Indeed, it is difficult to overstate the impor

tance of the Caribbean plantation complex, and the labor power of the en

slaved Africans working on them, to the economic fortunes of New Englanders 

in the years before the massive expansion of cotton textile manufacturing fol

lowing the creation of the mills in Lowell in 1812. From approximately 1793 

through 1812, individuals from the United States built, crewed, insured, and 

supplied ships that carried out "the vast colonial trade of Europe."87 And 

New Englanders were significant participants in this process, which is typi

cally referred to as the "carrying trade." Slave-produced commodities were 

first imported into the United States, a duty was paid on them, and then they 

were reexported to European ports. A similar process worked in the opposite 

direction as "manufactures from Europe found their way to colonial ports via 

the United States."88 

Indeed, contemporaries were well aware of the importance of this trade, 

and in 1818 Adam Seybert, a Pennsylvania congressman, provided an extremely 

useful description of it. 89 In 1818, Seybert concluded that "we not only sup

plied the demand in our markets, but also furnished a considerable portion 

of Europe with the valuable productions of the Colonies of France, Spain, and 

Holland. The surplus re-exported produced a general activity in the sea ports 

of the United States."90 He further noted that "without the intercourse with 

the colonies and the countries above enumerated, we should not have been 

able to extend our trade in the Europeans markets; in consequence of it we 

carried rich cargoes to the ports of France, Holland, Spain, Germany, and 

Italy." This element, Seybert concluded, was critical: "it was from the profits 

of that trade, that we discharged our enormous debts in England."91 Seybert 

estimated that a profit rate of $so per ton in this branch of trade between 1795 
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to 1801 was "a moderate allowance" and that "intelligent merchants calculated 

it as high as 70 dollars per ton, on voyages of every description."92 

Despite Seybert's estimates, precise comparisons by port and state for the 

colonial and postcolonial years will be extremely challenging, if not impos

sible, owing to the absence of key customs records for New Hampshire and 

for Boston after 1790.93 Despite these absences, some existing data indicate 

the level of activity regarding the reexport trade (Table 8.1). From 1802 through 

1807, existing data provide the value of domestic exports (that is, products pro

duced within the United States, though not necessarily within the state in 

which the exported commodity was recorded in cargo) and the value of reex

ports (commodities produced outside the United States).94 Quantifying this 

information shows the dramatic rise in exports in both categories, but it is 

the value of reexports that most clearly demonstrates the importance of the 

plantation complex. Table 8.1 provides the value of this trade, measured as a 

percentage of the total value of all exports, in every New England state, in

cluding landlocked Vermont. Between 1802 and 1807, the percentage rose in 

New Hampshire from IO percent to 46 percent; in Vermont, from 24 percent 

to 53 percent; in Massachusetts, from 38 percent to 69 percent; in Rhode Is

land, from over 48 percent to over 55 percent; and in Connecticut, from less 

than 1 percent to over 11 percent. Regionally, the value of the reexport trade 

for New Englanders rose from 34 percent in 1803 to 63 percent in 1807.95 In 

essence, New Englanders were increasing their participation in the plantation 

complex of the European slave empires. 

To briefly summarize: until the American Revolution, New Englanders 

depended on the slave labor plantation regimes of the West Indies to purchase 

their exports. The profits from these transactions, in turn, provided payments 

against their debts for English goods. New Englanders were led by the Rhode 

Islanders in importing slave-produced molasses from the West Indies and man

ufacturing it into rum to purchase slaves from Africa for future sale in the 

Caribbean. In addition, New Englanders supported the plantation regimes in 

the Caribbean by supplying critical infrastructure elements like oil, candles, 

fish, livestock, and wood. To carry these commodities, New Englanders built 

a vast maritime fleet and employed locals to crew their ships. Even the Amer

ican Revolution failed to rupture the links forged with the West Indies as New 

Englanders continued to trade, sometime legally, though often not, in the 

1780s and early 1790s across the greater Caribbean, but they added a new eco

nomic component. During the era of the French Revolutionary wars, be

tween 1790 and 1812, they acted as the principal maritime carriers of goods 



Table 8.1. Total Value of All Exports (including Reexports) from New England States, 
1802-1807 

Foreign exports 
Domestic exports, (reexports), Total 

State I802-I803 (D) I802-I803 (R) exports (T) Reexports (%) 

New Hampshire 443,527 51,093 494,620 10 
Vermont 89,510 27,940 117,450 24 
Massachusetts 5,399,020 3,369,546 8,768,566 38 
Rhode Island 664,230 611,366 1,275,596 48 
Connecticut 1,238,388 10,183 1,248,571 >1 
New England total 7,834,675 4,070,128 11,904,803 34 

I803-I804 (D) I803-I804 (R) (T) Reexports (%) 

New Hampshire 453,394 262,697 716,091 36 
Vermont 135,930 55,795 191,725 29 
Massachusetts 6,303,122 10,591,256 16,894,378 62 
Rhode Island 917,736 817,935 1,735,671 47 
Connecticut 1,486,822 29,228 1,516,050 2 
New England total 9,297,004 11,756,911 21,053,915 56 

I804-I805 (D) I804-I805 (R) (T) Reexports (%) 

New Hampshire 389,595 218,813 608,408 36 
Vermont 101,997 67,405 169,402 40 
Massachusetts 5,697,051 13,738,606 19,435,657 70 
Rhode Island 1,065,579 1,506,470 2,572,049 58 
Connecticut 1,353,537 90,190 1,443,727 6 
New England total 8,607,759 15,621,484 24,229,243 64 

I805-I806 (D) I805-I806 (R) (T) Reexports (%) 

New Hampshire 411,379 383,884 795,263 48 
Vermont 91,732 102,043 193,775 53 
Massachusetts 6,621,696 14,577,547 21,199,243 69 
Rhode Island 949,336 1,142,499 2,091,835 55 
Connecticut 1,522,750 193,078 1,715,828 11 
New England total 9,596,893 16,399,051 25,995,944 63 

I806-I807 (D) I806-I807 (R) (T) Reexports (%) 

New Hampshire 365,950 314,072 680,022 46 
Vermont 148,469 55,816 204,285 27 
Massachusetts 6,185,748 13,926,377 20,112,125 69 
Rhode Island 741,988 915,576 1,657,564 55 
Connecticut 1,519,083 105,644 1,624,727 >1 
New England total 8,961,238 15,317,485 24,278,723 63 

Note: D, all domestic exports; R, all "foreign" exports; T indicates the total of both. U.S. Customs 
officers and Treasury officials used these categories in their reports. 
Source: American State Papers, vol. 7 (Washington, D.C.: Gales and Seaton, 1832), 544, 591, 672, 697, 
722. 
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between the islands and European ports. So, while new connections were made 

with the rising Cotton South, old links to the plantation complex in the Ca

ribbean continued, and remained vibrant. The standard narrative of New En

glanders' involvement in slavery begins too late, by emphasizing cotton 

textile mills, and this framework hides the earlier and persistent involvement 

with the plantation complex based in the Caribbean. A new history remains 

to be written, and Frederick Douglass needs our answer. What have we to do 

with slavery? New Englanders knew the answer: everything. 



CHAPTER 9 

"No country but their counting-houses" 

The U.S.-Cuba-Baltic Circuit, 1809-1812 

STEPHEN CHAMBERS 

The Count was perfectly good-humored, and avowed his prejudices 

against the class of merchants without reserve. He says they are 

the cause of all these wars, without ever taking part in them or 

suffering from them. They fatten and grow rich upon the misery, 

and blood of nations. That they have no country but their 

counting-houses. No God but gain. 

-John Quincy Adams, St. Petersburg, Russia, May 15, 1812 

Cuban slavery impacted early American capitalism through Russia. In the 

early nineteenth century, as the U.S.-West Indies trade increasingly centered 

on the Spanish colony of Cuba, a small nexus of elite Americans-particularly 

New Englanders-became owners of Cuban plantations.1 Intensive Ameri

can participation in the Cuban slave regime both reinforces and complicates 

scholars' recognition of slavery as a national rather than sectional bedrock 

of U.S. state formation. When convenient or profitable, the character of U.S. 

slavery was also transnational.2 At the very moment of the continued expan

sion of the North American plantation frontier and the formation of the 

U.S. South, northern and Atlantic merchants became planters and investors 

in another, offshore plantation frontier owned by Spain. Many more U.S. 

citizens also invested in the reexport trade of Spanish sugar, coffee, and specie 
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from the island. Placing the vast papers of American statesmen, public fig

ures, and diplomats alongside merchants' bills of lading, insurance policies, 

and account ledgers reveals the striking degree to which American invest

ment in the Cuban slave regime shaped U.S. economic development in the 

early Republic. Remarkably, however, the full significance of these Cuban 

investments is first apparent not in Boston or Havana but in St. Petersburg, 

Russia. 

Although scholars have typically linked the early United States with Cuba 

only through the vagaries of the "West Indies trade," beginning in the 1790s 

the Cuba trade became essential to the rise of U.S. capitalism. 3 The massive 

amounts of specie that flowed from Spanish mines in the Americas through 

Havana and into the United States helped buttress the nascent U.S. financial 

infrastructure and offset U.S. trade deficits with England.4 The Spanish econ

omist Javier Cuenca Esteban has calculated that U.S. trade surpluses from 

1790 to 1811 with Spanish colonies, primarily Cuba, offset 90 percent of U.S. 

trade deficits with the rest of the world, which, Linda Salvucci has suggested, 

"went a long way toward reducing the international indebtedness of the young 

United States."5 Meanwhile, elite U.S. merchants leveraged investments in for

eign and coastal trade with banking and insurance investments to grow 

larger fortunes. As James Fichter suggests, the majority of this wealth "was 

denominated in coffee and sugar shipped back from the Caribbean and sent 

on to Europe."6 During the Napoleonic Wars, increasingly larger amounts of 

these commodities came from Cuba. 

Cuban sugar and coffee did not develop coincidentally with the North 

American cotton frontier and U.S. finance but as a direct result and driver of 

both. The expansion of the Cuban slave regime worked in tandem with the 

expansion of the cotton South to ensure that American merchants-and the 

banks and insurance companies they managed-could secure credit and bank 

notes from the financial centers of England. Dale Tomich has succinctly char

acterized this process of transatlantic market integration, suggesting that 

"merchants and bankers in New York, Boston, and Philadelphia could use the 

trade surplus from cotton exports to draw bills on London banks in order to 

finance," in part, the expansion of the Cuban slave frontier.7 Financial inter

mediaries developed in the United States in the 1790s because the Cuba trade 

provided greater access to credit and capital. In these decades, waves of turn

pike, canal and manufacturing companies received corporate charters along

side new banks and marine insurance companies, which replaced private 

underwriters.8 This leveraged insurance investors' savings-including that of 
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many smaller investors-into an even wider variety of credit. Capital could 

also be reinvested in other financial structures (primarily banks), many of 

which contained overlapping and familial directors.9 

It is no coincidence that the same small cohort of elite American mer

chants who had made their fortunes at sea now founded the nation's banks, 

insurance companies, and factories, even as they rose to public office. As ship 

captains became merchants became bankers became statesmen, the personal 

nature of credit and the outsized wealth of individual merchants meant that 

lending and investment was typically a family affair.10 And they kept their 

ships. Most elite merchant bankers did not follow the traditional narrative of 

industrialization and leave the carrying trade for finance and manufacturing.11 

During the turmoil of the Napoleonic Wars, a number of elite merchants di

versified their domestic holdings not as a reaction against but often because of 

the staggering profits they accumulated in the foreign carrying trade, as it be

came more dangerous. This was possible only through the careful leveraging 

of information and kinship in the public diplomatic offices of the United 

States. 

Early American capitalism depended on reliable reexport markets for Cu

ban sugar and coffee. Because of the uncertainties of wartime trade, investors 

looked to well-placed U.S. diplomats for assistance in liberating seized vessels 

and as fonts of pricing information. In this, the U.S. super-elite was at a deci

ded advantage. As public officials, these merchants wielded the powers of the 

state to profit from the expanding Cuban sugar and coffee frontier and to pro

tect the outlawed slave trade, on which this nascent agro-industry depended. 

Preoccupied by American fantasies of Cuban statehood, historians have con

sistently neglected the reality of American-owned Cuban estates.12 Although 

scholars have highlighted Secretary of State John Quincy Adams's 1823 com

parison of Cuba to an apple that would naturally "gravitate only towards the 

North American Union," the early nineteenth-century expansion of U.S.-Cuba 

trade was the calculated result of the incorporation of the U.S. state into elite 

trade networks, not gravity.13 American capitalism depended on it. More im

mediate than Adams's dreams of future Cuban incorporation were his actions 

on behalf of Americans already invested in the island. In fact, Adams's sup

port of these U.S.-Cuban networks began more than a decade earlier, when 

he defended a major expansion of American trade with Cuba more than four 

thousand miles to the northeast, in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

* * * 
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In 1809, John Quincy Adams had a problem. As newly arrived U.S. minister 

to Russia, he faced suspicions from officials in the Baltic that the vast amounts 

of sugar and coffee arriving in American vessels had come from British colo

nies, in violation of Napoleon's "Continental System." On December 26, 1809, 

Adams assured the Russians "that, with the exception perhaps of coffee, all 

the articles of colonial trade were produced within the United States." The 

sugar, according to Adams, came from Louisiana and Georgia or "the Span

ish islands."14 This was a lie, and Adams knew it. Not only was very little sugar 

produced domestically in the United States in this period but earlier that 

month Adams's secretary, Alexander Everett, had detailed exactly how mer

chants smuggled British colonial goods into Russia.15 When he was later con

fronted by the French, Adams was drawn into an extended discussion of the 

nature of "the Havanna sugars arrived in American vessels," which he attrib

uted to "the great increase of our trade with the island of Cuba."16 

In 1809-1811, a solid majority of U.S. vessels arriving in the Baltic hailed 

from New England.17 Determining the origin of the sugar and coffee onboard 

these vessels depends on tracing the trade circuits of their home ports, the bus

iest of which was Boston. Although scholars have tended to claim ignorance 

of specific shipping information in this period for Boston, because most 

records have been lost, a careful study of shipping information published in 

Boston newspapers is highly suggestive. A survey of 210 issues of the Boston 

Gazette from January 1, 1810, to January 2, 1812, reveals that 13 percent of all 

foreign entrances (of 4,428 total entrances) and 12 percent of all foreign port 

clearances (of 3,771 total clearances) originated at or were bound to Cuba.18 

In Boston, Havana consistently-and often dramatically-outranked all other 

foreign ports, such as Liverpool and Lisbon, in its share of shipping. And 

Boston was not alone: along the New England coast, other port records tell a 

similar tale about the outsized importance of the Cuba trade. Of 724 ships 

registered as entering Salem, Bristol and Warren, Portsmouth, and Newport 

from foreign ports in 1810-1811, 35 percent entered from Cuban ports. Whereas 

in Portsmouth just 4 percent arrived from Cuba, in the busier ports of Bristol 

and Warren (75 percent from Cuba), Newport (41 percent), and Salem 

(20 percent) the extensive influence of elite American merchants created a lop

sided Cuba trade.19 Throughout much of the region the New England "West 

Indies trade" was, more accurately, a Cuba trade. Adams was right: the sugar 

and coffee arriving in St. Petersburg overwhelmingly came from Havana. 

Adams had arrived in the Baltic aboard a ship loaded with this same mer

chandise: in the fall of 1809, he sailed from Boston to St. Petersburg aboard 
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the Horace, a "merchant-ship laden with sugar and coffee," which was owned 

by the wealthy New England merchant and future lieutenant governor of Mas

sachusetts, William Gray.20 Like the Horace, other American merchant ships 

arriving in the Baltic principally carried three staples of enslaved labor: sugar, 

coffee, and cotton. Although cotton has typically been central in this narra

tive, Caribbean sugar and coffee accounted for almost three times the volume 

of domestic cotton in this U.S.-Russia trade.21 In an effort to profit from the 

disruptions of European warfare, the American merchant marine created a 

regular U.S.-Cuba-Russia circuit.22 

American merchants' success in Cuba since the opening of trade in 1797 

was not wholly a matter of long-standing commercial ties and fiscal ingenu

ity; it depended on the impact of European warfare on the British and French 

merchant marine. The Napoleonic Wars were a positive boon for U.S. mer

chants invested in Cuba in the decade before Jefferson's 1807 embargo: U.S. 

reexports of sugar and coffee had risen from respectively 1.1 million and 2.1 

million pounds in 1792 to 143 million and 42 million pounds by 1807. 23 In an 

incisive study of tariffs and revenue, Douglas Irwin has demonstrated, based 

on the gap between gross customs revenue and net customs revenue, that the 

period from 1797 to 1811 (notwithstanding a period from 1804 to 1806) were 

consumed with the reexport trade, much of which increasingly centered on 

Cuban sugar and coffee.24 

In 1809, faced with the overlapping trade restrictions of the Napoleonic 

Wars, which effectively barred American ships from continental European 

ports, U.S. merchants in Cuba sailed for the more remote markets of the Bal

tic. This trade was nothing new: American trade with St. Petersburg dated to 

at least the early 1780s, when New England merchants such as the Derby and 

Cabot families dispatched shipments of sugar, rum, and fish to the port, re

turning with cargoes of iron, hemp, and Ravensduck.25 In the 1790s, the U.S.

Russia trade became more commonplace, and in 1808, the Rhode Islander 

John D'Wolf 11-sailing, in part, for his better-known uncle, James-was re

portedly the first American to link New England investment in the Pacific 

fur trade with St. Petersburg by traveling overland through Siberia.26 Although 

the U.S.-Russia trade could produce considerable profits if traders timed their 

arrivals to match market demand, it was also notoriously unpredictable. As a 

result of the risks and vagaries of the carrying trade, elite merchants depended 

on the assistance of commercial agents, including salaried members of the U.S. 

diplomatic corps and well-placed family members, at each point in their trade 

networks. These agents not only worked with local commercial houses to 
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secure sales and consignments, they also regularly reported on fluctuations in 

prices, tariffs, and bribes. Predictably, these merchant-diplomats expected to 

make a profit. 

This was the reality of capitalism and U.S. foreign policy in the early re

public: as Peter T. Dalleo suggests, "Many of those who did join the foreign 

service, especially the consular branch, were merchants already living abroad" 

who "sought consulships to enhance personal business ventures rather than 

to build diplomatic careers."27 Perhaps no merchant was as active in exploit

ing the overlap between state power and the U.S.-Cuba-Baltic trade as Mas

sachusetts native William Gray. By the mid-179os, Americans in Havana were 

documenting numerous "American & Spanish vessels" entering Cuba "with 

Russia goods,"28 and in the turbulence of an undeclared naval war with France, 

William Gray's ships provided an armed convoy for trade between Cuba and 

New England.29 At least some portion of this trade reached the Baltic. On 

December 7, 1797, for example, Gray's ship, American Hero, left Salem for 

Havana, arriving in February 1798 to unload a cargo of "Russia sheeting."30 

Soon, U.S. merchants faced a series of sustained, shifting trade restric

tions, beginning with Jefferson's 1807 embargo. While U.S. trade with Cuba 

may have slumped slightly during the embargo years, U.S. merchants readily 

exploited loopholes in trade regulations-such as licensing foreign trade 

vessels for the domestic coastal trade or arriving in foreign ports in feigned 

distress-to ignore national law. Moreover, while opposition to Jefferson's 

embargo may have generally characterized Federalist New England, a num

ber of elite American merchants actually backed the embargo. 31 This support 

of a public policy that would appear to directly challenge merchants' com

mercial success is indicative of the counterintuitive ways in which these cir

cuits of elite trade operated. Laws were sometimes made to be broken. 

At first glance, William Gray's 1808 support of Thomas Jefferson's trade 

embargo appears counterintuitive. Gray was reportedly the richest man in the 

United States; his fortune-estimated to have risen from $900,000 in 1799 

to more than $2.5 million in 1808-was greater "than [that of] any other jive 
men of all the New-England states" combined.32 Once called "the first mer

chant of the United States" by Adams,33 Gray operated an extensive, world

wide shipping network that employed at least 300 "hands" annually.34 This 

network would have been threatened by a restriction of U.S. trade. Yet the 

reality of the U.S. diplomatic corps' relationship with American merchants 

meant that trade prohibitions benefited the super-elite. When William Gray 

supported the embargo, he also defected to the Republican Party and moved 
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from the Federalist stronghold of Salem to Boston, where he found a ready 

ally in John Quincy Adams, who had just been ousted from the U.S. Senate 

for his support of the embargo. 35 Both men needed each other, Adams for the 

revival of his public career and Gray for the protection of trade profits. This 

was no secret at the time. In December 1809, for example, immediately after 

Adams's arrival in St. Petersburg, the Federalist Salem Gazette charged Ad

ams with desertion and commercial dependency on Gray: 

They sacrifice without a struggle an old friend as they adopt a new 

one, like John Q Adams, or, if I may be allowed to name him in 

the same line, William Gray-Democratic leaders must follow, not 

dictate, the measures of their dependents. 36 

While Adams has been applauded by historians for his diplomatic accom

plishments in St. Petersburg, in Russia he acted as a de facto private commer

cial agent. 37 In 1810, William Gray forwarded Adams a letter of credit worth 

$Jo,ooo, 38 and in 1810-1811, Adams not only secured the release of all of Gray's 

ships that had been seized in the Baltic, he regularly wrote to Gray with com

mercial advice related to the manipulation of prices by Russian merchants and 

customs house bribes.39 While the French continued to hold more than $2 

million worth of American property seized in the Baltic, with Adams's help, 

Gray made a profit on every ship sent to Russia in 1810.40 These profits were 

not incidental: in December 1810, U.S. consul Levett Harris estimated that 

shipments "from the U.S. to Russia" had on "average yielded a profit of at least 

40 pcent."41 The risks that made such profits possible were very real, as evi

denced by fluctuating marine insurance premiums.42 

U.S. agents such as Harris were themselves adept at turning a profit 

from their access to such information. While the wealthy Russian mer

chant Glukoff-"the agent of Mr. Gray"-made "a considerable profit" on the 

consignment of the goods onboard the Horace, Levett Harris made even more. 

As Harris bragged in February 1810, Russian merchants were at a disadvantage 

precisely because of the limitations of their information networks: "they are 

generally possessed of very limited correspondences abroad. This makes it 

easy for foreigners, who are possessed of that advantage, and who have a cap

ital to trade on, to make large fortunes very easily." When Glukoff sold Gray's 

cotton, for example, Harris "knew from his correspondence that it was about 

to rise" and used his public office to manipulate Glukoff into selling him the 

cotton "as an act of friendship" and "without paying the money." Within 
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"about fifteen days," Harris sold the cotton "at an advance of thirteen or four

teen thousand rubles."43 In this case, Harris had no actual part in the shipment: 

he was not involved in the purchasing, shipping, or disbursement of the goods, 

and he was not acting as an agent for William Gray. Instead, he simply coordi

nated the information networks that flowed through the consular office to pur

chase and immediately sell these goods at a profit and no cost. Because of his 

public appointment as consul, Harris had not even had to front the purchas

ing money; information and public power allowed him to pluck profits out of 

thin air. And while Adams occasionally grumbled about Harris's transnational 

profiteering, he consistently defended Harris or looked the other way.44 

And Adams had not arrived alone. Foreign secretaryships were well

known stepping stones in the networks of commercial patronage that defined 

the diplomatic corps, and it is unsurprising that three of Adams's legation 

secretaries were members of elite families invested in the Cuba-Russia circuit. 

They included Francis Calley Gray, William Gray's son; Alexander Everett, 

future U.S. agent to Spain and Cuba; and John Spear Smith of Baltimore, the 

son of West Indies merchant and U.S. senator Samuel Smith.45 Reflecting on 

the danger to his father's commercial house from a Baltic market glutted 

with an "immense quantity of colonial produce," for example, John Spear 

Smith wrote from St. Petersburg, "May the Lord have mercy on S.S. & B. 

[Samuel Smith and Buchanan]."46 And the same Russian commercial house, 

the Brothers Cramer, which had provided John Quincy Adams with infor

mation about Havana sugars, also worked as commission agents for elite 

American merchants such as Samuel Smith and the Rhode Islander and Cu

ban plantation owner James D'Wolf.47 Unlike Samuel Smith and William 

Gray, however, James D'Wolf did not send his son with Adams to St. Peters

burg. Instead, in 1811, his nephew-in-law, Samuel Hazard, arrived as U.S. 

consul to Archangel, a position that Hazard's father hoped would lead to an 

"increase oflucrative business."48 And a lucrative business it was. At its height 

in 1811, U.S. exports to Russia amounted to $6 million worth of goods, a sum 

equivalent, as Alfred Crosby writes, "in value to one-tenth of the entire ex

ports of the United States for 1811."49 This proportion would not be reached 

again until World War IL 

At the other end of this Atlantic network, elite American merchants, who 

were not as fortunate as Senator Samuel Smith to have a brother as secretary 

of state, relied on similar agents in Cuba. In the Spanish colony, authorities 

openly acknowledged the overlap of American political and commercial in

terests. The Spanish administration, fearful of anything that might encour-
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age tendencies toward Cuban Creole independence, did not recognize foreign 

colonial diplomats and typically referred to American officials in Cuba as 

"commercial agents," a term significantly more apt than "consul" or "minis

ter." By 1809, a number of these public American "commercial agents" had 

resided in Cuba as private traders for years. 

Although North American trade with Cuba can be traced to long-standing 

networks of West Indies traders, the 1762 British occupation, and the Ameri

can Revolution, the true rise of the Cuban agro-industry began with the Hai

tian Revolution, when the single largest Caribbean producer of sugar and 

coffee virtually vanished. Unlike Saint-Domingue or Jamaica, in 1790 Cuba 

was virtually undeveloped, but in the decades that followed, investors encour

aged the expansion of the sugar and coffee frontier on an unprecedented 

scale.50 After 1796, Spain's irregular trade restrictions also became more pre

dictable for American traders, eager to exploit European warfare to expand 

existing trade networks and increase their presence in Cuba.51 In the first de

cade of the nineteenth century, the expansion of the U.S.-Cuba trade was 

not wholly linear, but by 1809, Americans were poised to profit from the re

cent increase in cafetales (coffee plantations) and ingenios (sugar plantations).52 

As in Russia, elite Americans who invested in Cuba depended on merchant

diplomats. In the dense capital of Havana, their number included Vincent 

Gray and, briefly, William Shaler. Sixty miles east of Havana, Americans had 

also begun to invest in the port of Matanzas, as a more cost-effective depot. 

Here, American agents such as John Latting routinely aided U.S. merchants, 

while also ostensibly serving as "vice consul." 

In 1800, the New England merchant George Cushing had described Lat

ting as an unscrupulous "bankrupt from Long Island in the state of New York" 

who routinely boarded every slave ship that entered Havana in an attempt to 

procure the consignment.53 Latting moved from Havana to Matanzas around 

1805, and by 1808, according to James Anderson, the unrecognized U.S. con

sul in Havana, Latting had developed "a very good reputation" and was serv

ing as a vice consul in Matanzas.54 In 1810, Latting began construction of 

a dock in Matanzas for the benefit of his commercial house, and in the 1810s 

and 1820s he continued to hold the public position of vice consul as he worked 

to secure consignments of sugar, coffee, and slaves for American merchants 

and plantation owners.55 The Matanzas-directed correspondence to James 

D'Wolf's agent, Edward Spalding, for example, arrived care ofJohn Latting's 

commercial house, "Latting, Adams, and Stewart," which would eventually 

default in 1825.56 
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Whereas in Matanzas, American merchant-diplomats sometimes operated 

independent commercial houses, in the central hub of Havana, Americans 

more often worked in partnerships with Cuban merchants. This arrangement 

not only established credit and simplified the flow of information with U.S. 

commercial houses, it was also essential to gain the confidence of European 

merchants, who were concerned about the risks of the West Indies trade.57 

Although it is unclear whether the Massachusetts native and Havana merchant 

Vincent Gray was related to John Quincy Adams's benefactor, William Gray, 

it is certain that Vincent Gray, like Adams, was a staunch ally of elite Ameri

cans invested in the Cuba trade.58 Vincent Gray had arrived in Cuba in the 

early 1800s to collect debts for American merchants, using his position as U.S. 

vice consul and merchant-slave trader in the Havana commercial house of 

Antonio de Frias.59 In the coming years, he would operate in the slave trading/ 

consignment house of Gray, Fernandez & Hermano.60 

Gray would soon become one of the best-connected American commer

cial agents in the region and a regular participant in the slave trade. Al

though U.S. law banned the outfitting or building of slave ships in U.S. ports 

in 1794 and 1800, Cuban ports remained major supply points and depots for 

Americans involved in the slave trade.61 In fact, the Spanish administrators 

of Cuba provided explicit incentives to encourage U.S. merchants, who might 

be transporting other goods, to supplement their cargoes with slaves. In 1802, 

for example, specie could be legally exported from Cuba only in slave sales, 

which led many U.S. vessels, even those not bound for Africa, to supplement 

their cargoes with small numbers of slaves from other Caribbean islands.62 

In Havana, Vincent Gray's public position and Spanish connections in 

these early years allowed him to attract extensive American business and re

main a key player in the U.S. establishment in Cuba for decades. By 1803 he 

was handling over $Joo,ooo in lawsuits related to claims by U.S. merchants 

for American merchandise that had been seized in Havana.63 That year, Gray 

solicited Alexander Hamilton to ask "ifl can serve you or any of your friends in 

this quarter," and enclosed "a small turtle" as "a small memento" of goodwill.64 

The turtle paid off: by 1805 he was acting as an attorney in "suits pending 

upwards of 280,000 Dollars on account of citizens of the United States" and 

another $150,000 in claims for which "no suits [had] been commenced."65 

The elite circles Gray moved in are evident from his reception of the German 

nobleman, Alexander Von Humboldt, on Humboldt's second visit to the is

land for a month and a half in 1804, whom he "recommended to [the] atten

tion and protection" of James Madison.66 
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Yet whereas John Quincy Adams successfully won the support of the Rus

sian czar for his commercial-diplomatic mission, American agents in Cuba 

often found their tasks to be more arduous. In the revolutionary atmosphere 

of the early 1800s, Spanish authorities remained paranoid about the potential of 

foreign espionage, under the guise of commerce, to incite instability in Cuba. 

When Vincent Gray was briefly arrested in Havana in 1805, for example, sixty 

U.S. merchants protested, including investors from Massachusetts, Rhode 

Island, and Pennsylvania.67 Because the Spanish refused to acknowledge 

the U.S. consulate in Havana, in 1805 Vincent Gray issued public consular 

"documents under a private seal," essentially acknowledging the fiction of a 

separation between private commerce and public service or diplomacy.68 The 

private commercial seal of a slave trader, Vincent Gray, therefore became the 

de facto public seal of the U.S. foreign service in Havana. Soon the stakes in 

this illegal trade rose higher, after the British and U.S. outlaw of the transat

lantic slave trade in 1807 and 1808. 

The U.S. commercial agent James Anderson, for example, arrived in Ha

vana in 1807 primarily on behalf of the Baltimore merchant William Patter

son, expecting "to gross $10,000 a year."69 But he sound found circumstances 

to be unexpectedly difficult. Anderson had also been instructed to monitor 

the slave trade into Cuba; this, he wrote to Secretary of State James Madison, 

would be impossible. The Spanish authorities remained determined to pro

tect the expansion of the slave trade into Cuba, and many U.S. merchants 

were eager to profit from it. If Anderson got involved, he was likely to be 

arrested and expelled-or worse. Illegal trade was so essential to U.S. trade 

with Cuba that Anderson was convinced that any American or Spanish mer

chant "who thought that I stood in the way of his making a fortune" would 

"find an assassin" to "plunge a dagger into me at any moment of the day." "It 
does not require darkness," Anderson wrote, to commit murder in Havana.7° 

In May 1807, for example, an American carpenter named Taylor, who had 

lived in Havana "for more than five years," was murdered and "tied to a tree, 

stark naked, and covered with wounds and blood."71 U.S. "vice consul" Vin

cent Gray-who openly worked in the Cuban slave trade into the 182os

had also been at the center of an assassination plot one month earlier, when 

rumors spread that Gray had received "a large sum of money." A cabal of 

"twelve Spaniards conspired" to kill Gray and rob his offices, but after word 

of the plot leaked, the Spanish captain-general agreed to provide Gray with 

soldiers. When one of the assassins attacked Gray's clerk with a stiletto, 

the clerk shot him, and Spanish soldiers cut the man down. Five others were 
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soon arrested.72 Not everyone, it seems, was eager to welcome Americans 

to Cuba. 

William Shaler encountered similar obstacles when he arrived as the un

recognized U.S. consul to Havana in August 1810. Much more familiar to his

torians than Gray or Latting, William Shaler received an annual salary of 

$2,ooo-compared to John Quincy Adams's $9,000 salary in Russia-and 

would eventually bill $7,026 to the U.S. Treasury.73 Like Adams, Shaler was 

bound to elite Americans invested in the island, including Nathaniel Ingra

ham of New York, who forwarded Shaler $1,000 in gold and a letter of credit 

prior to Shaler's departure. Shaler had worked as a commercial agent for In

graham's firm oflngraham, Phoenix and Nixsen for years.74 During his time 

in Cuba, William Shaler forwarded many of his letters not to Washington but 

to Nathaniel lngraham's New York commercial house, which he provided with 

regular updates.75 

While historians have emphasized Shaler's interest in Cuban indepen

dence or potential annexation, when Shaler was expelled from Cuba in De

cember 1811 it had less to do with revolution than with networks of American 

investment.76 Immediately after Shaler's arrival, he was welcomed by Antonio 

de Valle Hernandez, a secretary to the Spanish consulado, who had been born 

to Spanish parents in Russia and who worked for Shaler as an "expeditious 

translator."77 Since 1791, Cuba's elite had seen their wealth grow exponentially 

with the expansion of the slave regime, and now-as the Spanish Empire be

gan to fracture and disintegrate around them-they quietly considered alter

natives to Spanish rule. Now the real push for U.S. annexation came not from 

Shaler but from the Creole elite, who resented Spanish trade regulations, 

sought greater access to foreign markets, and were terrified of abolitionism. 

In June 1811, Shaler was approached by a member of the Creole elite, Jo

seph de Arango, cousin of the influential Francisco de Arango, who saw only 

"one course for us" (the "wealthy landed proprietors" in Cuba) should Spain 

attempt to abolish Cuban slavery and the slave trade: "to solicit a union with 

you [the United States], and become one of your confederate states." Arango's 

proposal provided an ideal opening for Shaler to advise the secretary of state 

to annex the island. Yet Shaler told Arango only that the United States would 

always be interested in what happened in the Spanish colony.78 This was clas

sic understatement. Shaler knew that the U.S.-Cuba trade depended on the 

illegal slave trade, which relied on lax Spanish administration. 

As war between Britain and the United States loomed at the end of 1811, 

Shaler's translator, Antonio de Valle Hernandez, suggested that if hostilities 
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broke out, "a preliminary measure on the part of England would be, the oc

cupation of Havana [and] its dependencies." Where, Hernandez asked, would 

the United States stand? Shaler promised that if the planters resisted a British 

occupation, they could "rely with confidence on the American people."79 The 

Creole elite were unconvinced. They worried that "Great Britain previous to 

a formal declaration of war against the United States will take measures to 

assure herself of the Port of Havana & others of the Island of Cuba under the 

pretext of defending them from foreign invasion." Worse, beset by French 

armies, Spain might even be forced to go along.80 By late 1811, American in

fluence in Cuba was under real threat. Rumors spread that the Spanish Cor

tes was negotiating a loan with the British government that might involve a 

much greater British intervention into the dissolving Spanish American 

Empire,81 and as Spain and Great Britain both outfitted expeditions ostensi

bly to quell rebellions in Central and South America, the Creole elite worried 

that the forces might actually be intended for Cuba.82 "The government of 

the American Union," they wrote, "is too feeble" to prevent it.83 There was little 

Shaler could do to reassure them, and his approach to annexation was more 

reactionary than proactive. The survival of the Cuban slave trade-and the ex

pansion of the slave regime-depended on maintaining the status quo. 

Yet amid this geopolitical turmoil, as the Cuban Creole elite plotted 

revolution and the Spanish and British prepared expeditionary forces across 

the Atlantic, the immediate cause of William Shaler's expulsion in 1811-1812 

was not his discussion of Arango's annexationist proposal. Instead, he was 

punished for placing commerce above diplomacy: in October and November 

of 1811, Shaler took an unauthorized leave from Havana to visit the Fundador 

coffee plantation owned by Massachusetts native Nathaniel Fellowes.84 Fel

lowes had arrived in Cuba in the late 1790s with his uncle of the same name. 

Following his uncle's death in 1802, a legal dispute with the powerful Amory 

family led him to become one of the first true expatriate U.S. citizens in the 

island of Cuba in 1807.85 By the time of Shaler's visit, Nathaniel Fellowes 

owned at least two Cuban slave camps and 170 enslaved African workers, 

worth more than $Joo,ooo. 86 

As was the case for most U.S. consuls to Cuba, Shaler had been dispatched 

based on his commercial contacts rather than his diplomatic abilities. This was 

most obvious in linguistics: unlike Vincent Gray, William Shaler was not even 

fluent in Spanish. In November 1811, Shaler returned to Havana to defend his 

absence for "three quarters of an hour" entirely "in French," which the captain

general could understand but had difficulty speaking.87 Predictably, in the 
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wake of the recent French occupation of Spain and the 1809 expulsion of 

French immigrants from Cuba, William Shaler soon found himself on a boat 

to New Orleans. 

* * * 

After Shaler's departure, the Creole elite's aspirations for independence were 

cut short by the outbreak of the Aponte Slave Rebellion of 1812.88 Soon the 

entire U.S.-Cuba-Baltic circuit would be thrown into turmoil as French armies 

advanced into Russia and the United States declared war on Great Britain. 

The threads of trade that public officials and commercial agents had laid from 

Boston to Havana to St. Petersburg frayed and snapped. Because diplomacy 

had served private profit at every corner of the U.S.-Cuba-Baltic trade, these 

same circuits had routinely undermined international law, making the out

break of war on both fronts much more likely. On the eve of Napoleon's inva

sion, for example, John Quincy Adams defended elite American merchants 

in Russia to the German nobleman, Count St. Julien. The count accused "the 

class of merchants" as having "no country but their counting-houses. No God 

but gain." He argued that merchants incited warfare without caring "who was 

victorious or who vanquished. They made their profit," he said, "with equal 

indifference out of all." A sensible merchant, Adams wrote, could have "turned 

the tables." But Adams did not argue. It would not have been appropriate, he 

reflected, precisely because Adams himself was-in his own words-"the 

champion of the merchants."89 

In Cuba, "champions of the merchants" encouraged and profited from 

the outlawed slave trade, violating the U.S. ban and angering rival Creole and 

Spanish merchants and the British government. In the Baltic, American ship

ments of Cuban sugar and coffee became a major pretext for the French inva

sion of Russia in June 1812.90 Operating at key points in the U.S.-Cuba-Baltic 

circuit, commercial agents such as John Quincy Adams and William Shaler 

consistently championed the interests of their elite American allies, even when 

this stance conflicted with U.S. national security. From St. Petersburg to Ha

vana, the foreign policy apparatus of the early U.S. state was deployed for the 

sake of private profit. American capitalism depended on the expansion ofU.S.

backed Cuban slavery, which in turn depended on the circuits of commercial 

information passing through elite U.S. diplomatic offices, "with equal indif

ference out of all." 



CHAPTER IO 

The Coastwise Slave Trade and a 

Mercantile Community of Interest 

CALVIN SCHERMERHORN 

What is a slave ship? Such vessels are among the most emblematic features of 

slavery's Atlantic history. Transatlantic slaving vessels were floating dungeons 

whose names evoke a "way of death," illustrated by the iconic Brooks, the Zong 
massacre, and the Amistad uprising. That "vast machine" was a race-making 

technology, a site of demonic cruelty, and an instrument of violence. Yet 

the slave ship looks different when viewed in its coastal U.S. configuration. 

Like their transatlantic and riverine counterparts, U.S. coastal slave ships 

were "floating engines of capitalism," but in the 1810s and 1820s most ships 

plying the domestic saltwater slave trade carried the miseries of captives along

side a cornucopia of consumer goods. They were floating jails whose owners 

and operators scooped up revenues from the commercial transport of slaves 

as part of competitive strategies.1 

This chapter offers a new perspective on the question, "What is a slave 

ship?," by investigating the financial stakeholders in the slave system itself. It 

details the slaving passages of several wooden sailing ships in terms of the 

enterprises that owned and operated them and the supply chains they 

served. The underlying process of enslaving was no less morally repugnant 

in American ports than it was in Liverpool, England, or Whydah, on the 

West Coast of Africa. As in the transatlantic trade, African-descended cap

tives were investments. 

But the customs of American capitalism clothed the violence of the do

mestic slave trade in the banalities of ephemeral commerce, which blunted 
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the edges of captives' defiance, blurred the focus of abolitionists' protests, and 

beckoned shipping merchants with a low bar to entry into the trade. This chap

ter follows three ships in three registers or acts in the drama of the domestic 

slave trade of the 1810s and 1820s. The Unicorn, the Almy, and the Lapwing 

were representative of the Mid-Atlantic merchant marine of the period. All 

were links in supply chains and distribution channels that crisscrossed an At

lantic commercial complex. Each delivered bound workers and much more, 

including agricultural commodities, consumer goods, and information. 

All promised returns for investments for the firms that owned and oper

ated them, but before 1825 the coastal slave trade was an incidental traffic. 

Aboard the Unicorn, enslavers tossed captives into a capacious cargo area 

crammed with consumer goods. The ship plied the cotton triangle, and the 

captives were an incidental cargo on a voyage touching New Orleans, deliver

ing bulk commodities to Britain, and returning to North America with man

ufactured goods. Over time, the Unicorn was incorporated into an international 

interlocking partnership of merchant bankers as a high-technology instrument 

of slavery's capitalism. On the bottom rungs of the American merchant ma

rine, the Almy's Rhode Island owner and master scavenged for revenues and 

found them in a slaving port. New England furnished many such slavers to 

the domestic trade. Baltimore's Lapwing's voyages illustrate the seamless inte

gration of the Chesapeake-New Orleans slaving route with a West Indies trade 

in slave-produced products. It was also part of an intensification of the coastal 

commerce in captives into an essential trade or one in which human cargo 

was central. The transition from incidental to essential trade occurred at 

roughly the same time that cotton replaced foodstuffs as the United States' 

chief export. Jean Baptiste Moussier's firm illustrates the change in miniature. 

That New Orleans-based slave trader used both the Almy and the Lapwing as 

part of an ambitious strategy, and Moussier responded to the challenges of 

buying captives with cash and selling on credit by coming up with a way to 

expand the credit that his slaveholding clients consumed voraciously and de

manded vocally. 

Coastal slaving commenced as ventures of opportunity among enslavers, 

bankers, commission, and shipping merchants with excess capacity. Saltwater 

transport was costly for enslavers, but it was efficient. It also diverted some of 

the revenues of slave sales into the pockets of shippers, merchants, and mariners 

who had no direct relationship to a growing commerce in the hands, limbs, 

and bodies of African-descended Americans. Beginning in 1808, federal pro

hibitions on the landing of foreign captives gave U.S. shippers a legal mono-
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poly on slaves' coastwise transport. After the United States took control of 

New Orleans and annexed Louisiana, a long-distance domestic slave trade to 

the lower Mississippi Valley developed incrementally, accounting for between 

a fifth and sixth of the forced migration from the Chesapeake to the Lower 

South by the peak decade of the 183os.2 

On nearly all American coastal voyages on which slaves were transported 

in the 1810s and early 1820s, the accent fell on shipping nonhuman cargoes. 

That incidental trade had deep roots. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centu

ries, oceangoing vessels carried captives across the Pacific from the Philippines 

to New Spain. Colonial Dutch and English shipmasters took on enslaved 

people as incidental cargoes on passages between strategic Atlantic and Ca

ribbean ports. Following the War of 1812 and the ending of embargoes, the 

business of buying, selling, and transporting enslaved or captive Americans 

intensified, and as the fabric of a national economy took shape in the intri

cately laced configurations of domestic trade, the interstate slave trade became 

interwoven into those patterns. 3 

The Unicorn: An Atlas of Its World 

The Unicorn of Baltimore carried a miniature version of the commercial world 

through which it sailed. It plied the "cotton triangle," which cemented recip

rocal interests among United States, British, and European merchants, slave 

traders, industrialists, financiers, and slaveholders in the southern interior. 

Cotton was the engine of transatlantic capitalism in the nineteenth century. 

Knowledge and credit provided its locomotion. In the 1820s cotton replaced 

foodstuffs as the principal U.S. export commodity, and Baltimore was fast be

coming a principal slaving port of the East Coast.4 

Captives were a nearly invisible part of that mighty process. In late 

October 1820, a Baltimore customs inspector arrived at Ramsay's Wharf in 

Baltimore's Fell's Point district with an order to inspect the enslaved cargo 

aboard the Unicorn. Walking from the Custom House near the Basin to Fell's 

Point, the inspector glimpsed the makings of a national economy deeply im

plicated in slavery. Ramsay's Wharf was among many other long parking stalls 

for ships facing warehouses and backing up to the Patapsco River. (Today the 

wharf is gone, but the site contains the Frederick Douglass-Isaac Myers Mari

time Park and heritage center.) Not all was well in the commercial district of 

the nation's third largest city. Hard times resulting from the Panic of 1819 
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compounded the adversities of recent bad harvests and London's closing the 

British West Indies to American grain, which was the lifeblood of northern 

Chesapeake trade. In good economic times and bad, few merchant shippers 

would turn away a consignment of enslaved cargo, and by 1820 concerned citi

zens suspected that too many of their African-descended neighbors were be

ing kidnapped or transported illegally. Slaveholders often liquidated enslaved 

property even after promising manumission, and Quaker abolitionists asked 

the customs inspector to search the Unicorn for kidnap victims.5 

Inside the Unicorn the inspector found twelve African Americans, sur

rounded by barrels, trunks, sacks, and other containers of cargo. Anguish had 

spread among those already cut off from loved ones and now subject to mari

time discipline. Most of the enslaved people aboard were in their teens, but 

among them were a two-year-old baby and a four-year-old child, property of 

an aspiring planter. The people were confined in a dim space with little heat 

or accommodations. Twenty-four-year-old Thomas, twenty-six-year-old Jane, 

and Jane's six-year-old daughter, Anne, were destined for the cotton fields of 

Rapides Parish, Louisiana. Their twenty-year-old owner had plans to take them 

up the Red River. A New Orleans banker embarked seven enslaved people 

aged four to twenty-six. In response to the inspector's questions, some of the 

captives "acknowledge[d] themselves to be slaves for life."6 

That response points to a narrative of ownership captives were forced to 

endorse. Lifetime servitude was nothing new in the Chesapeake, but more and 

more it was becoming a pretext for sale and removal. Slave ships were potent 

enforcers of owners' rights to disappear loved ones. By the 1820s some 

20 percent of the enslaved population of the Virginia Tidewater would van

ish, most through enforced migration. Others were manumitted, but a family 

of five could expect one member to disappear each decade. That social dis

ruption was punctuated by personal and sexual violence, and as the decades 

rolled on, enforced migration became a demographic catastrophe among 

African-descended kinships. Violence was enslavers' great economizer, but its 

peculiar American form sheathed the blade or blunt instrument in a storyline 

oflegitimacy.7 

By the time most captives boarded the Unicorn, the brutality of en

slavement had been honed to a commercial grammar of ownership that they 

were required to repeat. Some internalized it, but most spat out the required 

responses and crafted a counternarrative in the spaces owners could not sell or 

colonize. Most captives took their worldviews, their theologies, and their po-
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etries with them through the ordeals of slavery, submerging violent responses 

in the recesses of their consciousness and the human connections they forged 

in an odyssey of loss and social wreckage. But for a miraculous reprieve, most 

of the African Americans put aboard the Unicorn had spent their last season 

in Maryland and by spring would find themselves tending sugarcane or weed

ing long furrows of cotton plants.8 Despite the deeply personal ways in which 

the captives experienced their forced transport, they were incidental cargo. 

The Unicorn held the material makings of the southern slave country. 

On its fall 1820 passage, the Unicorn was freighted with large metal kettles 

used to boil sugarcane juice, bellows to stoke the fires, and scales, chains, 

and weights to lend precision to the operation. Any enslaved person aboard 

would have cause to dread such items. Construction materials included hoops 

for barrels, bales of canvas, coils of cordage, wheels, axels, iron plates, and kegs 

of rivets. A cart and gears were aboard, too. The Unicorn carried refined and 

loaf sugar, along with several empty molasses casks. Much of the sugar was 

returning to the lower Mississippi Valley after being shipped to Baltimore for 

processing. The two dozen or so refiners centering on Baltimore's Sugar Alley 

and Sugar House Alley provided processing that was not yet available in areas 

where sugarcane was grown.9 

The captives held belowdecks beheld a panorama of consumer goods. The 

ship carried coffee from the Caribbean, wine from Europe, tea from India or 

China, and local cider royal, a whiskey-cider blend that lent itself to storage. 

Most of the imported cargo, such as beverages and manufactured items, was 

subject to an import duty or tariff. That included $J,6oo worth of consumer 

goods imported from the German state of Bremen and transshipped on the 

Unicorn, including mirrors, window glass, phials, demijohns, and other fine 

items such as violins and coffee mills. English linens complemented hats and 

other fashions, destined for the backs and heads of ladies and gentlemen.10 

Unlike on transatlantic slave ships, American captives were often plunked 

down in unimaginable material abundance, and the enslaved Marylanders 

must have had some sense that their robbed labors paid for a portion of the 

finery they were forbidden to enjoy. The Unicorn soon set sail, and besides 

winds and currents, a mighty political force shaped the contours of the trade 

it carried. 

A federal legal framework that protected some industries through tariffs 

and others through a closed market helped to make a national economy out 

of a confederation of regional ones, and among all the cargo, bondspersons 
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were an exclusively national commodity. Flour was beginning to link Chesa

peake producers to Mississippi Valley consumers, but the interstate slave trade 

was responsible for a massive transfer of wealth from the Lower South to the 

Upper South. Besides the flows of slave-produced goods and the capital ac

cumulation they led to, voyages like that of the Unicorn diffused revenue from 

the slave trade among a network of interests. Besides a protected market for 

domestic enslavers, the national government incentivized slavery's commer

cial agriculture. In 1816 the United States levied a three cents per pound tax 

on imported sugar, which was designed to protect domestic sugar producers 

from foreign competition. That tariff, amounting to as much as a third of the 

price of imported Caribbean sugars, helped to ensure that Louisianans had a 

viable market.11 

The Unicorn's 1820-1821 voyages illustrate contours of economic nation

alism in the context of Atlantic commercialization. After disembarking the 

captives and nonhuman consignments, the Unicorn was freighted with cot

ton. In December 1820, the Unicorn sailed from New Orleans to Liverpool 

carrying 782 bales of cotton shipped by the New Orleans merchants McLa

nahan and Bogart. At then current prices in New York, the cotton's market 

value was over $42,000, or the equivalent of forty-two enslaved adult male 

"prime field hands." James McLanahan and Wilhelmus Bogart traded in sugar 

and cotton, and plied a direct trade with Britain and Europe. They sold slaves 

as well. In Liverpool, the Unicorn's skipper delivered its payload of cotton to 

three leading merchant houses, including 592 bales to William and James 

Brown & Co., the Liverpool arm of Alexander Brown & Sons of Baltimore. 

They were Irish-American merchant bankers who by 1825 had branches in Bal

timore, Philadelphia, Liverpool, and New York, along with correspondents 

in several cotton ports, including New Orleans.'2 

On its passages, the Unicorn mediated much more than a trade in tan

gible goods. Merchant ships plied a knowledge economy. The House of Brown 

had graduated from brokering individual shipments of goods and commodi

ties to merchant banking. It issued letters of credit and traded in foreign and 

domestic bills of exchange. By the time of Alexander Brown's death in 1834 

his firm was the second largest exchange merchant in the United States, behind 

the Second Bank of the United States. Like Brown's competitor, Baring 

Brothers & Co., the House of Brown depended on timely and accurate deliv

ery of business knowledge. Success in the credit and exchange business meant 

mastering a staggering catalogue of merchants' financial standings and the 

health of markets, firms, and individuals. In an age before mercantile agen-
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des collected and sold credit reports, the Browns and Barings did that busi

ness in-house, which required an information system that spanned oceans. In 

the age of sail, packet lines were also information technology. Packets sailed 

on schedule, ideally providing speedy conduits and initial exclusivity for 

their owners. The rise of New York City as North America's premier finan

cial center had much to do with the flow and control of Atlantic business 

knowledge. Rival cities, such as Baltimore and Philadelphia, failed to launch 

viable competing lines.13 

Baltimore and Philadelphia merchants had not lost that contest by the 

time the Unicorn sailed with slaves, and the House of Brown was organizing 

clients' merchant vessels into its own packet line. In part because the Unicorn 

was a fast and capacious ship, the House of Brown enrolled it into its line in 

1822. On its winter 1820-1821 voyage, the Unicorn arrived in Liverpool in Feb

ruary and sailed back to New Orleans with an assortment of manufactured 

textiles. Since it arrived during the cotton shipping season, it sailed to Liver

pool again in May, delivering more than 850 bales of cotton, including more 

than 300 to William and James Brown & Co. The Unicorn sailed for Balti

more in late July. The Browns were impressed by the Unicorn's shipmaster and 

his dependability, even though the vessel was smaller than the typical trans

atlantic packet sailing from New York City. But by the time the Unicorn's 

owners enrolled it into packet service between Philadelphia and Liverpool, 

there was stiff competition from several New York-based packet lines with 

weekly service to Liverpool and less frequent service to London and Le Havre. 

In the spring of 1822 the Unicorn made a swift passage from Liverpool to Phil

adelphia, "from land to land," in less than twenty-six days at a time when the 

average crossing from Liverpool to New York was forty days (and twenty-three 

eastbound). In subsequent years the erstwhile slave ship sailed between Liver

pool and New Orleans regularly carrying goods, passengers, and market news 

before being lost at sea in 1825.14 

Ships like the Unicorn were on the leading edge of capitalist information 

technology and vital links in chains of which bound workers were a part. But 

for the occasional inspection, carrying captives was a largely invisible part of 

that process and the strategies they supported. Wooden ships' holds were the 

voids in which a demographic catastrophe unfolded. The slave market was a 

province of the knowledge economy mediated by merchant sailing ships, and 

the bondpersons whose intensely personal ordeals verged on the hellish were 

part of a sophisticated commercial web. The continuous delivery of bond per

sons buoyed confidence, which supported credit, and the effectiveness of the 
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narrative imposed on captives as legitimate items of commerce was a test of 

the tensile strength of the fabric of nineteenth-century capitalism. 

The Almy: Chains and Links 

Docked at Newport, Rhode Island, the ninety-one-ton Almy was an unlikely 

slave ship. The two-mast brigantine was a transient or tramp ship on the lower 

rungs of the American merchant marine, on the opposite end of the ladder 

from the Unicorn. Yet revenues from the commercial transport of slaves filled 

the commercial sails of New England owner Gilbert Corey (Cory) and ship

master Peter Corey of Tiverton. In late February 1819, the Coreys were in search 

of cargo to keep their small shipping firm afloat when they accepted a consign

ment of lime, lumber, oil, rum, and other goods on a passage to Richmond, 

Virginia. The Almy, named after an allied family, was small but new, finished 

in Massachusetts the previous year. En route from Newport at three o'clock 

one morning, the watchman discovered a fire in the hold, apparently caused 

by ignited lime. The blaze threatened to engulf the ship. Corey attempted 

to scuttle it but limped to New London, Connecticut, instead. The cargo was 

"principally destroyed, and the vessel greatly damaged," but the crew managed 

to save the sails and ropes, and avoided serious injury. After a monthlong re

pair, Corey sailed the Almy to New York City and three weeks later accepted 

another cargo bound for Richmond.15 

Virginia's capital city saved an unfortunate shipping firm from immedi

ate failure. The Almy was tied at the city dock on the James River when Corey 

met the slave trader Jean Baptiste Moussier in June 1819. Moussier sought pas

sage for some thirty captives to New Orleans. The slaving season had all but 

ended, and it was risky to ship human beings to the Crescent City in sum

mer. "The yellow fever rages with considerable violence amongst the shipping 

and lower parts of the city," cautioned a report of what would be the worst 

epidemic for thirty years. "This is certainly one of the filthiest, and in many 

respects the most wretched hole in the universe," the correspondent scorched. 

But Moussier was at the margins of the trade and had few alternatives, rely

ing as he did on his own financing, judgment, and good fortune.16 

Moussier was genial, enterprising, and ambitious but initially hesitated 

to form such alliances. He recognized an opportunity in the saltwater domes

tic slave trade, which promised high returns on investments in moveable 

human property. Moussier had been a cotton and sugar merchant in New Or-
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leans. The commission business was highly competitive, and on that rough 

road to wealth he spied a shortcut through the interstate slave market, which 

remained robust despite the 1819 financial panic. Moussier's investments in 

bondpersons was an avenue to real estate investment and banking entrepre

neurship. By the time of his death in 1831, Moussier would be known in the 

city as the inventor of Louisiana property banking. At its apex his real prop

erty included a Louisiana sugar plantation on Grande Terre. In the summer 

of 1819, however, Moussier was struggling to build his enterprise and needed 

to transport his coffie to New Orleans. He booked passage aboard the Almy, 

which was also freighted with coal and bricks.17 

Moussier may have been a marginal figure who hired a miserable ship, 

but he held advantages. Moussier was a Creole businessman with an extensive 

knowledge of the labor demands of Francophone sugar planters and connec

tions with several New Orleans notaries, who kept an informal index of the 

credit health of merchants, planters, and professionals. Without interregional 

allies or much capital, Moussier economized by taking upon himself the 

business of buying, selling, and financing his trade, arriving in Richmond and 

avoiding better-established traders' territories. To the captives, however, there 

was little distinction between an established trader and an upstart like Moussier. 

Bondpersons like Norbonne carried the burden of Moussier's ambition 

aboard the Almy. In the summer of 1819, Moussier bought him from the Rich

mond auctioneer and director of the Bank of Virginia Robert Gamble. Nor

bonne bore an old Virginia name. Twenty-four years old, five feet eight inches 

tall and described as "Black," he fit the description of just the kind of worker 

Louisiana sugar masters wanted. Norbonne was likely jailed until Moussier 

exhausted his resources assembling a coffie including twenty-nine others, in

fants to adults as old as forty-six. Moussier embarked his coffie aboard the 

Almy, and the Corey kinsmen captured between $425 and $s10 for the cap

tives' passage if they charged the going rate of between $17 and $20 per adult 

and half that for children under thirteen. That was a generous return com

pared to freights of $4 per hogshead of tobacco or one cent per pound on 

cotton between New Orleans and New York City. Moussier was responsible 

for the costs of water, food, and incidentals, besides his cabin passage. The 

Almy's sea passage was slow. Sailing to New Orleans should have taken four 

weeks. It took longer than six. However frustrating to those aboard, the ex

tended passage meant less risk from yellow fever. Meanwhile, Norbonne and 

his fellow captives had plenty of time to inspect the ship's Yankee craftsman

ship and size up their Creole captor.18 
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The Almy captives stepped onto dry land in a city more than twice the 

size of Richmond with one of the largest slave markets in North America. It 

did not take Moussier long to sell Norbonne. Four days after the Almy disem

barked its human cargo, Moussier called on a New Orleans neighbor, the 

lawyer and notary Hugues Lavergne, to record his sale to a city exchange mer

chant, who was likely acting as a purchasing agent for a planter. Norbonne 

sold for $784. Meanwhile, the Almy sailed to Haiti's Cape Henry, the Turks 

Islands, Bahamas, and from there to Wilmington, North Carolina, and home 

to Rhode Island, delivering salt from Turks Island and cotton from New 

Orleans. After its initial voyage the Almy was refitted for whaling and sailed 

under a new shipmaster.19 Moussier's fortunes meanwhile rose. 

Self-finance and itinerancy gave way to credit and alliances. As Moussier 

built his slaving firm, he enrolled the firm of John and Philip E. Tabb of 

Norfolk, Virginia. That strategic alliance gave Moussier an entree into a 

Chesapeake market for Louisiana sugar and the Tabbs a sales agent in New 

Orleans. Instead of Moussier sailing to Virginia and assembling captives, he 

would accept consignments and concentrate on selling them in New Orleans. 

The Tabbs were part of a larger network that joined slaving to trade in slave

grown commodities. Their main business was a direct trade in cotton and 

tobacco with William and James Brown of Liverpool. The Tabbs shipped 

Moussier a cargo of captives in the fall of 1820. 20 

Moussier's business grew. He bought a ship, the 240-ton brigantine 

Brazillian, which transported hundreds of captives from the Chesapeake to 

New Orleans and commodities in the other direction.21 In October 1822, 

shipmaster Samuel Morton sailed the Brazillian from Norfolk with 107 

captives aboard. Among them were twenty-five-year-old Phillis and her two 

children, John and Elizabeth. Passage was just under a month, and seven 

weeks after arriving in New Orleans, Moussier sold the trio to Raymond 

Lacoul of Royal Street. Moussier's firm was well capitalized enough to buy 

more than 100 captives and take mortgages from buyers like Lacoul. 22 

To build credit and expand his enterprise, Moussier formed another stra

tegic alliance with Rogers and Harrison, a Richmond merchant house, acting 

as their agent in the maritime domestic slave trade. Rogers and Harrison was 

an interlocking international partnership with branches in Le Havre, London, 

New Orleans, and New York, dealing in tobacco and other commodities. 

Moussier may have been more ambitious than shrewd or fortunate, for in 

August 1823 the Brazillian became the property of William Kenner & Co., a 

merchant firm with ties to New York City merchants. In 1824 Moussier shipped 
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a cargo of captives from Norfolk to New Orleans as an "agent for the planters 

of Louisiana." That self-designation hints that he viewed his work as mediat

ing the interests of Upper South sellers and Creole buyers.23 Moussier soon 

graduated from slave trading to real estate investment. Ships like the Almy 

continued to serve enslavers, and as Moussier's business grew along with 

the market for sugar and cotton workers, the commercial transport of slaves 

ramified. 

The Lapwing: Taxi of the Seas 

The Lapwing of Baltimore illustrates the seamless transport of captives within 

regular trade between Baltimore and the West Indies. Built in Baltimore, the 

107-ton Lapwing was owned by Henry Thompson, a prominent shipping mer

chant and one-time president of the Baltimore Exchange. It was a regular 

trader, midway between packet and transient. Between 1818 and 1822, Thomp

son regularly sponsored voyages to the West Indies, delivering to Baltimore 

Cuban, Haitian, and Puerto Rican commodities and dyestuffs from Mexico. 

The Lapwing touched Philadelphia and New Orleans as well.24 

By 1822 the saltwater domestic trade was intensifying as cotton exports 

soared. Seeking efficient and cheap transport, Moussier and his counterparts in 

the Chesapeake-to-New Orleans slave trade came to rely on merchant ships. 

The Lapwing was a sea taxi for hire. In March, Thompson was loading the 

Lapwing for Haiti when he took a consignment of sixty-one captives, includ

ing twenty-five belonging to the prominent slave trader David Anderson. Ship

master Thomas Kennedy sailed for Louisiana with instructions to disembark 

the comparably more perishable human cargo before sailing to Haiti. Ken

nedy must have known that one of the female captives was in the final stages 

of pregnancy, and somewhere on the seas she gave birth to a baby, whom the 

New Orleans customs collector termed an "infant slave." The authorities did 

not record the parents' names or the child's. The mother survived. The Lap

wing exhaled its human cargo and sailed back down the Mississippi River, 

returning to Baltimore in June carrying a cargo of coffee. It soon returned to 

the Caribbean trade.25 

By the time the Lapwing's owners accepted another cargo of enslaved 

Marylanders, a young Frederick Douglass had arrived in Baltimore. In 

February 1827, as Kennedy made his way from his Aliceanna Street residence 

to the docks to sail the Lapwing to New Orleans, he could have passed the 
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nine-year-old Douglass, who lived on the same street with the Thomas Auld 

family. Then known as Frederick Bailey, Douglass was the same age as fellow 

enslaved Marylander Dick Hammond. But Hammond was the property 

of the Baltimore slave trader Austin Woolfolk. In mid-February, Woolfolk 

embarked Hammond and twenty-three others aboard the Lapwing. Austin's 

brother, Samuel M. Woolfolk, who had driven Anderson out of business on 

Eastern Shore, took on board nineteen captives. All of the human cargo was 

consigned to Reynolds, Byrne, & Co., New Orleans merchants in the cotton 

and slave business. 

Shipboard conditions were woefully unpleasant. As Kennedy prepared to 

sail, social events in Baltimore were rescheduled on account of inclement 

weather, including Durocher's Ball and the meeting of the Friends of General 

Jackson. The hold of the Lapwing must have felt stone-cold as those assem

bled huddled hour upon hour, day after day. After the ship sailed out of the 

Chesapeake it was several more days before the Lapwing entered the Gulf 

Stream and the captives thawed. The forty-three Marylanders who arrived in 

New Orleans in late March were transferred to a steamboat and deposited at 

Natchez, Mississippi, for sale. After disgorging its enslaved cargo, the Lapwing 

took on passengers, cotton, and foodstuffs for the return trip to Baltimore by 

way of Charleston. 26 

Slaving was lucrative, and by the fall of 1827, the Lapwing's shipmaster 

was acting as Moussier's agent. Thompson brokered the shipment, and 

Kennedy embarked fifty-nine bondpeople at Norfolk, Virginia, consigned to 

Moussier. The Lapwing sailed during the second week of December and was 

off the Double Headed Shot Keys north of Cuba when the British warship 

HMS Nimble approached and royal troops boarded the Lapwing. Like nearly 

all coastal vessels navigating around the Florida Peninsula, the Lapwing had 

sailed through the Bahamas rather than hazard the dangerous currents, reefs, 

and tides off the peninsula itself. The Nimble was patrolling for illegal slaving 

vessels, and the American vessel was in international waters. Yet the legal fic

tion of a domestic passage protected Kennedy from British authorities' seiz

ing captives aboard the Lapwing. Instead, the Nimble's captain pursued a 

transatlantic slaver, the Guerrero, a Spanish vessel that had sailed from Ha

vana, Cuba, with a crew of ninety, embarking 573 African captives. In the 

chase, the Nimble and the Guerrero struck Carrysfort Reef off Key Largo. The 

slaver ran aground, and the Nimble's officers and crew captured a portion of 

the surviving captives. The rest were taken to Santa Cruz, Cuba. Moussier's 

enslaved cargo was delivered safely. 27 
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As the tide of the domestic saltwater trade rose, enslavers showed little 

hesitation in packing bondpersons aboard like cordwood and intensifying 

violence, a practice that inched toward conditions redolent of the transatlan

tic trade. Yet rebellions were haphazard and largely unsuccessful. Most salt

water passages from the Chesapeake to New Orleans went without incident, 

and remarkably, all U.S. shipboard rebellions or incidents involving cap

tives' self-liberation ended up in court. Some captives did not go quietly. 

William Bowser aboard the Decatur (1826) and Madison Washington on the 

Creole (1841) led uprisings that killed shipboard whites and seized control of 

the vessels. Washington and most of the Creole captives reached freedom in 

the Bahamas, but Bowser's uprising led to his conviction and execution in 

New York.28 

The Lafayette case suggests a change from an incidental trade of the 1810s 

and 1820s to an essential trade of the 1830s, one in which enslavers ratcheted 

up brutality and carried nonhuman cargoes to supplement captives. The 

Lafayette sailed from Norfolk, Virginia, in 1829 with 197 captives aboard the 

120-ton schooner. A maritime ton at the time was forty cubic feet, which gave 

each captive a dedicated cargo area equivalent to 0.61 tons, or just over twenty

four cubic feet, the size of a casket. By comparison, abolitionists claimed that 

the notorious transatlantic slave ship Brooks designated 0.65 tons per slave in 

the late 1780s. As was common in the coastwise slave trade, the officers of the 

Lafayette were lightly armed, and the captives were evidently permitted on deck 

without restraints. 

But the Lafayette captives did not go quietly to market. A group of male 

captives attacked the captain before being put down. After the captives 

were submitted to a shipboard tribunal, suspected leaders were ring-bolted to 

the deck for over two weeks as the ship sailed to its destination. In New Orleans, 

a handful of rebels were arrested and tried, and eventually four were given 

ten-year sentences and three five-year sentences, including hard labor (which 

presumably differed from the hard labor most captives performed as a matter 

of course). Following the uprising, the Lafayette's owners put it back into the 

slave trade with the same ship master. In October 1830, the Lafayette sailed from 

Norfolk, again tightly packed with 168 captives (0.71 tons per slave). Follow

ing that voyage the slave-trading firm of Franklin & Armfield operated the 

Lafayette for two more years on at least three voyages and advertised it as a 

well-known packet. That firm built a dedicated fleet, first by enrolling regu

lar slavers like the Lafayette and then by buying ships it assembled into a human 

conveyor from the Chesapeake to the lower Mississippi Valley.29 Yet vessels 
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like the Lapwing were not eclipsed, and both regular traders and transients 

continued to capture revenues in the commercial transport of captives. 

Sailing on an Ocean of Credit 

The coastal slave trade took shape in the early decades of the nineteenth century 

when seekers of commercial transport turned to merchants and shipping en

terprises. The voyages of the Unicorn, the Almy, and the Lapwing show in small 

and episodic ways the configuration of a larger mercantile network of which 

slaving composed a small but important part. Maritime traffic was the vital 

conduit that permitted slave traders to enroll agents who acted as financiers, 

which reflects the importance of transatlantic financial integration in Ameri

can economic development.3° 

The coastwise slave trade from the Chesapeake to New Orleans took shape 

within the cotton triangle and variants such as the West Indies trade in sugar, 

coffee, dyestuffs, and other commodities. It became an essential trade. To ship

ping merchants, slavery smelled not of perspiration and humiliation but of 

ink and paper. Enslavers' maritime and financial technologies complemented 

the advances in management and machinery that rendered slavery ever more 

profitable and divided it from its colonial predecessors. American merchants 

in such cities as Baltimore, New Orleans, and New York accumulated capital 

from trades in slave-produced products and from the proceeds of the com

mercial transport of slaves.31 

A slave trader invented the key to sugar expansion in the 1830s. Jean Bap

tiste Moussier was behind Louisiana's credit expansion. Perhaps on the long 

passages from the Chesapeake to New Orleans Moussier hit on a banking 

scheme that permitted borrowers to bypass factors and access bank money that 

allowed them to leverage the equity in their bondpersons. He and the notary 

Hugues Lavergne masterminded the Consolidated Association of the Plant

ers of Louisiana, a state-chartered bank that securitized land and slaves, then 

sold its Louisiana-backed bonds to British and European merchant bankers, 

including Baring Brothers & Co. and F. de Lizardi & Co. of London. The 

Consolidated Association and other property banks lent a portion of that eq

uity back to the stockholders who had mortgaged their real and personal 

property, including slaves. 32 

Banking expansion launched a flotilla of slave ships. Property banks were 

part of an astonishing expansion of credit that helped to buy thousands of 
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enslaved people, hundreds of plantations, and improvements in technology 

that eventually made Louisiana sugar competitive, even though the protec

tive tariff was reduced in the 1830s. The volume of the interstate slave trade 

closely followed expansions and contractions of credit. In the late 1820s and 

early to mid-183os, credit expansion and the financial integration of Britain 

and the United States helped to rationalize the interstate slave trade, and banks 

like the Consolidated Association gave the sugar industry the means to de

velop more efficient processing. Credit expansion tipped the state's agricul

ture toward sugar and away from cotton. Louisiana's 1820 sugarcane crop was 

valued at $2 million and its cotton crop at $7 million. By 1829 the sugar crop 

was worth more than $6 million, while cotton crops had sunk to $2 million. 

Sugar estates more than tripled between 1824 and 1830, and the number of 

enslaved people in sugar-producing southern Louisiana rose 86 percent dur

ing the decade of the 1820s. The toll taken on bondpersons like Norbonne was 

monstrous. Punishing sugar work and the harsh disease environment wracked 

the bodies of young workers, which sent owners scuttling to banks and factors 

for more credit and to slave traders like Moussier or the Woolfolks for replace

ment workers. Shipping merchants like the Coreys of Rhode Island were 

happy to capture the resulting revenues of transport. 33 Their activities did not 

go unnoticed. 

The business network converging on slaving vessels drew criticism from 

abolitionists. In 1829, twenty-four year-old William Lloyd Garrison was in

vestigating the interstate slave trade in Baltimore. "So much for New England 

principle!," the young activist yelped to readers of the Genius of Universal 

Emancipation as he exposed a New Englander taking on a consignment of cap

tives bound for New Orleans. "Scarcely a vessel, perhaps, leaves this port for 

New Orleans," Garrison argued, "without carrying off in chains large num

bers of the unfortunate blacks." Like the Almy, the Francis was a tramp ship 

whose owner, Francis Todd, was from Newburyport, Massachusetts. Garri

son was a Newburyport native too. When Todd's ship needed cargo, the Bal

timore merchant shipper Henry Thompson gave him a lucrative payload. By 

then Thompson had a long history of brokering slave cargoes. The Lapwing's 

owner was also the principal broker of goods on the Unicorn's 1820 voyage to 

New Orleans. Unfortunately for Garrison, the public tolerated the slave trade 

more easily than authorities tolerated his attacks on a merchant shipper. Mary

land charged Garrison with criminal libel. At Garrison's trial in 1830, Thompson 

testified that shipowner Todd had no advance knowledge that his ship was 

being used to transport slaves from Maryland to Louisiana. Other shipowners 
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were likely ignorant of their vessels' human cargo as well, finding out only 

later that a portion of their revenues came from slave traders. Garrison was 

convicted, jailed, and radicalized, and while the trade in human beings 

surged, so did his career as a professional agitator. 34 

What is a slave ship? In the 1810s and 1820s it was a vessel that mediated 

commercial ties with striking banality and extraordinary reach. The U.S. salt

water slave trade was firmly embedded within a developing North Atlantic 

capitalist system, and even abolitionists failed to grasp the commercial con

nections that made the plantation complex of the Lower South a vast economic 

suburb of London and New York City. Shippers knew those linkages and the 

commercial geography they traversed perhaps better than anyone. Had Gar

rison catalogued the flotilla of ships built, owned, financed, or operated by 

New York or New England and embarking slaves in the Chesapeake, he would 

have set himself a task similar to Thomas Clarkson's investigation of Liver

pool's ties to slaving in the 1780s. As the voyage of the Almy or Francis case 

suggests, the distinctions between merchants, slave traders, and shippers were 

blurred when city merchants and shippers bought and sold slaves. Chains of 

credit and supply linked interests in slavery among a vast network of market 

actors, whose interests were united in the human beings held captive in the 

holds of merchant vessels. 35 
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War and Priests 

Catholic Colleges and Slavery in the Age 

of Revolution 

CRAIG STEVEN WILDER 

I have been a faithful servant to the Society [ofJesus] going on 

38 years, & my wife Molly has been born & raised in the Society, 

she is now about 53 years of age[.] Now we have not a place to lay 

our heads in our old age after all our service. We live at present in 

[a] rotten logg house so old & decayed that at every blast of wind 

we are afraid of our lives and such as it is it belongs to one of the 

neighbours-all the rest of the slaves are pretty well fixed and 

Father [Peter] Verhaegen wants me and my wife to live on the loft 

of one of the outhouses where there is no fire place nor any way to 

warm us during the winter, and your Reverence know it is cold 

enough here-I have not a doubt but cold will kill both me and my 

wife here-To prevent the evil, I am will[ing] to Buy myself & wife 

free if you accept of 100 dollars[,] 50 dollars I can pay down in cash, 

the rest as soon as I possibly can. 

-Thomas Brown, enslaved, St. Louis University, 1833 

In August I797• shortly after the end of his final term in office, President 

George Washington rode horseback to the Catholic college in Georgetown, a 

settlement that the state of Maryland had ceded six years earlier to the federal 
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district. In 1789 John Carroll had founded the college. Carroll was the na

tion's first Catholic bishop and a former Jesuit-Pope Clement XIV had 

suppressed the Society of Jesus in 1773, a proscription that lasted forty-one 

years. Georgetown president Louis Guillaume Valentin DuBourg and a small 

faculty of French and Creole Sulpicians (Order of St. Sulpice) and ex-Jesuits 

from the United States, the West Indies, Ireland, and continental Europe 

greeted the general. Washington spoke to the faculty and a larger body of 

students from the porch of Old North, the second academic hall on campus. 

Enslaved people completed the scene. Slaves belonging to the faculty and of

ficers and slaves owned by or leased from local craftsmen and merchants la

bored at Georgetown during its first four decades. The Catholic clergy owned 

several Maryland slave plantations that funded their missions, including the 

college and St. Mary's Seminary (founded in 1791) in Baltimore. In fact, the 

college had an account with the local tobacco merchant Brooke Beall-who 

owned Yarrow Mamout-before it had a single student. The vice president 

governed the campus servants, and the records offer glimpses into the routine

ness of that business: In 1793 the merchant Thomas Corcoran received "Cash 

[for] 1 p[ai]r shoes for Negroe Nat." Two years later the officers paid "Cash 

for Negro[ es] Jos[eph] & Watt for 3 days work." In December 1798 they agreed 

to board "4 Negro Children @ $20. Each" with Margaret Medley in town.1 

If George Washington's visit to Georgetown confirmed the incorporation 

of Catholics into the United States, then the enslaved people on campus cap

tured the economic forces binding the new nation. Georgetown was a prod

uct of the American, French, and Haitian Revolutions-exiles of the Atlantic 

uprisings dominated the college-and it was a beneficiary of the slave econo

mies that excited this age of political transformation. Higher education in the 

United States rose with the slave trade and evolved with the westward expan

sion of plantation slavery and the dependent rise of the manufacturing and 

banking economies of the northeastern cities. Colleges had advanced the com

mercial development of the American colonies. Europeans had used colleges 

to supply colonial administrations, impose religious orthodoxy, facilitate trade, 

and wage cultural warfare against aboriginal nations. Americans founded at 

least seventeen new colleges-an average of one per year-between the end 

of the Revolution and the turn of the century to secure their economic and 

political interests. The commodification of black bodies also underwrote those 

developments. 

Washington had financial links to the town and personal ties to the col

lege. He was a founder of the Potomac Company, a commercial partnership 
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that sought to develop Georgetown-"the gateway to the West"-a Potomac 

River port situated at the narrowest land passage from the Atlantic seaboard 

across the Appalachian Range and into the rich territories of the Ohio and Mis

sissippi River Valleys. Bishop Carroll, a slave owner, located his college at the 

center of this region, on a cliff overlooking an active tobacco port. Father Du

Bourg and the faculty had corresponded with George and Martha Washington, 

and the professors and students had visited the Washingtons at Mount Vernon. 

A small group of Protestants studied at the college during its first decade, among 

them the president's nephews, Bushrod and Augustine Washington.2 

Of the possible years that Georgetown's governors could have chosen as 

their founding moment, they eventually selected 1789, a relatively late date 

but one concurrent with the ratification of the constitution and the inaugura

tion of George Washington. "It gives me Pleasure to hear G[eorge]. Washing

ton is chosen President," the Reverend John Fenwick wrote from the Catholic 

college in Flanders to his cousin, the prominent tobacco merchant Captain 

Ignatius Fenwick of Carrollsburg, Maryland, for "he deserves that Post to be 

sure if merit has any Weight."3 

The crisis of the American Revolution had allowed Catholics to escape 

their status as a persecuted and despised minority, and Washington was the 

symbolic guarantor of the fragile compacts unifying a diverse nation. Early 

in his presidency, he sent assurances of religious liberty to Quakers, the 

Reformed Dutch, Episcopalians, and Presbyterians. He replied to a plea 

from the nation's Roman Catholics-signed by John Carroll and several 

lay leaders, including the wealthy planter Charles Carroll of Carrollton, 

Maryland-with an affirmation of freedom of conscience and faith. (John 

Carroll and Charles Carroll were maternal cousins through the Darnall 

family.) A few months later, the president promised the Jews of Newport, 

Rhode Island, a government that "gives to bigotry no sanction, to persecu

tion no assistance." His response to John Carroll acknowledged the sacrifices 

of Catholics, domestic and foreign, during the Revolution.4 The inclusion of 

Catholics in the citizenry rewarded their wartime contributions, but com

merce opened this era of interdenominational concord and undergirded this 

political confederation. 

* * * 

In late 1633, three English Jesuits-Fathers Andrew White and John Gravener 

and Brother Thomas Gervase-set sail for Maryland aboard the Ark and the 
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Dove. The ships landed first in Barbados, which had a population of English 

and Irish Catholics. The captains piloted the vessels through the Caribbean 

before venturing up the mainland coast to Virginia. On Lady Day 1634 the 

Jesuits officiated the first Catholic mass in Maryland, and then turned their 

efforts to evangelizing Native Americans. Four other Jesuits arrived that de

cade. Reverend White opened an Indian academy near the Anacostia River. 

Father Roger Rigbie ministered to the Piscataway and translated the catechism 

into their language. By 1640 the Jesuits had plans for a college at the St. Mary's 

settlement to facilitate missionizing the Lenape, Anacostia, Nanticoke, Susque

hannock, and other indigenous peoples.5 At that time there was only one 

Protestant college in the Americas, Harvard (founded 1636), and it was con

stitutionally anti-Catholic. 

Although Maryland was the most heavily Catholic of the English main

land colonies and the only Catholic proprietorship, Catholics were less than a 

tenth of the population. In 1649 the General Assembly and Cecil Calvert, 

Lord Baltimore, instituted religious tolerance in the colony, a modest protec

tion that survived only a few decades. Following the outbreak of England's 

Civil War in 1642, Protestants arrested Fathers White and Copley and de

ported them in chains. They hunted the Reverends Roger Rigbie, Bernard 

Hartwell, and John Cooper and carried them to Virginia. Anti-Catholics 

gained strength after the Glorious Revolution of 1688-the overthrow of the 

Catholic James II, formerly the Duke of York, and the restoration of the Prot

estant monarchy-forcing the revocation of Baltimore's proprietorship. In 

1692 the General Assembly established the Church of England. In 1704 it 

restricted the exercise of Catholic sacraments, prohibited Catholics from oper

ating schools, limited the corporate ownership of property to hamper religious 

orders, and encouraged the conversion of Catholic children.6 

Established churches in the English colonies were vigilant against Cath

olic infiltration, and colleges helped address these religious and political threats. 

During the English Civil War, Massachusetts banished Catholic clergy and 

assigned the death penalty for repeat trespassers. New England's proximity 

to New France fueled tensions. The colonists had a half dozen wars with New 

France, beginning with King William's War, the American theater of the Nine 

Years' War (1688-1697), and ending with the French and Indian War, the 

colonial arm of the Seven Years' War (1756-1763). Virginia established Angli

canism and forbade Catholics from voting, bearing arms, serving on juries, 

and testifying in court. In 1693, during King William's War, planters and min

isters in Virginia organized the College of William and Mary under Angli-
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can governance. Anti-Catholic literature filled the libraries at Harvard, William 

and Mary, and Yale (founded in 1701 by Connecticut's Congregationalists).7 

The Glorious Revolution also swept New York, bringing the removal of 

Governor Thomas Dongan, a Catholic appointed by King James. As early as 

1685 Governor Dongan had encouraged English Jesuits to establish a Latin 

school in New York City with hopes of raising a college. Many Protestants 

feared the Jesuit incursion. Jacob Leisler's 1698 rebellion sought to erase the 

vestiges of Catholic rule. After November 1, 1700, authorities could imprison 

for life any Catholic priest found in the colony, execute priests who were re

captured, and drag any persons who aided a Catholic cleric to the pillory.8 

The colonial government's bloody response to the April 1712 slave revolt in 

Manhattan-during Queen Anne's War, the colonial arm of the War of the 

Spanish Succession (1702-1713)-fed in part on anti-Catholic rage. Following 

the revolt, the New York legislature assigned the death penalty for any slave who 

attempted or conspired to harm or kill any free Christian, and in 1730 it ex

pressly broadened the law to punish slaves who assaulted "any Christian or Jew." 

By that time, Jewish merchants such as Rodrigo Pacheco, Jacob Franks, Moses 

and Samuel Levy, Nathan Simpson, Isaac Levy, and Mordecai and David Go

mez were trading enslaved people and goods between the Dutch and British 

Caribbean, the North American mainland colonies, Africa, and Europe. They 

often partnered with leading Christian merchants, including Adolph Philipse, 

Robert Livingston, William Walton, Anthony Rutgers, Arnot Schuyler, Jacob 

Van Cortlandt, David and Matthew Clarkson, and Henry Cuyler.9 

The 1741 slave conspiracy revealed how commerce was reshaping social 

relations. In April, as the investigations began, several Jewish merchants dis

tanced themselves from the threats, domestic and foreign, by swearing loy

alty to George II and acknowledging his absolute political and spiritual 

authority over the colonies. They then condemned as "impious & heretical" 

the "damnable Doctrine & position" of the Catholic Church that monarchs 

could be excommunicated, deposed, and "murthered by their Subjects." The 

authorities hanged John Ury, a suspected Catholic priest, and three other white 

people, and tortured, exiled, or executed scores of black people. Mordecai 

Gomez served as interpreter in the trial of several "Spanish Negroes," black 

captives from the Spanish colonies who claimed to be free men. The jus

tices ordered death for a "Spanish Indian," a Native American prisoner from 

a nation allied to Spain.10 

It was the violent expansion and integration of the Atlantic slave econo

mies that created the financial and social conditions for the growth of higher 
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education in the British colonies. In less than a quarter century, slave traders 

and other merchants in New England and the upper Mid-Atlantic and plant

ers in the lower Mid-Atlantic, the South, and the West Indies funded six new 

colleges. In 1745 Anglicans in Barbados organized Codrington College, the 

only seminary in the British Caribbean. The following year, Presbyterians 

chartered the College of New Jersey (now Princeton University). About 1749, 

Anglicans, Presbyterians, and Quakers began the College of Philadelphia (the 

University of Pennsylvania). In 1754 the governing Anglican minority in New 

York City established King's College (Columbia University). A decade later, 

in 1764, Baptists founded the College of Rhode Island (Brown University). In 

1766 the Dutch Reformed leadership in New Jersey opened Queen's College 

(Rutgers University). In 1769 New Hampshire granted a charter to the Con

gregationalist minister Eleazar Wheelock for Dartmouth College.11 

Jewish families had used tutors and small private academies to educate 

their children, but they gained some access to the new colleges. Donations 

from the slave traders Jacob Rodriguez de Rivera and Aaron Lopez of New

port, Rhode Island, and the planter and merchant Moses Lindo of Charles

ton, South Carolina, led the trustees of the College of Rhode Island to admit 

Jewish students. The colleges in New York City and Philadelphia also opened 

admissions.12 

Catholics had no colleges in the British colonies. Ordered priests ran small 

academies and sent privileged youth abroad to complete their education. A 

number of colleges in continental Europe specialized in training English and 

colonial Catholics. The cousins John and Charles Carroll studied at the some

what clandestine preparatory school at the Jesuits' Bohemia Manor planta

tion in Maryland. Eleanor and Daniel Carroll then sent John to the Jesuit 

College of St. Omer in northern France. Elizabeth and Charles Carroll of 

Doughoregan, Maryland, enrolled "Charley" at the College of Rheims. Rob

ert Plunkett and Robert Molyneux-later the first two presidents of George

town College-journeyed from England to the seminaries at Watten 

and Douai, respectively. The young Louis Guillaume Valentin DuBourg

Georgetown's third president-left Cap Frarn;:ois, Saint-Domingue (now 

Cap-Halden, Haiti), to attend St. Omer. Another future president of the col

lege, Stephen Larigaudelle Dubuisson, sailed as a boy from Saint-Marc, Saint

Domingue, to study in France. "I shall never be able to repay the care & 

pains you [have] taken of my education," Charley Carroll wrote to his "Dear 

Papa" while studying law at the Inner Temple in London.13 
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African slavery afforded these Catholics significant personal freedom. 

Charley Carroll served as his father's business liaison while studying in Eu

rope. "I shall keep my Estate in and nigh Annapolis, two large seats of Land 

containing each about 13[,]000 Acres, my Slaves and [the Baltimore] Iron 

Works to ye last, so that you may chuse," Carroll of Doughoregan promised 

his son. The family estate neighbored those of a number of wealthy planta

tion and merchant families, including the final generation of Quaker slave 

owners, such as the elder Johns Hopkins.14 

African slavery enabled colonial Catholics to survive, and even prosper, 

in the British Atlantic. "I shall always have a great Regard for any of our Coun

trymen; so that if you know of any Gentlemen, who chuse to send their 

children to the College, I shall be glad to have them here at Bornhem," the 

Reverend John Fenwick appealed from the Dominican (Order of Preachers) 

college in Flanders. Individual priests, including Father Henry Pelham, and 

lay leaders held the Jesuits' Maryland farms as personal property and be

queathed this real estate to other clerics and lay people to evade the legal re

strictions on religious corporations. The Jesuits were also among the first slave 

owners in the colony, and they used similar legal maneuvers to secure their 

tides to hundreds of enslaved people.15 

By the eighteenth century, the order owned plantations that reached from 

the northeast border with Pennsylvania and Delaware to the southwest bound

ary with Virginia. In 1637 the Calverts gave the Jesuits the St. lnigoes (Igna

tius) plantation, which comprised 2,000 mainland acres and a thousand acres 

on St. George's Island in the St. Mary's River. In the summer of 1640 Wil

liam Britton acquired the Newtown plantation. In February 1670 Father Pel

ham received 4,000 acres, along the Potomac near Port Tobacco, where the 

Jesuits built St. Thomas Manor. By the eighteenth century the Jesuit estates 

comprised more than 14,000 acres in Maryland-including St. lnigoes and 

Newtown in St. Mary's County, St. Thomas in Charles County, White Marsh 

in Prince George's County, and Bohemia in Cecil County-approximately 

2,000 acres in Pennsylvania, and small parcels in other colonies.16 

Visitors routinely documented the Catholic clergy's reliance on slavery. 

"Ten thousand acres of the best ground in Maryland forms at this hour, part 

of the property of the Jesuits," protested Patrick Smyth, an Irish priest who 

spent several months in Maryland and then published a treatise that accused 

the clergy of abusing enslaved people to support profligacy. He had ample evi

dence. Granny Sucky, a ninety-six-year-old enslaved woman, recalled that 
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Father John Bolton of St. lnigoes beat her when she was a child, in the mid

eighteenth century, for interrupting his self-flagellation. Violence was not the 

only form of abuse. Child mortality was high at St. lnigoes and the other 

Jesuit plantations. During the twenty-five year period ending in 1780, when 

Jesuit superior George Hunter resided at St. Thomas Manor, only twenty-six 

of the forty-eight black children born on the plantation survived to maturity. 

The Jesuits "have a prodigious number of negroes, and these sooty rogues will 

not work, unless they be goaded, and whipped, and almost slayed alive," Smyth 

charged.17 

Lay Catholics were no less dependent on bondage. Carroll of Doughore

gan taught his son the businesses of plantation management and manufac

turing, which involved lessons in the application of violence. The Carrolls used 

enslaved black laborers on their estates and at the ironworks, for which they 

also purchased European indentured servants. On his return to America, the 

younger Carroll took ownership of a share of the lands and more than 300 

human beings. "Two of them have been well whipped," he assured his father 

after hiring a new overseer,"& Will shall have a severe whipping tomorrow

they are now quite quelled."18 

* * * 

At the outbreak of the American Revolution, Charles Carroll could not vote, 

hold public office, or serve in the militia. His coreligionists from Georgia to 

New Hampshire also faced restrictions on their civil liberties. When he jour

neyed to the Continental Congress, he came not as a member but as a mere 

adviser to the Maryland delegation. Carroll was a strident defender of politi

cal freedom who had described the tendencies of tyranny in the pages of the 

same colonial paper that had carried advertisements for the family's runaway 

slaves. In July 1776, Carroll of Carrollton became the only Catholic signer of 

the Declaration oflndependence. That August, Marylanders affirmed the right 

to the free exercise of religion for professing Christians. Another fifty years 

passed before the legislature approved a constitutional amendment to enfran

chise Jews.19 

The American Revolution required a radical transformation in the status 

of Catholics. Although Protestants in Ireland displayed broad sympathy and 

support for the American rebellion, David Doyle concludes, they ultimately 

rejected models of independence that required "sharing political power with 

Catholics." In contrast, "Long Live the King of France" ranks among the more 
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noteworthy chants of a colonial army that had acquired its military experi

ence in wars against the Catholic empires. The United States accepted ape

culiar dependence on the Catholic powers of the Atlantic world. Benjamin 

Franklin sailed for Paris to lobby the court of Louis XVI. Congress sent James 

Jay of New York and Arthur Lee of Virginia to plead its cause before the Span

ish crown. In September 1777 it authorized Ralph Izard of South Carolina to 

appeal for funds and support in Italy, where there was significant interest in 

the American conflict. 20 

For a war between the Protestant king of Great Britain and his Protes

tant colonists, the American Revolution was a decidedly Catholic affair. Sev

eral French Catholic general officers advised George Washington and the new 

United States government, devised military strategies, and even commanded 

colonial troops, including: Jean-Baptiste Donatien-Joseph de Vimeur, Comte 

de Rochambeau; the young Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert du Motier, 

Marquis de Lafayette; Frarn;:ois Jean de Beauvoir, Marquis de Chastellux; and 

Claude-Gabriel, Due de Choisy. Casimir Pulaski, a Polish Catholic, raised the 

cavalry for the colonial army, and Thaddeus Kosciuszko, also a Polish Catho

lic, served as the American army's chief engineer.21 

The Americans embraced their Catholic allies. Yale granted an honorary 

degree to Conrad Alexander Gerard, French minister to the United States, 

and the College of William and Mary paid the same tribute to Chastellux. 

The Reverend John Carroll preached patriotism, and three of his nephews 

fought under Lafayette. Washington made camp at White Marsh, where Gen

eral Thomas Conway, headquartered at the Jesuits' manor, sought Charles 

Carroll's advice on organizing Irish troops. The Catholic clergy set up a mili

tary hospital at Newtown. The United States commissioned a Catholic chap

lain, and Abbe Claude Robin, a priest under Rochambeau's command, boasted 

of the enthusiastic crowds and extravagant official reception that greeted 

French forces in Philadelphia in early September 1781. The celebrants became 

even more raucous when they learned that French troops had also arrived in 

the Chesapeake. 22 

The French and Spanish crowns had given covert support to the Ameri

can rebellion from its earliest stages. The colonists negotiated with Spain 

through the embassy in Paris, and Lafayette returned to France to appeal for 

direct military intervention in the American war. Spain attacked Britain's in

terests in South America, and smuggled supplies to the colonists across the 

Alleghenies. In 1778, France officially recognized the United States, and the 

following year Spain declared war on Great Britain. In the summer of 1780, 
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forty-six French vessels carrying more than 12,000 soldiers and sailors landed 

in New England. Jacques-Melchior Saint-Laurent, Comte de Barras, brought 

his fleet south from Rhode Island, and Frarn;:ois Joseph Paul, Marquis de 

Grasse, sailed north from Saint-Domingue and Martinique to force the Brit

ish general Charles Cornwallis's surrender at Yorktown. The Spanish naval 

officer Francisco de Saaverda de Sangronis served under the Marquis de Grasse, 

raised money in Cuba and Santo Domingo for the offensive, and helped 

design the campaign. General Washington and three French offi.cers

Rochambeau, Barras, and Grasse-signed the October 19, 1781, capitulation 

on behalf of the victorious United States.23 

In 1783, as the British evacuation continued, John Carroll called the clergy 

to White Marsh to draft a governing structure for the church. The Corpora

tion of Roman Catholic Clergy-which the Maryland General Assembly in

corporated in 1792-also administered its financial affairs and took ownership 

of its estates. Carroll's vision took shape as the slave economies recovered, and 

it focused on a region of the new nation with a long history of commercial 

and social interaction between Protestants and Catholics. The English inva

sion had disrupted slavery, and enemy troops had ransacked Newtown Manor. 

The British navy had blockaded and occupied the Chesapeake Bay and the 

lower Potomac, empowering thousands of black people to escape the planta

tions in St. Mary's County and Port Tobacco. In December 1784 Father James 

Walton ordered the slaves at St. lnigoes to begin raising a new church. The 

following year, Father Carroll laid the cornerstone. Francis Neale, a future 

president of Georgetown College, presided at the dedication. 24 

* * * 

The American victory and the subsequent unraveling of the French empire 

set the conditions for the institutionalization of the Catholic Church in the 

United States. In April 1789, George Washington was inaugurated in New 

York City. That same month riots broke out in Paris, and within weeks, France 

was in the throes of revolution. After mobs stormed the Bastille on July 14, 

1789, the Marquis de Lafayette sent the key to the breached prison as a souvenir 

to his friend and ally, George Washington. That year Pope Pius VI estab

lished a United States diocese that became a refuge for French clerics. Urged 

by Benjamin Franklin, the Vatican also elevated John Carroll to bishop.25 

The ripples of the French Revolution quickly reached the United States. 

The tobacco merchant Joseph Fenwick had left for France after the American 
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Revolution, a moment of great economic optimism. He soon encountered an 

Irish smuggler and Thomas Jefferson, and he received excellent advice from 

both. The smuggler convinced Fenwick to situate his business in Bordeaux, 

and Jefferson promised that French markets would be eager for American 

goods. After he became secretary of state, Jefferson appointed Fenwick con

sul in Paris. Fenwick's letters to his cousin and sponsor, Ignatius Fenwick of 

Carrollsburg, detailed the course of events. During the first year of the Revo

lution, the National Assembly abolished aristocratic tides and curtailed the 

authority of the church. The Sulpician John Dubois escaped from Paris in dis

guise. In August 1791 Dubois landed in Virginia with letters of introduction 

from Lafayette. The Lees, Randolphs, Monroes, and Beverlys assisted the 

young priest, and Patrick Henry tutored him in English. By that time, en

slaved people on the island of Saint-Domingue, France's most valuable col

ony, were in full rebellion, after months of isolated uprisings. White families 

fled the island. Hundreds of French and Creole families relocated to Mary

land, with assistance from the state, to wait out their respective revolutions. 26 

The Atlantic revolutions allowed Bishop Carroll to create a network of 

colleges and seminaries that threaded Catholicism into the social fabric of the 

United States. After opening Georgetown in 1789, the bishop turned his at

tention to helping the Sulpicians establish a seminary. The antichurch and an

ticlerical thrusts in France threatened the order's Parisian academy, and the 

Sulpicians began fundraising and recruiting European students for a Mary

land seminary. In 1791, as the first class was entering Georgetown, the French 

priests opened St. Mary's. "All our hopes are founded on the seminary of Bal

timore," Carroll confessed. In 1792 Bishop Carroll dispatched a group of Do

minicans, who had come to Maryland as refugees, to the rapidly growing 

territory of Kentucky. Catholics were not the only Americans to recognize the 

opportunities in Europe's instability. In 1795 George Washington and Thomas 

Jefferson briefly plotted to resettle the whole faculty of the College of Geneva, 

thrown into turmoil by the European revolutions, in the United States.27 

Georgetown was the child of the Atlantic rebellions. Emigres of the 

revolutions in France and Saint-Domingue filled the faculty and the student 

body. The first class included Frarn;:ois and Antoine Casse, and students from 

France, Madeira, Martinique, St. Lucia, Guadeloupe, Cuba, St. John, and 

Saint-Domingue and Santo Domingo arrived in the following years. By 1798 

the governors were publishing the college prospectus in English, French, and 

Spanish. Among the earliest presidents were Fathers Louis DuBourg and Ste

phen Dubuisson, born to slaveholding Creole families in Cap Frarn;:ois and 
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Saint-Marc, respectively-key sites of the slave unrest that matured into the 

Haitian Revolution. Reverend DuBourg traveled to Havana, Cuba, to open 

a college, and, when that effort failed, he recruited the children of the plant

ers to St. Mary's Seminary and St. Mary's College (chartered in 1805), which 

the Sulpicians began under the presidency of John Dubois.28 

"To American Commerce-May it ever derive greater pride from the dis

tress it has relieved, than from the wealth it has accumulated," the guests 

toasted during a feast on the evening of January 9, 1809. "The concourse of 

French and American ladies and gentlemen was numerous and brilliant," the 

Maryland Gazette boasted. Creoles from Aux Cayes came to honor the West 

Indies trader Duncan M'lntosh and other merchants and captains who had 

risked their vessels and money running rescue missions to Saint-Domingue. 

Father DuBourg presented M'lntosh with an award for his humanitarianism. 

M'lntosh was credited with saving more than 2,000 people. In an address to 

the Free School Society that same year, New York City mayor DeWitt Clin

ton praised "the Refugees from the [French] West Indies" who had established 

one of the city's early charity schools, an academy that was "patronized and 

cherished by French and American gentlemen, of great worth and respecta
bility."29 

Slavery accelerated the absorption of these refugees into the American 

church. The Corporation of Roman Catholic Clergy assigned Bohemia to the 

Sulpicians, who used the profits from the plantation to fund St. Mary's Sem

inary. "That the managers of St. Thomas [plantation] be allowed the sum of 

£75 for a Negro boy called Alexis in the service of the Bishop," read the 

March 1797 minutes. The clergy also voted to sell a parcel of land to raise 

$4,000 to complete the construction of Georgetown College. In the late sum

mer of 1799, the Sulpicians protested that they had made major improvements 

to Bohemia farm, and asked to be compensated with "the young negro girl, 

called Peg, and the small boy, called Jack, both now in the Service of the 

Seminary, and another boy also called Jack, now in the Service of Revd. 

Mr. Marechal, at Bohemia." (Ambrose Marechal was the philosophy profes

sor at Georgetown and the seminary.) A few months later the clergy voted to 

allow the Sulpicians to keep Jack and Peg, "as long as they retain said negroes 

in the Seminary."30 

The bodies and the labor of enslaved people paid the Catholic Church's 

debts, including the liabilities of Georgetown College, which was tuition-free 

during its first forty years. In October 1799 the Roman Catholic Clergy ap

proved the sale of "Kate & her two Children now belonging to Bohemia es-
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tate." In April 1804 the corporation resolved to satisfy its obligations by selling 

expendable slaves from their Deer Creek property "to humane and Christian 

masters." A couple of years later, John Ashton demanded that the clergy give 

him "ye boy Davy ... (Simon's son & now motherless)" from White Marsh 

to meet a debt. "Whereas, permission ... was heretofore granted for two slaves 

of the estate of Bohemia to be sold for the benefit of Geo-town College," 

began a March 1808 inquiry from the trustees. Money and people flowed 

fluidly between the campuses, the churches, and the plantations. As late as 

1820, nearly two dozen Georgetown undergraduates vacationed at the horse 

farm on Newtown plantation. The corporation typically held its meetings at 

St. Thomas, Newtown, and White Marsh. Robert Plunkett, Georgetown's 

founding president, began his ministry at White Marsh, and at least two early 

presidents had managed Jesuit plantations-Leonard Neale, St. lnigoes; and 

Francis Neale, St. Thomas-a duty that involved disciplining, acquiring, and 

disposing of people. 3! 

The treatment of enslaved people on the Jesuit farms was alarming. After 

1805 the Jesuit brothers began supervising the plantations. "Some years ago 

Blacks were more easily kept in due subordination and were more patient under 

the rod of correction than they are now, because then discipline flourished, 

but now it is going to decay," complained Brother Joseph Mobberly, manager 

of St. lnigoes. "The present white generation seems to lose sight of the old ob

servation, 'the better a negro is treated, the worse he becomes.' " Mobberly 

hired five overseers in the four-year period beginning 1816. He also served as 

the plantation doctor and only hired trained physicians for emergencies. 32 

The declining profitability and deteriorating management of the Mary

land farms created other crises. In 1820 the Irish priest Peter Kenney, official 

visitor to the Maryland province, documented awful conditions. The super

visors were providing insufficient rations to slaves, overworking servants, and 

inflicting excessive violence on enslaved men and women. Father Kenney es

pecially condemned the practices of whipping pregnant women and beating 

women "in the priests own parlor, which is very indecorous.'' The clergy paid 

little attention to the spiritual lives of the servants, and Kenney suggested that 

the order begin looking toward a moment when it could "get rid of the slaves, 

either by employing whites or letting out their lands to reputable tenants.''33 

Rather than retreating from slaveholding, the bishops built their church 

by tracking the westward expansion of plantation slavery. The 1803 Louisiana 

Purchase had opened a vast and heavily Catholic missionary field. After 

being named bishop of Louisiana in 1812, Louis DuBourg recruited veteran 
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Maryland priests-particularly a dozen Belgian Jesuits under Father Charles 

Van Quickenborne-to establish the Missouri province, manage its planta

tions, and elevate St. Louis Academy (founded 1818) into a university, the first 

west of the Mississippi River. Bishop DuBourg gave his Florissant farm and 

slaves to the Missouri Jesuits, and empowered the future St. Louis University 

president Van Quickenborne "to sell any or all of them to humane and Chris

tian masters" if they proved recalcitrant or immoral.34 

"The Indian Mission was the chief object of the establishment of the So

ciety [ofJesus] in Missouri," Father Van Quickenborne admitted in January 

1830, just months before Congress passed the Indian Removal Act, which ini

tiated the relocation of the eastern Native American nations west of the Mis

sissippi River. Bishop DuBourg had donated Florrisant on the condition that 

the Missouri Jesuits begin an Indian mission. The Belgians had also raised 

more than $3,000 in Europe for Christianizing Native Americans, and they 

staffed missions to the St. Johns and Kickapoo. "On the loftiest hill of the 

renowned Charbonniere (I do not recall whether you saw it) there is an In

dian mound," Father Peter Verhaegen, another of the Belgian presidents of 

St. Louis University, wrote to Georgetown president William McSherry in 

1838, "&this mound we undertook to explore ... & found human bones, but 

no indian curiosities." Even weak religious missions could be used to legiti

mate expansion. "Our Belgians ... have arrived safe," Verhaegen told Mc

Sherry of a new group of recruits in 1839, and "they wish to be remembered 

to their brethren at Georgetown."35 

The enslavement of Africans and the dispossession of Native Americans 

had been tied together from the early years of European colonization, and as

sertions of the urgency of evangelizing Indians were routinely followed by 

declarations of the necessity of human bondage. In 1832, when Father Kenney 

had inspected the Missouri province, he complimented "the good conduct, 

industry, & christian piety of all the coloured servants of both sexes." Despite 

the broad use of enslaved labor, Missouri was the only province in which 

Kenney registered no serious concerns. However, a year later, Thomas Brown, 

enslaved to President Verhaegen, strongly disagreed. Brown begged the Jesuit 

superior for permission to buy his and his wife Molly's freedom. He had 

served the society for nearly thirty-eight years, and Molly Brown, fifty-three 

years old, had been born enslaved to the Jesuits. He accused Verhaegen of 

confining them to an outhouse with neither heat nor insulation as winter ap

proached. "Now we have not a place to lay our heads in our old age after all 

our service," he continued. Father Kenney's visit had exposed troubling issues. 
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Kenney had to remind his brethren that it was beneath the dignity of priests 

to beat or threaten enslaved women. He recommended that they employ 

lay people to punish women, and assigned the Jesuit brothers the duty of 

whipping enslaved men, while cautioning that they should all avoid "severe 

punishments."36 

* * * 

In 1832 Georgetown's governors conceded that the college had to impose tu

ition, a business decision that intensified the Corporation of Roman Catholic 

Clergy's discussion of dissolving the Maryland slaveholdings. Financial con

cerns rather than moral considerations brought an end to slavery in the 

Maryland province. The order had been violating commitments to maintain 

families and find suitable Christian masters. It was now seeking bids on hun

dreds of human beings, and apparently even attempted to sell the whole group 

to the Missouri Jesuits. In June 1838 the former Georgetown president Thomas 

Mulledy contracted the sale of 272 men, women, and children to Henry 

Johnson, a Catholic and the former governor of Louisiana, for $115,000. Be

ginning that fall, the Jesuits shipped their slaves to Louisiana in three cargoes. 

About 15 percent of the revenues went to pay down Georgetown College's 

construction debts.37 

Clergy trained in Maryland spread across the nation. Belgian and French 

priests governed expansion into the regions opened by the Louisiana Purchase 

and Indian Removal. John Dubois left St. Mary's to become bishop of New 

York, and was succeeded in that seat by one of his most famous students, the 

Irish immigrant, John Hughes, who had paid his tuition at St. Mary's by su

pervising servants in the college gardens. In 1841 Bishop Hughes founded the 

college that became Fordham University, the first Catholic college in New 

York. In 1843 Thomas Mulledy became the charter president of Holy Cross, 

the first Catholic college in New England. John McElroy, who also departed 

from Maryland, founded Boston College.38 

Neither the Jesuits nor the antebellum Catholic Church disengaged from 

human bondage with the Maryland sale; rather, both followed the westward 

movement of plantation slavery in search of influence and affluence. African 

slavery had repeatedly rescued the Catholic community through a century and 

a half of oppression in the Protestant colonies. Catholics had used the slave 

economies to evade anti-Catholic laws and survive anti-Catholic violence. 

They embraced human bondage to secure their own liberty. The proslavery 
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and anti-abolitionist tradition in the Catholic hierarchy began at the birth of 

the church in the Revolutionary era, when human slavery straightened and 

leveled the road to Catholic assimilation. The Atlantic slave economies laid 

the foundations of the Catholic Church in the United States, and underwrote 

the creation of a national church that helped to integrate future waves of Cath

olic immigrants. 



CHAPTER 12 

Capitalism, Slavery, and the New Epoch 

Mathew Carey's 1819 

ANDREW SHANKMAN 

Looking back at the collapse of Napoleon's dream to forge a "universal em

pire," the Philadelphia printer, political economist, and staunch Jeffersonian 

Mathew Carey had no doubt that the end of Bonaparte had ushered in "a new 

epoch."1 In this new epoch a British-dominated peace would end ready access 

to foreign markets, produce disastrous quantities of unmarketable agricultural 

surpluses, and place enormous, possibly unendurable, strains on republican 

institutions. Beginning during the frightening period of 1814-1815, between 

Napoleon's first and second exiles, Carey began to pull together his concerns 

regarding potential national disintegration and the limitations of republican 

institutions and political economy. Carey's efforts culminated in 1819, the 

eventful year that produced the divisive conflict over Missouri statehood and 

the worst economic slump the nation had yet experienced. The twin crises fo

cused Carey's efforts. His response to the troubled half decade after 1814 pro

pelled him into a leading role in articulating the ideas and policies that 

encouraged capitalist economic and social relations and the most extensive 

slave-based economy the world had ever seen. 

In 1814 Carey concluded that a new direction for American political econ

omy, one that created a much larger and more diverse domestic market, 

needed the labor of slaves. He also came to believe that a national polity could 

not be forged unless there was a genuine national embrace of slavery. Carey's 

thinking between 1814 and 1819-1820 had a tremendous impact on the 
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formative years of nineteenth-century economic development. Carey was a 

prolific writer and an influential publisher. He did a great deal to conceive 

the arguments for and to promote the protective tariff, the Second Bank of 

the United States, and the mania for internal improvements. He was a 

staunch supporter of Henry Clay's "American System," and Clay believed his 

efforts were essential. 2 Carey's career allows us to assess the central role slavery 

played for those theorizing the American System, the political economy that 

became the core commitment of the Whig Party. Carey reminds us that 

Whig political economy was embedded in the national embrace of slavery. 

Despite the genuine commitment of many Whigs to moral reform, in its in

tellectual formation the political economy of the party most committed to 

rapid, diverse economic development could not be disentangled from slavery. 

For in Carey's thinking, a commitment to domestic commerce and manufac

turing and the expansion of credit and banking, the world we know to call 

American capitalism, was inseparable from-indeed, could not be imagined 

or developed without-a dynamic and expanding American slavery.3 

Slavery and National Harmony 

For Mathew Carey, the War of 1812 was a terrifying experience. He believed 

that the nation should have been able to fund the war more efficiently and 

produce what it needed more effectively, and should never have descended into 

the shameful, internal conflict that made New England secession seem a real 

possibility in 1814. As the war drew to a close, and it became clear the United 

States would survive it, Carey sought to turn crisis into opportunity. In 1814 

and 1815 Carey published the first two editions of The Olive Branch, his effort 

to unify the nation. Carey argued that national harmony could come from 

policies that allowed an active national government to promote a diverse do

mestic economy of agriculture, commerce, and manufacturing.4 Yet Carey 

estimated that in New England, two-thirds opposed President Madison's 

government, and a sizable minority followed dangerous extremists. Some of 

the fault lay with New England Federalists, who "For eighteen years" had made 

"the most unceasing endeavors ... to poison the minds of the people of New 

England towards, and to alienate them from, their fellow citizens of the south

ern states."5 

Extreme Federalists, said Carey, had portrayed southerners "as demons 

incarnate, and destitute of all the good qualities that dignify and adorn human 
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nature."6 They grossly caricatured slavery and pretended to a concern unwar

ranted by southern practice. Federalists claimed that "the negroes are, in all 

respects, except to regard to life and death, the cattle of the citizens of the 

southern states." Further slander accused southerners of treating slaves "like 

brutes," and allowing them to be "bought and sold ... beaten, turned out to 

the fury of the elements, and torn from their dearest connections, with as little 

remorse as if they were beasts of the field." Carey did not so much refute (for 

how could he?) as dismiss these charges as "infamous [and] unfounded cari

cature." Rather than argue that slaves were not bought and sold, forcibly sep

arated from their loved ones, and regularly beaten, Carey instead insisted 

that such practices should not cause New Englanders to believe they were 

distinct from the South. Slavery was in fact a source of connection and unity 

for the nation. After all, Carey argued, most slaves "had been purchased, and 

sent from their homes and families by New Englanders, who were actually ... 

engaged in the slave trade."7 Indeed, New England had "literally lived upon 

the industry of the southern states."8 

Carey made the case for interregional interdependence built on slavery 

even more explicitly in an 1814 pamphlet meant to supplement The Olive 

Branch. In A Calm Address To The Eastern States, Carey insisted that the eco

nomic needs of New England fit seamlessly with those of the rest of the na

tion, particularly the slave states.9 If the people of New England ignored their 

own best interests and seceded, they alone would suffer. Southern states such 

as the Carolinas and Georgia enjoyed "delightful and luxuriant climate and 

fertile soil." If necessary, these states could diversify and develop manufactur

ing, but not without effort and not without expending resources on projects 

and practices best suited for New England. New Englanders needed to real

ize that southerners were in no way hostile to commerce, and that their in

creasing and expanding slave populations and staple crops depended on 

extensive manufacturing that every precept of political economy showed be

longed in New England. 

The relationship between New England and the South was the basis for 

a vital republic. "The eastern states," Carey explained, "have established man

ufactures on a large and extensive scale." In addition, manufacturing would 

only increase over time for the "extreme sterility of a large portion of the soil, 

and the comparative density of their population, render manufacturing estab

lishments indispensably necessary to them." Yet at present, "the manufactures 

of the southern states [were] principally in private families." And so they 

would and should remain, Carey insisted, as long as the union endured and 
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all regions realized how southern slavery gave each region the opportunity to 

specialize. Insofar as southerners free and slave would continue to "find full 

employment in agriculture," slave states had "little or no interest in the pro

motion of manufactures." A decline in commerce, manufacturing, or agri

culture hurt each sector of the economy and section of the nation. Union met 

the needs of all, concluded Carey, and slavery, by benefiting all regions, was a 

truly national institution.10 

A New Political Economy for a New Epoch 

Arguing for slavery's national importance was part of Carey's effort to protect 

the Republic from the dangers of the new epoch. New conditions required new 

directions for the United States, most critically a shift in emphasis from over

seas markets and oceanic commerce to production for a growing domestic 

market. Carey's efforts between the War of 1812 and the Panic of 1819 and the 

Missouri crisis were informed by a conviction he shared with many leading 

Jeffersonian Republicans, among them James Madison and Henry Clay, that 

peace in 1815 had transformed global circumstances and the place the United 

States occupied in the world. In this new epoch there would be a steady de

cline in the demand for American agriculture, for 

Europe could not be expected to allow us to continue the com

merce that naturally belonged to them ... when a cessation of the 

destruction caused by war and the return of so many of the soldiery 

to the labors of the field not only increased the capacity of supply 

but diminished the consumption of Europe. 

Indeed, concluded Carey, "we enjoyed for twenty years a very great propor

tion of the trade of the world, far beyond our due share." With the abrupt 

end of this accidental condition, "sound policy" alone could find "other em

ployment for our superfluous commercial capital," "a domestic market for our 

cotton," and the same for "our woolens and various other manufactures to an 

extent commensurate to our wants." Americans had "to secure themselves a 

grand domestic market, independent of the caprice of foreign nations." 11 

Those who cared about agriculture had to promote manufacturing, banks, 

internal improvements, an expanding, sound, and stable paper currency, and 

this grand domestic market. Those who thought farmers were best served by 
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free trade and revenue tariffs below protective levels, tariffs that hindered the 

encouragement of domestic manufactures, were tricked by 

the narrow illiberal, and selfish maxim "to buy where goods could 

be had cheapest," ... [which] has produced a system whereby the 

wealth of the nation was converted into a means of fostering and 

encouraging the industry of a distant hemisphere, and supporting 

foreign governments, while our own citizens were ... reduced to 

mendicity, and our country impoverished.12 

With the war's end, Carey explained, Americans indulged in foreign manu

factures and failed to support domestic manufacturing and a home market. 

As the unfavorable balance of trade drained specie away, banks sprang up 

nevertheless, fueled by demands of rising consumption. Yet, since specie grew 

scarce, the banks issued dubious paper, and "the inordinate spirit of banking, 

carried in many cases to a most culpable excess, has done great mischief." 

But banks were not inherently pernicious. Rather, the "great paramount 

evil is the immoderate extent of our importations." Failure to foster a home 

market by promoting manufacturing meant "the loss of our industry, the drain 

of our specie, and the consequent impoverishment of our country [which] 

affect[ed] all classes of citizens: the economical and the extravagant-the la

borer, the artisan, the cultivator of the soil, as well as the landholder, the man

ufacturer, the trader and the merchant." Under these conditions "debts [could 

not] in general be collected ... property [could not] be sold but at enormous 

sacrifices ... [and] capitalists ha[d] thus an opportunity of aggrandizing them

selves at the expense of the middle class of society to an incalculable extent." 

As a result, "citizens possessed of great wealth ... increase it immoderately by 

purchasing the property of the distressed, sold at ruinous sacrifices by sher

iffs, marshals, and otherwise-thus destroying the equality of our citizens, 

and aggrandizing the rich at the expense of the middle class of society." The 

"radical remedy for those evils" was "to limit the importation of such articles 

as we can manufacture ourselves and thus foster our domestic industry."13 

Carey was deeply sensitive to traditional Jeffersonian Republican concerns 

about industrial development and the dependency of laborers. He readily ac

knowledged that the "overgrown manufacturing establishments in England" 

merited unreserved censure. But British economic and social conditions had 

nothing to do with republican America. In the United States, liberty, land, 

and the absence of the "aristocratic provisions of the English Constitution, 
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and operation of the vast funding system ... [that] disturb[ed] the equable 

and regular diffusion of labor" allowed a republican version of economic 

development that would strengthen the nation and preserve the indepen

dence and autonomy of its citizens.14 

Republican citizens understood that "the true art of government, and the 

duty of governors, was to produce the greatest happiness of the greatest num

ber of the governed." Republican institutions and geographic and demographic 

conditions would prevent "overgrown manufacturing establishments." In re

publican America, 

The facility of acquiring landed property ... has been uniformly so 

great, and the inducement to take an independent grade in society is 

so powerful ... that the laborers and hired people of all descrip

tions, (having universally had such liberal wages, that by economy 

they might in a few years save enough to buy farms) have been 

at all times, with hardly an exception, scarce and in demand. 

Employers, therefore, have held their hired people in a very 

precarious tenure. The latter knew their own value, and would not 

submit to harsh treatment. The former, aware of the consequences 

of oppression or ill usage, found the necessity of courteous behavior. 

The steady operation of both the causes ... has produced the 

delightful state of society, as regards the wealthy and those in 

humble life, in which the one would not dare to oppress, and the 

other would not submit to oppression.15 

Just as manufacturing in a republic produced welcome outcomes, so too 

would banks. Carey knew that many Jeffersonian Republicans were suspicious 

of banks and, despite his objections, had dissolved the first Bank of the United 

States in 1811.16 Yet Americans needed to realize that banks in a republic would 

not function as they did in Europe. There were republican maxims for republi

can banks. Chief among them, Carey wrote in 1817, was that banks existed first 

to promote the public interest and only second "to hold out adequate advantages 

to subscribers." In a republic, banks should not solely seek profit and so "pursue 

it to the disregard of public accommodation." Republican banks were invalu

able, for they "foster industry-extend trade and commerce-and enable men 

of moderate fortune and good credit to compete with wealthy capitalists."17 

Committed as he was to the expansion of republican banking, Carey 

rejoiced at the rechartering of the Bank of the United States in 1816. He 
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reasoned that Americans would pay taxes and purchase public lands with 

local paper, which would flow to the Bank of the United States. Through 

judicious demands for specie repayment, it could force local banks to issue 

notes responsibly, and so keep paper sound and reliable. As manufacturing 

output increased and specie drain diminished, more specie would allow an 

increase in the supply of sound, reliable paper, an expansion of credit, and 

greater access to the domestic market for a greater number of "men of mod

erate fortune." Finally, this political economy would be guided by public 

figures devoted to the republican principles of the public good and the social 

conditions of equality and autonomy that made republican citizenship pos

sible. Should they ever waver, their very accountability would correct for 

their lack of virtue. The new political economy, then, would sustain Jeffer

son's empire ofliberty and a nation of farmers and planters precisely because 

it also nurtured merchants, bankers, manufacturers, craftsmen, and me

chanics. 

The Problem with Slaveholders in a Period of Transition 

Yet this glorious national prospect was impossible to conceive without slav

ery. Carey could imagine the shift from the foreign to domestic market because 

he expected slavery to grow in size and importance. Properly understanding 

slavery seemed to solve all of the political problems that came from mistak

enly thinking the sections had divergent interests. And even more obviously, 

slavery was a significant part of the solution to the problem of agricultural 

overproduction, the decline of foreign markets, and the ensuing vulnerability 

of republican households. Carey had no doubt that the political and economic 

problems produced by the post-1815 world would be resolved if the nation pur

sued proper economic policies. But doing so depended on "the transportation 

of raw materials from the southern to the middle and eastern states and of 

manufactured articles from the latter to the former." 18 

In light of how attractive he believed his political economy would be to 

people in New England, Carey must have thought in the first few years after 

the war that sectional harmony, union, and national unity would be relatively 

easy to achieve. His political economy had so much to offer New England, the 

one fearful region of secession; the rest of the union, led by southern statesmen, 

was properly republican and already devoted to preserving the conditions of 

liberty. And yet by the eventful year of 1819, Carey had begun to understand 
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that slaveholders were the real source of hostility to his political economy, de

spite the central place of slavery in his economic thinking. 

From the start, Carey's plans for the nation required a much more vigor

ous national government than most Republicans had ever been comfortable 

supporting. Here we may take as an example the rechartering of the Bank of 

the United States. Leading Republican statesmen such as President Madison 

tried to avoid the delicate issue of implied powers by arguing that the sover

eign people had made the bank constitutional through their long acceptance 

of it. Yet this method of defending the bank could not protect federally spon

sored internal improvements, since there was no corresponding record oflong, 

popular endorsement. In one of his last public acts, in March 1817 Madison 

vetoed a federal internal improvements bill and urged a constitutional amend

ment to allow the nation to pursue policies that he, like Carey, had come to 

view as essential for the Republic's survival.19 

Yet achieving a constitutional amendment was exceedingly difficult. Carey 

(and like-minded Republicans such as Henry Clay) understood that they could 

achieve their goals much more easily if the national government was bound 

by a constitutional order in which its powers were broad, expansive, and some

times implied. Yet Carey's ally Clay also articulated as clearly as any states

man ever had the fear that this view of the Constitution and national 

governance could provoke: "that the chain of cause and effect is without end, 

that if we argue from a power expressly granted to all others, which might be 

convenient or necessary to its execution, there are no bounds to the power of 

this government."20 

Clay expressed the concerns of many Republicans, and between 1815 

and 1820 many whom Carey expected to be trusted allies reacted in fear and 

anger to the seeming rise of an "aggressive nationalism."21 By no means were 

fears of national power and a rising insistence on states' rights confined to 

the South or to slaveholders. Between 1816 and 1820, rechartering the bank, the 

series of Marshall court decisions, and passage of the nation's first protective 

tariffs provoked fears in all regions. In the uncertain and rapidly changing 

years after the war, it took time for people to think through and decide what 

they believed and where they stood. Between 1816 and 1820 Carey had no 

stronger ally than John C. Calhoun. At the same time, the future staunch Na

tional Republican, the Ohioan Charles Hammond, denounced the majority 

decision in McCulloch v. Maryland and, prior to the early 1820s, Hezekiah 

Niles made his Weekly Register one of the severest critics of the new Bank of 

the United States.22 
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Yet between 1816 and 1820 Carey began to realize that southerners, espe

cially slaveholders, seemed to have the gravest fears about the course of policy 

he advocated. Ideas such as Carey's were spreading fear and suspicion, and 

indeed were contributing to a process that was causing the South to begin to 

think like a region. 23 Ironically, in light of how devoted he was to the Ameri

can System, which brought together the Second Bank of the United States, 

protective tariffs, internal improvements, and a defense of implied powers, no 

figure in the early Republic explained more clearly than Henry Clay slave

holders' particular fear of the policies Carey championed. Unlike Carey, in 

1811 Clay had supported dissolution of the first Bank of the United States. 

When explaining why, Clay demonstrated why Carey would come to see that 

slaveholders, not New Englanders, were the people he would have to work the 

hardest to persuade. 

In 1811 Clay argued that the creation of any corporation by the national 

government could not be separated from the doctrine of implied powers 

because "The power to charter companies [was] not specified in this grant." 

Clay insisted that the Constitution showed "How extremely cautious the con

vention was to leave as little as possible to implication."24 The problem was 

not simply the bank but also the claim of the power to incorporate, "one of 

the most exalted attributes of sovereignty," that the bank represented. Cogently 

and relentlessly, Clay explained where that claim led. A corporation was "a 

splendid association of favored individuals taken from the mass of society, and 

invested with exemptions and surrounded by immunities and privileges." If 
the awesome power to create a corporation existed in the national government, 

which acted from a great distance on states and localities, then the power to 

grant corporate charters would extend directly from the distant national gov

ernment to privileged entities within the states, entities that were free to bar

gain and make contracts. Corporations' rights to freely contract could bypass 

and be insulated from the municipal powers of regulation, enforcement, and 

local policing possessed by the localities and states in which they acted. 

Once the national government established a corporate body enjoying 

many of the rights of citizens, a corporate body that potentially existed be

yond the regulation of the locality in which it conducted its affairs, that cor

poration might undermine purely local and state laws and institutions that 

were not explicitly sanctioned by the Constitution or federal statute. There

fore, Clay insisted "that the states have the exclusive power to regulate con

tracts, to declare the capacities and incapacities to contract, and to provide as 

to the extent of responsibility of debtors and creditors." In case any missed 
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the subtlety of his logic or the nature of his fears, Clay made his point ex

plicit. If the national government could charter a corporation, "If Congress 

have the power to erect an artificial body and say it shall be endowed with the 

attributes of an individual-if you can bestow on this object of your own cre

ation the ability to contract, may you not, in contravention of states' rights, 

confer upon slaves, infants, and femmes covert the ability to contract?"25 Clay's 

remarks showed how quickly the effort by the national government to char

ter a corporation led to questions of constitutional governance, questions that 

could not be separated from issues of local authority, a matter that was virtu

ally impossible to disentangle from the regulation of slavery. As long as slave

holders insisted that they alone could make decisions about an enormous group 

of people residing within the United States, policies that depended on more 

open-ended and expansive views of the power of the national government 

sooner or later would become arguments about slave law and the regulation 

of slavery. 26 

Clay was far less anxious and extreme than most slaveholders on these 

matters. Connections that he could make so easily were made even more stri

dently by others. Some opposed the Second Bank of the United States as a 

matter of banking policy. But increasingly after 1816, as writers like Carey 

popularized an all-encompassing and interconnected approach to the nation's 

political economy, an approach that depended in part on the growth of fed

eral power, the connections Clay probably regretted having made so forcefully 

and so well became the basis for opposing the policies that he and Carey cham

pioned. 27 Between 1815 and 1820 many southerners began to make connec

tions as easily as North Carolina congressman Nathanial Macon did in 1818 

when he exclaimed, "examine the Constitution of the U.S .... and then tell 

me if Congress can establish banks, make roads and canals, whether they can

not free all the slaves in the U.S." For Macon, it was pointless to deny that "If 
Congress can make canals, they can with more propriety emancipate."28 By 

1819 such connections were becoming the basis for an emerging regional po

litical philosophy. 

Panic and Crisis 

For Carey, the Panic of 1819 underscored that the Republic needed a high pro

tective tariff, a systematic national policy of internal improvements, and the 

Second Bank of the United States. Carey argued that the conditions of 1819 
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resulted from overproduction in agriculture and a weak paper currency vul

nerable to depreciation, conditions caused by an insufficiently protective tar

iff, the paucity of domestic manufacturing, and a home market too small to 

meet the nation's needs.29 The destruction of the panic frustrated Carey, who 

did not doubt that "sound policy would have averted three-fourths of our suf

ferings."30 Yet as he looked back on the previous five years, Carey could not 

ignore that the efforts to prevent protection, to cripple the Bank of the United 

States, and to thwart nationally sponsored internal improvements came pre

dominantly from southern states and were led by slaveholding statesmen. Car

ey's ideas for how to sustain the Republic required a home market that relied 

on the labor of slaves and that promoted manufactures purchased in substan

tial quantities by slave owners. Yet slave owners led the efforts that caused 

destructive conditions for so many of their fellow citizens, and they did so, 

Carey believed, in contravention of their own interests. 

In the midst of his efforts to convince the nation that the Panic of 1819 

proved the necessity of his economic policies, Carey also had to confront how 

far the nation was from the harmony he had hoped for in The Olive Branch. 

Yet when the Missouri crisis struck, it made two things clear to Carey. First, 

the region that had to be convinced of his economic ideas was not New 

England but the South. But second, with Missouri he had a chance to pull 

all of his concerns together and show slaveholders and nonslaveholders that 

what they all needed was a national economy that would develop a diverse 

home market, in part by making use of a growing and robust region of slav

ery. As the Missouri crisis raged in 1819 and 1820, the nation confronted the 

dangers of regional disharmony. With so many people paying attention to 

issues of slavery and sectional conflict, Carey had an opportunity to explain 

how new thinking about slavery and political economy could promote sec

tional peace and improve the desperate conditions brought on by the Panic 

of 1819. 

It was easy for Carey to see the connections between the southern defense 

of slavery and southern hostility to the sort of national government that he 

believed the nation needed. And by 1819 and 1820 it was just as easy for Carey 

to see that southern behavior was causing the rest of the nation to think in 

the ways he had associated in The Olive Branch with extreme New England 

Federalists. Even had he chosen to ignore the increasingly acrimonious con

gressional debate over Missouri, the letters Carey received during the months 

of panic and crisis constantly reminded him that the two events were con

nected. 
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By 1819 Carey had gained national stature, and his correspondence re

flected his achievements. During the months of panic and crisis he received 

letters from defenders of South Carolina slaveholders, as well as from New 

York and New England protectionists. Taken together, these letters could only 

have terrified someone who understood the problems of the Republic as Carey 

did. One correspondent, Stephen Elliot of Charleston, explained to Carey why 

South Carolina opposed the tariff. Elliot, a botanist and the first president of 

the Charleston Literary and Philosophical Society, was also co-author, with 

Robert Hayne, of the 1820 pamphlet Remonstrance against an Increase of Du

ties on lmports.31 Elliot wrote to Carey that South Carolinians could accept 

limited protection of a few necessary articles, but would always oppose "a great 

combination to carry ... a general system into effect." Surely it made more 

sense, Elliot insisted to Carey, if "we ... left to time and our rapidly progress

ing population ... we should at least have acquired a much better and more 

natural position." Pursuing manufacturing as part of a "general system" pro

mulgated by the national government allowed "a mode oflegislation certainly 

capable of great misapplication."32 Elliot insisted that many southerners would 

not support precisely the systematic approach to political economy that Carey 

believed was vital for the Republic's survival. At around the same time, Carey 

received a letter from Josiah Parks, also of Charleston. Parks explained that 

"there could be neither happiness nor security in any medium between slav

ery and freedom-both blacks and whites would be sufferers-the danger lies 

in the transition from one to the other." Parks insisted that it was essential to 

"tak[e] the southern states as they are" and to allow them to determine the 

future of slavery. 33 

During the crisis years of 1819 and 1820, Carey was also regularly receiv

ing letters from northern allies in the struggle for the American System. These 

letters reinforced his belief that those who shared his vision of political econ

omy were no better able than southerners to comprehend the prioritizing nec

essary to secure it. No correspondent during these months did more to reveal 

the problems Carey feared most than the New Yorker Eleazar Lord. Lord, the 

founder of the Manhattan Fire Insurance Company, had traveled to Wash

ington to advocate for the tariff and found himself in the midst of the Mis

souri crisis.34 Lord's experiences led to fury at southerners, and a thoughtful 

analysis that must have led Carey to realize that his political economy could 

come only after sustained political activism. Lord depicted a Congress in which 

southerners were united around the question of Missouri and slavery, and 
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equally united around preventing the American System. Yet Lord wondered 

(rhetorically), "why have not the representatives from the middle and north

ern states been more united in questions relative to the manufactures and in

dustry of their states? And why have the representatives from the southern 

states been uniformly opposed to the others on these questions?"35 

The answer, Lord insisted, was political economy and the very different 

effect it had in the South than the North. "In the southern states," Lord ar

gued, "there is but one great general interest. This interest is liable to no fluc

tuations and changes-the labor is done by slaves who can neither remove 

nor apply their industry to new objects. The representatives therefore are al

ways united as to their great interest and have taken ample care to protect it 

by law." Yet in the northern states, 

every man goes and comes as he pleases, changes the object of his 

pursuit whenever he is disposed. Representatives are chosen who 

are partisans to their several interests, and being assured that they 

cannot consist together, their representatives are never united on 

questions which concern any one of them. Hence such a tariff as 

we have and such a want of almost everything we ought to have. 

The situation was truly alarming, Lord concluded, because "Nobody knows 

when the Missouri question will be over, or what temper it will leave for other 

subjects."36 

These letters confronted Carey with the prospect of a South united around 

slavery and opposed to the new political economy. In addition, correspondents 

such as Lord forced Carey to see that southern obstruction was provoking a 

furious reaction. One of Carey's correspondents compared slaveholders to spec

ulators and described them as "drones in the hive." Observing the unfolding 

Missouri crisis, he concluded that "the interests of the manufacturers as well 

as others of the productive classes are nearly connected if not wholly identi

fied with the national interest while those of the unproductive [are] often at 

variance with the national interest."37 

Such suspicion from both regions was antithetical to every aspect of Carey's 

thinking. But it also revealed that many southern planters and northern 

advocates for the American System did not understand the conditions of the 

new epoch that Carey believed explained the nation's current difficulties. 

The nation would flourish only if Carey's northern allies understood the vital 
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contribution made by slavery, and if planters understood that their interests 

lay with the new political economy. Yet during the difficult years of 1819 

and 1820, Carey's correspondents described "a southern interest so headstrong 

and blind," and claimed that there existed an unyielding hostility between 

"the northern and middle states, who do not breed the Black Cattle (two 

legged ones) for market" and the southern states who had "created so much 

ill will towards the non slaveholding states (where by the way) we must look 

for the chief establishments for carrying forward manufactures."38 

As Carey contemplated the conditions wrought by panic and crisis in the 

early months of 1820, he also heard that "The greatest advocates for slavery 

are to be found in the capitol of the nation." One correspondent registered 

his disgust that the Republic's citizens held "in one hand the Declaration of 

Independence and the Bill of Rights and with the other shake the chains of 

servitude." What did this gross contradiction mean?, asked William Lee, a 

Massachusetts Republican and second auditor in William Crawford's Trea

sury Department. It was a "disgraceful exhibition. In this land of liberty, of 

man's last hopes-away with such cant our depreciation is too apparent." It 

was clear, insisted Lee, that southerners' "great object now is to create a num

ber of new slave states so as to give that interest the preponderance in our 

country." Once they succeeded there would be no hope for a protective tariff 

or the rest of the American System. After all, Lee asked Carey, "do you think 

the southern nabob will permit you to tax him? No he will enjoy his thou

sands a year and make you pay the piper."39 Such sentiments made it clear to 

Carey that his closest allies were, among other things, rejecting long-held ar

guments about "diffusionism," the claim that spreading slavery west would 

attenuate and weaken it as prelude to its ultimate extinction.40 As they rejected 

diffusionism, their charged and furious language was also developing into re

vulsion for slavery. The letters Carey received described the "taunts of the 

Virginians and Georgians," claimed that southerners "would not see or hear 

candor," and insisted that the "southern interest will be charged" with a crime 

against the national interest due to "the unalterable policy of the slave hold

ing states, to which their representatives will now more than ever adhere, to 

prevent the protection so vitally essential."41 

Such claims likely terrified Carey. Missouri was connected to deep south

ern anxieties about the future of slavery, and those anxieties were stoked, in 

part, in reaction to the political economy and the view of the national gov

ernment that Carey believed were essential to preserve republican society. And 
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yet it was all a terrible and tragic mistake. Slaveholders, Carey believed, had 

no reason to fear his political economy. On the contrary, like all agricultural

ists they should rather have feared the world that came without it: the condi

tions of the Panic of 1819. Carey's insights, he now understood during the 

Missouri crisis, had proved doubly true. In his conception of political econ

omy, a growing domestic market had always assumed (and depended on) a 

vast number of slaves as producers and consumers (though involuntary ones). 

But now, in the messy world of politics and policy, the dependence of his 

political economy on the commitment of slaveholders was true for a second 

reason. Unless southerners led by slaveholders could be convinced to think 

differently, they would thwart the new political economy, and so doom Jef

ferson's empire of liberty. 

The Missouri crisis galvanized Carey to speak clearly about race and slav

ery in the Republic in a way that few achieved before the development of the 

"positive good" thesis. Carey seized the opportunity to explain why slavery 

should expand west, and why his northern friends and colleagues should stop 

worrying about the mounting evidence that slavery would continue to grow 

in size and importance. By 1820 Carey had lived through more than a year of 

ruinous economic disaster that he believed his economic policies could have 

prevented. As the Missouri crisis began to rage again in 1820, Carey published 

the sorts of ideas that could provide the intellectual justification for an en

during slaveholding republic. In Considerations On The Impropriety And Inex

pediency of Renewing the Missouri Question, Carey, the good republican, began 

by almost reflexively describing slavery as a "pernicious evil." And yet for any 

who wanted to think about slavery as something else, the remainder of the 

pamphlet taught them how to do so. Missouri, Carey argued, involved the 

fate of a nation that needed union and the new political economy in order to 

establish the empire of liberty. Since the Missouri crisis threatened disunion, 

citizens had to decide "whether this great and admirable republic is to remain 

united and prosperous, a monument of the beauty and efficacy of free institu

tions, or to be violently resolved into its original elements, and to become the 

theatre and prey of a fierce intestine conflict."42 

Carey insisted that "the freedom and comfort of the African race are ... 

objects worth a strenuous effort to obtain; but if they are to be bought at the 

expense of the peace and happiness of the country, the price is too great." Sec

tional conflict over Missouri could destroy union and the new political econ

omy, and so provide "the possible destruction of our happy republic, the source 
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of prosperity and comfort to millions of a better race."43 Here Carey provided 

new thinking for a new epoch. Whether slavery eventually disappeared or not, 

the nation would remain a monument to free institutions as long as it cre

ated a strong national government that pursued a proper political economy. 

If it did so, it would ensure the happiness of the "better race," and that was 

the only measurement for judging free institutions worthy serious consider

ation. 

Furthermore, those free institutions were meant exclusively for the 

"better race." Since free blacks were "depraved in their morals, debased in 

intellect, and unqualified to perform the duties of citizens," free, republican 

institutions, such as those in Missouri, deserved no bad marks for excluding 

them. The condition of free blacks suggested that blacks were fit only for 

slavery. Missouri had every right to ban free blacks because "the only object 

contemplated by the Constitution, was the placing of white citizens of each 

state on the same footing." Addressing directly the charge that Missouri's ban 

of free blacks violated the privileges and immunities clause (and echoing the 

concerns of Josiah Parks), Carey explained that "with the knowledge we pos

sess of the opinions and views of the southern members of the convention, it 

is difficult to believe that it could have been their intention to include free 

negroes among the number of citizens to which this clause of the Constitu

tion refers." The reason was obvious. It was the sensible policy of slave owners 

to shut them out from their confines. Nothing could be more 

dangerous to their power over the slaves, than the residence 

among them of free negroes, with the privileges of citizens. The 

greater the privileges and immunities bestowed on this class by 

some of the "free states," the stronger reason would there be for 

the "slave states" to refuse them an equality of privilege. It would 

seem probable, therefore, that the only object contemplated by the 

Constitution, was the placing of white citizens of each state on the 

same footing. 

Blacks when slaves were essential to the Republic; free blacks had no place in 

it. Indeed, the nation and its free institutions were safest with free blacks ab

sent. That did not change, suggested Carey, whether slavery was legal or illegal 

in any given state. Even if Missouri's constitution violated the nation's, "this 

may perhaps be deemed a case in which a contravention of one of its articles, 

if ever allowable, might with some propriety be winked at."44 
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Americans could properly judge the effectiveness of republican institu

tions, suggested Carey, by measuring the extent to which "the better race" en

joyed the material conditions necessary for independence and citizenship. If 
the nation pursued the new political economy, citizens would enjoy their re

publican birthright. The enslavement of millions, lamentable though it might 

be, assisted citizens in living as they deserved. The Missouri crisis would help 

to clarify "that the peace and prosperity of eight millions of freemen and Chris

tians, may [not] rightfully be sacrificed to promote the welfare of a million 

and a half slaves."45 

That Carey was saying something distinct about the future of slavery in 

the Republic can be seen by comparing his discussion of Missouri to Jeffer

son's response to the crisis. Most famously, Jefferson called it "a fire bell in the 

night," and is often given credit for prescience. But more revealing was a let

ter he sent to Albert Gallatin nine months after the fire bell comment. Here 

Jefferson insisted that the Missouri crisis had nothing to do with the concern 

many felt about slavery spreading west. The true antislavery position was to 

support slavery's westward expansion. For, insisted Jefferson, 

the removal of slaves from one state to another, no more than the 

removal from one country to another, would never make a slave of 

one human being who would not be so without it. Indeed, if there 

were morality in the question it is on the other side; because by 

spreading them over a larger surface, their happiness would be 

increased, and the burthen of their future liberation lightened by 

bringing a greater number of shoulders under it.46 

Despite Jefferson's diffusionism, the letters Carey was receiving showed 

him how unpersuasive diffusionism was becoming to northern advocates of 

restriction in Missouri. Carey himself was clearly rejecting diffusionism. By 

supporting slavery in Missouri he had chosen between the needs of slaves and 

free blacks and those of "the better race." Since he believed he had to make 

this choice, clearly choosing "the freedom and comfort of the African race" 

would have meant supporting restriction. By 1820 Carey did not think that 

spreading slavery west would have any effect other than to further entrench 

the institution in the Republic. Carey's complex belief in the interconnections 

between and among political economy, national power, the degradation of eco

nomic crisis, and the potential violence that came with arguing about slavery 

pushed him to write in open and honest ways, and using authentic language 
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and achieving a clarity regarding motivations about race and slavery that Jef

ferson never equaled. 

Conclusion 

The simultaneous crises of 1819 brought together all the issues that had con

cerned Carey since the dawn of his new epoch. The crises confirmed for him 

that questions of economic development and the future of slavery, for some 

time enmeshed in his thinking about political economy, were also insepara

ble in the nation's politics. The new political economy needed an expanding 

slavery with secure slave owners, any way Carey looked at it. Carey's experi

ence from writing The Olive Branch to Considerations Of The Impropriety con

vinced him that the empire ofliberty must also be a republic of slavery. Carey 

was one of the earliest and most prolific Americans to think about the pro

cesses and developments that would help create the most powerful capitalist 

economy the world had ever seen. He could imagine American capitalism in 

large part because he taught himself how to stop worrying about the mon

strous abuse of the enslaved, and how to clearly separate the growth of slavery 

from any judgments about the Republic and the quality of its institutions. That 

Carey came to think as he did by 1820 was not inevitable; it was not foreor

dained. It was connected to his understanding of the conditions that existed 

in what he believed was a new world order that yielded both tremendous dan

gers and exciting possibilities. 

And yet there are two speculative observations left to make. First, while 

Carey's complex thought was contingent, he very quickly relied on long

standing race prejudice and hatred that had long poisoned the land and so 

many of its people. When Carey decided that he needed to deny blacks mem

bership in his enlightened world of universal comfort, ease, safety, fellowship, 

fair dealing, equity, justice, and a transcendent common humanity, it was 

cruelly easy for him to do so. Indeed, Carey had shown contempt for free 

blacks as far back as the Philadelphia yellow fever outbreak of 1793. Perhaps we 

can see Carey as a significant contributor to the rise of "racial modernity."47 

And second, economic ideas like Carey's helped build another great source 

of human inequality, greed, and exploitation: the world of largely unregula

ted, untrammeled, and only at times creative destruction that was nineteenth

century American capitalism. Nobody more than Carey hoped to avoid what 

so many Jeffersonian Republicans knew to call "the European condition of 
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society."48 Yet the concentration of economic power that came with develop

ment of the domestic economy produced social conditions that did so much 

violence to Carey's egalitarian dreams that these conditions were by their very 

nature exploitative.49 

In the final years of his life, Carey glimpsed something of this harsh new 

world, and begged the wealthy to look charitably upon the poor.50 Yet rarely 

does it pay to be charitable when so much is measured by what pays, and the 

Republic would, until this day, find an unendurable number of its citizens (and 

aspirants to citizenship) living in the conditions Carey hoped to vanquish. 

Could Carey have sensed between 1815 and 1820 what he had begun to per

ceive by the early 1830s? He certainly knew of the terrible conditions of the 

European poor. But did he feel confident that American citizens would never 

experience those conditions of powerlessness, despair, vulnerability, and fear 

because his faith in his intricate understanding of the nation's problems al

lowed him to think that he could cordon off and assign lives of savage and 

unending brutality solely to slaves, and so prevent those conditions once and 

for all for his "better race"? Did Carey believe that the tremendous human 

costs of wrenching economic change could be entirely visited upon those he 

could tell himself were depraved, debased, and unqualified to live in freedom? 

It didn't work. And in 1833 Carey pleaded for charity for the many of his "bet

ter race" who had not achieved "an independent grade in society," who had 

failed to become "men of moderate fortune." By the 1830s many white citi

zens needed the charity Carrey called for, and the millions of unfree Ameri

cans even more desperately needed an acknowledgment of the shared humanity 

Carey denied them. When theorizing American capitalism, Carey was so 

often at his best when he was also at his worst; he had become a vital, 

thoughtful, tragic, and culpable embodiment of the nation that continued (and 

continues) to fuse its best and worst versions of itself in fiery, passionate, and 

violent embrace, parts that make a troubled whole. 



CHAPTER 13 

The Market, Utility, and Slavery 

in Southern Legal Thought 

ALFRED L. BROPHY 

Pre-Civil War Americans turned to all sorts of technology, from canals, steam 

power, and the telegraph to more obscure forms such as the daguerreotype 

and mining lamps, to hasten the pace of economic and moral progress. Law 

was another key technology they used. The law worked in favor of economic 

growth in several ways. First, judicial decisions self-consciously molded the 

law to promote economic efficiency. Second, legislatures used statutes to 

streamline credit markets, market transactions, and the formation of corpo

rations. For the last several decades, scholars have often invoked Morton J. 

Horwitz's apt insight that there was an "instrumental conception" oflaw that 

it could and should be used to promote economic growth in the pre-Civil 

War era. Law was a transformative technology of capitalist development in 

the United States.1 

Recently there has been an increased recognition of what one might call 

"proslavery instrumentalism," a utility-oriented application of law that forces 

scholarly attention southward in search of the nineteenth century's legal in

novations. Certainly the economic analysis of slave law has been part of south

ern legal history, as Jenny Wahl's work on the common law of slavery, Ariela 

Gross's work on the slave market, and Calvin Schermerhorn's and Bonnie Mar

tin's work on mortgages of humans reveal, but proslavery instrumentalism 

has not figured in recent accounts of southern modernity or in national ac

counts of the so-called market revolution. The law was designed (or modified) 

to sustain slavery across a broad spectrum of areas, including criminal law, 
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contracts, trusts, and tort liability. Utility figured in the organization of slave 

law, just as it did in the more often touted decisions of northern and federal 

courts regarding bridge monopolies and riparian rights. 2 This chapter focuses 

attention on two emblematic southern jurists, Thomas Ruffin and Joseph 

Lumpkin, to suggest a reconsideration of slavery's formative importance to 

American capitalism. It then places Ruffin and Lumpkin in the context of 

other proslavery literature, and antislavery literature too, to demonstrate that 

the argument about the utility of slavery was widespread among southern ju

rists, lawyers, and legislators. 

To grasp the centrality of utility in southern legal reasoning requires over

coming a venerable scholarly tradition of seeing sentiment-in the guise of 

paternalism-as the organizing principle of a slaveholding society. Eugene 

Genovese and Elizabeth Fox-Genovese are among the leading exponents of 

the view that proslavery southerners developed a critique of the market and 

saw slavery as offering an alternative to the free market. Many people at the 

time viewed slavery in such paternalistic terms, it is true. Thomas Cobb's An 
Inquiry into the Law of Negro Slavery, for instance, drew on the common trope 

that slaves were treated better than white workers who were subject to the 

vicissitudes of the free market. Likewise, Georgia Supreme Court justice 

Joseph H. Lumpkin spoke in 1850 to the South Carolina Institute about the 

virtues slavery brought to enslaved people: "The universal view of the South 

now is, that the spectacle of three hundred thousand barbarians, emerging, 

under the mild and humane treatment of their owners, into near four mil

lions of civilized Christians, is not only without parallel in the history of the 

African race, but of the whole world." On July 24, 1850, David S. Kaufman, 

who then represented Texas in the U.S. House of Representatives, delivered 

an address to the joint Whig and Cliosophic literary societies at Princeton that 

was similar to Lumpkin's in its talk of the virtues of slavery. "In no country 

on earth is the African as happy," Kauffman said, "as useful to himself or to 

the country he inhabits, as the southern slave. Our inestimable slavery ... con

fers unnumbered blessings upon the black man as well as the white." In the 

1850s, much of the public discussion of slavery in the South was about the vir

tues of it for the slaves rather than the benefits to the enslavers. 3 

Behind such rhetorical posturing, however, was a legal system that orga

nized slavery to the great benefit of slaveholders. The Constitution and fed

eral statute law supported property rights in slaves, as southerners repeatedly 

said during debates over secession. Courts vigorously prosecuted slaves who 

sought to undermine the institution through rebellion. The common law 
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provided a well-functioning market with a robust and sophisticated contract 

law that protected the rights of sellers and buyers, as well as providing a 

well-functioning credit market with mortgages on human beings. Moreover, 

it enforced trusts that facilitated the management of enslaved people and 

provided for insurance to spread the risk of slave ownership. The common 

law's considerations of utility were routinely used to justify laws to protect 

owners at the expense of slaves and nonslaveholding whites. Decisions pro

tected the interests of slave owners by limiting their liability for harm caused 

by slaves while also limiting the liability of hirers of slaves for their treatment 

of slaves and for injuries that slaves received during the hire, for instance.4 

Proslavery instrumentalism draws particular strength from recent efforts 

to understand slavery as a property regime as well as a labor regime. Such 

scholars as Gavin Wright, Robin Einhorn, and James Huston have drawn our 

attention to this, as did numerous southern jurists. With this frame, it is hardly 

surprising that proslavery jurists placed utility at the center of their jurispru

dence as much as their northern counterparts did in this key era of capitalist 

transformation. Indeed, a national synthesis becomes vivid when one moves 

from the realm of judicial writing to a broader array of cultural production 

gesturing toward "rule of law," "protection of property," and social stability. 

Ultimately, then, we need to remember that, in contrast to the simultaneous 

rise in humanitarian, antislavery sentiments with capitalism that the intellec

tual historians David Brion Davis and Thomas Haskell have identified, there 

was also a proslavery law of the market. The intensification of market rela

tions was not always a solvent upon the chains of slavery. Just as easily, the 

legal regime of the market could fasten those binds tighter. For, as Ralph 

Waldo Emerson recognized in the wake of the Fugitive Slave Act, law was 

among the many forces aligned against the enslaved. "The learning of the Uni

versities, the culture of the eloquent society, the acumen of lawyers, the maj

esty of the Bench, the eloquence of the Christian pulpit, the stoutness of 

Democracy, the respectability of the Whig party are all combined," Emerson 

said, in the mission of kidnapping a fugitive slave. The legal system proved 

particularly effective in supporting slavery and the market.5 

When legislators in the South discussed the future of slavery, they often 

focused on the right to property. When the Virginia House of Delegates de

bated a gradual abolition proposal in the spring of 1832 in the wake of the Nat 

Turner Rebellion, those who opposed the vague proposals warned of the dire 

consequences to disturbing any property rights. Property "is the very ligament 

which binds society together," said Representative James Gholson. "Without 
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this principle, there is no civilization-no government." This was a common 

theme espoused by proslavery thinkers. Attacks on slaves as property were 

only the beginning. All social relations and property rights were vulnerable. 

Representative Kaufman warned his Princeton audience that reform threat

ened institutions other than slavery: "the present framework of society will be 

totally disorganized, property declared theft, and Agrarianism, Communism, 

Fourierism, and Socialism will supplant the present order of things; anarchy, 

and bloodshed close the horrific picture!" That is, property and slavery were 

closely allied in southern legal thought, and southern lawyers mobilized to 

protect each. Slavery's detractors realized this as well. For Emerson wrote in 

his journal in 1846 that "Slavery and anti-slavery is the question of property 

and no property ... and anti-slavery dare not yet say that every man must do 

his own work .... Yet that is at last the upshot."6 

One stark example of the law's support for slavery is North Carolina Su

preme Court justice Thomas Ruffin's 1830 opinion in State v. Mann. Ruffin 

released John Mann, the renter of a female slave, from criminal liability 

for abusing and then shooting her. Though Ruffin began by lamenting "the 

struggle ... in the Judge's own breast between the feelings of the man, and 

the duty of the magistrate," he advanced a series of rationales for why there 

could be no criminal liability for abuse of a slave in a white person's custody. 

Slaves will almost certainly perceive their situation as unjust. "What moral 

considerations," Ruffin asked rhetorically, "would be addressed to such a being, 

to convince him what, it is impossible but that the most stupid must feel and 

know can never be true"? To expect a slave "thus to labor upon a principle of 

natural duty, or for the sake of his own personal happiness," was unrealistic. 

Here Ruffin adopted a rule because he believed that slaves would not accept 

their position in southern society unless they were compelled to by force: 

"such services can only be expected from one who has no will of his own; 

who surrenders his will in implicit obedience to that of another." Such obedi

ence only arises when the master has "uncontrolled authority over the body."7 

Ruffin's candid statement was extraordinary for its honesty and for its under

standing that slaves would not abide by the southerners' moral philosophy, 

which taught that slaves should be content with their low place. Mann re

vealed the brutality of slavery and recognized that the authority of law came 

through violence rather than reason. 

Ruffin advocated rules that subjected slaves to extraordinary control, for 

the good of southern society. Moreover, Ruffin followed a rule laid down by 

the community, which gained further strength because it was dictated by the 
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needs of the community. Even though he claimed discomfort with the deci

sion, Ruffin upheld the possessor's power, for no other rule could "operate to 

produce" submission of slaves to masters.8 The opinion was thus part of the 

belief that antebellum judges were constrained by duty to uphold the society 

that surrounded them and that they could not change those rules. 

The centrality of the utilitarian and instrumentalist impulses appeared 

again in the conclusion. "This we do upon the ground that this dominion is 

essential to the value of slaves as property, to the security of the master, and 

the public tranquility." In short, uncontrolled authority over the body of the 

slave was necessary to preserve slavery and southern society. The opinion thus 

represents the triumph of a proslavery instrumentalism, a cold calculation of 

the benefits from the rule Ruffin adopted and the costs involved in choosing 

another path. It was the fruit of the utilitarian calculus that governed Ameri

can judges.9 

Judges frequently engaged in utilitarian (economic) analysis in their opin

ions. In Heathcock v. Pennington, for instance, Justice Ruffin wrote of the 

low level of care required of those who rented slaves: "a slave, being a moral 

and intelligent being, is usually as capable of self preservation as other per

sons. Hence, the same constant oversight and control are not requisite for 

his preservation, as for that of a lifeless thing, or of an irrational animal." Ruf

fin, then, absolved an operator of a mine shaft of liability to his owner for the 

death of a young slave who was employed there and had, late at night, fallen 

into the shaft and died. Heathcock was part of the emergence of a modern tort 

law, which left the owner of a slave with a limited remedy and facilitated the 

operation of the mine at a low cost. The mine had to keep operating twenty

four hours a day, and "some one had necessarily to perform at those times": 

No one could suppose that the boy, knowing the place and its 

dangers, would incur the risk of stumbling into the shaft by not 

keeping wide awake. It was his misfortune to resemble the soldier 

sleeping at his post, who pays the penalty by being surprised and 

put to death.10 

Similarly, in Parham v. Blackwelder, Ruffin further explored the nature 

of slaves' personality and the law's need to decouple an owner's liability from 

torts committed by her slaves. Parham arose when a slave owned by Amelia 

Parham cut wood and carried it away from Elizabeth Blackwelder's property. 

There was no precedent supporting an owner's liability for the intentional torts 
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of their slaves. Ruffin found that there was no liability, given the nature and 

extent of slavery: 

We believe the law does not hold one person answerable for the 

wrongs of another person. It would be most dangerous and 

unreasonable, if it did, as it is impossible for society to subsist 

without some persons being in the service of others, and it would 

put employers entirely in the power of those who have often, no 

good will to them, to ruin them.11 

This kind of utilitarian reasoning pervaded Ruffin's opinions. Ruffin's 1832 

opinion in Scroggins v. Scroggins, for instance, tracked his reasoning in State 

v. Mann as he denied a husband's request for a divorce. Scroggins-in which 

a husband sought divorce when he learned that his wife's child was part Afri

can American-presents an important parallel to Mann in that it takes the 

world as it is and expects individuals to bear a burden so that overall a better 

result emerges. For in Scroggins, Ruffin denies a divorce on the grounds that 

if divorces become too easy to obtain, that will undermine marriage and 

affect society more generally. For Ruffin reasoned that if couples knew they 

could not get out of marriage, they would accept it, and he thought that pref

erable to ending marriages.12 

One unusual set of cases involving what was known as quasi-slavery (or 

sometimes quasi-freedom or nominal slavery) further reveals the centrality of 

economics and brutality to slave law. In quasi-slavery cases, humans were held 

in a state between slavery and freedom; their owners allowed them to work 

for their own account or otherwise have substantial control over their lives. 

Legislatures routinely prohibited such behavior by statute. For instance, South 

Carolina prohibited gifts of slaves that contained a promise "that such ... 

slaves shall be held in nominal servitude." When someone violated that stat

ute, the slaves were taken from the person who had received them and given 

to the donor's heirs. AN orth Carolina statute was broader. It prohibited owners 

from allowing slaves to work for themselves or to go about without supervi

sion and thus tried to stop owners from engaging in quasi-slavery at any time, 

rather than just at the time they were giving away slaves. Judges filled in the 

gaps left by statutes and developed a sophisticated law to identify and stop 

owners from holding slaves in quasi-slavery. For instance, in 1822 the North 

Carolina Supreme Court held that a gift of slaves to the trustees of a Method

ist church "to keep or dispose of as they shall judge most for the glory of God, 
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and good of said slaves," was illegal. The court gave the slaves to the donor's 

heirs.13 

That is where North Carolina precedent stood when Ruffin, who was then 

only a trial judge, heard the case of William Dickenson's gift of slaves to a 

Quaker meeting. After Dickenson's death his son had possession of the slaves 

and refused to hand them over to the Quaker Society. The Quakers lost be

fore Judge Ruffin because they apparently planned to allow the slaves to work 

for their own account and did not seem to be otherwise interested in control

ling the slaves. On appeal, William Gaston, who later served on the North 

Carolina Supreme Court and made mildly antislavery comments at a gradu

ation address at the University of North Carolina in 1832, represented the 

Quakers. Gaston argued that it did not matter how the Quakers were treat

ing the slaves. "No man is obliged to make a profit of his slaves," Gaston ar

gued. But the North Carolina Supreme Court concluded that owners were 

obliged to make money out of slaves, or at least not allow them to have es

sentially their freedom. "If that law could be eluded by transferring slaves to 

this Society, there is no foreseeing to what extent the mischief might be car

ried," Justice Leonard Henderson wrote. "Numerous collections of slaves, hav

ing nothing but the name, and working for their own benefit, in the view and 

under the continual observation of others who are compelled to labour for 

their owners, would naturally excite in the latter, discontent with their condi

tion, encourage idleness and disobedience, and lead possibly in the course of 

human events to the most calamitous of all contests, a bellum servile." A dis

senting justice saw it differently. He thought that owners had broad discre

tion to govern their slaves. That dissent shows just how much the majority 

saw the state's interest in control over slaves and how much the majority was 

willing to impose control on owners.14 

On the North Carolina Supreme Court Ruffin dealt with a number of 

cases of quasi-slavery. In 1849 he invalidated a gift of slaves from one neigh

bor to another. The neighbor had agreed to let the slaves manage their own 

time, which Ruffin saw as allowing them quasi-freedom. The donor's heirs 

ended up with tide to the slaves. Ruffin began by noting the fundamental right 

of countries to protect themselves from dangers to health or morals. Ruffin's 

opinion revealed a stark contrast between the rights of slave owners to use their 

property as they liked and the community's interest in policing the bound

aries of slavery. The community's interest won in this case, as it did in many 

others.15 The cases on quasi-servitude have received little attention, but they 

penetrate to the heart of the issue for slave law. As the Florida Supreme Court 
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concisely stated during the Civil War, "Our law recognizes no other status 

than that of absolute freedom or absolute slavery." Those who failed to keep 

the chains fastened tightly on enslaved people put the system of slavery at risk.16 

Perhaps the most vocal support for the pro-market rules among southern 

jurists came from Joseph Henry Lumpkin of Georgia. Lumpkin embraced the 

market and an economic analysis of common law rules to limit liabilities of 

corporations, limit workers' rights of recovery against employers, and limit also 

what many saw as monopoly privileges. In his 1850 address to the South Car

olina Institute, for instance, he summarized the ways to bring progress to the 

region. His advice stretched from better popular education to further devel

opment of manufacturing. He suggested, for instance, that South Carolina 

"look to her own laws, in order that labor, capital and population may be 

invited within her borders." He praised corporations in particular for their 

work at internal improvement: "associated wealth is, in no small degree, the 

cause of modern civilization."17 Corporations, then, like slavery, were pillars 

of modern civilization. 

The next year, Lumpkin's decision in Shorter v. Smith illustrated his at

titudes toward respectful but careful treatment of corporations by narrowly 

construing the rights given by a charter. In Shorter a ferry operator requested 

an injunction to stop the building of a nearby bridge. The ferry operator had 

a charter from the state. The question then became how to interpret that 

charter. Did it grant an exclusive license? And if so, did that license prohibit 

competing bridges or only other ferries? Lumpkin distinguished English prece

dent, which suggested that ferry franchises were construed as excluding com

petition, by reference to American values of the free market. "In England, and 

other countries, which are governed by force, the performance of public duties 

by inn-keepers, owners of bridges and ferries, &c., can be coerced by the en

forcement of legal penalties. Not so here; we have, and in the very nature of 

things can have, no other protection, but that which results from free and 

unrestricted competition."18 Without an explicit grant of a monopoly, Lump

kin found it inappropriate to read one into the grant. 

That narrow construction of grants owed much to Chief Justice Roger 

Taney's 1837 decision in Charles River Bridge, which Lumpkin quoted exten

sively. Lumpkin agreed completely with Taney's conclusion that "the grant of 

a public road, bridge, or ferry, confers the right to construct the improvements 

only, and to receive certain rates of tolls; but does not carry with it exclusive 

privileges, where none such are expressly given." Lumpkin presented the case as 

an easy one, established not just by logic but by an unbroken line of precedent 
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as well. For there was a "uniform understanding of our people, that if the 

grantee intended to secure himself from competition, he must obtain a provi

sion to that effect in his grant." Recent legislation showed, moreover, a hostil

ity to monopolies; all persons were permitted to establish ferries and erect 

bridges on their own land.19 Lumpkin framed his opinion in the language of 

competition; it was part of the accommodation of private rights with the grow

ing economy. 

In another charter interpretation case, Mcleod v. Savannah, Albany and 
Gulf Railroad, Lumpkin again recalled that change was an element of life. 

"Old things must give place to new. The forest must yield to the waving har

vest and golden fruit; the red man of the woods to the sturdy and stalwart 

Saxon; the turnpike to the canal, and both to the railway." The charter that 

had granted exclusive right to a toll bridge decades ago did not extend to pro

hibit a nearby railroad bridge. If the company's "profits have been impaired 

by this new mode of travel and transportation across rivers and morasses, they 

stand in no worse situation, and are no more entitled to compensation, than 

are thousands of individuals throughout the land, who are daily subjected to 

losses and ruin by new inventions and improvements," Lumpkin concluded. 20 

Similarly, Haywood v. Mayor and Aldermen of Savannah struck down a 

restriction on the amount of fish that could be purchased in the Savannah 

market. The restriction was a restriction on trade, which Lumpkin thought 

inappropriate. The market should prevail: "let the race and the battle be to 

the swift and the strong!"21 Such cases, decided outside the context of slavery, 

illustrate the unified American jurisprudence, which facilitated the market by 

protecting expectations and contracts and subjected individuals and corpora

tions to competition. 

One other place to observe the consistency in attitudes toward the mar

ket and labor between northern and southern judges is the "fellow-servant 

rule," first introduced in the 1830s in the United Kingdom and quickly adopted 

throughout almost all of the United States. The idea was that employees did 

not have a right to sue their employers for injuries caused by fellow workers. 

The rationales behind this were that workers were in as good a position to pro

tect against those injuries as employers, that employers should only be liable 

for their actions, not those of others, and that employees who did not like this 

could leave. The "fellow-servant rule" absolved corporations of much of their 

liability in hazardous industrial settings; it also left workers with little protec

tion. This was the world of free contract that southerners so frequently criti

cized in their proslavery literature-the cruelties of the market leaving little 
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protection against employers, corporations, and industrialization. In 1854, 

Lumpkin followed other courts in concluding that a worker who suffered 

injury through the fault of a coworker had no claim against their common 

employer. In that case a railroad worker's son, who was riding on the train 

with him, died in a train wreck that was caused by another worker's negli

gence. Lumpkin followed prior precedents, including Massachusetts chief jus

tice Lemuel Shaw's opinion in Farwell v. Boston and Worcester Railroad.22 

That Lumpkin saw the issues in similar terms to Shaw illustrates how unified 

American jurisprudence was when it came to workers' rights against employ

ers. It also illustrates the dominant ethos that injuries should be borne by the 

workers who suffered them rather than by the employer, who might have had 

at least an equal opportunity to protect workers against them. 

The fellow-servant rule is a prime example of the way that American ju

risprudence, North and South, was concerned with the promotion of economic 

development. One might also recall here that though Lemuel Shaw in 1836 

wrote the Commonwealth v. Aves opinion that freed a slave who traveled with 

her owners to Massachusetts, in 1851 he refused a habeas corpus request for 

Thomas Sims, a fugitive slave. Thus, Lumpkin and Shaw were bound in many 

ways-by adherence to the economic reasoning that protected employers over 

employees and by adherence to a federal law of slavery. It is worth recalling 

here that dominant ideas in the United States were of classical liberalism and 

the strong protection of property rights, which promoted a vigorous market, 

and adherence to the rule of law, which lent further stability to that market. 

This also fits with Drew Faust's observation that northerners and southerners 

agreed on a great deal of moral philosophy. 23 

Yet slaves occupied a different position from that of free workers. In the 

1846 case of Scudder v. Woodbridge, Lumpkin decided that the fellow-servant 

rule did not apply to slaves. Lumpkin turned to a basic economic analysis: 

liability had to be imposed on the employer of the slave in order to give an 

incentive to protect the slaves from danger. If the employer were not liable, 

there would be no incentive to protect slaves from harm. If there were no li

ability, Lumpkin feared, "the life of no hired slave would be safe."24 

Lumpkin's general interest in the promotion of economic development 

and in efficiency appears also in cases where owners attempted to free their 

enslaved human property. His opinions reveal the interplay oflegislation, pre

cedent, and the influence of public policy, with a particular emphasis on the 

good of the community. For the Georgia legislature established the broad 

framework for owners who wanted to emancipate enslaved human property 
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in 1818. That statute prohibited the freeing of people inside the state, but left 

open the right of owners to take enslaved people outside the state and free 

them. A series of decisions then had to interpret how that legislation affected 

the right of owners to dispose of their human property, as well as the state's 

general policy that was in favor of restricting emancipation, restricting the 

number of free black people, and maintaining control over Georgia's popula

tion of both free and enslaved African Americans. 

Lumpkin's first major opinion on this matter came in 1848 in Vance v. 

Crawford. He upheld a will that allowed three slaves to choose to migrate to 

Liberia and be free. Lumpkin found this consistent with Georgia's policy, but 

he went on to observe it not permissible to free slaves within the state. State 

policy prohibited emancipation in the state. Freed slaves would pose a danger 

to the white community. "They are incapable of taking part with ourselves, 

in the exercise of self-government," Lumpkin wrote. He invoked the divine 

sanction for the Georgia government and again wrote about the virtues of slav

ery to the enslaved. Lumpkin believed the United States was "a model empire 

for the world," where "God in His wisdom planted on this virgin soil, the best 

blood of the human family." In the United States slaves would have a better 

life than elsewhere; they would even have a better life than many white work

ers. For Lumpkin believed that "the condition of our slaves ... is infinitely 

better than it would have been, but for this very system of bondage, better 

than the lower orders in Europe, and better far than it would be, if they were 

emancipated here." Over the next dozen years Lumpkin revisited several times 

wills that freed slaves, and while he regularly upheld the wills, he increasingly 

criticized emancipation. He also increasingly praised the virtues of slavery.25 

In other areas as well, such as the enforcement of contracts regarding slave 

sales, American jurisprudence was unified in its protection for property, par

ticularly slave property. Moreover, one might recall that it was the law's en

forcement of debt claims that set Uncle Tom's Cabin in motion. The sale of 

Uncle Tom and the threatened sale oflittle Harry were only the first places in 

Stowe's novel where the law was responsible for the harshness of slavery and 

where it protected the slave system; at other times the law prevented Tom's 

emancipation by St. Claire and turned Senator Byrd into a lawbreaker when 

he helped Eliza and Harry escape. The centrality of slaveholders' considerations 

of utility appeared, for instance, in Simon Legree's statement to Tom that he 

had "made up" his "mind and counted the costs" of punishing, indeed kill

ing, Tom. Such considerations of efficiency should come as no surprise. For 

instance, Professor George A. Baxter of Hampden Sydney College published 
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in 1836 a criticism of abolitionists. It focused on Brown University's President 

Francis Wayland's antislavery textbook, Elements of Moral Philosophy. Baxter 

explained quite simply that "when clearly ascertained," utility was the "guide 

of moral actions."26 

Turning from the vantage of judges' opinions and their extrajudicial writ

ings to the writings oflawyers and legislators reveals that utilitarian consider

ations were pervasive in antebellum thought. Thomas R. Dew, a professor at 

the College of William and Mary, wrote about how the interests of white Vir

ginians were related to slave property and the money slaves generated for the 

state in his 1832 book, Review of the Debates in the Virginia Legislature. Dew's 

work quickly drew praise, including from South Carolina chancellor William 

Harper, who focused on the presumed benefits of slavery to the enslaved. 

"President Dew," Chancellor Harper wrote at the beginning of his 1838 Mem

oir on Slavery, "has shown that the institution of Slavery is a principal cause 

of civilization." Harper's next sentence then extended Dew: "Perhaps nothing 

can more evident than that it is the sole cause."27 

The majority of northerners thought in similar utilitarian terms, if not in 

the same amplitude, about the contributions that slavery made to the enslaved. 

Daniel Webster's March 7, 1850, address during debate over the Compromise 

of 1850 criticized abolitionists for their unyielding moral positions, which did 

more harm than good for the cause of the enslaved. Abolitionists, Webster 

said, "are disposed to mount upon some particular duty, as upon a war-horse, 

and to drive furiously on and upon and over all other duties that may stand 

in the way." Their narrow reasoning admitted of few opportunities for com

promise. Webster, by contrast, considered the entire spectrum of issues and 

balanced the costs of affection for the enslaved against the cost to the Union. 

That utilitarian calculus came out poorly for the enslaved. 

Similarly, Senator John Bell of Tennessee used utilitarian calculations in 

debate over the Compromise of 1850. He spoke in even more proslavery terms 

than Webster as he weighed the factors used in his calculations. Abolitionists' 

conclusion that slavery was immoral, Bell thought, could not be proved. For the 

moral condemnation of slavery "is not arrived at in accordance with the Baco

nian method of reasoning, by which ... we may safely deduce a general law of 

physical nature; and so of morality and government." Instead, Bell thought 

that slavery was "still contributing to advance the cause of civilization."28 

One other vantage reveals the centrality of utilitarian considerations to 

proslavery legal thought: the perspective of the abolitionists who critiqued 

what proslavery judges were doing. In the wake of Uncle Tom's Cabin, Harriet 
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Beecher Stowe published a short volume tided A Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin to 

provide nonfiction details to back up her novel. She used Thomas Ruffin's 

opinion in State v. Mann in her discussion of slave law. Stowe detected "the 

conflict between the feelings of the humane judge and the logical necessity of 

a strict interpreter of slave-law."29 Stowe now realized that the utilitarian cal

culations made by the legal system led to acceptance of slavery, and she criti

cized the cold, logical reasoning of the southern judges generally. "It is often 

and evidently not because judges are inhuman or partial but because they are 

logical and truthful that they announce from the bench in the calmest man

ner, decisions which one would think might make the earth shudder and the 

sun turn pale."30 Men like Ruffin could be aware of the inhumanity of slave 

law, but they recognized that if slavery were to survive, the laws must be severely 

enforced. Because slavery was "a seething, boiling tide, never wholly repressed, 

which rolls its volcanic stream underneath the whole frame-work of society," 

it had to be met with "severity of law and inflexibility of execution."31 

Abolitionists such as Harriet Beecher Stowe and the Unitarian minister 

William Ellery Channing are helpful in putting into relief the key points of 

antebellum legal thought. Channing's 1835 book Slavery advanced a sophisti

cated moral philosophy of sentiment with direct application to the legal treat

ment of slaves. Channing distinguished what was correct from what was 

expedient. To determine what was correct, he looked to "the great interests of 

humanity." Channing sought principles of action based on humanity.32 Chan

ning also engaged the proslavery arguments about property rights. He op

posed legal arguments drawn from property with ideas about the inherent 

equality of humans. Slavery presented a sentiment-based critique oflaw; it sug

gested the proper response of the heart to cold law. Channing both under

stood the nature of the dominant modes of legal reasoning based on 

considerations of expediency and offered an alternative. "Is the General Good, 

then, the supreme law to which every thing must bow? ... Must the Public 

Good prevail over purity and our holiest affections?," he asked.33 

But it is important to remember that the abolitionist attacks on slavery 

and property as well were not the dominant ideas in the North. Stowe began 

her career with a short story tided "Love versus Law," which criticized a man 

for suing his neighbor to protect his property rights. But such attacks on prop

erty were unusual. Much more common was the support for property and 

the rule of law. In the months following passage of the Fugitive Slave Act of 

1850, speakers to the Phi Beta Kappa societies at Harvard, Yale, and Brown 

all urged support for the rule of law, of which property rights were a central 
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tenet. At Harvard, Professor Timothy Walker of the Cincinnati Law School 

worried that abolitionists and other reformers were fanatics who sought to tear 

up civilization. At Yale, the New York lawyer Daniel Lord found in lawyers 

and ministers a solution for the problem that Timothy Walker had identified. 

Lord told the Phi Beta Kappa Society that lawyers and ministers were a sta

bilizing force in society because they abided settled forms and through their 

professions served as bulwarks against change. Lord was quite sure that lawyers 

and ministers would stop the calls for changes in law and religion. For law in 

particular had a preference for ancient and settled ideas and for property rights. 

At Brown, often a place of antislavery advocacy in the 1840s and 1850s, Wil

liam Greene spoke about the need for Americans to abide the Fugitive Slave 

Act because it had been passed through proper, democratic means.34 

In summary, then, American judges embraced values of what we call eco

nomic efficiency and turned to empirical investigation to understand what path 

would produce the greatest utility. Those values of utility and empiricism led 

judges to seek a well-functioning market. It was a world of property, of releasing 

masters from control from the law, of rules that promoted a well-functioning 

slave system. 

This connection between the market and slavery points up the relation

ship between capitalism and proslavery sentiments. We hear much from David 

Brion Davis's Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution on the relationship 

between capitalism and antislavery sentiments. Davis notes the correlation be

tween the rise of antislavery sentiments and the rise of capitalism. Perhaps 

this is the result of a confluence between the interests of capitalism that pro

moted free labor over slavery and a widening of moral sensibilities made pos

sible by the market, or perhaps it is partly the result of economic interests that 

the emerging industrial workers and investors had while they competed with 

enslaved labor. There is more than a little to the idea that capitalism-or trade 

and commerce, to use the language of the antebellum era-helped bring down 

slavery. In the "Young American," Emerson drew on common beliefs about 

the history of the market. Americans in the 1840s believed that trade allowed 

British merchants to purchase freedom from the Crown over the course of cen

turies. Trade and economic development had a positive image at the time, as 

the landscape art that celebrated Americans' industry revealed: "the historian 

will see that trade," Emerson wrote, "makes peace and keeps peace, and it will 

abolish slavery."35 

Certainly, the power of economic interest and of trade that facilitated the 

enormous growth in the first sixty years of the nineteenth century was a 
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powerful engine for change. Thus, while Davis has shown the important 

connections between the market and antislavery sentiments, there was also 

an important relationship between capitalism and proslavery thought. The 

engine of the market did not always point in one direction, toward antislav

ery. Slavery bound together the interests of the people of North and South, as 

well as Europeans and Americans. And southerners knew it. Justice Lumpkin 

recalled at the South Carolina Agricultural Fair in 1850 that England, "with

out raising one pound of cotton at home ... has a population there of four 

millions directly or indirectly dependent on this trade."36 

What, then, to make of the relationship between the market and slavery? 

Eric Williams's Capitalism and Slavery demonstrates the economic incentives 

that lay on the side of antislavery action in Great Britain. It is important that 

we recall and study the multiple and important economic impulses that lay 

behind the proslavery ideas and actions in the United States. The market, as 

we are daily reminded, is an incredibly powerful force, and the interests it sup

ports are difficult, if not impossible, to resist. Law as a technology of the 

market reflects its values. 

For a number of reasons, including the provincialism of northern courts 

(and thus their reluctance to cite southern opinions), the tradition of south

ern judges not to write as expansive opinions as northern judges, and the con

servatism of southern judges with respect to departing from precedent, it is 

hard to locate areas of law where southern law advanced ahead of northern 

law. However, in areas like the spendthrift trust, which helped keep property 

within families, southern lawyers seem to have turned to that technology with 

vigor before northern lawyers did.37 That is, the U.S. legal system was pro

market throughout, but the presence of slavery added a particularly strong im

petus toward protection of property and of the market. 

Considerations of utility were central to proslavery thought. For instance, 

much of the proslavery literature focuses on the economic catastrophe that 

attended the end of slavery in the Caribbean and that would attend the end 

of slavery in the United States. Similarly, proslavery legal decisions, like deci

sions involving corporations and property rights outside the context of slav

ery, turned on their effects on economic development.38 In the minds of many 

southerners, the market and slavery were leading causes of civilization. We 

should take seriously southerners' understanding of the ways in which their 

world depended on slavery and the market and the role oflegal technology in 

promoting both. 



CHAPTER 14 

Why Did Northerners Oppose 

the Expansion of Slavery? 

Economic Development and Education 

in the Limestone South 

JOHN MAJEWSKI 

The recent literature on slavery has unexpectedly brought to light a new 

historical problem: why did the Republican Party oppose the expansion of 

slavery? Historians have commonly understood that most mainstream Re

publicans, whatever their moral objections to slavery, opposed the institu

tion's expansion because of economic reasons. Slavery, in the minds of many 

Republicans, was incompatible with a flourishing free-labor economy. As the 

historian John Ashworth has put it, "It is no exaggeration to say that Repub

licans fought the Civil War primarily because they deplored the economic 

effects of slavery."1 If slavery were allowed to expand, Republicans believed, 

lazy and indolent planters would monopolize the best lands, undermine the 

work ethic, and subvert economic progress. The Republican critique had a po

litical component as well. The great wealth of southern planters-accumulated 

through the exploitation of their slaves-would allow slaveholders to manipu

late the national government and become privileged aristocrats. Fear of the 

"slave power" became a rallying cry of Republicans. 2 

Within the past decade, though, a remarkably strong scholarly consen

sus has emerged that challenges the Republican economic critique of slavery. 

Recent scholarship emphasizes that the South's slaveholding society embraced 
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a wide array of technological innovations: southern artisans worked steadily 

to improve cotton gins; southern cultivators successfully introduced new va

rieties of cotton seed; southern entrepreneurs built highly sophisticated flour 

mills and sugar refineries; and southern governments subsidized a growing and 

vibrant railroad network. Southern economic development created a far more 

complex society than one comprising only aristocratic planters, exploited 

slaves, and poor whites. The South developed its own urban middle class, 

which, Jonathan Daniel Wells argues, "easily and seamlessly incorporated vig

orous support for slavery within a broader modernizing vision of the region's 

future."3 The modernizing vision extended to planters, who supported scien

tific agriculture, transportation improvements, and urban growth. One recent 

synthesis concludes that slavery was not "an archaic institution that prevented 

the South from achieving the higher level of modernization obtained by the 

N orth."4 With so much evidence suggesting that slavery was compatible with 

economic modernization, why did Republicans believe that slavery was anti

thetical to economic progress? 

What makes the Republican position especially problematic is that slavery 

seemed to benefit the northern economy. Slavery, historians now argue, stood at 

the center of the world's capitalist economy. As many of the chapters in this 

volume make clear, northern industry, northern finance, and northern com

merce benefited from slave labor. Southern slaveholders celebrated their central 

importance to the world economy, and they confidently believed that northern

ers would never endanger access to cotton and the lucrative southern markets. 

Why would Yankees, they asked, make war against slavery and kill the goose 

that laid the golden eggs? Historians are left with the same paradox that south

erners could not explain: the northern economy benefited from the profits of 

slave labor, yet the majority of northerners willingly risked civil war to halt slav

ery's westward expansion. Capitalism, it seems, went to war against itsel£ 

To explain this paradox, I focus on core strengths of the northern politi

cal economy that the recent literature has tended to neglect: the democ

ratization of education and innovation. Northerners created the world's most 

successful educational system, one that provided widespread access to inex

pensive common schools. In the 1849-1850 school year, 63 percent of children 

in the rural North between the ages of five and nineteen years attended school 

for at least part of the year, a percentage far higher than in the South and in 

most European nations.5 The relatively high levels of learning, combined with 

the expansion of markets through transportation and communication im

provements, facilitated the development of networks of inventors and innova-
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tors. Patents are one way of measuring the progress of northern innovation. 

Antebellum Americans patented tens of thousands of inventions before the 

Civil War, and per capita rates were well ahead of those of Great Britain, the 

nineteenth century's great industrial power. Northerners accounted for nearly 

95 percent of the national total; the South, with nearly 33 percent of the na

tion's population, produced only 5.1 percent of the nation's patents.6 Many Re

publicans believed that slavery, whatever its immediate economic benefits in 

providing cheap commodities for northern industry, was fundamentally hos

tile to the creative core of the northern economy. Antislavery activists in Lou

isville, Kentucky, summarized the critique in 1849: "Slavery and education are 

by their very nature at war with each other."7 

This chapter analyzes one of the most economically successful regions of 

the South, a region I call the Limestone South, to show in greater detail the 

incompatibility of slavery and a northern economy focused on education and 

innovation. The Limestone South consisted of three distinct regions that 

shared rich limestone soils: Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, Kentucky's Blue

grass Region, and Tennessee's Nashville Basin. Taken as a whole, the Lime

stone South contained just over 22,000 square miles (approximately the size 

of current-day West Virginia) and just over one million residents, including 

275,000 slaves. In many respects, the Limestone South confirms the current 

literature's emphasis on the flexible, modern nature of antebellum slavery. The 

region's fertile soils and moderate climate supported dense, prosperous agri

cultural populations with their accompanying commerce, industry, and cities. 

Nearly 16 percent of the population of the Limestone South lived in a census

defined urban area, which put it significantly ahead of midwestern states 

such as Indiana and Illinois. Manufacturing output in the Limestone South 

was also comparable to that of midwestern states. In contrast to the predic

tions of free- labor ideology, the history of the Limestone South suggests that 

slavery, in the right environmental conditions, could indeed support a thriv

ing, diversified economy. 

In other respects, though, the Limestone South shows how slavery cre

ated a political economy antithetical to long-term development. Residents of 

the Limestone South steadfastly refused to invest in an extensive system of 

public education. Despite its relatively advanced economy, far fewer white 

children in the Limestone South attended school than children in the Mid

west. The lack of basic education, in turn, discouraged the formation of clus

ters of artisans, mechanics, and inventors who could improve production 

techniques and develop new technologies. In both rural and urban areas, 
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inventive activity in the Limestone South was well behind that of the Mid

west. In 1860 the artisans, mechanics, and inventors in Cleveland, for exam

ple, filed for many more patents than did residents of Louisville, even though 

Louisville had a far larger white population. Even though the Limestone 

South supported a diverse economy, the lack of innovation and invention 

posed a barrier to growth. Population growth in the Limestone Region slowed 

significantly in the 1840s and 1850s, while the free-labor Midwest continued 

its rapid ascent. 

Viewed through the prism of the Limestone South, the Republican eco

nomic critique of slavery becomes compelling. The Limestone South shows 

that slavery flourished in a region with soils and climate similar to those of 

the North. Slavery's seeming compatibility with selected elements of economic 

modernity made the institution all the more insidious to northerners. With

out some legal restriction, slavery could easily embed itself in the cities, towns, 

and farms of the Midwest and West. Once entrenched, slavery would have 

short-circuited the investment in education and technology so essential to 

long-term economic progress. Even though the northern economy profited 

from commodities produced by slave labor, Republicans nevertheless fever

ishly worked to stop slavery's expansion (and risked civil war) to protect their 

own vision of political economy. 

Continuous Cultivation Versus Shifting Cultivation 

One of the great ironies of the nineteenth-century economy is that the nation's 

most agrarian region also had the nation's worst soils. Suffering from frequent 

leaching, southern soils often lack calcium, phosphorus, and other key nutri

ents. Southern soils are often acidic, which inhibits the ability of many plants 

to take in whatever nutrients are available. To make matters worse, clover and 

other legumes-which return nitrogen to the soil and provide excellent fodder 

for cattle and livestock-failed to thrive in the South's warm and humid cli

mate.8 In response to poor soils and an inhospitable climate, southern farm

ers and planters used shifting cultivation. In shifting cultivation, farmers 

burned forest growth (typically pines, which are well adapted to acidic soils), 

which in turn produced large amounts of ash. The ash provided an excellent 

source of calcium, thus neutralizing the soil's natural acidity. After the ash 

had been leached out of the cropped land, farmers burned another plot, leaving 

the original land to long-term fallow for up to thirty years. While shifting 
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cultivation is often associated with subsistence agriculture, nineteenth-century 

southerners successfully used it to grow cotton and other staple crops.9 

Limestone soils, on the other hand, are rich in calcium and other nutri

ents. Kentucky's Bluegrass Region, Virginia's Shenandoah Valley and sur

rounding areas, and Tennessee's Nashville Basin all possess an abundance of 

limestone soils. The relatively moderate climate of these three areas allowed 

fodder crops to grow, which in turn made large-scale livestock operations pos

sible. The cattle and other livestock efficiently recycled the rich nutrients back 

into the soil by way of manure, thus allowing agriculturalists to engage in con

tinuous cultivation. In continuous cultivation, land rotated among crops 

such as wheat, corn, and hay, and then "rested" as clover, bluegrass, and other 

legumes replenished the soil while providing pasturage for livestock. Scien

tists classify limestone lands as alfisols. Most prevalent in the Midwest and in 

parts of the Northeast (such as New York's Mohawk River Valley), alfisols are 

usually highly productive. Scientists classify the acidic soils that characterized 

most of the South as ultisols, which are often associated with tropical and semi

tropical climates and shifting cultivation.10 

Census statistics show the relationship among soils, climate, and agricul

tural regimes. Beginning in 1850, the Census Bureau began collecting data 

on the number of improved and unimproved acres on farms, with improved 

acreage defined as cropped fields or fenced pastures. Since the vast majority 

of cultivators using shifting cultivation did not bother to fence land in long

term fallow, their farms and plantations contained a high proportion of un

improved land. Table 14.1, based on the 1860 census, compares the percentage 

of improved land in the South, the North, and the Limestone South. In the 

South as a whole, only 33 percent of the land was improved; in cotton states 

such as South Carolina, the figure was 25 percent. In the Limestone South, 

nearly 62 percent of the land was improved, a figure broadly similar to that 

of the Northeast (63.8 percent improved) and actually ahead of most mid

western states (53.3 percent improved). The northern state that most resem

bled the Limestone South was Ohio. Ohio was settled at the same time as 

the Kentucky Bluegrass Region and the Nashville Basin, and most of its 

soils were alfisols. The percentage of improved land in Ohio (61 percent) was 

almost exactly the same as the percentage of improved land in the Limestone 

South. 

The continuous-cultivation regimen of the Limestone South gave its land

scape a more settled and ordered ambiance than the rest of the South. Antislav

ery critics often focused on the slovenly nature of the South's plantations and 
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Table 14.1. Percentage oflmproved Land in Farms, 1860 

Area Improved land (%) 

Northeast 63.8 
Midwest 53.3 
Border South 39.0 

Maryland 62.l 
Delaware 63.4 
Kentucky 39.9 
Missouri 31.3 

Upper South 32.76 
Virginia 36.8 
North Carolina 28.2 
Tennessee 32.9 

Cotton South 30.8 
South Carolina 28.2 
Georgia 30.3 
Mississippi 32.0 
Alabama 33.4 
Louisiana 29.l 

Limestone South 62.2 
Bluegrass Region 69.8 
Nashville Region 51.5 
Limestone Virginia 60.4 

Overall North 57.7 
Overall South 33.3 

Source: Census statistics at Geostat Center, University of 
Virginia Library, http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/collections/stats 
/histcensus/. 

farms, pointing to their unfenced fields and acre after acre of scrubby pines. Yet 

northerners visiting the Limestone South noted with delight the well-kept 

fields, the substantial farm buildings, the well-maintained farmhouses, and the 

ubiquitous stonewalls. Travelers visiting the Shenandoah Valley, according to 

historian Warren Hofstra, came to see "a prosperous countryside, thriving mar

ket towns, a vibrant grain economy, and a town and country landscape" that 

symbolized the promise of America's republican experiment.11 Visitors to the 

Bluegrass rhapsodized about the bucolic landscape. "A short visit to Kentucky," 

wrote a correspondent of Baltimore's American Farmer, was "more like a pleas

ant dream, than a reality. It was like flying over and looking down upon a 

beautiful garden of lovely flowers and various fruits, without having time to 
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alight and exhale the odor of the one, or taste the sweets of the other."12 Visitors 

took particular delight in seeing the improved livestock that roamed the finely 

manicured pastures. The Limestone South became particularly well known for 

its flourishing equestrian culture, which thrived in a region with excellent soils 

and a moderate climate to support a variety of nutritious grasses. For stock 

breeders and agricultural writers, prize-winning bulls and horses became celeb

rities of sorts. One correspondent of the Spirit of the Times, a periodical devoted 

to horse racing and livestock breeding, wrote that in visiting stock farms near 

Nashville, he saw "the celebrated bull Frederick. He is very large, and is indeed 

among the first bulls in America."13 

Another characteristic of the Limestone South was its diverse array of 

crops. The Bluegrass Region was well suited for growing hemp, which was 

used to produce rope, canvas, and bagging. Indeed, when the earliest white 

settlers arrived in Kentucky, they found huge canebrakes (thickets of a local 

species of bamboo) that indicated particularly fertile soils suitable for hemp 

production. Farmers and planters in the Nashville Basin increasingly focused 

on cotton, especially as cotton prices exploded in the 1850s. The farmers and 

planters of the Shenandoah Valley concentrated on wheat and livestock; the 

region would become known as the "breadbasket of the Confederacy" during 

the Civil War. Because of the diversity of crops grown in the Limestone South 

and the differing levels of improved land in the various subregions, it might be 

possible that crop choice (as opposed to environmental conditions) influenced 

the adoption of continuous cultivation. Such claims, however, cannot account 

for why tobacco farmers in the Bluegrass Region utilized continuous cultiva

tion, while tobacco farmers on the ultisols of eastern Virginia adopted shifting 

cultivation. Similarly, it is not clear why cotton growers in the Nashville Re

gion were more likely to use continuous cultivation than cotton growers in 

South Carolina, Mississippi, and Alabama. The sheer diversity of agricultural 

production in the Limestone South indicates that environmental factors (and 

not crop choice) largely determined the choice of cultivation regimes. 

Cultivation Regimes, Population Growth, 
and Economic Development 

Shifting cultivation and continuous cultivation constituted rational responses 

to differing environmental conditions, and both could be profitable. In terms of 
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general economic development, however, continuous cultivation had a crucial 

advantage: it utilized far more land for productive economic activity. Shift

ing cultivation meant that most land remained unused; cropped acreage was 

like an island surrounded by an ocean of pine forests and scrublands. In 

continuous cultivation, agriculturalists farmed a far higher proportion of their 

land, resulting in a densely populated landscape that could support a larger 

rural population. In contrast, areas with shifting cultivation (consisting of 

mostly unimproved land) had low population densities. Shifting cultivation, 

however rational from the standpoint of an individual farmer or planter, came 

at the cost of limiting rural population and suppressing the development of 

markets for goods and services. 

The Limestone South had a much different demographic trajectory than 

the rest of the South. Let us suppose that the Limestone Region had been 

consolidated into a single state, with the appropriate adjustments made to the 

populations of Kentucky, Virginia, and Tennessee. As Table 14.2 summa

rizes, the Limestone South would have been the smallest southern state in 

terms of square mileage, yet the second largest in terms of overall population. 

Only Virginia-with an area some four times greater than that of the Lime

stone South-would have had more people. The Limestone South would 

have easily surpassed any southern state in population per square mile. One 

might suppose that the Limestone South's substantial lead resulted from its 

higher urbanization rates (documented below), but even if we isolate rural 

population per square mile, the Limestone South was still ahead of other 

southern states. When compared to regions outside the South, the Limestone 

South's population density lagged well behind that of the New England and 

Mid-Atlantic states but was slightly ahead of that of the Midwest. Taken 

together, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois had a population of forty persons per 

square mile, somewhat behind the Limestone South's forty-seven persons per 

square mile. Ohio's population density (fifty-seven persons per square mile) 

was higher than the Limestone South's, but the Buckeye State's population 

density was only marginally ahead of the Bluegrass Region's (fifty-two per

sons per square mile). 

The big difference between the Midwest and the Limestone South, of 

course, was slavery. Since the Limestone South's dynamic economy generated 

substantial opportunities for a large and growing white population, slavery 

appeared somewhat less significant in percentage terms (26 percent of the re

gion's population). While this percentage was somewhat lower than that of 
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Table 14.2. Population Statistics for the Limestone South and Selected States, 1860 

Total Proportion Population per Slaves per 
population slave square mile square mile 

State/Region (N) (%) (N) (N) 

Limestone South 1,050,218 26.1 47.6 12.4 
Bluegrass 537,161 23.0 52.9 12.2 
Nashville 268,406 36.l 48.8 17.6 
Virginia 244,651 22.2 38.0 8.4 

Midwest 5,401,890 40.4 
Ohio 2,339,511 56.6 
Indiana 1,350,428 37.3 
Illinois 1,711,951 30.4 

South 10,259,016 36.2 12.8 4.6 
Kentucky 618,523 16.4 20.4 3.4 
North Carolina 992,622 33.4 18.8 6.3 
Tennessee 841,395 21.3 22.9 4.9 
Virginia 1,351,667 36.3 20.8 30.9 
Alabama 964,201 45.l 18.6 8.4 
Georgia 1,057,286 43.7 17.9 7.8 
Louisiana 708,002 46.8 14.8 6.9 
Mississippi 791,305 55.3 16.6 9.2 
South Carolina 703,708 57.2 22.6 12.9 
Texas 604,215 30.2 2.3 0.68 

Source: Census statistics from Geostat Center, University of Virginia Library, http://fisher.lib 
.virginia.edu/collections/stats/histcensus/. 

the overall average of the South (37 percent), it was nevertheless higher than 

that of Confederate states such as Tennessee and Arkansas. If we examine the 

density of slaves per square mile, however, the Limestone South was a close 

second to South Carolina and substantially ahead of most of the Cotton South. 

In this respect, the Limestone South complicates Ira Berlin's well-known 

distinction between a society with slaves and a slave society. In Berlin's analy

sis, many societies have had some form of slavery, but only some of these have 

developed into full-blown slave societies complete with a powerful planting 

class and a legal and political system devoted to protecting slavery.14 The Lime

stone South falls into its own ambiguous category. Slavery in the Limestone 

South generated a powerful planter elite (especially in the Bluegrass Region 

and the Nashville Region), but slaveholding planters coexisted with large 

numbers of yeoman farmers, artisans, merchants, and manufacturers. The 
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Limestone South, in other words, integrated a vibrant free-labor economy 

with a significant number of slaves. 

The significant free-labor component of the Limestone South did little 

to undermine slavery. Demographically, slavery's importance fell slightly 

relative to that of the free population. As the demand for slaves in the cot

ton South increased in the 1840s and 1850s, more planters in Kentucky and 

Virginia sold "surplus" slaves in the domestic slave trade. By the 1850s, Lou

isville and Lexington had become major slave-trading centers, leading one 

historian to sardonically note that "Traders increased in Kentucky to such 

an extent that by 1860 there were as many slave dealers as there were mule 

traders."15 Despite the growth of the slave trade, between 1840 and 1860, 

the overall slave population of the Limestone South increased by nearly 

38,000 (Table 14.3). Most of that increase took place in the Nashville Basin, 

where demand for slave labor remained strong because of higher cotton 

prices. Even in the limestone areas of Kentucky and Virginia, the absolute 

number of slaves increased slightly. While the proportion of slaves declined 

from 29 percent of the population in 1840 to 27 percent of the population 

in 1860, this small drop hardly challenged the survival of the institution. 

By way of contrast, slavery in Maryland (where the institution was indeed 

on the verge of extinction) fell from 19 percent of the population in 1840 to 

12 percent in 1860. 

The continuing importance of slavery did not hinder the development 

of a substantial manufacturing sector devoted to processing the region's 

diverse array of crops. Hemp cultivation, which required the rich soils of the 

Bluegrass Region to be grown on a commercial basis, gave rise to a signifi

cant rope, cordage, and bagging industry. By 1860 the Bluegrass Region con

tained 157 such manufacturers, employing more than 2,000 workers.16 

Whisky distilling-a by-product of the plentiful corn and rye crops and the 

clear, pure water from limestone streams and wells-flourished throughout 

the Limestone South, most especially in the Bluegrass Region and Nash

ville Basin. In the limestone regions of Virginia, wheat production created 

a vibrant milling industry. As early as 1800, some 400 mills served the 

farmers and planters of the Shenandoah Valley.17 The area's thriving agri

cultural economy also created a demand for more blacksmiths, more car

penters, more wheelwrights, more teamsters, and a variety of skilled and 

semiskilled workers. Data from the 1860 census confirm this point. In 

terms of value added-a measure of manufacturing output that subtracts 

the initial raw materials from the final value of the manufactured goods-
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Table 14.3. Changes in Slave Population for the Limestone South, 1840-1860 

Region 

Total, Limestone South 
Bluegrass Region 
Nashville Basin 
Limestone Virginia 

No. of slaves, I840 
(% of population) 

236,897 (29) 
113,401 (28) 
73,288 (30) 
50,208 (27) 

No. of slaves, I86o 
(%of population) 

274,639 (26) 
123,812 (23) 
96,880 (36) 
53,947 (22) 

Source: Census statistics at Geostat Center, University of Virginia Library, http://fisher.lib 
.virginia.edu/collections/stats/histcensus/. 

the Limestone South produced more than two times value added per per

son ($16.72 versus $7.72) than did the rest of the South. If one isolates the 

value of goods and services that depended on local demand, the gap becomes 

even wider. In terms of per capita value added in the building and construc

tion trades, for example, the Limestone South produced five times more than 

the rest of the South ($2.81 versus forty-two cents); for consumer goods (such 

as boots and shoes, hats, books, and furniture), the Limestone South pro

duced nearly four times as much as the rest of the South ($3.36 versus ninety 

cents). 

This manufacturing base of the Limestone South was a far cry from the 

industrial economy of the Northeast, which produced a vast profusion of man

ufactured goods, including textiles, railroad equipment, and steam engines. 

The experience of the Limestone South does not necessarily demonstrate that 

slavery was compatible with the most advanced forms of nineteenth-century 

industrial capitalism. The experience of the Limestone South suggests, how

ever, that slavery was not a barrier to the initial stages of industrialization that 

characterized much of the Midwest. The per capita value added for all manu

facturing in the Midwest was just under $17, or about the same at that of the 

Limestone South.18 The Limestone South and the Midwest also had similar 

rates of urbanization. Despite its relatively small geographic area, the Lime

stone South had thirteen census-defined urban areas (towns and cities with a 

population of at least 2,500) in 1860, which was more than any other slave state. 

Four of these cities-Louisville (population 68,033), Nashville (16,988), 

Covington (16,471), and Alexandria (12,654)-ranked among the nation's 100 

largest.19 The overall urbanization rate of 16 percent was far greater than any 

state in the Confederacy. The Bluegrass Region generated especially robust 

urban growth. Containing seven census-defined cities, the Bluegrass Region 
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exceeded the national urbanization rate and was ahead of all midwestern 

states, including Ohio. 

The Limestone South and Public Education 

The economic success of the Limestone South presents historians with a fas

cinating case study. On the one hand, the region had all of the elements that 

northerners associated with the anti-enlightenment impulses of the South: a 

large population of slaves, politically powerful plantation owners, and a cul

ture that valorized traditional masculine pursuits such as horse racing, drink

ing, and dueling. 20 Yet on the other, the planter culture that flourished in the 

Limestone South coexisted with more middle-class cultural norms revolving 

around improvement and progress. Historians have noted the limestone 

regions-like many urbanized areas in the South-developed along distinctly 

Whig lines as both planters and nonplanters embraced improved agriculture, 

town building, and internal improvements. Especially in towns and cities, civic 

associations of all types sprang into existence. Even in the smallish town of 

Winchester, Virginia, schools and libraries, churches, and theater flourished 

by the early nineteenth century.21 One historian of the Bluegrass Region has 

even argued that by 1830, the "rise of the middle class" had eclipsed the ear

lier influence of the plantation gentry.22 Given the presence of these progres

sive economic and cultural values, it seems possible that the Limestone South 

might have developed vigorous educational institutions despite the presence 

of slavery. 

Despite high levels of economic development, the Limestone South fell 

behind the Midwest in developing a public school system. The Kentucky Blue

grass Region, the most developed of the Limestone South's three main areas, 

suggests that economic inequality tied to slavery discouraged investment in 

education. Kentucky's first "public" school system consisted of a system ofland 

grant academies. The 1798 law established a series of academies throughout 

the state (one academy for each county) and provided each with a 6,ooo-acre 

land grant. The academy's trustees surveyed and then sold the land, which 

usually provided just enough money to construct a modest building. Tuition 

provided revenue for operating expenses (mostly the salaries of the teachers), 

but was well beyond the means of most ordinary families. Such a system, in 

the words of historian William E. Ellis, reflected the view of the planter elite 

that "the commonwealth needed trained ministers, businessmen, lawyers, and 
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other public servants and not an educated general population. The prevailing 

slavocracy set the tone for Kentucky society and dominated state government 

until the end of the Civil War."23 

A state-supported system of common schools eventually replaced the land 

grant academies, but for decades, public investment remained limited. Schools 

in the Bluegrass, like schools elsewhere in antebellum America, could poten

tially tap three sources of revenues: the state government, local property taxes, 

and student tuition.24 In the North, state support and local property taxes 

usually kept tuition at local common schools (often called a "rate bill") to less 

than a dollar per term, which allowed many ordinary families to send their 

children to school. 25 Common schools in the Bluegrass Region, in contrast, 

could rely only on intermittent state support, with little or no revenue from 

local property taxes. To fund common schools, Kentuckians established a lit

erary fund, which consisted of stock in state-charted banks. In 1830 the fund 

held securities amounting to $140,000, generating a paltry income of less 

than $8,500. As an 1830 legislative report noted, the endowment generated an 

income so small as to be "a useless expenditure of money."26 Families were 

expected to provide the bulk of the school's operating expenses. With com

mon schools charging high tuition rates, attendance for white children lagged 

far behind their northern counterparts. Not surprisingly, only 11,000 students 

attended common schools throughout the state. 27 

In 1838, the state established a more substantial school fund that consisted 

of $850,000 of "Bonus Funds" from the federal government. Instead of sim

ply giving the money to the school fund, though, the state spent the money 

on other projects and then gave state bonds to the school fund. The state paid 

the interest on the bonds to the school fund, which theoretically generated 

$40,000 in revenue for common schools. The financially strapped state gov

ernment, though, sometimes refused to pay the money, reasoning that obli

gations to other creditors took precedence. As the interest owed by the state 

government to the school fund accumulated to unsustainable levels, the Gen

eral Assembly in 1845 authorized the governor to literally burn the state bonds 

in the school fund. With little in the way of state money, and rampant disor

ganization at every level, attendance at common schools lagged. As late as 1847, 

only 2,733 children in the Bluegrass Region (about 2 percent of the children 

ages five to nineteen years) attended common schools. As one Kentucky news

paper put it, "The Common School System of Kentucky is a mockery."28 

A series of reforms beginning in 1848 helped transform Kentucky's com

mon schools. Embarrassed by the financial shenanigans surrounding the 
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school fund, the General Assembly restored the old bonds and added new ones, 

so that by 1851, the school fund held $1.2 million in assets. More important, 

the General Assembly authorized a statewide referendum on a property tax 

that would exclusively benefit common schools. In 1848, voters overwhelm

ingly approved the tax (which collected two cents for every $100 in property) 

by a margin of more than two to one. By 1851 the school fund had more than 

$133,000 in revenue to spend, and enrollments increased accordingly. Census 

records indicate that 43 percent of white children ages five to nineteen attended 

schools in Kentucky. Returns compiled from the Kentucky Office of Super

intendent of Public Instruction, which required all school districts receiving 

state aid to report student attendance in common schools, indicated similar 

results. The 1851 report showed that in 967 rural school districts in the Blue

grass Region, 39 percent of children between five and sixteen years of age at

tended common schools.29 That was better than in most southern states, but 

still well behind the rate for the rural North, where more than 63 percent of 

children ages five to nineteen years attended school in 1850. If the age range is 

adjusted to five to fourteen years, then the northern figures rises to 90 percent.30 

A closer look at the data from the Superintendent's report suggests how 

slavery hindered a greater democratization of education. To receive state aid, 

every school district was required to send information on the number of 

children, the number of students attending school, the tuition the school 

charged for each term, and the length of the school year. In rural counties, 

Bluegrass common schools charged tuition averaging $2.78 per term (the me

dian figure was $3.00), while non-Bluegrass schools charged $2.12 per term 

(with a median of $2.oo). These tuition charges were significantly higher than 

those of northern schools, where tuition for common schools averaged $1.00 

per term in places such as upstate New York. In the Inner Bluegrass-the 

particularly fertile counties in which plantation slavery was especially strong

common school tuitions could be particularly high. Fifty school districts in 

the Inner Bluegrass charged students $4.00 or more per term, which was the 

equivalent of the price of a private academy in the North. 

Regression analysis confirms that counties with the most slaves tended 

to charge the most for common schools. The regression in Table 14.4 uses the 

average tuition for each county in 1851 as the dependent variable, while the 

independent variables include the percentage of slaves in a county's popula

tion and several dummy variables indicating the geographic location of each 

county. A one percentage point increase in slavery was associated with an 

increase of nearly two cents in tuition. Common schools in a county with 
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Table 14+ Slavery, Geography, and School Tuition 

Independent variable: Tuition for common schools in 
Kentucky, 1851 

Regression statistics 

Multiple R 0.68096627 
Ri 0.46371506 
AdjustedR2 0.44064904 
Standard error 0.50370818 
No. of observations 98 

Dependent variables Coefficients 

Intercept 2.01815474 
Percent enslaved 0.01789615 
Outer Bluegrass 0.29080652 

t-Statistic 

14.01605 
2.944732 
2.313542 

Appalachia -0.317263 -2.28995 
Inner Bluegrass 0.55806839 2.333242 

Source: Compiled from the county returns published in Report of 
the Superintendent of Public Instruction to the General Assembly of 
Kentucky (Frankfort, Ky.: A. G. Hodges and Co., 1851). 

40 percent of its population enslaved, the regression implies, charged nearly 

eighty cents more per term than a county with no slaves. Even after the im

pact of slavery is held constant, residents in the Bluegrass paid a significantly 

higher tuition than residents in other parts of the state. Schools in Appalachia

serving a less wealthy and more dispersed population-charged significantly 

less, as most families could not afford to pay high tuitions.31 The lower tu

ition, however, meant that most Appalachian schools offered students a single 

three-month term of instruction every academic year. Schools in the Bluegrass 

Region, on the other hand, offered an average 5.3 months of instruction. Rather 

than use state funds to help fully democratize education, Bluegrass residents 

instead used state money to subsidize common schools that resembled private 

academies. 

The way state funding was structured helps account for why Bluegrass 

residents used state funds to support expensive common schools. The Ken

tucky General Assembly specified that each district was to receive funding ac

cording to the total number of children in each district, not the number of 

students in each district. This created the incentive for elites in each district 

to charge high tuition so that each student attending school (presumably 

from wealthy families who could afford to pay) reaped higher levels of state 
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support. To take one of the extreme examples, District One in Clark County 

(which was located in the particularly wealthy Inner Bluegrass) charged its 

students $8 for each three-month term, which was astoundingly high even by 

Kentucky standards. The district received sixty cents for each of fifty-three 

children residing in the district, which came to a total of $31.80. Only sixteen 

students attended the school, however, which meant that the state subsidized 

each student to the tune of $2.00. This Kentucky "common" school, in es

sence, was often an elite institution that received state support. Educational 

reformers noted the inequities of the state's funding model-the fewer stu

dents in each school, the greater the subsidy for each individual student. Dis

tributing educational funds on a per-child basis, the state superintendent of 

instruction declared in 1851, is "evil and wrong," as it essentially gave school 

districts "a bounty for their indifference and neglect."32 

The absence of local property taxes made the inequities in state funding 

particularly glaring. Northern localities commonly used a property tax to com

plement state subsidies to make schooling more available. The counties in the 

Bluegrass, blessed with high land values, could have easily done the same. 

According to the 1850 census, rural counties in the Bluegrass instituted local 

property taxes that raised nearly $16,000, which came to about twenty-five 

cents per student. Local property taxes varied widely-some rural counties 

had no tax and others raised fairly significant sums. Bourbon County, for in

stance, raised $1,800 via its property tax, which came to $1.66 per child in the 

county. Such a sum, in conjunction with state aid and more modest tuition 

costs, might have helped significantly expand common school enrollments. 

The high tuition costs in Bourbon schools ($3.26 per student), though, meant 

that this money would instead subsidize a small fraction of families that could 

afford the expensive tuition. Students who could already afford high tuition 

costs received an additional subsidy of $3·43 through local property taxes. 

The lack of a more democratic enlightenment in the Limestone South had 

pernicious economic consequences. Economists have long held that investment 

in human and social capital is vital for long-run economic development. The 

increased investment in schooling in the North helped spur the "democ

ratization of invention." Patenting rates were especially high in the industrial 

cities of the Northeast, where networks of inventors could find financing and 

markets for their work.33 The same Northeastern states, of course, also pro

vided many of their citizens with an inexpensive education, which provided 

a strong foundation for a culture of inventiveness. By the 1850s, networks of 

inventors began to appear in the Midwest. In 1860 alone, Ohioans filed 329 
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patents, or about 141 per million residents. Despite having a similar economic 

structure as Ohio, the residents of the Limestone South filed for fifty-two pat

ents in 1860, or about 50 per million residents. Residents of Ohio's Cuyahoga 

County-which includes the city of Cleveland-filed forty-nine patents in 

1860, a number almost equal to the total filed in the Limestone South.34 Cleve

land (population 43,417) was significantly smaller than Louisville (popula

tion 68,417) in 1860, yet its residents produced far more patents. 

The relative dearth of patenting pointed to a long-term weakness of the 

Limestone South. For all of its flourishing cities, towns, and manufacturing, 

the Limestone South experienced significantly less population growth. 

Whereas the Midwest was attracting significant numbers of immigrants, the 

Limestone South fared less well. Between 1840 and 1860 the population of the 

Limestone South increased 24.7 percent, certainly a respectable number that 

was far better than that for tidewater Virginia, low-country South Carolina, 

and other more settled areas of the South. The Limestone South, however, 

lagged significantly behind Ohio, where the population increased 54 percent 

over the same period. No wonder that a number of residents in the Limestone 

South (especially in the Bluegrass Region and the limestone regions of Virginia) 

feared that slavery was undermining the region's long-term economic vitality! 

According to one historian, "it was almost a cliche in antebellum Kentucky 

to call slavery a drain on the state's economy and argue that Kentucky's over

all economic condition could be improved by an exclusive reliance on free 

white labor."35 

Education, Democracy, and the Republican Critique of Slavery 

Bluegrass residents had every opportunity to dramatically increase common 

school attendance along northern lines but instead supported policies that re

stricted educational opportunity. The slaveholders who dominated Kentucky 

educational policy believed that "reforming" education meant subsidizing elite 

institutions so that a relatively narrow group of men could provide the state 

with enlightened leadership. An 1830 legislative report, for example, advocated 

using the limited resources of the state's Literary Fund to subsidize colleges 

and academies. Giving academies money to buy the latest scientific instru

ments, for example, would allow academies to train teachers so as to "render 

essential aid in the establishment of common schools."36 Tue flourishing acad

emies would then set an example for the rest of a county, so that "public 
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attention at least will be aroused," and eventually voters would support a lo

cal property tax. In similar fashion, subsidizing colleges was important to 

keep the rich ("who will at any expense, give their children a liberal educa

tion") from sending their sons out of state. These young men, in turn, would 

become "teachers of common schools, and diffuse through society the bless

ings of popular education."37 So long as the elite were properly educated, 

schooling for the masses would take care of itself. 

Kentuckians viewed common schools that lacked guidance from elites 

with considerable skepticism. As part of the 1830 report, the legislature com

missioned Benjamin Peers to examine northern common schools to find a 

suitable model for Kentucky. While extolling state support for common 

schools, Peers nevertheless emphasized the importance of local enthusiasm. 

That support, Peers asserted, could come about only through the efforts of re

spectable gentlemen. He explained that the success of the common schools in 

Worcester and Springfield, Massachusetts, for example, resulted from gentle

men patrons "who spared no pains to awaken the interest of the people to the 

education of their children, enforced with considerable rigor the statute re

quiring the examination of instructors, assisted and encouraged the teachers 

by advice and frequent visits, and paid particular attention to procuring the 

composition and distribution of the best school books." Universal education in 

the North, Peers argued, began at the top. Indeed, Peers worried that north

erners had built too many schools without sufficient thought to the quality of 

their schools. Northern states had succeeded in providing nearly universal 

education, but only through "the multiplication of bad schools."38 Teachers 

needed to be better paid, Peers claimed, so that more respectable young men 

would make it a career. 

Instead of generating calls for greater public support for common schools 

so that teachers could receive more pay, these arguments reinforced calls to 

subsidize elite institutions. Peers himself recommended a scheme in which 

each county in Kentucky selected "one young man" to receive state support 

"for a course of study and practice for the business of teaching," thus setting 

an example for others to follow.39 Without more respectable gentlemen in ed

ucation, common schools teachers would be unworthy of state support. Ar

guing against a provision that would mandate state support for education in 

the 1850 Kentucky state constitution, Ben Hardin of Nelson County (in the 

Outer Bluegrass) argued that "The worse taught child in the world, is he who 

is taught by a miserable country school master." Rather than fund common 

schools, Hardin recommended that tax revenue "should be appropriated to 
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the endowment of colleges and academies, for the education of young men 

capable of teaching, than to be thrown away, as here proposed."40 The class 

bias in Hardin's argument is obvious, but it reflected the lived reality of many 

Bluegrass planters, whose children often attended academies or expensive pub

lic schools.41 Bluegrass residents seemed to have embraced a slaveholder's vi

sion of enlightenment that explicitly started at the top before trickling its way 

down to the general population. 

Such a vision was heresy to antislavery northerners. While northerners 

celebrated how their region democratized learning and education, they lam

basted the lack of education in the South. "Ignorant" was a favorite epithet of 

Republicans describing nonslaveholding whites. They attributed the lack of 

educational opportunities to the domineering spirit oflarge slaveholders, who 

allegedly denied educational opportunities to protect their own political power. 

According to the New York lawyer William Jay, slaveholders depended "on 

the acquiescence of the major part of the white inhabitants to their domina

tion," so slaveholders had no interest "to promote the intellectual improvement 

of the inferior class."42 Similarly, an anonymous 1853 contributor to the anti

slavery periodical The Independent equated nonslaveholding white southerners 

with "the serfs of Russia. A large part of them are unable to read and write." 

Slaveholders did "their political thinking and reading for them." 43 The situ

ation for slaves, antislavery northerners made clear, was even worse. In one of 

the subplots of Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, George Harris, a 

Kentucky slave, is hired out by his master to work in a rope and cordage fac

tory. George invents a machine for cleaning hemp, which "displayed quite as 

much mechanical genius as Whitney's cotton-gin." Despite the desperate en

treaties of the factory owner, the enraged master, whose own status has been 

threatened by George's invention, takes George home to the plantation and 

forces him to work "the meanest drudgery of the farm." 44 George's eventual 

escape highlighted Stowe's point that slavery, education, and opportunity 

could not coexist. 

Northerners celebrated how widespread access to educational institutions 

helped create a sense of economic opportunity and upward mobility that was 

a hallmark of free-labor ideology. Abraham Lincoln was a case in point. The 

poverty of Lincoln's childhood-as well as the aloofness of his father to edu

cational pursuits-meant that Lincoln had a rather rudimentary formal edu

cation. Perhaps with his own experience in mind, he consistently advocated 

higher funding for public schools. In his very first political address, Lincoln 

told the voters of Sangamon County, Illinois, that "I desire to see the time 
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when education, and by its means, morality, sobriety, enterprise and indus

try, shall become much more general than at present, and should be gratified 

to have it in my power to contribute something to the advancement of any 

measure which might have a tendency to accelerate the happy period."45 Much 

later in his political career, Lincoln saw education as a central pillar of the 

North's free-labor economy. "The old general rule was that educated people did 

not perform manual labor," Lincoln argued in 1859 in an address before the 

Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. Proslavery theorists "assumed that labor 

and education are impossible"-they believed, in fact, that education for work

ers was "pernicious and dangerous." The North's free-labor system, on the 

other hand, sought to unite the work of the hands with the work of the mind. 

"Free Labor insists on universal education," Lincoln concluded.46 

Lincoln linked education to the North's inventive and industrial econ

omy. Innovation, he told audiences in an 1859 speech entitled "Discoveries and 

Inventions," came about through "observation, reflection, and trial" that had 

become ingrained as "a habit."47 Theses habits in turn depended on reading, 

writing, and education to end the "slavery of the mind." Lincoln was the 

living embodiment of a mind-set that valued creativity and curiosity. He 

delighted in mechanical innovation; as a lawyer riding with the Illinois cir

cuit court, he visited farmers to witness demonstrations of the latest farm 

implements. Such curiosity led to practical results. In 1849 Lincoln patented 

a "Manner of Buoying Vessels," which he hoped would allow steamships to 

navigate shallow water.48 Although Lincoln's invention never saw practical 

use, the experience reinforced his believe that all workers could become in

novators through education. Farmers, for example, could use "book-learning" 

to cultivate not only crops but "a relish, and facility" for discovering and 

pursuing unsolved problems. Farmers, he told the Wisconsin Agricultural 

Society, should study botany, chemistry, and "the mechanical branches of 

Natural Philosophy" to turn their occupation into an intellectual pursuit. A 

farmer trained "in the country school, or higher school" could find an "ex

hausdess source of profitable enjoyment. Every blade of grass is a study; and 

to produce two, where there was but one, is both a profit and a pleasure."49 

The Limestone South and the Spread of Slavery 

In many respects, the Limestone South's vibrant economy undermined Re

publican arguments that slavery invariably led to destructive farming prac-
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tices, that slavery invariably limited population growth, and that slavery 

invariably deterred the growth of cities and manufacturing. The Limestone 

South's history certainly indicates that there was a definite ceiling on how far 

a slave economy could advance, but that ceiling was far higher than what many 

critics of slavery imagined.50 With both a substantial population of slaves and 

a prosperous, free-labor economy, the Limestone South defied the conventional 

categories of the antebellum period. The Limestone South was surely excep

tional. It was exceptional, however, because of its unique geography, and not 

in the degree of its commitment to slavery. If other areas of the South had 

had the same rich soils and moderate climate of the Limestone Region, they 

would have likely experienced much higher levels of economic development 

despite the presence of slavery. 

On a deeper level, the Limestone South suggests that antislavery north

erners had good reason to fear that slavery could spread throughout the Mid

west and West. There were no immutable economic factors or geographic 

barriers that would have made slavery unworkable in Ohio and elsewhere in 

the Midwest. Slavery as an institution could spread far beyond the plantations 

of the southern periphery; the evidence suggests that it could very well have 

become integrated into the midwestern economy. Contemporaries often as

sumed that northerners abolished slavery in their own states because the in

stitution was not economically viable in an economy of smaller farms and more 

cities, industry, and commerce. The experience of the Limestone South sug

gests that a free-labor economy could coexist in areas where slavery was still 

significant. Long-term developmental problems aside, the economy of the 

Limestone South reinforces Gavin Wright's argument that slavery, as an ex

propriation oflabor from slaves to masters, could benefit slaveholders in a wide 

variety of contexts.51 If slaveholders in the Bluegrass Region could expropriate 

the labor of tens of thousands of slaves, there was no climatic, geographic, or 

environmental reason why Ohioans could not. Slavery was very much a po

litical choice. 

That slavery was a political choice brings us back to Lincoln and the Re

publicans. Lincoln was well aware that slavery flourished in the Kentucky 

Bluegrass Region, with soils and a climate similar to Ohio's. Speaking in Cin

cinnati, Lincoln asked why Ohio was free of slavery while Kentucky was 

"entirely covered" with it. Was it climate? "No!" Lincoln emphatically an

swered. "A portion of Kentucky was further north than this portion of Ohio." 

How about soils? "No! There is nothing in the soil of one more favorable to 

slave labor than the other."52 Lincoln credited the Northwest Ordinance with 
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keeping slavery out of Ohio. The Northwest Ordinance was a conscious po

litical decision-one of many, according to Lincoln, made by the founding 

fathers to limit the spread of slavery and set the stage for its ultimate extinc

tion. Indeed, even after the Northwest Ordinance had been passed, it took a 

substantial antislavery movement in Illinois (Lincoln's own state) to prevent 

the institution from taking root. And if slavery could have taken root and 

spread throughout the Midwest, it could have defined the economic and po

litical mainstream of the nation. "A house divided against itself cannot stand," 

Lincoln famously declared in 1858. Speaking in the aftermath of the Dred Scott 

decision, which invalidated the Missouri Compromise, Lincoln raised the pos

sibility that slavery might spread throughout the nation. "Either the oppo

nents of slavery, will arrest the further spread of it, and place it where the public 

mind shall rest in the belief that it is in the course of ultimate extinction; or 

its advocates will push it forward, till it shall become alike lawful in all the 

States, old as well as new-North as well as South."53 

If slavery had indeed become "lawful in all states," the experience of the 

Limestone South indicates that it might have stunted the growth of educa

tional institutions and technological networks that were at the heart of the 

northern economy. It should be kept in mind that wealthy slaveholding 

planters were a distinct minority in the Limestone South, yet they neverthe

less exerted profound political power. Even the presence of a small number of 

planters might have influenced the development of school systems. Social 

mobility-the hallmark of the Republican economic vision-might have be

come significantly more limited for ordinary white families. Perhaps this is 

the answer to the paradox of why a political party representing the interests 

of capitalism so ardently opposed slavery, even though slavery was in many 

ways foundational to the nineteenth-century economy. Most northern bank

ers and merchants were perfectly content to make profits from the cotton 

trade; most northern farmers had no qualms about supplying southern mar

kets with corn, beef, and pork; and most northern manufacturers cared little 

if they sold their products to slaveholders. It was one thing to depend on 

southern markets but quite another to live in a nation, state, or locality where 

slaveholders sets the rules governing access to education and opportunity. 

Northern farmers, artisans, and laborers instinctively feared that the in

equality inherent in slavery would spell the end to the creative core of the 

northern economy. The educational system of the Limestone South suggests 

that they were right. 
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CHAPTER I. TOWARD A POLITICAL ECONOMY OF SLAVE LABOR 
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